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Abstract: The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible for providing the nation with nuclear weapons
and ensuring that these weapons remain safe and reliable. Tritium, a radioactive isotope of hydrogen, is an
essential component of every weapon in the current and projected U.S. nuclear weapons stockpile. Unlike
other materials utilized in nuclear weapons, tritium decays at a rate of 5.5 percent per year. Accordingly, as
long as the nation relies on a nuclear deterrent, the tritium in each nuclear weapon must be replenished
periodically. Currently the U.S. nuclear weapons complex does not have the capability to produce the amounts
of tritium that will be required to continue supporting the nation's stockpile. The Final Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statementfor Tritium Supply and Recycling (Final Programmatic EIS), DOE/EIS-0161,
issued in October 1995, evaluated the alternatives for the siting, construction, and operation of tritium supply
and recycling facilities at five DOE sites for four different production technologies. This Programmatic EIS
also evaluated the impacts of using a commercial light water reactor (CLWR) without specifying a reactor
location. In the Record of Decision for the Final Programmatic EIS (60 FR 63878), issued
December 12, 1995, DOE decided to pursue a dual-track approach on the two most promising tritium supply
alternatives: (1) to initiate purchase of an existing commercial reactor (operating or partially complete) or
reactor irradiation services; and (2) to design, build, and test critical components of an accelerator system for
tritium production. At that time, DOE announced that the final decision would be made by the Secretary of
Energy at the end of 1998.
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On December 22, 1998, Secretary of Energy Bill Richardson announced that the CLWR would be DOE's
primary option for tritium production, and the proposed linear accelerator at the Savannah River Site would
be the back-up option. The Secretary designated the Tennessee Valley Authority's (TVA) Watts Bar and
Sequoyah Nuclear Plants as the Preferred Alternative for CLWR tritium production. The Secretary's
announcement that the CLWR would be the primary tritium supply technology reaffirms the 1995 Record of
Decision for the Final Programmatic EIS to construct and operate a new tritium extraction capability at the
Savannah River Site.

This Environmental Impact Statementfor the Production of Tritium in a Commercial Light Water Reactor
(CLWR EIS) evaluates the environmental impacts associated with producing tritium at one or more of the
following five CLWRs: (1) Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Unit 1 (Spring City, Tennessee); (2) Sequoyah Nuclear
Plant Unit 1 (Soddy Daisy, Tennessee); (3) Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Unit 2 (Soddy Daisy, Tennessee);
(4) Bellefonte Nuclear Plant Unit 1 (Hollywood, Alabama); and (5) Bellefonte Nuclear Plant Unit 2
(Hollywood, Alabama). Specifically, this EIS analyzes the potential environmental impacts associated with
fabricating tritium-producing burnable absorber rods (TPBARs); transporting nonirradiated TPBARs from the
fabrication facility to the reactor sites; irradiating TPBARs in the reactors; and transporting irradiated TPBARs
from the reactors to the proposed tritium extraction facility at the Savannah River Site in South Carolina.

The public comment period on the CLWR Draft EIS extended from August 28 to October 27, 1998. During
the comment period, public hearings were held in North Augusta, South Carolina; Rainsville, Alabama; and
Evensville, Tennessee. An additional public meeting was- held in Evensville, Tennessee, on
December 14, 1998. The CLWR Draft EIS was made available through mailings and requests to DOE's
CLWR Office and at DOE's Public Reading Rooms. In preparing the CLWR Final EIS, DOE considered
comments received via mail, fax, submission at public hearings, recorded telephone messages, and the Internet.
In addition, comments and concerns identified during discussions at the public hearings were recorded by a
court reporter and were transcribed for consideration by DOE.

The CLWR Final EIS contains revisions and new information in response to the comments on the CLWR
Draft EIS and technical details disclosed since the Draft EIS was issued. -These revisions and new information
are indicated by a double underline for minor word changes or by a sidebar in the margin for sentence or larger
changes. Volume 2 (Comment Response Document) of the CLWR Final EIS contains the comments received
during the public review of the CLWR Draft EIS and DOE's responses to these comments.

No sooner than 30 days after the notice of filing this EIS with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, DOE
expects to issuea Record of Decision.
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PREFACE

The Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Tritium Supply and Recycling (Final
Programmatic EIS) (DOE/EIS-0161), which was completed in October 1995, assessed the potential
environmental impacts of technology and siting alternatives for the production of tritium for national security
purposes. On December 5, 1995, DOE issued a Record of Decision for the Final Programmatic EIS that
selected the two most promising alternative technologies for tritium production and established a dual-track
strategy that would, within 3 years, select one of those technologies to become the primary tritium,,supply
technology. The other technology, if feasible, would be developed as a backup tritium source. Under the dual-
track strategy, DOE would: (1) initiate the purchase of an existing commercial reactor (operating or partially
complete) or irradiation services with an option to purchase the reactor for conversion to a defense facility; and
(2) design, build, and test critical components of an accelerator system for tritium production. Under the Final
Programmatic EIS Record of Decision, any new facilities that might be required, i.e., an accelerator and/or a
tritium extraction facility to support the commercial reactor alternative, would be constructed at DOE's
Savannah River Site in South Carolina.

The Final Programmatic EIS described a two-phase strategy for compliance with the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA). The first phase included completion of the Final Programmatic EIS and subsequent
Record of Decision. The second phase included the preparation of site-specific NEPA documents tiered from
the Final Programmatic EIS. These EISs address the environmental impacts of specific project proposals. As
a result of the Final Programmatic EIS and the Record of Decision, DOE determined to prepare three site-
specific EISs: the Environmental Impact Statement, Accelerator Production of Tritium at the Savannah River
Site (APT) (DOE/EIS-0270), the Environmental Impact Statement for the Production of Tritium in a

ki Comercial Light Water Reactor (CLWR) (DOE/EIS-0288), and the Environment Impact Statement,
Construction and Operation of a Tritium Extraction Facility at Savannah River Site (TEF) (DOE/EIS-027 1).
Each of these EISs presents an analysis of alternatives which do not affect the alternatives in the other ElSs,
with one exception. This exception is one alternative in the TEF EIS which would require the use of space in
the APT. For this alternative to be viable, the APT would have to be selected as the primary source of tritium.

On December 22, 1998, Secretary of Energy Bill Richardson announced that commercial light water reactors
(CLWR) will be the primary tritium supply technology. The Secretary designated the Watts Bar Unit 1 reactor
near Spring City, Tennessee, and the Sequoyah Units 1 and 2 reactors near Soddy-Daisy, Tennessee, as the
preferred commercial light water reactors for tritiuin production. These reactors are operated by the Tennessee
Valley Authority (TVA), an independent government agency. The Secretary designated the APT as the
"backup" technology for tritium supply. As a backup, DOE will continue with developmental activities and
preliminary design, but will not construct the accelerator. Finally, selection of the CLWR reaffirms the
December 1995 Final Programmatic EIS Record of Decision to construct and operate a new tritium extraction
capability at the Savannah River Site.

DOE has completed the final EISs for the APT, CLWR, and TEF. No sooner than 30 days after publication
in the Federal Register of the Environmental Protection Agency's Notice of Availability of the final EISs for
APT, CLWR, and TEF, DOE intends to issue a consolidated Record of Decision to: (1) formalize the
programmatic announcement made on December 22, 1998; and (2) announce project-specific decisions for
the three EISs. These decisions will include, for the selected CLWR technology, the selection of specific
CLWRs to be used for tritium supply and the location of a new tritium extraction capability at the Savannah
River Site. For the backup APT technology, technical and siting decisions consistent with its backup role will

K i be made.
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1. PUBLIC COMMENT PROCESS

This chapter of the Comment Response Document describes te public comment process for the Draft Environmental
Impact Statementfor he Production of Trtium in a Commercial light Water Reactor and the procedures used to
respond to those comments. Section 11 describes the means through which comments were acquired, summarized,
and numbered. Section 1.2 discusses the public hearing format that was used to solicit comments from the public.
Section 1.3 describes the organization of this docuimnt, including how the comments were categorized, addressed,
and documented. Section 1.4 also provides guidance on the use of this document. Section 1.5 discusses the major
comms received on the environmental impact statement. Section 1.6 includes a discussion of the major changes
to the environmental impact statement that resulted from the public comment process. This chapter includes indexes
of all comments received during the 60-day public comment period and the December 14,1998, public meeting.

1.1 INTRoDUCrIoN

In August 1998, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) published the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
for the Production of Tritium in a Commercial Light Water Reactor (CLWR Draft EIS). This document
explained the need for a domestic tritium production source to maintain the United States' nuclear deterrent
and described and analyzed the environmental impacts associated with tritium production at one or more
nuclear power plants owned and operated by the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA). The 60-day public
comment period on the CLWR Draft EIS began on August 28, 1998, and ended on October 27, 1998.

During the comment period, public hearings were held in North Augusta, South Carolina; Rainsville, Alabama;
and Evensville, Tennessee. After the public comment period ended, a public meeting was held on
December 14, 1998, in Evensville, Tennessee, to allow the public to comment on TVA proposals submitted
to DOE in early December. Figure 1-1 shows the locations and dates of the public hearings and meeting. In
addition, the public was encouraged to submit comments via the U.S. mail service, e-mail to a special DOE
web site on the Internet, a toll-free 800-number phone line, and a toll-free fax line. Section 1.5 includes a
summary of the major comments received through the public comment process. Section 1.6 includes a
summary of the changes that were made to the CLWR Draft EIS as a result of the public comment process.

December 14, 1998, Public Meeting

Prior to fulfilling the requirement to reach a technology decision by the end of 1998, Secretary of Energy Bill
Richardson asked TVA to submit final proposals for the Watts Bar and Sequoyah reactors, as well as for the
completion of TVA's Bellefonte reactor. These proposals were provided to DOE the first week in
December 1998, after the close of the public comment period for the CLWR Draft EIS on October 27, 1998
(see Volume 1, Section 1.1.4 of the CLWR EIS). Upon receiving the proposals, the Secretary of Energy
directed that this information be presented for public review and comment prior to his reaching the technology
decision. To enable this, it was necessary to schedule and conduct the December 14, 1998, public meeting
with a minimum of notice. At this meeting, DOE presented information on the new TVA proposals, answered
questions, and accepted comments on the proposals and the tritium program in general. The public was
encouraged to submit written, faxed, telephoned, and e-mailed comments on the new TVA proposals. All
comments received as a result of the December 14, 1998, public meeting are presented separately in Chapter 2
of this volume (200 series and 800 series commentors); DOE's responses to the December 14, 1998, comments
have been integrated with the public comment period responses in Chapter 3 of this volume.
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Final Environmental Impact Statementfor the Production of Tritium in a Commercial Light Water Reactor

Evensville, TN
October 8, 1998
December 14, 1998 (public meeting)

North Augusta, SC
October 1, 1998

RaInsville, AL
October 8, 1998

FIgure 1.1 Public Hearing and Meeting Locations and Dates, 1998

The number of persons estimated in attendance at each hearing or meeting, together with the number of
comments submitted and recorded, are presented in Table 1-1. These attendance estimates are based on the
number of registration forms completed and returned at each hearing or meeting, as well as a rough "head
count" of the audience, and may not include all those present.

Table 1-1 Public Heardng/Meeting Locations, Attendance, and Commentors

North Augusta, SC October 1, 1998 34 4

Rainsville, AL October 6, 1998 200 27

Evensville, TN October 8, 1998 59 14

|Evensville, TN (public meeting) | December 14, 1998 71 36

All public hearing and meeting comments were combined with comments received by other means (mail,
e-mail, 800-number, fax) during the comment period. Written comments were date-stamped and assigned a
sequential document number. Chapter 2 of this volume contains copies of the comment documents received
by DOE. Table 1-2 provides an overview of the number of comments received and categorized by method
of submission.
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Chapter) - Public Comment Process

Table 1-2 Method of Comment Submission

* i f e .thod~ Nube ofSbmu a:don, - -'l- >:'

Faxes Is

U.S. mail 51

1-800 number 34

E-mail 17

Hearingstmeetings (written statements) 82

Total submittals 203

1.2 PUBLIC HEARING FORMAT

The public hearings used a format that allowed two-way interaction between DOE representatives and the
public and encouraged public comments on the document. A neutral facilitator was present at each hearing
to direct and clarify discussions and comments. A court reporter also was present at each hearing to record
the proceedings and provide a transcript of the public comments and the dialogue between the public and the
DOE and TVA representatives on hand. These transcripts are available in DOE Public Reading Rooms near
each site and in Washington, DC.

The format used for each hearing included a presentation, question and answer session, and a public comment
period. The hearing opened with a welcome from the facilitator, followed by a presentation on the proposed
action by a DOE representative. The facilitator next opened the question and answer session to give the
audience a chance to ask questions about the material presented. This was followed by the public comment
session, during which attendees were given an opportunity to read a prepared statement of no more than five
minutes. Modifications to the format were made at each of the public hearings to fulfill the special requests
of attendees. Following the public hearings, statement summaries were prepared from the transcripts of each
hearing and the comrnent documents submitted by the attendees (see Chapter 2 of this volume).

13 ORGANIZATION OF THIS COMMENT RESPONSE DocUMENT

This Comment Response Document is organized into the following sections:

* Chapter 1 includes a description of the public comment process; the public hearing format; the organization
of this document; the use of this document, including tables; the major comments received; and the changes
made to the CLWR Draft EIS.

* Chapter 2 contains scanned copies of the comment documents received during the public comment period
and the December 14, 1998, public meeting, as well as summaries of the comments received at the public
hearings and the public meeting. Comments received as a result of the December 14, 1998, public meeting
are presented separately (the 200 and 800 series).

* Chapter 3 includes the comment summaries and DOE's responses by category.

• Chapter 4 lists the references for this volume.

1-3
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Tables are provided at the end of this chapter to assist commentors and other readers in locating individual
comments concerning the CLWR ETS. The comments are categorized by issue (e.g., land or water resources)
and organized under assigned category codes. Table 1-3 lists the issue categories and corresponding category
codes. Similar comments within the same issue category are presented under an assigned summary code.

Table 13 Issue Categories

Category Code Issue Category"

01 Policy issues

02 Purpose and need for tritium

03 Tritium requirements

04 Other production options

05 NEPA process

06 Reasonable alternatives selection

07 General support/opposition

08 DOE past practices

09 TVA past practices

10 Land, aesthetics, noise, soils, general environment

11 Air, water resources

12 Ecological resources

13 Socioeconomics, environmental justice

14 Occupational and public health and safety (normnal conditions)

15 Occupational and public health and safety (accident conditions)

16 Waste management

17 Spent nuclear fuel management

18 Transportation

19 Design and fabrication of tritium-producing burnable absorber rods (TPBARs)

20 Decontamination and decommissioning

21 Reactor licensing issues

22 Safeguards and security

23 Cost issues

24 Miscellaneous

AU comments appear in Chapter 2. Scanned images of the comments submitted via the U.S. mail service,
e-mail, toll-free phone line, toll-free fax line, or personal submission at the public hearings are presented first.
The scanned images are followed by summaries of oral comments submitted at the public hearings and
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Chapter I- Public Comment Process

meeting, listed according to dates (see Table 14). The commentor numbers correspond to the dates the
comments were received, as indicated in Table 1-4.

Table 1-4 Assignment of Commentor Numbers

* Comments Received (Dtes) - Commentor Numbers:

August 28, 1998, to November 13, 1998 001-147

October 1, 1998 (public hearing in North Augusta, South Carolina) 500-507

October 6, 1998 (public hearing in Rainsville, Alabama) 600-629

October 8, 1998 (public hearing in Evensville, Tennessee) 700-720

December 10, 1998, to December 17. 1998 | 200-255

December 14, 1998 (public meeting in Evensville, Tennessee) O 800435

Table 1-5 lists all commentors who made statements or submitted comments at the public hearings or during
the public comment period and at the December 14, 1998, public meeting, including members of the public,
representatives of organizations or agencies, and public officials. Commentors are listed alphabetically by their
last name, along with the page on which their comments appear in Chapter 2, the numbers assigned to
individual comments in each document or statement summary, the comment summary-response codes, and the
page in Chapter 3 on which their comments are summarized and responded to by DOE and TVA. Table 1-6
lists the Federal, state, and local officials and agencies, companies, organizations, and special interest groups
that submitted comments. The commentors in Table 1-6 are listed alphabetically by organization, along with
the names of the individuals who submitted the comments, the document number assigned, and the page on
which the document appears in Chapter 2.

Table 1-7 is organized by comment summary-response code. Using the appropriate comment summary-
response code, commentors can locate all of the comments that are reflected in each summary. The table also
lists the page in Chapter 3 where each comment summary and corresponding response appears.

1A HOW TO USE THIS COMMENT RESPONSE DOCUMENT

This section will assist the reader in finding individual comments and the corresponding responses from DOE
and TVA. The commentor begins by locating his or her name or organization in Table 1-5 or Table 1-6,
respectively. Table 1-5 is an index of all commentors. Table 1-6 is an index of organizations and public
officials. Both of these tables list the page number in Chapter 2 on which their comments appear. To locate
other comments that address the same comment summary-response code, the commentor should use Table 1-7.
This table lists the comment summary-response codes, the page in Chapter 3 on which the comment is
addressed, and the other comment numbers addressed by each comment summary-response code.

For example, if Susan Gordon (commentor 137) wants to find her comments, she should go to Table 1-5 to
find her name and the corresponding page in Chapter 2 on which her document appears. On page 2-101, Ms.
Gordon would find her scanned document has been "side-barred" (published with vertical lines in the outer
margin to identify individual comments) and her first comment has been coded for comment summary-
response 08.02. Table 1-5 also provides Ms. Gordon with the number of comments identified, the comment
summary-response code assigned to each comment, and the page number in Chapter 3 on which the
corresponding comment summary and response are found. After obtaining the comment summary-response
code from either the scanned document on page 2-101 or Table 1-5, Ms. Gordon would then turn to Chapter 3
to read DOE's response to her comment. Ms. Gordon could use Table 1-7 to locate other comments
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expressing similar concerns. For this example, comment summary-response code 08.02 on page 3-34 also
addresses the following comments: 36-1,41-4,58-2, 103-3, 132-2, 136-3, 137-1, 211-3, 217-3, 252-3, 507-2,
707-7,720-2, 800-9, and 803-3. These comments are listed numerically by commentor (first number followed
by the dash) in Chapter 2.

1.3 MAJOR COMMENTS ON THE CLWR DRAFT EIS

During the public comment period, approximately 800 comments were received. An additional 230 comments
were received in conjunction with the December 14, 1998, public meeting. Most of the comments focused
on a limited number of major issues. These issues and DOE's responses as well as other related comments,
are found in Chapter 3 of this volume and are summarized below.

By far, a majority of comments supported the completion and operation of the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant for
tritium production because it would promote economic development in a depressed area and provide other,
similar benefits. Other commentors generally opposed the completion of the Bellefonte plant as a nuclear
power plant, particularly for tritium production. In response to these comments, DOE acknowledged there is
both public support and opposition for the Bellefonte alternative. The CLWR EIS addresses all of the benefits
cited by the commentors who favored the Bellefonte alternative, as well as the concerns expressed by
opponents. DOE's responses to these and other related comments are found in Chapter 3, under Category 7:
General Support/Opposition.

The cost-effectiveness of the CLWR and the Accelerator Production of Tritum (APT) alternatives was another
frequent theme among many commentors. Most asked for cost-related information and/or expressed the
opinion that cost should be the major determining factor in a tritium production decision. In addition, some
commentors questioned the accuracy of the cost information that DOE provided at the public hearings and the
December 14, 1998, public meeting, and many believed there was little possibility that TVA could complete
the Bellefonte plant for the cost estimates cited. Other commentors stated they felt the large expenditures
required for CLWR tritium production would be better spent on other, more urgent social needs such as
education and environmental restoration. Some commentors were concerned about possible costs to TVA
ratepayers resulting from tritium production.

In response to the cost-related comments, DOE stated that the CLWR EIS was prepared in accordance with
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the Council on Environmental Quality's regulations on
implementing NEPA (40 CFR 1500 through 1508), and DOE's NEPA regulations (10 CFR 1021). None of
these regulations require the inclusion of a cost analysis in an EIS. As discussed in Volume 1, Section 3.2.1,
the basic objective of the CLWR EIS is to provide the public and DOE decisionmakers with a description of
the reasonable alternatives for CLWR tritium production and information about their potential impacts on
public health and safety and the environment. While cost could be an important factor in the ultimate Record
of Decision, the purpose of this and other EISs is to address the environmental consequences of the proposed
action. However, DOE distributed cost information comparing the CLWR and APT alternatives (DOE 1998c)
at the public hearings in October 1998, and this information is available upon request. In response to
comments concerning the accuracy of TVA's cost estimates for completing the Bellefonte plant, DOE
considers TVA's cost estimates to be both accurate and conservative, given that the plant is nearly complete
and TVA's cost estimates were evaluated by an external reviewer. In response to comments that CLWR funds
would be better spent on other, more urgent social needs, DOE noted that Congress determines how funds are
allocated, and DOE does not determine Federal spending priorities. Furthermore, such spending priorities are
beyond the scope of this EIS. In response to the concerns of TVA ratepayers about potential costs resulting
from tritium production, DOE responded that no additional costs to ratepayers are expected. DOE's responses
to the cost-related public comments are found in Chapter 3, under Category 23: Cost Issues.
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Chapter I-Public Comment Process

Many commentors questioned the need for nuclear weapons and/or the present need for tritium. Other
commentors expressed a belief that the amount of tritium needed to support current and future nuclear weapons
stockpiles is less than the amount stated in the CLWR EIS. In response, DOE cited its responsibilities for
maintaining the nation's nuclear weapons stockpile under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and the requirements
of the 1996 Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Plan and accompanying Presidential Decision Directive, which
established the size and composition of the nation's nuclear weapons stockpile and the need for a new tritium
production source by approximately 2005. DOE stated that sufficient quantities of tritium can be obtained no
longer from weapons being retired from the existing stockpile, as cited in the most recent Presidential Decision
Directive. DOE's responses to comments concerning the need for tritium are found in Chapter 3, under
Category 2: Purpose and Need for Tritium.

Several commentors expressed concern that tritium production in a commercial reactor would violate U.S.
policy regarding the separation of commercial and military uses of nuclear energy, would hinder
nonproliferation efforts, and would encourage other nations to use their own commercial facilities for nuclear
weapons purposes. In response to these concerns, DOE cited the conclusions of a high-level study entitled
Interagency Review of the Nonproliferation Implications of Alternative Tritium Production Technologies
Under Consideration by the Departnent of Energy, A Report to the Congress (DOE 1998b). This interagency
review concluded that any nonproliferation issues associated with the production of tritium in a CLWR were
manageable and that DOE should continue to pursue the CLWR option, as stated in Volume 1, Chapter 1,
Section 1.3.5. DOE also stated that there is no U.S. policy, law, or treaty that prohibits the production of
tritium that ultimately will be used in weapons in a commercial reactor. In addition, DOE stated that the
United States is a declared weapons state, and the purpose of nonproliferation efforts is to keep nonweapons
states from acquiring nuclear weapons while the declared weapons states work toward total disarmament.
DOE noted that other nations already operate dual-purpose reactors that serve both civilian and military needs.
DOE's responses to comments on nonproliferation, the separation of civilian and military nuclear facilities,
and other policy issues are found in Chapter 3, under Category 1: Policy Issues.

Many commentors were concerned about public and occupational health and safety issues. Some specifically
questioned TVA's past history and practices related to plant safety. In response to these concerns, DOE stated
that the environmental impacts and potential radiological doses to both workers and the public resulting from
tritium production would be well below the limits considered acceptable by Federal and state regulatory
authorities. Public and occupational health and safety issues are discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 5, of the
CLWR EIS. DOE also stated that prior to irradiation of any TPBARs, a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) safety evaluation would be required to amend the operating license of the reactors for tritium
production. This review specifically would look at all potential health and safety issues. DOE's responses to
public and occupational health and safety comments are found in Chapter 3, under Category 14: Occupational
and Public Health and Safety - Normal Conditions.

Several commentors stated that DOE has a history of polluting and contaminating every site they have operated
and wanted to know why the proposed action would be any different. In response, DOE acknowledged having
a number of older facilities in need of environmental cleanup, and an aggressive cleanup program is underway
to upgrade these facilities and ensure their continued compliance with Federal and state regulations. All of
the CLWR tritium production alternatives involve the use of state-of-the-art TVA reactors. These reactors
have excellent environmental compliance records and exemplary environmental, health, and safety programs
to ensure their continued compliance with Federal and state regulations. In addition, DOE expressed
confidence that tritium production in a CLWR would be safe and is technically straightforward. To
commentors who expressed concern that CLWR tritium production expenditures would drain DOE's budget
for its facility cleanup activities, DOE responded that the funding for both of these programs would come from
separate Congressional appropriations. Funding for CLWR tritium production would not be obtained from
funding already allocated for facility cleanup activities. DOE's responses to comments about past DOE
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practices and conflicts between DOE's cleanup activities and tritium production are found in Chapter 3, under
Category 8: Past DOE Practices.

Some commentors suggested that the CLWR EIS was deficient and inadequate as a NEPA document. In
response, DOE stated that it believes that the EIS is adequate and fully complies with NEPA. The EIS
evaluates all reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts for all reasonable alternatives, in accordance with
the Council on Environmental Quality's regulations (40 CFR 1500-1508) and DOE's NEPA regulations
(10 CFR 1021) and procedures. DOE's responses to NEPA-related comments are found in Chapter 3, under
Category 5: NEPA Process.

Other commentors stated that the relationship between the CLWR, APT (DOE 1999a,) and Tritium Extraction
Facility (DOE 1999b) EISs was not clearly explained in the CLWR Draft EIS. In response, DOE added a
Preface to the CLWR Final EIS to better describe the relationship between the CLWR EIS, the APT EIS (DOE
1999a), and the Tritium Extraction Facility EIS (DOE 1999b) . This Preface also addresses Energy Secretary
Richardson's December 22, 1998, announcement that the CLWR would be the primary tritium supply
technology (DOE 1998d). DOE's responses to comments concerning the relationship between the CLWR,
APT, and Tritium Extraction Facility EISs is found in Chapter 3, under Category 5: NEPA Process (comment
summary-response code 05.01).

Several commentors were concerned about the additional spent nuclear fuel that would be generated by tritium
production. DOE responded that additional spent nuclear fuel would be generated if more than 2,000 TPBARs
were irradiated in a single reactor, as stated in Volume 1, Section 3.2.1, of the CLWR Final EIS. DOE also
stated that the CLWR EIS evaluates the environmental impacts of additional spent fuel generation resulting
from a maximum number of 3,400 TPBARsy DOE stated that it would manage the tritium production process
to minimize, to the extent practicable, the generation of additional spent nuclear fuel. In the event a suitable
repository is not available, as required by law, the additional spent nuclear fuel generated as a result of tritium
production would be stored on site in a dry cask independent spent fuel storage installation. DOE's responses \
to spent nuclear fuel comments are found in Chapter 3, under Category 17: Spent Fuel Management.

Several commentors suggested that the production of tritium in a CLWR would make TVA reactors an
attractive target for terrorists and that DOE should address the consequences of such an attack in the EIS. In
response, DOE stated that, prior to loading TPBARs in TVA's Watts Bar reactor as part of the Lead Test
Assembly Program, a thorough security review was conducted. This review found existing security provisions
to be adequate to protect against such a threat. Prior to utilizing Watts Bar or other TVA reactors for tritium
production, additional DOE and NRC reviews would be required to ensure adequate safeguard and security.
DOE's responses to these and other security-related comments are found in Chapter 3, under Category 22:
Safeguards and Security.

1.6 CHANGES FROM THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

In response to comments on the CLWR Draft EIS and as a result of information that was unavailable at the
time of the issuance of the Draft, Volume I of the CLWR Final EIS contains revisions and new information.
These revisions and new information are indicated by a double underline for minor word changes or by a
sidebar in the margin for sentence or larger changes. A brief discussion of the most important changes is
provided in the following paragraphs.

TPBAR Failures

In analyzing the potential releases of tritium to the environment from the proposed action, the CLWR Draft
EIS assumed that two of the TPBARs under irradiation would fail and the entire inventory of tritium would -

be available to be released to the environment under normal operating conditions. The same two-TPBAR
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failure assumption was made in the analysis of transportation accidents. The assumption was based on the
failure statistics of standard burnable absorber rods, i.e., two failures out of 29,700 rods through July 1980.
Since the issuance of the CLWR Draft EIS, additional information obtained from Westinghouse revealed that
both failures were attributed to early manufacturing defects that have been corrected. The failures were
attributed to slumping of the absorber material-a condition that cannot occur in the TPBARs. Since the two
early failures, more than 500,000 Westinghouse burnable absorber rods have been used without a single
observed failure. Consequently, the CLWR Final EIS still analyzes the impacts to the health and safety of the
public from the potential failure of two TPBARs, but characterizes the event of such a failure as an abnormal
event during an irradiation cycle, rather than a continuous, normal-operation occurrence. This change in
assumptions results in changes in the potential tritium releases and estimated doses to the public under normal
reactor operation and some accident conditions (i.e., the nonreactor design-basis accident) for all reactor
alternatives.

The Secretary's Technology Announcement

The CLWR Draft EIS was issued in August 1998. At the time, the decision on the primary and backup
technologies to be used for tritium production had not been made. On December 22, 1998, Energy Secretary
Bill Richardson announced that the CLWR would be DOE's primary option for tritium production and the
proposed linear accelerator at the Savannah River Site would be the backup option (DOE 1998d). In addition,
the Secretary designated TVA's Watts Bar and Sequoyah Nuclear Plants as the preferred CLWR facilities.
The CLWR Final EIS was revised to reflect the Secretary's announcement decision and include the Preferred
Alternative. Changes were made primarily in the introductory sections of the CLWR Final EIS for accuracy.
The evaluation of the impacts was not affected.

Clarification of TVA Proposals

In response to public comments about the status of the TVA proposals to provide irradiation services or the
sale of a CLWR, Volume 1, Section 1.1.4, of the CLWR EIS was revised. The discussion of the procurement
process clarifies that DOE is considering only the purchase of irradiation services, not the purchase of a
reactor. Additionally, the section clarifies that TVA submitted several proposals to DOE during the ongoing
negotiations. An earlier TVA proposal for the use of Watts Bar expired. However, in December 1998, TVA
submitted another offer to DOE to provide irradiation services at Watts Bar and Sequoyah, as well as
additional proposals for Bellefonte. TVA's offer to provide irradiation services at one or more of the three
proposed sites is still viable.

Nonproliferation Policy Issues

In response to public comments requesting DOE to provide examples of the commingling of civilian nuclear
programs with military nuclear programs, Volume 1, Section 1.3.5, of the CLWR EIS was revised. The
discussion of nonproliferation now includes an explanation and some background information on the issue,
as well as examples of the commingling of civilian and military uses of nuclear power.

Water Quality Analysis

In response to public comments expressing concern about impacts to -public water withdrawals downstream
of the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant, sections of Chapters 4 and 5 in Volume 1 were revised. The discussions of
surface water use for Bellefonte (Volume 1, Section 4.2.3.4) identifies nearby intakes downstream. The
discussions of potential impacts to surface water near the three reactor sites (Volume 1, Sections 5.2.1.4,
5.2.2.4, and 5.2.3.4) include the tritium concentration at various locations downstream. In addition, Volume 1,
Section 5.2.3.4 was revised to include potential chemical concentrations downstream of Bellefonte.
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Accident Analysis

During the preparation of the CLWR Final EIS, data related to the design and fabrication of the TPBARs
indicated that the release of tritium from an accidental breach of a TPBAR more likely would be time-
dependent than instantaneous and finite, as was assumed in the Draft EIS (PNNL 1999). Consequently, the
analyses for the TPBAR handling accident and the transportation cask handling accident at the reactor site
(Volume 1, Appendix D) and the transportation cask accident en route (Volume 1, Appendix E) were revised
to reflect the more recent data.

Environmental Justice

Figures in Volume 1, Appendix G were revised to improve their quality. New figures were added to show the
location of minority and low-income populations within a 16.1-kilometer (10-mile) radius. In addition, a
representative average individual dose at 40.2 kilometers (25 miles) to each of the 16 principal directions has
been overlaid onto the 80.5-kilometer (50-mile) radius to show the potential dose to minority and low-income
populations.

Tritlum Requirements and Supply

In response to public comments expressing concern about the disparity between the amount of tritium needed
and the amount that could be supplied by one CLWR, Volume 1, Section 3.2.1 was revised. The discussion
explains that the exact amount of tritium needed is classified information, however, for the purposes of
analysis, it is not expected to exceed 3 kilograms per year (6.6 pounds per year). It further clarifies that one
reactor with 3,400 TPBARs would be expected to satisfy a steady-state tritium requirement in most years.

Comparison of the APT and CLWR Alternatives

In response to public comments requesting additional information about the No Action Alternative, Volume 1,
Section 3.2.6 was expanded to include a table comparing the impacts of producing tritium under the accelerator
and CLWR options. A document comparing the costs of the technology options is available upon request from
DOE (DOE 1998c).

Source of Uranilum-235 for Tritium Production

In response to public comments concerning the source of blended-down uranium-235 that could be used as
nuclear fuel for tritium production, Volume 1, chapter 5, Section 5.2.7 was revised for clarification. A
discussion of the environmental impacts resulting from blending-down activities of highly enriched uranium
was also added.

Mitigation Measures

The CLWR Draft EIS discusses the need for mitigation measures, if such need were warranted, right after the
presentation of the impacts for each environmental resource,. A new Volume 1, Section 5.5 was added to the
CLWR Final EIS to summarize these discussions.

Sensitivity Analysis

An additional variation from the baseline analysis has been included in Volume 1, Section 5.2.9 of the CLWR
EIS, i.e., the possibility of producing tritium at some date later than 2005.
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L-',
Miscellaneous Revisions and Editorial Changes

Several sections in the CLWR Final EIS were revised to reflect the availability of more recent data, or to
include corrections to erroneous information, improvements in the presentation, and other editorial changes.
None of these revisions affect the environmental impact assessment of the EIS. The sections with these types
of revisions are:

3.2.3
4.2.1.1
4.2.1.3
4.2.1.8
4.2.2.1
4.2.2.3
4.2.2.4
4.2.2.6
4.2.2.8
4.2.3.3
4.2.3.4
4.2.3.6
5.2.1.8
5.2.3.6
5.2.3.8
5.2.3.9

5.2.7
5.3
6.2.2
6.3.1

6.3.3
6.4
6.5.2.1
6.5.3.1
Chapter 7
A.3.2
Appendix B
C.3.4
D.1.1.10
G.5

Reasonable Alternatives
Affected Environment, Land Resources, Watts Bar
Affected Environment, Air Quality, Watts Bar
Affected Environment, Socioeconomics, Watts Bar
Affected Environment, Land Resources, Sequoyah
Affected Environment, Air Quality, Sequoyah
Affected Environment, Water Resources, Sequoyah
Affected Environment, Ecological Resources, Sequoyah
Affected Environment, Socioeconomics, Sequoyah
Affected Environment, Air Quality, Bellefonte
Affected Environment, Water Resources, Bellefonte
Affected Environment, Ecological Resources, Bellefonte
Environmental Consequences, Socioeconomics, Watts Bar
Environmental Consequences, Ecological Resources, Bellefonte
Environmental Consequences, Socioeconomics, Bellefonte
Environmental Consequences, Public and Occupational Health and Safety, Chemical
Hazards, Bellefonte
Environmental Consequences, Public and Occupational Health and Safety, Energizing
Transmission Lines, Bellefonte
Fabrication of TPBARs
Cumulative Impacts
Environmental Protection Permits
Environmental Protection, Endangered Species Act
Environmental Protection, National Historic Preservation Act
Worker Safety and Health
DOE Regulations and Orders
NRC Performance, Civil Penalties-Watts Bar I
NRC Performance, NRC Notices of Violation and Enforcement Action, Sequoyah
References
Physical Description of the TPBAR
Methods for Assessing Environmental Impacts
Radiological Releases to the Environment and Associated Impacts
Beyond Design-Basis Accident
Environmental Justice Analysis, Results for the Sites
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Table 1-5 Index of Commentors

Document or Comment
:Statemnt Summaryand

Summary on Comment Response on.
Chater2 Page Comment. Summ Chapter 3 Page

Name ofCommentor Number Number Response od Number

Abraham, Steve 2-22 38-1 07.03 3-31
Distah, AL

Aderholt, Robert, U.S. Congressman 2-37 54-1 07.03 3-31
Washington, DC .

Aderholt, Robert, U.S. Congressman 2-194 609-1 07.03 3-31
Washington, DC

Allen, Ronald 2-80 114-1 23.15 3-89
Homosassa, FL

Ambrose, Jackie 2-20 35-1 07.03 3-31
Huntsville, AL

Anderson, Charles 2-193 601-1 14.21 3-58

Anderson, Philip, Mayor 2-38 55-1 07.03 3-31
Dutton, AL

Anderson, Philip, Mayor 2-196 613-1 07.03 3-31
Dutton, AL

Anonymous 2-11 17-1 07.03 3-31
Scottsboro 17-2 14.04 3-52

Anonymous (1) 2-17 28-1 07.02 3-30

Anonymous (2) 2-34 48-1 02.01 3-8
Knoxville, TN 48-2 01.04 3-2

48-3 14.04 3-52

Anonymous (3) 2-54 79-1 07.03 3-31

Anonymous (4) 2-54 80-1 14.04 3-52
80-2 22.01 3-84
80-3 15.03 3-61

Anonymous (5) 2-108 144-1 07.03 3-31
North Alabama

Anonymous (6) 2-127 228-1 07.03 3-31
TN

Anonymous (7) 2-127 229-1 07.07 3-32

Anonymo~us (8) 2-128 230-1 07.07 -3-32
230-2 23.23 3-91

Anonymous (9) 2-128 231-1 07.03 3-31
231-2 05.26 3-23

Arrington, James 2-71 97-1 01.03 3-2
Spring City, TN

Barron, Lowell, State Senator 2-195 611-1 07.03 3-31

Beasley, Leroy 2-196 614-1 07.03 3-31
Soddy-Daisy, TN
Beasley, Leroy 2-209 710-1 07.04 3-31
Soddy-Daisy, TN 710-2 07.03 3-31
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Document or Comment
Statement . Summary and

Summary On Comment Responseon
Chapter 2 Page Comment Summary- Chapter 3 Page

Name of Commentor Nber Number, ResponseCode Number,

Belcher, Jeffrey 2-16 27-1 18.09 3-75
Nashville, TN

Bellomy, David & Willie 2-71 98-1 10.03 3-40
Scottsboro, AL 98-2 07.06 3-32

Bevill, Don 2-197 619-1 07.03 3-31
None Given

Billmeier, Jr., M.D., G. J. 2-4 5-1 02.01 3-8
Memphis, TN 5-2 01.01 3-1

Bizzarri, Ms. 2-36 52-1 01.09 3-5
Tuxedo Park, NY 52-2 14.04 3-52

Blanton, Monica 2-89 118-1 07.03 3-31
Chattanooga, TN

Blanton, Monica 2-145 245-1 01.09 3-5
Chattanooga, TN 245-1 23.16 3-89

245-3 07.04 3-31

Blanton, Monica 2-222 828-1 01.09 3-5
Chattanooga, TN 828-2 23.13 3-89

828-3 07.04 3-31

Blazek, Mary Lou 2-109 146-1 17.10 3-70
Salem, OR 146-2 17.11 3-70

146-3 14.18 3-58
146-4 24.12 3-95
146-5 24.16 3-96
146-6 12.06 3-46
146-7 13.04 3-48
146-8 24.17 3-96
146-9 19.01 3-76
146-10 15.09 3-64
146-11 15.10 3-65
146-12 11.06 3-42
146-13 14.01 3-51
146-14 15.11 3-65
146-15 24.20 3-97
146-16 17.12 3-71
146-17 24.23 3-97
146-18 17.13 3-71
146-19 17.14 3-72
146-20 18.12 3-76
146-21 14.19 3-58
146-22 24.18 3-97
146-23 24.13 3-95

Boggess, Fred 2-209 709-1 07.03 3-31
Chattanooga, TN

Boggess, Fred 2-217 810-1 21.08 3-84
Chattanooga, TN 810-2 23.26 3-92

810-3 23.27 3-92

Boles, Ronnie 2-140 240-1 07.08 3-33
Huntsville, AL 240-2 01.14 3-7
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Boles, Ronnie 2-196 617-1 07?.03 3-31
Huntsville, AL .

Boles, Ronnie 2-214 801-1 06.03 3-28
Huntsville, AL

Bookzer, Silas M. 2-116 206-1 01.09 3.5
Sprin~gCity, TN

Borsody, R. P. 2-3 3-1 01.03 3-2
Dacula, GA 3-2 23.13 3-89

Bowen, Mary Ellen 2-76 10S-1 14.04 3-52
Lewis County, TN

Brewer, Melvin L 2-38 56-1 07.03 3-31
Chattanooga, TN

Brewer, Melvin L. 2-SS5 8t-t 07.01 3-30
Chattanooga, TN

Brewer, Mevin 2-193 603-1 24.06 3-94
Chattanooga, TN 603-2 01.01 3-1

603-3 01.10 3-6

Brooks, Mary 2-146 246-1 07.07 3-32
Dayton, TN IN
Brown, ElizabthR. 2-12 18-1 04.01 3-11
Charleston, SC 18-2 08.01 3-33

18-3 18.08 3-7S
18-4 18.11 3-76

Budin, Earl, M.D. 2-78 110-1 01.04 3-2
Santa Barbara, CA 110-2 01.01 3-1

110-3 02.02 3-8
- 110-4 01.03 3-2

110-S 01.09 3-S
110-6 24.06 3-94

Buttram, loe 2-196 616-1 07.03 3-31
None Given

Caldwdl, Clyde 2-211 714-1 07.03 3-31
Dayton, TN 714-2 24.11 3-9S

Call-ia 2-29 13-1 04.01 3-11
Augusta, GA 18_2_ __ __ 3_33
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Statement ' Sum aj end

- Swnmarjon Comment ~~~~~~~~Response en,
' Name of Commentor hpter 2agComnSmay ChptrPa,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :K *,?,<&,tf ,AtM~t-<*' M t228 I<*yumbtr. ¢Pk w j; bt < . ^Respone Code .C . Numbe-
Caratoo, Michelle 2-208 707-1 06.05 3-29

707-2 18.07 3-74
707-3 02.02 3-8
707-4 24.03 3-93
707-5 01.04 3-2
707-6 01.09 3-5
707-7 08.02 3-34
707-8 23.13 3-89
707-9 05.24 3-22
707-10 12.01 3-45
707-11 23.11 3-88
707-12 20.04 3-82
707-13 24.02 3-93
707-14 20.01 3-81
707-15 13.05 3-49
707-16 04.04 3-12
707-17 14.24 3-59
707-18 20.03 3-82

Chaput, Ernest 2-216 808-1 05.29 3-25
Aiken, SC 808-2 05.32 3-26

808-3 03.04 3-10
808-4 24.31 3-99

Charles, Beverly 2-91 122-1 02.01 3-8
Springfield, IL 122-2 14.04 3-52

Clark, Don, Mayor 2-219 819-1 08.04 3-35
Pleasant Hill, TN

Clark, Donald B., Mayor 2-147 248-1 01.01 3-1
Pleasant Hill, TN 248-1 07.02 3-30

248-3 02.01 3-8
248-4 23.13 3-89
248-5 01.10 3-6
248-6 08.04 3-35
248-7 10.04 3-40

Coan, Clark 2-5 6-1 02.01 3-8
Lawrence, KS 6-2 04.01 3-11

6-3 01.09 3-5
6-4 22.01 3-84

Cod, James William 2-21 37-1 10.03 3-40
Athens, AL

Coffey, Joyce 2-8 12-1 07.03 3-31
Hollywood, AL 12-2 14.04 3-52

12-3 07.06 3-32
12-4 10.01 3-39

Coggins, Nathan 2-5 7-1 01.09 3-5
Jonesborough, TN 7-2 01.01 3-1

7-3 23.13 3-89

Colgan, Maggie 2-92 123-1 07.02 3-30
None Given
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.Document or- Comment
Statemejit ~~~~~~~~Summary and-

Summary on . Comment Response on
-. ,. - *a^ >,,,ClP age Comm ent Summcary Chapter 3 Page'

Name of, Commeator N-ber", Number R''e. ' sponse Code Number

Conlon, Michelle 2-206 704-1 05.18 3-21
Knoxville, TN 704-2 05.19 3-21

704-3 14.23 3-59
704-4 03.01 3-9
704-5 19.12 3-80
704-6 01.12 3-6
704-7 24.06 3-94
704-8 02.02 3-8
704-9 05.10 3-16
704-10 24.22 3-97
704-11 06.04 3-29
704-12 23.01 3-86
704-13 21.04 3-83
704-14 07.06 3-32
704-15 07.02 3-30
704-16 23.10 3-88

Conlon, Michelle 2-214 802-1 05.27 3-24
Knoxville, TN 802-2 23.23 3-91

802-3 05.10 3-16
802-4 05.31 3-25
802-5 01.15 3-8

Crafton,. Ralph E. 2-70 96-1 07.03 3-31
Scottsboro, AL

Cramer, Bud, U.S. Congressman 2-39 57-1 07.03 3-31
Washington, DC

Cramer, Bud, U.S. Congressman 2-194 607-1 07.03 3-31
Washington, DC

Cramer, Bud, U.S. Congressman 2-220 820-1 07.08 3-33
Washington, DC

Crane, Mike 2-117 209-1 07.03 3-31
Spring City, IN

Crase, Kenneth W. 2-18 31-1 14.08 3-54
Aiken, SC

Cumbee, Judith C. 2-99 136-1 22.01 3-84
Lanett, AL 136-2 16.03 3-66

136-3 08.02 3-34
136-4 18.04 3-74
136-5 18.10 3-76
136-6 01.04 3-2
136-7 01.09 3-5
136-8 01.10 3-6
136-9 02.02 3-8
136-10 14.04 3-51
136-It 01.01 3-1
136-12 07.03 3-31

Cumbee, Judith 2-116 207-1 05.31 3-25
Lanett, AL 207-2 01.01 3-1

Davis, Robert L. 2-118 210-1 07.03 3-31
Huntsville, AL .
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Document or Comment

Statement Summaryand
Summary on 'Comment: Responseo n

Chapter age ' omment Summary2 -. ' Chapter 3 Page
Name of Commentor Number' Number Response Code Number

Dawson, R. C. 2-12 19-1 01.01 3-1
Los Angeles, CA

DeCarnp, Greg 2-207 706-1 06.03 3-28
Aiken, SC 706-2 23.08 3-88

706-3 23.09 3-88
706-4 23.10 3-88
706-5 24.10 3-95

Dotson, Charles 2-220 821-1 07.03 3-31
None Given

Drinkard, Gary 2-217 809-1 23.23 3-91
Spring City, TN 809-2 05.31 3-25

809-3 05.29 3-25

Duckles, Madeline 2-97 132-1 14.04 3-52
Berkeley, CA 132-2 08.02 3-34

132-3 01.04 3-2
132-4 02.02 3-8
132-5 01.09 3-5

Dyer, Cheryll A. 2-118 211-1 10.04 3-40
Clinton, TN 211-2 07.03 3-31

211-3 08.02 3-34

Dyer, Cheryll 2-215 804-1 05.27 3-24
Clinton, TN

Easter, Danny M. 2-55 82-1 07.03 3-31
Rockwood, TN

Easter, Ronald E. 2-56 83-1 07.03 3-31
Rockwood, TN

Edmondson, Louvain 2-197 622-1 07.04 3-31
Soddy Daisy, TN 622-2 07.03 3-31

Edmondson, Louvain 2-210 711-1 07.04 3-31
Soddy Daisy, TN

Edmondson, Louvain 2-222 827-1 07.03 3-31
Soddy Daisy, TN

Eigelsbach, Robert E. 2-104 140-1 07.03 3-31
Chattanooga, TN

Evans, Charles F. 2-6 8-1 07.01 3-30
Hollywood, AL

Ewald, Linda 2-56 84-1 10.03 3-40
Knoxville, TN 84-2 14.04 3-52

84-3 16.04 3-67
84-4 23.13 3-89
84-5 01.10 3-6
84-6 02.02 3-8
84-7 01.04 3-2
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Name of Commentor N: be : Number Response Code Number

Ewald, Linda 2-119 212-1 05.31 3-25
Knoxville, TN 212-2 01.12 3-6

212-3 01.01 3-1
2124 01.04 3-2
212-5 01.13 3-7
212-6 14.04 3-52
212-7 10.03 3-40
212-8 23.13 3-89

Ewald, Linda 2-210 712-1 10.03 3-40
Knoxville, TN 712-2 14.04 3-52

712-3 16.04 3-67
712-4 01.10 3-6
712-S 02.02 3-8
712-6 23.13 3-89
712-7 01.04 3-2

Ewald, Linda 2-216 807-1 01.13 3-7
Knoxville, TN

Fagan, H.M. 2-218 815-1 24.27 3-98
None Given 815-2 06.03 3-28

815-3 09.03 3-36
815-4 14.04 3-52

Fagan, Patty 2-119 213-1 08.03 3-35
Dayton, TN 213-2 14.04 3-52

Fagan, Patty 2-219 818-1 08.03 3-35
None Given 818-2 14.04 3-S2

Federico, John J., Jr. 2-39 58-1 07.03 3-31
Guntersville, AL 58-2 08.02 3-34

58-3 05.27 3-24
58-4 17.03 3-68
58-5 09.01 3-35
58-6 06.05 3-29

Federico, John 2-194 610-1 07.03 3-31
Guntersville, AL 610-2 05.27 3-24

610-3 06.05 3-29
610-4 17.03 3-68
610-5 14.04 3-52
610-6 07.04 3-31

Finley, James D. 2-23 40-1 23.13 3-89
Arab, AL

Forster, Ronald L 2-41 59-1 07.01 3-30
Ringgold, GA

Forster, Ronald L 2-120 214-1 07.08 3-33
Ringgold, GA

Forster, Ronald 2-199 628-1 07.04 3-31
Ringgold, GA 628-2 07.01 3-30

628-3 07.03 3-31

Forster, Ronald 2-212 715-1 07.03 3-31
Ringgold, GA I I

J
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Forster, Ronald 2-218 814-1 24.26 3-98
Ringgold, GA 814-2 07.08 3-33

Foster, Jr., Robert L. 2-96 129-1 11.03 3 41
Nashville, TN

Fowler, Carl 2-143 242-1 06.03 3-28
Birmingham, AL 242-2 07.01 3-30

242-1 07.08 3-33

Fowler, Carl 2-223 832-1 06.03 3-28
Birmingham, AL 832-2 07.01 3-30

832-3 07.08 3-33

Frees, C.A. 2-194 606-1 11.09 3-43
Fyffe, AL

Galt, Ralph 2-215 805-1 01.04 3-2
Pleasant Hill, TN

Gonce, Erich R. 2-120 215-1 07.03 3-31
Chattanooga, TN

Gordon, Susan 2-101 137-1 08.02 3-34
Washington, DC 137-2 01.01 3-1

137-3 05.16 3-20
137-4 02.01 3-8
137-5 02.02 3-8
137-6 01.04 3-2
137-7 23.13 3-89
137-8 19.09 3-79
137-9 17.09 3-70

137-10 13.08 3-50

Gorenflo, Louise 2-72 99-1 01.09 3-5
Crossville, TN 99-2 02.02 3-8

99-3 23.13 3-89
99-4 01.04 3-2
99-5 14.04 3-52

Graham, Roger 2-41 60-1 07.03 3-31
Nashville, TN _

Graham, Roger 2-193 604-1 02.02 3-8
Chattanooga, TN 604-2 01.04 3-2

604-3 07.01 3-30
604-4 07.03 3-31

Gray, Peter 2-9 14-1 01.09 3-5
Aiken, SC 14-2 21.05 3-83

14-3 04.02 3-11

Gray, Peter 2-191 504-1 01.09 3-5
Aiken, SC 504-2 21.05 3-83

504-3 04.02 3-11
504-4 03.03 3-10
504-5 23.16 3-9

Green, James H. 2-42 61-1 07.03 3-31

Scottsboro, AL I I I I
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Name of Commentor- Number. hum er Response Code Number'

Griffith, William 2-57 85-1 07.03 3-31
Boston, MA

Griffith, Bill 2-209 708-1 07.03 3-31
Atlanta, GA

Groups Across the Nation Oppose 2-138 239-1 07.02 3-30
Commercial Reactor Production of 239-2 01.09 3-5
Tritium 239-3 02.01 3-8

2394 23.13 3-89
239-5 01.04 3-2

Gunn, Chris, Dr. 2-77 108-1 14.04 3-52
Gullowhee, NC 108-2 23.13 3-89

108-3 02.01 3-8

Haas, Elizabeth, Mayor 2-42 62-1 07.03 3-31
Hollywood, AL

Hallock, Judith 2-37 53-1 01.04 3-2
Woodier, NC 53-2 02.01 3-8

53-3 23.13 3-89
53-4 14.04 3-52

Hancock, Lany 2-130 233-1 07.07 3-32
Chattanooga, TN 233-2 07.08 3-33

233-3 07.01 3-30

Hardesty, Marita M. 2-90 119-1 01.04 3-2
Kingston Springs, TN 119-2 02.01 3-8

119-3 23.13 3-89

Harper, Herbert L 2-108 145-1 14.06 3-53
Nashville, TN

Harris, Ann 2-58 86-1 20.01 3-81
Ten Mile, TN 86-2 14.11 3-55

86-3 18.02 3-73
86-4 05.25 3-23
86-5 05.28 3-24
86-6 19.06 3-78
86-7 09.05 3-37
86-8 14.12 3-56
86-9 11.01 3-40
86-10 23.14 3-89
86-11 09.06 3-37
86-12 15.01 3-60
86-13 03.03 3-10

Hams, Ann 2-142 241-1 01.14 3-7
Ten Mile, TN 241-2 14.04 3-52

241-3 14.25 3-59
241-4 09.10 3-39
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Harris, Ann 2-205 703-1 11.01 3-40
Ten Mile, TN 703-2 11.04 3-41

703-3 03.03 3-10
703-4 18.05 3-74
703-5 18.06 3-74
703-6 24.13 3-95
703-7 19.06 3-78
703-8 14.03 3-52
703-9 05.17 3-21
703-10 14.02 3-51
703-11 23.10 3-88
703-12 15.01 3-60
703-13 09.06 3-37

Harris, Ann 2-217 811-1 01.06 3-4
Ten Mile, TN 811-2 19.14 3-81

811-3 24.25 3-98
811-4 01.14 3-7
811-5 14.04 3-51
811-6 14.25 3-59
811-7 09.10 3-39
811-8 01.15 3-8

Hartwig, Randall L. 2-43 63-1 07.03 3-31
Decatur, AL

Hartwig, Randy 2-199 627-1 07.04 3-31
Decatur, AL 627-2 12.02 3-45

627-3 13.05 3-49
627-4 14.22 3-59
627-5 07.03 3-31

Haston, Ernest 2-202 701-1 04.01 3-11
Spring City, TN 701-2 11.13 3-44

Hasty, Betty 2-10 15-1 07.03 3-31
Scottsboro, AL
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Haynie, Leigh 2-81 116-1 06.01 3-27
for Wild Alabama 116-2 05.11 3-17
Montgomery, AL 116-3 16.02 3-66

116-4 05.10 3-16
116-5 24.14 3-96
116-6 05.12 3-18
116-7 22.01 3-84
116-8 06.02 3-27
116-9 02.02 3-8
116-10 03.03 3-10
116-11 12.03 3-45
116-12 13.02 3-47
116-13 12.04 3-45
116-14 14.14 3-56
116-15 05.13 3-19
116-16 05.14 3-19
116-17 11.10 343
116-18 05.15 3-20
116-19 12.05 3-46
116-20 10.02 3-39
116-21 11.07 3-42
116-22 13.03 3-47
116-23 05.26 3-23
116-24 05.16 3-20
116-25 15.08 3-64
116-26 14.04 3-52
116-27 16.01 3-66

Heckler, Angela 2-114 203-1 07.03 03-31
Hollywood, AL

Henighan, Richard and Lucy 2-72 100-1 14.04 3-52
Seymour, IN 100-2 02.02 3-8

100-3 01.04 3-2
100-4 01.09 3-5

Hodges, Glenda H., Mayor 2-44 64-1 07.03 3-31
Woodville, AL

Hodges, Glenda H., Mayor 2-98 133-1 07.03 3-31
Woodville, AL

Hoesly, Dick 2-121 216-1 07.08 3-33
Scottsboro, AL
Holt, Kenneth W. 2-73 101-1 14.06 3-53
Atlanta, GA

Horn, Stewart 2-35 49-1 21.02 3-83
New Hope, AL 49-2 09.04 3-36

Horton, Randy 2-98 134-1 07.03 3-31
Wilmington, DE

Houser, Dot 2-76 106-1 14.04 3-52
Ringo, GA 106-2 13.01 3-45

Houser, Mrs. Ed 2-113 200-1 13.01 3-47
Ringo, GA II
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Howell, William W. 2-93 125-1 02.01 3-8
Nashville, TN 125-2 23.13 3-89

Howell, Steven 2-138 238-1 07.08 3-33
Scottsboro

Hutchison, Ralph 2-203 702-1 05.23 3-22
Oak Ridge, TN 702-2 05.30 3-25

702-3 05.04 3-14
702-4 23.16 3-89
702-5 23.15 3-89
702-6 05.10 3-16
702-7 01.02 3-2
702-8 01.05 3-4
702-9 01.01 3-1
702-10 14.05 3-53
702-11 01.04 3-2
702-12 21.03 3-83
702-13 22.01 3-84
702-14 05.05 3-14
702-15 13.08 3-50
702-16 20.02 3-81
702-17 01.10 3-6

Hutchison, Ralph 2-221 825-1 01.01 3-1
Oak Ridge, TN 825-2 14.05 3-53

825-3 02.01 3-8

Imhof, Joseph A. 2-103 139-1 10.03 3-40
Huntsville, AL 139-2 04.01 3-11

Imhof, Joseph A. 2-134 236-1 07.08 3-33
Huntsville, AL

Imhof, Joseph 2-193 602-1 11.11 3-43
Huntsville, AL 602-2 11.12 3-44

Imnhof, Joseph 2-221 824-1 01.09 3-5
Huntsville, At 824-2 07.08 3-33

Johnson, John 2-121 217-1 01.01 3-1
Chattanooga, TN 217-2 01.04 3-2

217-3 08.02 3-34

Johnson, John 2-213 800-1 24.24 3-98
None Given 800-2 23.02 3-86

8003 16.01 3-66
800-4 05.31 3-25
8005 01.04 3-2
800-6 01.01 3-1
800-7 24.21 3-97
800-8 24.19 3-97
800-9 08.02 3-34

Johnson, Terry 2-213 720-1 01.01 3-1
Decatur, AL 720-2 08.02 3-34
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Name of Commenetor .- U . : -, Number Number ResponseCode Number:

Karpen, Leah R. 2-2 2-1 01.09 3-5
Asheville, NC 2-2 02.01 3-8

2-3 23.13 3-89
2-4 01.01 3-1
2-5 05.21 3-22

Karpen, Leah R. 2-7 9-1 01.09 3-5
Asheville, NC 9-2 02.01 3-8

Kazanas, Judi 2-97 131-1 07.03 3-31
Chattanooga, TN

Key, Joelle 2-95 128-1 05.10 3-16
Nashville, TN 128-2 14.16 3-57

King, Joan 0. 2-13 20-1 01.09 3-5
Sautee, GA 20-2 02.01 3-8

King, Linda 2-102 138-1 15.03 3-61
Hoover, AL 138-2 14.04 3-52

Kittrell, Jackie 2-218 812-1 05.26 3-23
Knoxville, TN 812-2 21.07 3-84

Kuka, Larry 2-122 218-1 01.09 3-5
Harrison, TN

Lancaster, Colleen 2-99 135-1 01.09 3-5
Brentwood, TN 135-2 04.01 3-11

Lansden, Carl 2-197 621-1 07.03 3-31
Chattanooga, TN 621-2 23.13 3-89

Lee, James H. 2-105 142-1 14.06 3-53
Atlanta, GA

Leming, Earl C. 2-94 127-1 14.15 3-56
Oak Ridge, TN 127-2 04.04 3-12

127-3 23.16 3-89
127-4 17.08 3-70
127-5 19.13 3-81

Lentsch, Mary Dennis 2-133 235-1 02.01 3-8
Chattanooga, TN 235-1 01.09 3-5

235-3 01.04 3-2
235-4 01.12 3-6
235-5 07.07 3-32

Lentsch, Mary 2-222 829-1 02.01 3-8
None Given 829-2 01.09 3-5

829-3 01.04 3-2
829-4 01.12 3-6
829-5 07.07 3-32

Lind, Eskel 2-90 120-1 07.02 3-30
Santa Cruz, CA 120-2 01.09 3-5

Liska, R. D. 2-79 112-1 01.01 3-1
Republic, MO 112-2 23.13 3-89

112-3 14.04 3-52
112-4 02.01 3-8
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Lomax, Carol 2-197 623-1 04.04 3-12
None Given 623-2 23.03 3-86

623-3 15.01 3-60

Losey, David 2-191 505-1 01.09 3-5
Aiken, SC

Lugo, Chris 2-219 817-1 05.21 3-22
None Given 817-2 01.09 3-5

817-3 02.01 3-8

Machen, Jyles 2-44 65-1 07.03 3-31
Huntsville, AL

Machen, Jyles 2-200 629-1 07.03 3-31
Huntsville, AL 629-2 24.06 3-94

MacNulty, Joanne 2-89 117-1 01.09 3-5
Paonia, CO

Mann, Ed 2-197 620-1 07.03 3-31
Scottsboro, AL 620-2 24.09 3-95

Marshall, Suzanne 2-9 13-1 14.04 3-52
Jacksonville, AL 13-2 15.03 3-61

13-3 02.01 3-8
13-4 22.01 3-84
13-5 01.09 3-5

McCuisten, Mr. & Mrs. Ford P., Jr. 2-122 219-1 07.08 3-33
Dutton, AL

McFarland, Diane 2-22 39-1 14.04 3-52
Harvest, AL

Metchnik, Bill 2-45 66-1 07.03 3-31
Paint Rock, AL

Mills, Jerry V. 2-59 87-1 07.03 3-31
Dayton, TN

Mock, Dorothy J. 2-78 109-1 07.02 3-30
Pisgah Forest, NC 109-2 02.01 3-8

109-3 14.04 3-52
109-4 01.04 3-2

Monroe, Bill 2-207 705-1 21.01 3-82
Oak Ridge, TN

Morris, Donald 2-192 506-1 06.03 3-28
Aiken, SC 506-2 05.27 3-24

506-3 23.19 3-90
506-4 23.21 3-91

K>
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Mueller, Heinz 1. 2-106 143-1 23.16 3-89
Atlanta, GA 143-2 S.06 3-15

143-3 05.10 3-16
143-4 11.05 3-42
143-5 19.10 3-80
143-6 24.15 3-96
143-7 24.04 -3-93
143-8 14.17 3-57
143-9 19.11 3-80

MyczacL. Leaf 2-223 835-1 05.31 3-25
None Given 83S-2 05.09 3-16

835-3 24.29 3-98
835-4 24.30 3-99
835-7 07.04 3-31

Nelms, Don 2 45 67-1 07.03 3-31
G ad en AL__ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Nedms, Don- 2-144 7 243-1 07.08 3-33
Gadsden, AL _____

Nelms, Don 2-223 831-1 07.03 3-31
Gadsden, AL______ ______

Nicholas, David 2-46 68-1 07.03 3-31
Scottsboro, AL_______

Oak Ridge Environmental Peace 2-65 94t1 24.12 3-9S
Alliance 94-2 02.02 3-8

94-3 21.03 3-83
94-4 06.03 3-28
94-5 02.01 3-8
94-6 01.04 3-2
94-7 01.06 34
94-S 09.07 3-38
94-9 05.08 3-15
94 10 05.09 3-16
94311 05.05 3-14
94-12 17.01 3-67
94t13 19.07 3-79
94-14 19.08 3-79
94S-1 06.07 3-30
94-16 18.03 3-73
94-17 09.08 3-38
94-18 17.04 3-68
94-19 14.3 3-56
94-20 22.01 3-84
94-21 13.08 3-S0
94-22 17.0 3-69
94-23 17.06 3-69
94-24 01.07 3-4
94-25 14.05 3-53
94-26 17.07 3-69
94-27 01.10 3-6
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Oak Ridge Environmental Peace 2-148 250-1 07.02 3-30
Alliance 250-2 02.02 3-8

250-3 01.09 3-5
250-4 01.04 3-2
250-5 23.13 3-89
250-6 01.01 3-1

Olson, Donald E. 2-47 69-1 07.03 3-31
Decatur, AL

Page, Robert H. 2-77 107-1 07.03 3-31
Signal Mountain, TN

Paschal, Rick 2-7 10-1 07.03 3-31
Dutton, AL

Petition 2-163 147-1 07.03 3-31

Petition (December 9, 1998) 2-154 254-1 07.03 3-31

Petition (December 14, 1998) 2-161 255-1 07.07 3-32

Phillippe, Mark D. 2-123 220-1 07.08 3-33
Scottsboro, AL

Poe, Jr., W. Lee 2-3 4-1 05.22 3-22
Aiken, SC 4-2 19.02 3-77

4-3 19.03 3-77
4-4 05.10 3-16
4-5 05.01 3-13
4-6 05.02 3-13
4-7 01.08 3-5
4-8 01.09 3-5
4-9 04.03 3-12
4-10 23.15 3-89

Poe, Jr., W. Lee 2-29 44-1 05.01 3-13
Aiken, SC 44-2 04.03 3-12

44-3 05.04 3-14
44-4 05.29 3-25
44-5 06.06 3-29
44-6 06.03 3-28
44-7 03.03 3-10
44-8 19.04 3-78
44-9 19.05 3-78
44-10 23.15 3-89
44-11 01.09 3-5
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Poe, Lee 2-188 501-1 04.01 3-11
Aiken, SC 501-2 05.04 3-14

501-3 23.14 3-89
501-4 04.03 3-12
501-5 05.02 3-13
501-6 05.29 3-25
501-7 06.03 3-28
501-8 24.01 3-92
501-9 03.03 3-10
501-10 19.04 3-78
501-11 19.05 3-78
501-12 23.15 3-89
501-13 23.16 3-89
501-14 01.04 3-2
501-15 01.09 3-5
501-16 01.10 3-6

Price, Gene and Barbara 2-28 42-1 07.03 3-31
Guntersville, AL

Price, Louis, Mayor 2-47 70-1 07.03 3-31
Scottsboro, AL

Proffitt, Tlm and Jennifer 2-149 251-1 07.07 3-32
Decatur, TN

Proffitt, Ned and Joyce 2-150 252-1 07.07 3-32
Decatur, TN 252-2 15.03 3-61

252-3 08.02 3-34

Pulsipher, Alex A. 2-92 124-1 01.09 3-5
Knoxville, TN 124-2 01.01 3-1

Reed, Jesse L 2-60 88-1 07.01 3-30
Grandview, TN

Reiber, Bre 2-74 102-1 01.09 3-5
New York, NY 102-2 01.04 3-2

102-3 07.05 3-32
102-4 17.15 3-72
102-5 01.11 3-6

Reynolds. Dick 2-189 502-1 06.03 3-28
Martinez, GA 502-2 03.02 3-9

Roberson, James 2-212 717-1 07.04 3-31
Chattanooga, TN .

Roberts, Michael D. 2-48 71-1 07.03 3-31
Decatur, AL

Robinson, Mrs. W. H. 2-13 21-1 02.01 3-8
Scottsboro, AL

Rolce, Joyce 2-91 121-1 07.02 3-30
Nashville, TN
Ryan, R. Kent 2-48 72-1 07.03 3-31
Huntsville, AL II
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Smith, Steven 2-200 700-1 06.03 3-28
None Given 700-2 23.22 3-91

700-3 23.16 3-89
700-4 23.04 3-87
700-5 17.16 3.72
700-6 03.03 3-10
700-7 17.17 3-72
700-8 06.05 3-29
700-9 06.06 3-29
700-10 23.05 3-87
700-11 02.02 3-8
700-12 03.01 3-9
700-13 02.01 3-8
700-14 05.02 3-13
700-15 01.04 3-2
700-16 01.09 3-5
700-17 23.06 3-87
700-18 23.07 3-87
700-19 06.04 3-29
700-20 01.02 3-2

Smith, Steven 2-215 803-1 23.24 3-92
None Given 803-2 01.07 3-4

803.3 08.02 3-34
803-4 24.31 3-99
803-5 05.31 3-25
803-6 01.04 3-2
803-7 01.15 3-8
803-8 23.05 3-87
803-9 05.05 3-14
803-10 07.03 3-31
803-11 02.01 3-8

Snmth, Bob 2-188 500-1 09.08 3-38
Aiken, SC 500-2 03.02 3-9

500-3 24.05 3-93

Snell, Jim 2-117 208-1 14.04 3-52
Nashville, 1N 208-2 02.01 3-8

208-3 01.09 3-5
208-4 05.33 3-26
208-5 23.13 3-89

Sparks Robert 2-20 34-1 07.03 3-31
Arab, AL

Stanfill, Mary 2-19 33-1 07.03 3-31
Huntsville, AL 33-2 14.04 3-52

Stark, Kristina 2-150 253-1 01.14 3-7
Oakley. KS

Stephens, Jennifer 2-75 104-1 07.03 3-31
Albertville, AL

Stephens, Jennifer 2-198 625-1 07.03 3-31
Albertville, AL 625-2 13.05 3-49
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Stephens, Jennifer 2-212 716-1 07.03 3-31

Albertville, AL .

Stiefel, Denny R. 2-15 24-1 07.03 3-31

Fyffe, AL 2_115_205_1 07_03_3_31

Stiles, William 2-115 205-1 07.03 3-31
Scottsboro, AL 2_7_951_0_093_

Stone, Thomas J. 2-70 95-1 01.09 3-S

Aiken, SC__ _ _ _ _ _ _

tookbury, Gary 2-31 45-1 01.04 3-2
Aiken, SC 45-2 21.06 3-84

45-3 23.17 3-90
45-4 04.01 3-11
45-5 05.07 3-15
45-6 15.07 3-63
45-7 03.03 3-10
45-8 23.15 3-89

Stooksbury, Gary 2-190 503-1 01.04 3-2
Aiken, SC 503-2 21.06 3-84

503-3 23.02 3-86
503-4 23.17 3-90
503-5 09.09 3-38
503-6 23.20 3-91
503-7 04.01 3-11
503-8 05.07 3-15
503-9 15.07 3-63
503-10 05.05 3-14
503-11 03.03 3-10
503-12 23.18 3-90

Sturtridge, Richard1. 2-80 113-1 01.09 3-5
Nasiuwide, TN 113-2 14.04 3-52

Stutta, Steven C. 2-49 73-1 07.01 3-30

Jackson, MS 2__862__0_0_33

Stutts, Steven 2-198 624-1 07.01 3-30
Jac kzso n , M S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Tanner, Steve 2-60 89-1 24.12 3-95
Chattanooga, TN 89-2 01.04 3-2

89-3 04.05 3-12

Tanner, Steve 2-62 90-1 23.15 3-89
Chattanooga, St 90-2 01.02 3-2

90-3 01.04 3-2
90-4 07.01 3-30
90-5 06.05 3-29
90-6 04.01 3-11

Tanner, Steve 2-136 237-1 07.08 3-33

None Given

K>1
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;'Chap te. 2 P Commet: - Summary, Chapter 3 Pag

( Name of Commentor - - Nn . ;Number N ber Response Code Number

Tanner, Steve 2-211 713-1 05.20 3-22
Chattanooga, TN 713-2 23.15 3-89

713-3 01.02 3-2
713-4 01.04 3-2
713-5 07.01 3-30
713-6 06.05 3-29
713-7 04.01 3-11

Tanner, Steve 2-220 823-1 07.08 3-33
Chattanooga, TN

Taylor, Lucy W. 2-124 223-1 23.13 3-89
Chattanooga, TN 223-2 01.01 3-1

223-3 01.10 3-6

Thomas, Sharon and Gerry, Jr. 2-8 11-1 07.06 3-32
Flat Rock, AL 11-2 14.04 3-52

Thompson, Peaches, Mayor 2-50 74-1 07.03 3-31
Gurley, AL

Thornell, David 2-53 78-1 07.03 3-31
Scottsboro, AL

Thornell, David 2-195 612-1 07.03 3-31
Scottsboro, AL

Thrasher, Virginia 2-79 111-1 02.01 3-8
Birmingham, AL

Tiller, Hank 2-2 1-1 04.01 3-11
Hixson, TN

Tucker, John 2-17 29-1 10.03 3-40
None Given

Turner, Christopher P. 2-96 130-1 07.02 3-30
Walnut Creek. CA

Underwood, Calvin 2-220 822-1 07.08 3-33
Huntsville, AL

Van Wyck, Robert W. 2-23 41-1 01.09 3-5
Brentwood, TN 41-2 22.01 3-84

41-3 15.04 3-61
41-4 08.02 3-35
41-5 09.02 3-35
41-6 09.03 3-36
41-7 05.03 3-13
41-8 15.05 3-62
41-9 14.09 3-54
41-10 21.02 3-83
41-11 20.04 3-82
41-12 14.10 3-55
41-13 15.06 3-62

Van Wyck, Robert 2-114 202-1 07.02 3-30
Brentwood, TN 202-2 05.31 3-25

Van Wyck, Robert W. 2-146 247-1 05.31 3-25
Brentwood, TN I I I I
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Name of Commentor N . Number ResponseCode Number

Vaught, Butch, Mayor 2-196 615-1 07.03 3-31
Langston, AL

Wahl, Mike 2-35 50-1 16.04 3-67
Athens, AL

Wahl, Xerxes 2-34 47-1 02.01 3-8
Athens, AL 47-2 07.03 3-31

Ward, Jerry 2-194 605-1 23.15 3-89
None Given

Ward, Richard 2-50 75-1 07.03 3-31
Chattanooga, TN

Ward, Richard 2-196 618-1 07.03 3-31
Chattanooga, TN

Watson, Charles R. 2-64 91-1 07.02 3-30
Chattanooga, TN

Weir, Marie 2-64 92-1 07.02 3-30
Dayton, TN

Weir, Marie 2-125 224-1 07.03 3-31
Dayton, TN

Weir, Mitchell 2-65 93-1 07.02 3-30
Chattanooga, TN

Weir, Mitchell 2-223 834-1 07.08 3-33
Chattanooga, TN

West, Jason J. 2-33 46-1 01.04 3-2
Aiken, SC

Wheeler, Mark A. 2-125 225-1 07.02 3-30
Hixson, TN 225-2 01.01 3-1

225-3 07.01 3-30
225-4 07.03 3-31

Wheeler, Mark 2-213 719-1 03.01 3-9
Hixson, TN 719-2 23.15 3-89

719-3 07.03 3-31
719-4 05.20 3-22
719-5 07.04 3-31

Wilhoit, Dwight 2-131 234-1 07.08 3-33
None Given

Wilhoit, Dwight 2-223 830-1 07.08 3-33
Chattanooga, TN

Wilholt, Mrs. Susan Cassidy 2-126 226-1 07.07 3-32
Dayton, TN

Wilkey, Jimmie 2-218 813-1 24.27 3-98
None Given 813-2 13.07 3-50

Williams, Charles R. 2-126 227-1 07.02 3-30
Soddy-Daisy, TN 227-1 07.08 3-33
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Williams, Dan 2-51 76-1 07.03 3-31
Huntsville, AL

Williams, Danny L 2-53 77-1 07.03 3-31
Florence, AL

Wilson, Justin P. 2-93 126-1 14.06 3-53
Nashville, TN 126-2 14.15 3-56

126-3 11.02 3-41
126-4 11.03 3-41

Wilson, Rex 2-213 718-1 07.03 3-31
Chattanooga, 1N

Woloszyn, Mike 2-105 141-1 07.04 3-31
None Given 141-2 23.13 3-89

Womacks, Mike 2-129 232-1 13;05 3-49
None Given 232-2 01.02 3-2

232-3 23.22 3-91
2324 13.06 3-49
232-5 07.06 3-32
232-6 01.01 3-1
232-7 07.07 3-32

Womacks, Mike 2-192 600-1 23.02 3-86
Scottsboro, AL 600-2 01.04 3-2

600-3 14.20 3-58

Womacks, Mike 2-216 806-1 23.25 3-92
None Given 806-2 23.07 3-87

806-3 13.05 3-49
806-4 01.02 3-2
806-5 23.22 3-91
806-6 13.06 3-49
806-7 07.06 3-32
806-8 02.01 3-8
806-9 07.07 3-32

Womacks, Carol 2-115 204-1 07.03 3-31
Scottsboro, AL

Womacks, Carol 2-219 816-1 24.28 3-98
None Given 816-2 23.12 3-88

Wright, Greg 2-223 833-1 07.08 3-33
Chattanooga, TN

Wright, Rhonda D., M.D. 2-15 25-1 15.02 3-60
Montgomery, AL 25-2 17.02 3-68

25-3 16.05 3-67
25-4 01.09 3-5

Zaage, Herman & Sylvia 2-36 51-1 01.09 3-5
Staten Ibland, NY 51-2 14.04 3-52

Zigler, Alexis 2-19 32-1 01.09 3-5
Sarasota, FL 32-2 01.04 3-2

32-3 07.05 3-32
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Chapter2
Document Page

Commentor Infonnadon-: Number Number

International Brotherhood of Painters and Allied Trades, Mitchell Weir, Union Representative 147 2-163

International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Michael A. Kendrick, Union Representative 147 2-163

International Union of Operating Engineers, AFL-CIO, Steve Stutts, International 73 2-49
Representative, Jackson, MS

International Union of Operating Engineers, Local 320, Danny L Williams, Business 77 2-53
Manager, Florence, AL

Iron Workers Local Union No. 704, Melvin Brewer, Business Manager, and Robert E. 56,81, 140 2-38
Eigelsbach, Assistant Business Manager, Chattanooga, TN 2-55

2-104

Jackson County Economic Development Authority, David Thornhill, Executive Director, 78 2-53
Scottsboro, AL

Laborer's International Union of North America, Stephen E. Farmer, Union Representative 147 2-163

Los Alamos Study Group, Greg Mello, Santa Fe, NM 239 2-138

Mid-South Peace & Justice Center, Bill Akin, Memphis, TN 239 2-138

North Alabama Industrial Development Association (NAIDA), Michael D. Roberts, Executive 71 2-48
Director, Decatur, AL

North Alabama Mayors Association, Dan Williams, President, Huntsville, AL 76 2-51

Nuclear Information and Resource Service, Michael Mariotte 239 2-138

Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance, Ralph Hutchison, Oak Ridge, TN 94,239,250 2-65
2-138
2-148

Office of Justice, Peace & Integrity of Creation, Roman Catholic Diocese of Knoxville, 239 2-138
Marcus Keyes, Knoxville, TN

Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services, Nuclear Safety Division, Oregon 146 2-109
Office of Energy, Mary Lou Blazek, Administrator, Salem, OR

Peace Action, Bruce Hall 239 2-138

Peace Action Central New York, Diane Swords, Syracuse, NY 239 2-138

Peace-Justice Human Rights Committee of Alabama New South Coalition, Judith Cumbee, 136, 207 2-99
Chair, Lanett, AL 2-116

Peace Resource Center of San Diego, Carol Jahnkow, San Diego, CA 239 2-138

Physicians for Social Responsibility/NYC, Bre Nicole Reiber, Executive Asst., New York, NY 102 2-74

Physicians for Social Responsibility/Santa Barbara, Earl Budin, M.D., Co-Chairman, 110 2-78
Santa Barbara, CA

Pleasant Hill, Tennessee, Mayor Donald B. Clark 248 2-147

Plumbers and Steamfitters Local Union No. 498, Don Nelms, Business Manager, Gadsden, AL 67,243 2-45
2-144

Prarie Island Coalition, Bruce & Maggie Drew, Lake Elmo, MN 239 2-138
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Chapter 2
Document Page

CommentorInformadon Nurmber Number

Proposition One Committee, Ellen Thomas, Washington, DC 239 2-138

Public Citizen's Critical Mass Energy Project, Jim Riccio 239 2-138

Savannah River Regional Diversification Initiative, Thomas J. Stone, Chairman, Aiken, SC 95 2-70

Scottsboro Electric Power Board, James B. Sandlin, Manager, Scottsboro, AL 244 2-144

Scottsboro-Jackson County Chamber of Commerce, David L. Nicholas, President, Scottsboro, 68 2-46
AL

Sheet Metal Workers' International Association, Local Union 48, H. Carl Fowler, Jr., Assistant 242 2-143
Business Agent, Birmingham, AL

Shundahai Network, Reinard Knutsen, Las Vegas, NV 239 2-138

Sisters of Loretto, Betty Obal 239 2-138

Southwest Research & Information Center, Don Hancock, Albuquerque, NM 239 2-138

State of Tennessee, Justin P. Wilson, Deputy Governor for Policy, Nashville, TN 126 2-93

State Senator Lowell Barron, Fyffe, AL 611 2-195

Stone & Webster, Inc., William Griffith, Vice President, Boston, MA 85 2-57

Tennessee Carpenters Regional Council, United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of 60 2-41
America, Local 74, Roger Graham, Nashville, TN

Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation, Division of Radiological Health, 128 2-95
Joelle Key, Health Physicist, Nashville, TN

Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation, DOE Oversight Division, 127 2-95
Earl C. Leming, Director, Oak Ridge, TN

Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation, Water Supply, Robert L. Foster, Jr., 129 2-96
Deputy Director, Nashville, TN

Tennessee Historical Commission, Department of Environmental Conservation, State Historic 145 2-108
Preservation Office, Herbert L. Harper, Executive Director and Deputy State Historic
Preservation Officer, Nashville, TN

Tennessee Valley Energy Reform Coalition (TVERC), Stephen A. Smith, Executive Director 249 2-148

Town of Dutton, Alabama, Mayor Philip Anderson 55 2-38

Town of Hollywood, Alabama, Mayor Elizabeth Haas 62 2-42

Town of Woodville, Alabama, Mayor Glenda H. Hodges 64, 133 2-44

Tri-Valley CAREs (Citizens Against a Radioactive Environment), Marylia Kelley, Livermore, 239 2-138
CA

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 4, Heinz 1. Mueller, Chief, Office of 143 2-106
Environmental Assessment, Washington, DC

U.S. Congressman Robert Aderholt, Washington, DC 54 2-37

U.S. Congressman Bud Cramer, Washington, DC 57 2-39
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Document: Pag
Commentor Informati^ . Number Number

US. Department of the Interior, Office of the Secretary, Office of Environmental Policy and 142 2-105
Compliance, James H. Lee, Regional Environmental Officer, Atlanta, GA

U.S. Public Health Service, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Department of 101 2-73
Health and Human Services, Kenneth W. Holt, Atlanta, GA .

U.S. Senator Jeff Sessions, Washington, DC 608 2-194'

United Church of Christ, Peace and Justice Task Force, Bob Kinsey 239 2-138

Vine and Fig Tree, Jim Allen, Montgomery, AL 239 2-138

We the People, Inc. of Tennessee, Ann Harris, Executive Director, Ten Mile, TN 241 2-142

Western States Legal Foundation, Jacqueline Cabasso, Executive Director, Oakland, CA 239 2-138

Wild Alabama, Leigh Hayne, Wildlaw, Attorney for Wild Alabama, Montgomery, AL 116 2-81

Women's Action for New Directions, Susan Shaer 239 2-138

Women's International League for Peace and Freedom, Madeline Duckles, Chair, 132 2-97
Philadelphia, PA

Table 1-7 Comments Sorted by Comment Summary-Response Code

Resp Cod Page Nl Co.- -. eht Num-ber

Category 01: Policy Issues

01.01 3-1 24,5-2,7-2,19-1,30-2,110-2,112-1, 124-2, 136-11, 137-2,207-2,212-3,217-1,
223-2, 225-2, 232-6, 248-1, 250-6, 603-2, 702-9,720-1, 800-6, 825-1

01.02 3-2 90-2, 232-2, 700-20,702-7, 713-3, 806-4

01.03 3-2 3-1,97-1, 110-4

01.04 3-2 32-2, 45-1, 46-1, 48-2, 53-1, 84-7, 89-2, 90-3, 94-6, 99-4, 100-3, 102-2, 109-4, 110-1,
115-3, 119-1, 132-3, 136-6, 137-6,2124,217-2,235-3,239-5,249-2,250-4, 501-14,
503-1, 600-2, 604-2, 700-15, 702-11, 707-5, 712-7, 713-4, 800-5, 803-6, 805-1, 829-3

01.03 34 702-8

01.06 3-4 94-7, 811-1

01.07 3-4 94-24,803-2

01.08 3-5 4-7

01.09 3-5 2-1, 4-8, 6-3, 7-1, 9-1, 13-5, 14-1, 20-1, 254, 32-1, 41-1, 44-11, 51-1, S2-1, 95-1, 99-1,
100-4, 102-1, 110-5, 113-1, 117-1, 120-2, 124-1, 132-5, 135-1, 136-7, 206-1, 208-3,
218-1, 235-2, 239-2, 245-1, 250-3, 501-15, 504-1, 505-1, 700-16, 707-6, 817-2, 824-1,

.__________ 828-1, 829-2

01.10 3-6 84-5, 94-27, 136-8, 223-3, 248-5, 501-16, 603-3, 702-17, 712-4
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I arSwnma- Chapter 3
Response Code Pge No. Comme- Num ber

01.11 3-6 102-5

01.12 3-6 212-2, 235-4, 704-6, 829-4

01.13 3-7 212-5, 807-1

01.14 3-7 240-2, 241-1, 253-1. 811-4

01.15 3-8 249-3, 802-5, 803-7, 811-8

Category 02: Purpose and Need for Tritium

02.01 3-8 2-2, 5-1, 6-1, 9-2, 13-3, 20-2,21-1, 47-1, 48-1, 53-2, 94-5, 108-3, 109-2, 111-1, 112-4,
119-2, 122-1, 125-1, 1374, 208-2, 235-1. 239-3, 248-3, 249-1, 507-1, 70- 13, 803-11,
806-8, 817-3, 825-3, 829-1

02.02 3-8 84-6, 94-2, 99-2, 100-2, 110-3, 115-4, 116-9, 132-4, 136-9, 137-5, 250-2, 604-1,
700-11, 704-8, 707-3, 712-5

Category 03. Tritiumi Requirements

03.01 3-9 700-12,704-4, 719-1

03.02 3-9 500-2, 502-2

03.03 3-10 44-7,45-7, 86-13, 116-10, 501-9, 503-11, 504-4, 700-6, 703-3

03.04 3-10 808-3

Category 04: Other Production Options

04.01 3-11 1-1, 6-2, 16-1, 18-1, 43-1,45-4,90-6,135-2,139-2, 501-1,5 03-7,701-1, 713-7

04.02 3-11 14-3,504-3

04.03 3-12 4-9,44-2, 501-4

04.04 3-12 127-2,623-1,707-16

04.05 3-12 89-3

Category 05: NEPA Process

05.01 3-13 4-5, 44-1

05.02 3-13 4-6, 501-5,700-14

05.03 3-13 41-7

05.04 3-14 44-3,501-2,702-3

OS.05 3-14 94-11, 503-10, 702-14, 803-9

05.06 3-15 143-2

05.07 3-15 45-5, 503-8

05.08 3-15 94-9

05.09 3-16 94-10,835-2

.
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Comment.-
Sumary- Chapter3

Response Code Page No.- Comment Number

05.10 3-16 4-4, 116-4,128-1,143-3,702-6,704-9,802-3

05.11 3-17 116-2

05.12 3-18 116-6

05.13 3-19 116-15

05.14 3-19 116-16

05.15 3-20 116-18

05.16 3-20 116-24,137-3

05.17 3-21 703-9

05.18 3-21 704-1

05.19 3-21 704-2

05.20 3-22 713-1,719-4

05.21 3-22 2-5,222-2,817-1

05.22 3-22 4-1

05.23 3-22 702-1

05.24 3-22 707-9

0525 3-23 86-4

05.26 3-23 116-23,231-2,812-1

05.27 3-24 58-3, 506-2, 610-2, 802-1. 804-1

05.28 3-24 86-5

05.29 3-25 44-4. 501-6, 808-1, 809-3

05.30 3-25 702-2.

05.31 3-25 202-2, 207-1, 212-1, 247-1, 800-4, 802-4, 803-5, 809-2, 835-1

05.32 3-26 808-2

05.33 3-26 208-4

Category 06: Reasonable Alternatives Selection

06.01 3-27 116-1

06.02 3-27 116-8

06.03 3-28 26-1,44-6, 94-4, 242-1, 501-7, 502-1. 506-1, 700-1, 706-1, 801-1, 815-2, 832-1

06.04 3-29 700-19,704-11

06.05 3-29 58-6, 90-5, 610-3, 700-8, 707-1, 713-6

06.06 3-29 44-5,700-9
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Comment 1 1
Summary- j Chapter 3 l

Response Code Page No. - Comment Number

06.07 3-30 94-15

Category 07: General Support/Opposition

07.01 3-30 8-1, 59-1, 73-1, 81-1, 88-1, 90-4, 225-3, 233-3, 242-2, 604-3,624-1, 628-2, 713-5, 832-
2

07.02 3-30 23-3, 28-1, 91-1, 92-1, 93-1, 109-1, 120-1, 121-1, 123-1, 130-1, 202-1, 222-1, 225-1,
227-1, 239-1, 248-2, 250-1, 704-15

07.03 3-31 10-1, 12-1, 15-1, 17-1,23-1,24-1,26-3, 33-1, 34-1, 35-1, 38-1, 42-1,44-7,47-2, 54-1,
55-1,56-1,57-1,58-1,60-1,61-1,62-1,63-1, 64-1,65-1,66-1,67-1,68-1,69-1,70-1,
71-1, 72-1, 74-1, 75-1, 76-1, 77-1, 78-1, 79-1, 82-1, 83-1, 85-1, 87-1, 96-1, 104-1, 107-
1, 118-1, 131-1, 133-1, 134-1, 136-12, 140-1, 144-1, 147-1,203-1,204-1,205-1,209-1,
210-1, 211-2, 215-1, 224-1, 225-4, 228-1, 231-1, 254-1,604-4,607-1,608-1, 609-1,
610-1,611-1,612-1,613-1,614-1,615-1, 616-1,617-1,618-1,619-1,620-1,621-1,
622-2,625-1,626-1, 627-5, 628-3, 629-1,708-1,709-1,710-2,714-1,715-1, 716-1,
718-1, 719-3, 803-10, 821-1, 827-1, 831-1

07.04 3-31 141-1, 245-3, 610-6, 622-1, 627-1, 628-1, 710-1, 711-1, 717-1, 719-5, 828-3, 835-5

07.05 3-32 32-3, 102-3

07.06 3-32 11-1, 12-3, 98-2,232-5, 704-14, 806-7

07.07 3-32 201-1, 226-1, 229-1, 230-1, 232-7,233-1, 235-5, 246-1, 251-1, 252-1, 255-1, 806-9,
829-5

07.08 3-33 214-1, 216-1, 219-1, 220-1, 221-1, 227-2, 233-2, 234-1, 236-1, 237-1, 238-1, 240-1,
242-3, 243-1, 244-1, 249-4, 814-2, 820-1, 822-1, 823-1, 824-2, 826-1, 830-1, 832-3,
833-1, 834-1

Category 08: DOE Past Practices

08.01 3-33 18-2

08.02 3-34 36-1, 41-4, 58-2, 103-3, 132-2, 136-3, 137-1, 211-3, 217-3, 252-3, 507-2, 707-7, 720-2,
800-9, 803-3

08.03 3-35 213-1, 818-1

08.04 3-35 248-6, 819-1

Category 09: TVA Past Practices

09.01 3-35 26-2, 58-5

09.02 3-35 41-5

09.03 3-36 41-6, 815-3

09.04 3-36 49-2

09.05 3-37 86-7

09.06 3-37 86-11, 703-13

09.07 3-38 94-8

09.08 3-38 94-17, 500-1
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Snmary-- Chapter 3'

Reponse Code ,,Page o. Comment Number

09.09 3-38 503-5

09.10 3-39 241-4,811-7

Category 10: Land, Aesthetics, Noise, Sols, General Environment

10.01 3-39 12-4

10.02 3-39 116-20

10.03 3-40 29-1, 37-1, 84-1, 98-1, 139-1, 212-7, 712-1

10.04 3-40 103-1,211-1,248-7

Category 11: Air, Water Resources

11.01 3-40 86-9,.703-1

11.02 3-41 126-3

11.03 3-41 126-4, 129.1

11.04 3-41 703-2

11.05 3-42 143-4

11.06 3-42 146- 12

11.07 342 116-21

11.03 3-43 22-2

11.09 3-43 606-1

11.10 343 116-17

11.11 3-43 602-1

11.12 3-44 602-2

11.13 3-44 701-2

Category 12: Ecological Resources

12.01 3-45 707-10

12.02 3-45 627-2

12.03 345 116-11

12.04 3-45 116-13

12.05 3-46 116- 19

12.06 3-46 146-6

Category 13: Sodoeconomics, Environmental Justice

13.01 3-47 106-2,200.1

13.02 3-47 116-12
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Summargy- Chpter 3 -

Respons Code age No, Comnt Number'

13.03 3-47 116-22

13.04 3-48 146-7

13.0S 3-49 232-1, 625-2, 627-3, 707-15, 806-3

13.06 3-49 232-4,806-6

13.07 3-50 813-2

13.08 3-50 94-21.137-10,702-15

Category 14: Occupational & Public Health & Safety. Normal Conditions

14.01 3-51 146-13

14.02 3-51 703-10

14.03 3-52 703 -8

14.04 3-52 11-2,12-2,13-1,17-2,30-1,33-2,39-1,48-3,51-2,52-2,53-4,80-1,84-2,99-5, 100-1,
105-1,106-1,108-1,109-3,112-3,113-2,115-2,116-26,122-2,132-1,136-10,138-2,
208-1,212-6,213-2,241-2,610-5,712-2,811-5,815-4,818-2

14.05 3-53 94-25,702-10,825-2

14.06 3-53 101-1, 126-1,142-1,145-1

14.07 3-54 22-1

14.08 3-54 31-1

14.09 3-54 41-9

14.10 3-55 41-12

14.11 3-55 86-2

14.12 3-56 86-8

14.13 3-56 94-19

14.14 3-56 116-14

14.1S 3-56 126-2,127-1

14.16 3-57 128-2

14.17 3-57 143-8

14.18 3-58 146-3

14.19 3-58 146-21

14.20 3-58 600-3

i4.21 3-58 601-1

14.22 3-59 627-4

14.23 3-59 704-3
K>
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*Commnent
Sunmary- Chapter3

Response Code Page No. Comment Number

14.24 3-59 707-17

14.25 3-59 241-3,811-6

Category 15: Occupational & Public Health & Safety-Accident Conditions

15.01 3-60 86-12, 623-3, 703-12

15.02 3-60 25-1

15.03 3-61 13-2, 80-3, 138-1, 252-2

15.04 3-61 41-3

15.05 3-62 41-8

15.06 3-62 41-13

15.07 3-63 45-6, 503-9

15.08 3-64 116-25

15.09 3-64 146-10

15.10 3-65 146-11

15.11 3-65 146-14

Category 16: Waste Management

16.01 3-66 116-27,800-3

16.02 3-66 116-3

16.03 3-66 136-2

16.04 3-67 50-1, 84-3, 712-3

16.05 3-67 25-3

Category 17: Spent Nuclear Fuel Management

17.01 3-67 94-12

17.02 3-68 25-2

17.03 3-68 58-4,610-4

17.04 3-68 94-18

17.05 3-69 94-22

17.06 3-69 94-23

17.07 3-69 94-26

17.08 3-70 127-4

17.09 3-70 137-9

17.10 3-70 146-1
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Comment
V J Summary- Chapter 3

Response Code 'Page No. Comment Number

17.11 3-71 146-2

17.12 3-71 146-16

17.13 3-71 146-18

17.14 3-72 146-19

17.15 3-72 102-4

17.16 3-72 700-5

17.17 3-72 700-7

Category 18: Transportation

18.01 3-73 23-2

18.02 3-73 86-3

18.03 3-73 94-16

18.04 3-74 136-4

18.05 3-74 7034

18.06 3-74 703-5

18.07 3-74 707-2

18.08 3-75 18-3

18.09 3-75 27-1

18.10 3-76 136-5

18.11 3-76 18-4

18.12 3-76 146-20

Category 19: Design and Fabrication of TPBARS

19.01 3-76 146-9

19.02 3-77 4-2

19.03 3-77 4-3

19.04 3-78 44-8,501-10

19.05 3-78 44-9,501-11

19.06 3-78 86-6,5703-7

19.07 3-79 94-13

19.08 3-79 94-14

19.09 3-79 137-8

Kw-' 19.10 3-80 143-5
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Comment-:
swnmnar-, Chapter 3

Respoe Code: Page No. . C.mment Numer

19.11 3-80 143-9

19.12 3-80 704-5

19.13 3-81 127-5

19.14 3-81 811-2

Category 20: Decontamination and Decommlissionlng

20.01 3-81 86-1, 707-14

20.02 3-81 702-16

20.03 3-82 707-18

20.04 3-82 41-11,707-12

Category 21: Reactor Licensing Issues

21.01 3-82 705-1

21.02 3-83 41-10, 49-1

21.03 3-83 94-3,702-12

21.04 3-83 704-13

21.05 3-83 14-2, 504-2

21.06 3-84 45-2, 503-2

21.07 3-84 812-2

21.08 3-84 810-1

Category 22: Safeguards and Security

22.01 3-84 J64,134,41-2,80-2,94-20,116-7,136-1,702-13

Category 23s Cost Issues

23.01 3-86 704-12

23.02 3-86 503-3,600-1,800-2

23.03 3-86 623-2

23.04 3-87 700-4

23.05 3-87 700-10,803-8

23.06 3-87 700-17

23.07 3-87 700-18,806-2

23.08 3-88 706-2

23.09 3-88 706-3

23.10 3-88 703-11,704-16, 706-4
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Comment
SwnMaiy- Chapter 3

lReso Code C tri No. Comment Number,

23.11 3-88 707-11

23.12 3-88 816-2

23.13 3-89 2-3, 3-2, 7-3,40-1,53-3, 84-4,99-3, 1034, 108-2, 112-2, 115-1, 119-3, 125-2, 137-7,
141-2, 208-5, 212-8,223-1, 239-4, 248-4, 250-5, 621-2, 707-8, 712-6, 828-2

23.14 3-89 86-10,501-3

23.15 3-89 4-10,44-10,45-8,90-1, 114-1, 501-12, 605-1, 702-5, 713-2, 719-2

23.16 3-89 127-3, 143-1, 245-2, 501-13, 504-5, 700-3, 702-4

23.17 3-90 45-3,503-4

23.18 3-90 503-12

23.19 3-90 506-3

23.20 3-91 503-6

23.21 3-91 506-4

23.22 3-91 232-3,700-2,806-5

2323 3-91 230-2,802-2,809-1

23.24 3-92 803-1

2325 3-92 806-1

23.26 3-92 810-2

23.27 3-92 810-3

Category 24: Miscdlaneous

24.01 3-92 501-8

24.02 3-93 707-13

24.03 3-93 707-4

24.04 3-93 143-7

24.05 3-93 500-3

24.06 3-94 603-1,629-2,704-7

24.07 3-94 103-2

24.08 3-94 110-6

24.09 3-95 620-2

24.10 3-95 706-5

24.11 3-95 714-2

24.12 3-95 89-1, 94-1, 1464

24.13 3-95 146-23,703-6
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Comment:
Sunmary-` Chapter 3

Response Code, Page No. Cqmmentftmber:

24.14 3-96 116-5

24.15 3-96 143-6

24.16 3-96 146-5

24.17 3-96 146-8

24.18 3-97 146-22

24.19 3-97 800-8

24.20 3-97 146-15

24.21 3-97 800-7

24.22 3-97 704-10

24.23 3-97 146-17

24.24 3-98 800-1

24.25 3-98 811-3

24.26 3-98 814-1

.24.27 3-98 813-1.815-1

Zug2 3-98 816-1

24.29 3-98 835-3

24.30 3-99 835-4

24.31 3-99 803-4,808-4
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2. COMMENT DOCUMENTS

This chapter is a compilation of all the comments that thei Department of Energy (DOE) received during the public-
conmnent piod on he Drft Envirow a biact Stemeor the Production of Tritium in a Commercial Ight
Water Reactor. Comments received con ing the December 14.1998, public meeting are also presented in this
chapter.

All comments received during the public comment period are presented in this chapter in the order in which
they were received and processed. Scanned images of documents received via U.S. mail, fax, e-mail, voice
mail, or handed in at public hearings are presented first. These documents are followed by summaries of the
comments made at the three public hearings and the public meeting. Numbers were assigned to each document
and speaker, and these numbers are keyed to Table 1-5, the Index of Commentors.

The commentors are presented in this chapter in numerical order. Commentor numbers are listed at the top
of each scanned image beside the name of the commentor and before the commentor's name in the public
hearings/meeting comment summaries in the latter half of this chapter. Commentors who submitted comments
during the public comment period are numbered 1-147. Commentors who submitted comments concerning
the December 14,1998, public meeting are numbered 200-255. Commentors who spoke at the public hearings
are numbered 500-507 (October 1, 1998, North Augusta, South Carolina); 600-629 (October 6, 1998,
Rainsville, Alabama); and 700-720 (October 8, 1998, Evensville, Tennessee). Commentors who spoke at the
December 14, 1998, public meeting in Evensville, Tennessee are numbered 800-835.

The comments made by each commentor are identified by number and comment summary-response code in
the right margin of each document and under the commentor's name in the public hearings/meeting comment
summaries. The first number represents the comment number followed by a slash, and the other numbers
represent the comment summary-response code. These codes can be used in Chapter 3 to locate the comment
summary and response to each comment. Section 1.3 of this volume further describes the organization of this
Comment Response Document and discusses the tables provided in Chapter 1 to assist the reader.
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Commentor No. 4: W. Lee Poe, .Ir. (Cot'-d) Commentor No. 5: G... Billmeier, Jr., M.D.

Idoaso WAicdki Sectdi S.1612 kzadiW WMea Ved i$An

I9. Wi d is chu k er the - t f cr4ofI (cons 'd)
dclrs tha I wad so much2 abot In h w a c e
tabo LWR aad sh& Trbum Exulwai En. aquoW isa
CwAcsion in Cceiniar ML5

3) DUE has lidiuk the Viti podwacdo EISs &opahw. Th actin is madviom in
thira iw CLWR aES hu u Its no melcmetad" APWr mkac and FEIS 5/10501
ca the Ar mmto w dwNoActionobe wa LwabCti Nowben
bavele tilWno w vondeae-l. O E i r jg.~ ~asm(oCNoA aA/05.02
Awsie but i smnc4 in Lh Wl FS.) C~pllng dbs to who I wmd abut
the Scacmdionoua d two El& udfe 1l~uxE:IS E3
m~as tl pubuo FbtiPAl low plowi& a isfw;na aa S (coal d)
why this aoadu ba bead byDOB

4) SectIon S.4dL ui CmldmiLs In my betdvrwio
ths bo~Of we sIwas uW" blind on miavtic n with

>1 Pndal p oa-u~cct t thc in SEC t~da 7101.08
au* wau veato thNRC.sW he Ltof lUwy =uppo l n wasglva to
ERA Wd than kr. It med an me this was thi tw dciidoan to scpaw
4wW fiome (u wponodaucti wasmade Moprovkioe wt
in~saimo ses dcaa to d~npowet i thi toa iatzpu N-Rector. (it
scuais qoiw stiifermith1g to pdce dm*ui power ina &guvcaat maUtha

pua~~redgcewsoa maka s&a produobrinou (an (,e aT
Iatrponrsees o b '~ns~iahe 801.09

in th resoc. suti A40 posnpud e yeasecn ajofimaalw
udiesthmuit relft*& to iis iu cofcut lialtuc fto

podum nz m ow tt DOEL do thaw thazpablilky withi the

5) I hop that DOE wI have bs at obc mpeedW cAM e f
p*&ain;D m~i CLWW~bA-dv. k obUsm4lema i 9W403

cozauzw siscs in fth NEPA declsluono QUd WS and on Ow PTHS

6) The one thing that baa made te hasu wpy is " CLWR amd APT coU
&lubc~~~~izew~~~swbsoL ut

* oaaioa tuwib elrp tbi~ess ed ebthc
td sal DO=s ese of hoW those deS phay i th cot

L vn

W. Lca Po IL

rM Dqmamaorfamm~y i mu di ~r~yuWcon==" *ado maI~
SJo-ifr5As Pmvucdm qf~ is& C~u.duL4#S toabW&

Thbe k* 1meV Ormw MWMOOvtmwu It doeamaa ad *Amn biaa&.

* |aia~pbfmadandivig~ * taaiyawamb,14003161
ina ecybDO~aiau * cas Via eWadS IS Wb

uaisimiadketbsretieg * W l wldd bwAfym
* unAuutadaivXssr<MMm u u v|abcs *oil 140a410

CW~w"ml Sa ,16 C4dMJ .,# ,g r
A.,,J AE'EI Iki}J~ J G LJ /IkS- .lt J £ . .

LJV&2fl MStSZ~ - 5 fl~ dfw&4 lyW tff w M flJVA
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( C C
Commentor No.6:, Clar Coon C-ommentor No. 7: Nathan Cosns

4

Swanujour *& PeIiicsion q(TAm ina Cawwuria LIV Wof

* oft .india qs mwdpdivgivegycm * &uift67 y fM w I.804"1412
commeasdiedyb DO~affia * i .avastaefdiwdMe gbif:

* umiAsmia*hfomooi hVWNW*6,s*gs.P.
wgi inm dikM Ifi Imd * imt(.viibsyws

- immwngdEd.ecmmooftm. rob dimw via voice meAi 14010MV249010
- leessafm mn back

el
.- - go ---

for *b

III TnD PCODIDILIiY Or new arms control agreements providing

Porthemrte rluc f ncer-enemin January,
ur~ny ci.RuaIana IS givlngq A1impetu td-Malertgte

the need forne rdcin

%,91 rus evavnnan dyver mesarvarion Is aireacy saverely
-. ~ -. e..*.e au as Am W cunazosren

with new tritium yrodUetiO.Lkbe Masor.,n fth
anoher rego o~f tenatio. Zleienn" ualn lAh~a.r

nea Saaa River IIv ired been no"tvlyipced hr
I. .. 1p eon alrue ady poe necate. or 2

X/oZoI
1/00

2104.01

113101.0

11 4=°1

Nathan A Xathey Coggins Family
255 Taylor Bridge Rd
Jonesborough,TN 37659

7/29/98

'J.S. DOR
Commercial Light Vster Reactor Pro'ect
Attns Steven Sohinki
P08 44539
Washington, DC 20026-L539

Rls Response to salling 7/15/98

Gentlemen$

I an sorry I wau unaware of the comment period which I
could have overlooked. I Imagine a response at this time would
be to no avail. An a response at anytime froa a non influential
taxpayer such an our family, is in my opinion to no avail.

For what It Is worth, DOE i TVA should not mix power 10109
generating with weapona production. Plum how many times will
we need to destroy the world. In not the old technology that
used Plutonium and Uranium to destroy Nagasaki and firoshima 2ML01.Ol
suffielont to destroy our next target? Is the tritium use only
job seourity as it only last a short while?

This stufr Is way over my head but I personally deteat
the waste that goes on at both agencies. When I see my small
savings account depleted for taxes. Then hear stories of
Westinghouse soaking the govt for 4 billion over 4 yrs to start
a reactor at Savannah River and 100 million for a cooling tower
that was used for only three montha. Plus hiring sovlet Nuclear
Engineers to keep then from going to work for some other country.

All theme efforts to show strength to would be attackers
from roreign countries may be a waste of time If the unrest
withjn the U.S. Is overlooked. The projected cost of 384e will 3n313
be exceeded by who knows how much.

We work hard, try to live right and be honest enough to
pay for our fair share of being a US citisen and it hurts deeply
when we see all the waste and injustices that takes place.
I ask you to pl ans become a productive member of our socnity
and stop fleecing the taxpayers. When you are lobbying to spend
these millions, billions. Please think of our feal:y who shops
at yard salon for clothing for our kids and raises a garden
and cans food for winter. Not because we necessarily have to
but because it Is being a good steward of the money that has

I'

0 1!00 I -201 -0 � mm MOZ third at - - ---M2 -n-0-
&- -A.040*11MI-V

!I _ __ __ tR CL ARK IMAD

A _ _ _ _ _ IAf PW EI 3M d E

I-WMi A*Maa _

tw.^_b**_

3) The barrier between civilian coercial unclear power and
production for military needs should not be breached. If it
in, civilian reactors became targets for attack by terroriets
and foreign powers.
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l55to505PAbs 0. I Onh R Rfnfernsa Commentor No. 10: Rick Paschal. - - --.. ... .. 21. #I...

L-Ahikauw eeClwsIta"Woast
AdwvlhXC
Awl

Ph~.: 100oein
TAXR2 I

-41t

Wednesday, August 12i1t

Mr. Stephen ML SohinkiL Director
Office of COnnmercia Light water

Rosetor Production
P.O. Box 44639
Washington. TX' 20A43

Der Mr. Sohinkk:

Pratcthon eoTkitinm

1UeDepaKmmiofEaetg a bwaumd a ymcomamu, con d*DtltewemonzlhxPm
SwdmpmforAtP#*AidamW2fTdvha in a CommorddLight Vbter~Amodo.

Thee us wq way to peoi commeaft onl lids docunrue mad 6= lmbadw

* flodlg PA&Mle adow mat givIng Y=s * fazing yowcinemn to I-I0431-0512
COWMassdkcti1DDOE Ofical" cw .mlg via lbs Wul Wide Web me

* Weeisulsl Ws emement fb to lbs ktdWA-iAVloe~ov4p2
,sglevdce dsk ~ b. mul.,g callisS Wo-fies and' WeSin yeewcmis

* sesirafta Ibis ccU tnaos olwwis via Voice mesh. 1 -800.3324501
cohmeeiz lo U,.mdd cilee Ike bask

C
_ _ _ S -- f

-1.61 �� - -- -, Z., ---. / , --
F_ 7 [

I,- 1-11-9 -- A.a -

-Z - - lo 41' f -- - - ;_P =- 'X

"T 11 - - tf~~~~~l &29=Z,- . 4~S.

*J

aZ"

z*

ft

-V

.

When I received your letter ofJulyl5, 19, I was appalled to learnthat plans are
proceeding for producing tritim. Further, to produce it in commercial light water
reactars goem against national policy. which separntcs military production from
commercial.

11 1/01.09

- -2tV-Zdr. 4f =���-, - t�Lrz�- '- e IRS,&eAd AdLw�, - A
-,- � ,

.17

There hw; been no eastablished need for tritlum. lbe United States should be reducing | 2/02.01
Its nudear stockpiles rather than adding to or replenishing thlm

Thereftre. I oppose the proect In totality.

Sincerely yours.

Leab R Karpen

PIS. ?lease send me notice of Meetings on the dTart EIS.

C . -.. ~ ~ ~ A. -.

O -rgm AO I. -A

Addu'We

1/07.03

06
.-r - J.' lt~w - Stale: -& - Zip ode: SSZ7 ......

Yaekpbaes: -2(2, H oumphoe. aW - X 711 71
Fxv - 1I( C -- I i

S aiAds& on XV 1i4AL.,0 & zt) IL fa..e z, .7-
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Commentor No, 13: Suzmane Marsha- Commentor No. 14: Peter Gray

S1neer i5. 1991

U.S Deortme" of Lem
CoLVmeiLigtWteaor Pot 02MOf
Aft-r. MSte.l .S
Pr. Dt 44539
WaNnou, DC 2002-439

Dw Mr Souldn.

I t.e nt Op4oiihR to prodsetn ofMtum in ay rVA comcaI t waler rfeac an Ow
U.S. Yewr Drdt E! menv _ M Statmen on nt Pro&Vct oTtrinMt in a Cmmmdal

roshatikm goto".co~m Phet, ainh land hsi~m" It ans Ome come wommsn genstiu ~ ~~~~b"Am mmibsrt"c*wycvdet

eftm ef "isfti Vtiui mdew m m "sitesltohefti Podotion ofthe seafitNWddth
AND me id oia DOE's ft.r ie rOm preductio plants hm eld xocdau yemltig

inh ks bhd the et imromem, there is no dobt dtsh conweralg maon netly usuaed for
wfaps pm&tki wM ink ad de*tkayrf Tsav Rher, ft Temenee Valley and ow
&fi

Tthm p io s noteeded. Thiuns R Iwhmdd cabe. rocidwhWh will so
Im eqs arwee mmti 2E15. %Vl Ce dWu arm ne$tins. atm km tritwill be

neded in *e tlc~ Ceray eonenea awts eno duged lit ~l. of weap
prodm Prdwcig titumat coemv l pbM tm xi OdkeRWte AL or Wafts Om, TN
.,t,,dd lad to i'syd aay ad aecaiy ues thee ,o ~et adqtldy adaed

I hmyouto bl - tp tritm producii m a TVA or yomw i retor. i sot
ea% matd to ll vkbm Who Atomic Eemekct. f bnt Wm of h was to kefp ena ynd
ui+rpower ep~tbr _e _o(volmwo nmyd NWwks

SInw

Se Marhl
700 Bib Avemm N
aMllls. Al 36265

2562-424

I 1/14.04

I 2115.03

11 302.01I1 4122.01

I i 2(eonfl'd)

11501.0-9

Petrl- Grmy
P.O0. R~on: 56

AlkekfC 2950

October 16. 1991

"fmtuesimi t TLftm In a C Eg edgam Waef" naews",
draft DOWNSI3. O2SSZ)l'

Tem ate three lbm form wings Commcil Llp Waer Reacto to nake thim.

u cis firm reson. We Should gmet n example fot tdd woul n to make weapons
incivima lnlhes. Iti U.S. poicy iat" sesof chn and mli rwiuX tiem iniL

We setfhe netopee acomingt hwar . lut not de ie. Ustn itselides odriuauly
devcbpedfor mfllwy nisis laer n formcviliw porpe is sepele In bis EIS. DOE cilA
fou.r e e fwpe i diti

* : _^ c bbxm~a N u amilitary rcilty toinsi putomnmid tlamemke
dccticity. 1l is in conparhic m dcavongaci LWR to make tritiun.

* .inncit~I dslse n" j S a~ CUujmnW Vg' It emde U-235 forhbmba Lasr, h
siqiat cviia LWRa an remcnvthmaion.

* -nc rrm cnbom Ohm pi. m Fnt
asx!* Rlio-aim ex me a boon to civl MM Iifc in the UI.S.

* %Wi crli than d in sang. r_ c ms in thetIL _cmwa =ulkeI Sef-powed
eri 4iht on aimrf to vddepses in at rpin md nthier clviii, t cno : ana
these uks.

lotihee in die'C " y4civifln diet. Notio iast DO£ Anix intoh mx swp f
soft irk the ivfiliwMe Hiturf dkccn

AR DME does on she tiw Ufefation is use whr logpaistc, lph6tUing lhiguigoto say i's oay.

The bible ys in Tsih 2-4: they shll bear their iwure into plowgunu!"

Cans you nuagic slling North Pom to end ftelru xter weaqu ogrsm. givig tm two CLWRS
if Ot do so and then ac make utitma ins a V.S. C.WR? Wbal Mst metting eaits f(or Pan.
n and otercoumti? We ned toespou aeona a high mora s pu e. We mU aot
u legalistic loiholto a t js wh mcd D06 both bno a wg

DOE nmt t a in UmS. Cnmve Ligt Ws cc Reacto te o b er
owned by private cpan orby Ihe TVA, w whole historno d diihnpe S
tc 1VA sold ebidcucy to GRiseous Difhkthn Phant, ht oderendootsaid pp.
cwect, maims, imesmenft% etc. Doing so de untuzm MDhm Into miliy facities. The
owserjkp ofTVA by the U.S. govertment doa ns tjwtifr iling a7VA uem ilitsry

imfuaDo nor oesth qucstion of who boulghst heitctdty.

Lkes~ng.D ts diensecond When d; AEC ws dicbhc 1970s, produciOof went
to DOE. NRC got lien6^sing mud i<*omea of cfi civi, fs, m the split wls to not
hunawlagcurmilituycompteis wini bcenringL aamsmiddedw Thecdvilina nutlteelectic hidswty
Is rife with NRC deta. Wlat Iahes wie DOEh O 11a will not delay my DOE ddense
promlsasigned toaCLWR?

Notice titaabx fir two meacn fornto nusa c LWR apply only to a CLWR bint It io tdc
colorsr. It as not ecuibeted wth cher ro-p:olhc tion or lensing pNe L

1/01.09
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Commentor No. 24: Denny R. Stiefel Commentor No. 25: Rhonda D. ffigIht. M.D.

Rhonds D. Wrlzg M. D.

3363 Navew Low R Pha (334W) 286-4
Mw neM,A AL 3 6111-1597

rR^~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Septlember06, i998-

Mr. Stephen Sohinki
rT. D .om o Ugsmd faS Yi'S MOD )MIpOWAcVA U. S. Department of Encrgy
S.mfrjt Pvroa. d=atcT bM a. .Co4aU Wuxnr acm. Commercial lght Water Reactor Proicct OffScc
_ bwt an wwwW mp to Vw~ft Mmown as *As &camwt md tbm lwkid. PO. Iox 44539

samue§uai way. In teeeids camuw cm this dsm_ aid haa lcde: Washinton, D. C 200264539

* dkftpublk 3 2 and Siv * - falftk wx s I 1401-8"1-0612
5ome neddy tDO d bofi * onh - .DnwwIgIWDSVdwif sidsWeb she Der Mr. Sohinki:

* news" &* atbtacUMod b1iwtl-bw rodtk42

segi*drlm lt 51w vi 1be mbtN I * This letter is in oppoidnn to the proposal to use thu TVAs unfinished Bellefonte
caaon l ad*ew calm ewck plant. or aodmer commeca w kar reactor for the produe ot bim. I regardIN*6AJ A! X i v this ms a dangerous and higl undesirable course of action for seveir reason

I Th;rX 1 s ' #e X 1 -' t<bc first is the ability of trimum as an isotope of hydrogen to combine with oxygen and
*TL, S 14W; ¢e i-r ne 4s 8 -'~ 1/07.03 makearadioa formofwater,whichcanthenbecomeIncorportedintoalipars 1/15.02

* ~~~~~~1.4c o<f} vi_ J4.tbf huma bod i ft ; ^<_otDNA. In toncerttith the DE'sdmnttntedIaiintyq1150
jL. -. L.U to prevent~~~~~~~~~~~~trftimn~releasing accidents at hi other production facilMesthere i

near-oertainty that tritium production at the Bclcfonte plant would result in
radioactive contamination of the Tennessee Rier and in a scriomsiv increased risk of

______________________________________ .cancer and birth defects to thnse whose drinking water is derived from this river. Such
- _ accidents are aD th more likely to otur at fahity which was not tdse this

=F XT. purpose from the begirnmn.

Thm second reason is that production of tritium at a commercal ncear plantwili
aresult in tho production of much mr nuclear waste - three dimes more highlcvcl

_waste than the plant wouW produce uider normal penrating condiions, by the DOE's 2/17.02
wncatimtc, adu l t ast 150% nmo lowevl wase well. Dispolot nuclear

.. vae is already a wrious problem, one which thi propoisal can only cxaccrbate. 3116.05

The third reason is that prduction oftrithun in a commercial facility violates the
1iaakSfa,1 sw~ Ta-rn uE~d____msmy..-r~b * Vim ak bE.. spizit, irtom thu letter, ofothe Atom ic EnergJEdyActa stahadprecedentwithregard

to entanlemontofecivilinan imdinli ta idearfacilitis Thisaction willmake 4/01.09
_____________________________________________Led__ menningleatheoppoftionfthUS. tothouscofcvilia plantsForweaprs

production Ihy such countrics Iraq, T 1orth Korea, India, and Egypt

wiick ~ h mpb2 :)C G 'J m s LAt Sincerely,

_ Mareright. MD
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CommmWr No. 34., Robed &arks Commentor No. 35: Jackie Ambrose

Comments Received via -WO Number Comments Received via "800" Number

~te.' 9/24/98 (1:59am) I
Names Roe Sparks
Wgaauiriaa:
Addrss: 59 Prentice Cibck NE

Arab, Al. 35016

Fax hI.
Cenea M.
CoI F. .

I Comment :

9M/2498 (9:02am)
Jackie Ambrruc

EI AdiF!HIuntsville, AL-
I-mWID. I

F"z H:
Commnentu:

No phZnolax numner given

Comment

rm calling in relaion to the tritium prejcct gong on in Scousboro which is about 25
nie frrom inx and I just %uwed to give my comment on ist a I mn not in fivor of it
procediny. Thankyow

II 17oz03

This is to do with the thing On television about opun& the Belefonite plat for mrdum
gas pla ratlium or wha.ver -TIhis is to proicst iL I'm totally gainst it We ae
enough to deal with with the other things we had in this area for years. Thank you.

11/107.03

( ( C
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Commentor No. 38., Steve Abraham Commentor No. 39: Diane McFarland

Comments Received via "800" Number Comments Received via "80" Number

Date: 9/24f98 (Il:SSamn)
NF J Steve Abraham _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

FOIzna 4w

Vax #:
CeiMEWaTt U

III 1 cowuny t(OAO is

Distaht, At. 35765

9/25/91(3:00)
19u0wa DianeMcFarand

709 Love MZa Rood
Harvest, AL 35749

Pbo" Os No pbon i numbe given
Fas 0:
C iiOMMI I-4,._

-

CbMMent

Yes, I just wanted to reply to the Bellefonte where they want to makc tritium and I am
kinda against it bccausc we bavenl found out enough information about the tribum to 1/07.03
satisfy my curiosity. If you have any Infonration on that, I would appreciate sonm of it.
Thank you.

I am very concerned about the Bellefonte Plant being reactivated. I just don't think it is a
"t idea I tie the tinW have too [Wg a ie span a I read about the ncer

rates up amg...I work for Corp. of Engineers and we do the environmental cean-ups and
our Priect Managers are in chrge of chemical demliarizatiot"s going ou in
Jolnsioa Atoll nd Umatilla and now aimo I just think we should ear a lessu -
doo't ake rmor of this stuf Amnistos having a problem with it seeping throung the
walls. Idon't ean to be aarm. I jus thk there shwid be a r way without
making thes things that have s a on lif sp Our childr, We want clean war,
clean air. I just don't tin wecan mkeep making this stuff- c't thee be another way?
rd likel to be informed nifI can elp enliten ohs about the dagerL I don't know
anything other than ies got a lon life span and its not gonn go away when we create
thsethings We canfindotherjobsforpeope.plea. lhankyouforlseningandrim
just a little citize appcia anythin you ca do. Thank you very muc

1/1404

( ( C
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Commentor No. 40: James R. Finley Commentor No. 41: Robert W. VanjWck

AdinMelD 4eubr

54112s Pi

slim N1MM G!

P1161. ~

" AM dw

smicfde 11

Camenm y -

WoIk "Am-

W. ..-

T iqMq

D"~~ VO" C

cif.ew rI

Radiological Consultant

T!I .- .-

72
ftbo'w. w.ts C.0igo" gsphrk
MW NsMdu Pkese HOP-rftO TM $7SQ7

Stephen M. 5ohinki, Director
CLWR P.0jeet Offic
Us DepL Of Energ
PO Boxc 44539
Washington DC 20028-4539

Sept. 0".M6

rob

Commentsq On The Draft Envfrnmenta~mlicat~tatement For The
!rof~tv OfQLTrtmm.In A Comerela Light Water Rgaclar

2se; 931-~22 6 __ _ __ _

t
a
V
t

na. £C(WAef1.'I e-4,120n W4,n Want. tno JOY. to Go Mf@ l2L
hat: is ir.qb tor tI1e Co'jut. If MV) Plant WnulA be Mors
oas effective, thetfanlt a real eIbai"Of 'IY.1..s we nast de wh2it
ill vave billions of dollars mar Z34n used the savqd Mangy.
a do Nonthing about the clean up ct all thae old fariv4itioe?

I1t23.13

Dear Mr. Sohinki:

Thank you for the opportunity to express my comments on the above Draft
MIS in a timcly manncr. I previously sent comments to you in a letter but
they were too late to be incorporated in the Drafl EIS. For your
infontation, none have becn adequately addressed and should be in the Final
FIS.

These specific comments are:

I. T aln imp=t frm the flrher Mrliferation nf AtMic WCaos
tbruahut heword has not been -dequ~iI and honestly, addr---Ad.and

shoud be-
Since the beginning of the atomic era, our Country has maintained a

steadfast policy that peaceful uses of nuclear technology will not be used for
manufacture of atomic weapons. Utilization of a Cl.WR for tritium
production is in direct conflict with this policy. If this long standing policy is
changed, it will open the door ror anyone to manufacture atomic weapons
materials from commercial reactors leading to a major increase in atomic
weaponr tyinoughout the world. The potential for this to occur, and any
resultant impact, should be a first consideration for evauatilon in the EIS.

I

I. .
1/01.09



Commentor No. 41: Robert W. Van Wvck (Cont'd) Commentor No. 41: Robert W. Van ftk (Cont'd)
t� 5�h�k[ Pna* 2

The LIS atempts o address this issue in S. 1.5.4 but evades h concens.
Item I in this section says use of a CLWR for taitum production is not
prohibited by law or international trety. Wthilc this may be truc, it would
still be in direct d i of our bong standing policy. practice and stated
intention. For example, how can our couwty encourage North Korea to
utilize one of ou nuclear reacts to produce elecricity, as we have done,
and not expect tem to follow our proposed eaMple and use it also for
weapons production?
item 2 reports the historical use of defense materials and technology for
peaceful uses. Historically, it has bee standard practice to utilize tchnology
developed ftom defense research for peaceful uses However, it i clear that
none of these "examplc" involve the opposit , as is now proposed, to use
peaceful uses for weapons producti This proposal will be a fr to my
knowledge.
Item 3 auempts to argue that maintaining separation between US civil and

military activitics could be adequalely addrsed, given particular
circumsance involved, but none is given. Further, a weak argument is given
that the TVA is owned by the US Govermeat and therefore production in a
IVA facility makes it "roughly" compara to pat insances of govenmnt
owned dual-purpose wcka facilite Nothing could be furthr from th
truth. The DOE makes atomic weapons, paid for by axspaym. The TVA
makes electricity for distribution throughout he southeast region it serves and
is paid for by

2. The F-- hsi4 rot re'-qij he nhmctS= sty panvi=- thm will hc
reqninud And the &fQty nrae o aprt nnbtni

ta , 5nb,,U Pae I

3. A new say anaysi- will have tq he perfhrnwd to rowider the potntiaL
_internal prcs-wcjnj I durina a melt-down that

caddixuk lion VaIial fusin of the lge qua e _in a deyaded
cam with w= - " ' '-' dlilL TMI tcmperatue dat should be used
In the analysis. Although "Beywod Design 3asis Accidentsm were analyzed,
the analysis was done using the MACCS2 accident analysis computer code
for a slandard PWR core I loweva, ifa significant increase of eue can be
released in the reactor vessel due to fiusion of tritium gas iu the cowe during a
meltdown accoupned with unconjiouled W-criticality. the code would Mt
be useful for assessment of accideut conditions.

311S.04

*(cou'd)

212201

Issuc of Cancern 01russed iBut Not Exilhiade In The PER

tugronding th rite S . fo
Emergency preparedness is addressed for each of Om proposed TVA site but
only f&om the perspective of a plant accident and fails to address the primay
ucrea"ed risk if the sile is used for weApons manufacture. ()ur eneies in
the past have had weapons sites pre-targeted for nuclear bombing in the
event of war and it is reasonable to assume that the sites are still pre-argeted
or can be re-targeted with little difficulty. At a minimm, the EIS should
include an evaluation of the impact on Soulnding populations in the event
or a dirct or near direct blsst of an cxnal aumic weapon used to destroy
the facility. I

1. There iq sprrnti onncern regrding tHe ahifliy Of the WFand thie 1A to
cM nut thi The EIS nmlds to point out chnges in
these organizations that have or will be taking place to give assurance h the
project will be handd propefly and in accourdanc with this EIS.

The stated pupose of the l IS is to analyic the potetial consequences to
the envirument associated with the project I submit that part ofthe analysis
should be an evuation of the specified candidats cmpabilities to
successly cay out tha project

noE
Tle DOE, for oe reason or another, has largcly failed to accomplish any
mcaingfiul nuclear pogress in recen yeas. As stated in S.l .5.2, over a
dozen reactors for the production of nuclear materias at is many site bave
been shut dwn a are no longer available despite the outlay of billios of
dollars. Also as slated. the SRP K Reactor was disconnued in 1988 for
major cavirournta safety and health upgrades. Since the SRP site has
already been contaminated beyund any reasonable or economical XpCtaI
for clean-up, it is difficult to see where a major envirnueal upgrade would
be needed for continued titiumn production. More than 10 years have lapsed
sinc the DOE lost its capability to produce tritiumn and is unable to do so
except for this proposed scheme. Likewise, the DOE has been unable to
develop a Long Term Nuclear Disposal Site in NvWada even though it is

40&02

( ( (
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Commentor NA. 41: Rober W. Van Wck (Contd)

ComumgM mSadA E. 4

Commentor No. 41: Robert W. Van Eyck (Cont'd)
'mn.m tn flNME Post

located adjacent to the site where hundreds of nuclear weapons have already
been exploded underground (already making the area a long term nuclear
waste storage site) and millions of dollars have been spent on 'envinntal
studies". F:rankly, the capability of the DOE, under its present leadership,
staffing limitations, nuclear knowledge and past experience, raises serious
doubts as to its current capability to carry out the project in an
enviromnentally acmeptable mannme. With all the problems now being faed
by the DULl in the non-nuclear energy area, it is not surprising that nuclear
and defense matters ae not pm imLt-Pabe.the.tine..bas-cone. for
Cmmginnsimdissiusoafihc WOE.in iight % mmlen g
and set uap an agnc tha will insure nuclear mruterials needs are being
With every "little country now capable of being a nuclear power, it is
important for them to know that a first priority has been given to maintaining
our nuclear arsenal in a ready condition.

The TVA has faced a number of problems in devuloping its nuclear program.
In Section 6.5.3. 1, it is stated that in 1985 TVA was required to shut down 5
reactors including Sequoyah I and 2 because of charges of mismanagement
and inattention to safety requirements. The Brown Fery Plant fire is not even
mentioned. This section also discusses continued problems at TVA operating
plants including the assessment of monetary fines. The NRC lists a large
number of violations at Sequoyah 1 and 2 from 1993 through 1997 the sum
total orwhich %hows the continued unwillingness or inability of TVA to
manage its nuclear progrfi Rccntly, a "whisdchblow&r at the Wats Bar
plants received a deah threat (Sunday issue or THE TENNESSEAN, Sept.
6. 1998). This is just the latest of the "whisleblowers" who have tried to cal
management's attention to plant problems. In view of this operating record,
serious doubts exist as to the ability ofTVA to catty out the prtject in an
environmentally acceptable manner.

4(cont'd)

5/09.02

SAC5 - Producing tritium in a TVA reactor im consistent with the
Congressional purposes that established the TVA. Its cstablishment in 1933
had no bearing whatsoever to "national defense". Later, howcvcr, it was
further developed to insure a reliable supply of electricity for Oak Ridge.
This insinuation should be removed.

6109.03

S. 1.6.1.1 - The DOIR s Ecod ofrdecision to proceed with this proposal was
based on infosmation available prior to 15. There we other potential
options availaMe and issues perhaps not considered that suggests that this 7/05.03
decision ought to be re-opened and re-evaluated based on infonnetion
aviable today. See also comments relating to S.3.2.3 on Page 6.

S.Z- The ast paragraph makes no sense and should be removed. See 1ontd)
comments above under S. 1.5.5 regarding support of national defense by 1 1 C
TVA.

n

3

a

i
So3 - Under Accident Conditions, it should spell out that a reanalysis of
the DBA would be needed because of reactivity changes to the core (no
mention is made of the use or boron as a chemnical shim early in core life and
its relationship with the TPBARs, not of the increased reactivity needed, if 8/1505
any, to accomplish the project. Furtr, as noted above, an evaluation of the
potential energy release from fusion in a degraded core during a TeYond
design basis accident' nccds to be made and factored into cmingtincy
planming as may be needed.

The potential impact on wrkes involved in fuel operations needs to be
evaluated since it is likely that air supplied plastic suits may be needed for
their protection due to increased tritium oxide levels in the air above the
refucling atHer canal and fuel storage pool. Adequacy of air supply, the 9/4.09
need for communication'systems and the potential for increased chance of
error, all need to he included in the evaluation.

A potential impact not mentioned is the affect of different metals such as 8(cont'd)
Zicaloy on comsion interaction with parts of the core and on other primary
systems.

Spiflccnmmenftsrdatingto-Summary'J)i en t
(comments relate directly to the letter and number codc assigned to
paragraphs in the Summary Document).

& 1LS54 - See comments above on Pae 1, iten I relating to the non-
proliferation issue. 111(coit'd)



Commentor No. 41: Robert W. Van Wvck (Cont'd)
c ube~tnAh.l P.

Commentor No. 41: Robert W. Van Wvck (Cont'd)
Qxnn fs In !i P

-711 - The no-action altematives mc based on the DOE record of decision
fIrn a 1995 documentL In hind site, it may be desirable to re-evaluate the
decisions reachad. There are other altcnatives and very good reasons to
consider them. For example:

a The manufacture of tritium is an important ingredient in our nuclear
defense capbity and needs to be protected agains stoppage. This can best
be accomplished by using redundancy and developing a manufacturing
facility at two different sites.

It makes no sense to obligate tax payers to 'clean up" another nuclear
defense site (probable costs to decommission an cxisihg or new reactor site
will likely exceedS 1 billion) when the VOE already has a number ot
defense related sites that cannot be economically recovered.

e A nuclear power reactor cannot serve two masters. Either it is dedicated
to making electricity and tritium manufheture takes a back seat or it can be
used to manufacture tritium and electricity generation would take a back scat.
T'he later is what is needed ror our defense program.

o It makes no sense to buy into or use technology and equipment already
more than twenty five years old (all oftthc TVA plants whether operating or
not). What does make sense is for the lDOF to underalke the design
construction and operation of two tritium manufacturing facilities, each one
at u differemt site to insure redundancy, with one of the facilities designed for
electric generation. lThis would enable the DOE to whcl into a grid any
excess electric power that might become available, but its primary purpose
would be tritium production. Furthermore, additional electricity can be
provided to tie grid if there is a need to further reduce tritiun production.

o The DOEi should not rely on an organizutio that exhibits
mnisioanagement and inattention to safety matters to operate a facility
important to our defense needs. Instead, a new facility would provide an
opportunity to design, build and operate a facility with concerned
management that will give full aNttion to safety matters.

In summary, there are other manufacturing options, although probably
more costly, that are much more sensible that should be considered.
Reopening of the Record of Decision could enable better alternatives to be
evaluated with a 199$ perspective.

S3-2-4o3 - The Bellefonte plant design and equipment are more that 25 years
old. An evaluation of this aged equipment needs to be made, particularly
with respect to the reactor vessel, to determine if it can be used safely. In
addition, an evaluation of the twenty five year old insnuumentatio is needed
to determine that the wiring and components have not degraded and are
capable of meeting todays safety requiremens.

It should be noted that utilizaon of the site for nuclear reactors would
immediately impose an eventual burden of an estimated S I billion just for
decominissioing. A question arises as to who will pay for it, the taxpay er or
the ratepayer, or a combination of boOh?

I 7(conf'd)

10/21.02

111200

IM0o4

7Th fotllowing mco ts refer to Specific sections of the Impact
IStntampnft7(cont'd)

II - This section discusses DOE's past failure to be a good steward of our
nuclear licilities for the manufacture of tritium. No reasons are given for this
liulure. The EIS needs to discuss what steps have been taken to assure that
DOE will handle this project successfullyad under good stewardship.

1 - This section discusses the weak non-proliferaton arguments
discussed previously on Page 1, item 1.

3.2.5 - There is no mention of the role of the Refueling Water Storage lank
in the hold-up of triduin as a liquid waste. This applies to all of the reactor
options, If not vented or disposed of, the Writiwn in this tank and
subsequently in the refueling water, can increase with each refueling and
would require personnel to wear air supplied plastic suits for protection
during this operation. This would be an impediment in refueling operations.

4.2-2.4 - A significant source of tritiwn release to the river can occur if the
reactor continues to operate with primary to secondary leakage and the

I 4eoid'd)

11(coni'd)

11 12114.10
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Commentor No. 41: Robert W. Van kck (Cont'd) Commentor No. 41: Robert W Van Wyck (Cont'd)

Co.~uwoa w Sc~zdd. Page 8

cooling tower is being bypassed. Alternately, a signiicant increase of
airborne tritium oxide will occur if the cooling tower is in full use. This is an
important distinction that needs to be made when evaluating the radiation
impact on persons off site (as well as on-sitc). A projected use pattern
should be incoporated into projected dose calculations based on past
meteorological data and projected poworT Wcvl or the reactor.

Projected estimates of tritium concentration should he made at each of the
drinking water supply intakes dowtstrevin of Oh site based on cooling lower
use and projected buildup of tritium in Chickamauga Lake during various net
nowS.

Table 4-21 lists the sors of background radiation cxposurc to
individuals in the vacinity of the Sequoyah site. in realit the table lists the
average exposure to the US population f-rom these sources and not actual
'measured" levels at the site. This point shoud he clartied so as not to be
misleading

Tlhere are.8 municipal water supplies downstream from the Bellefonte
site. A similar analysis should be made of the projected tritium concentration
at each intake based on cooling tower usage. river flow, dam hold-up and
meteorological conditions, as suggested for the Sequoyah site.

12('cont'dj

6 5 2- - This section clearly shows the problems of TVA mismanagement as
outlined in many NRC inspections and orders. There is no asstrance that
significant improvement has been achieved. It is difficult to understand why
DOE would consider entrusting tritium production, an item vital to our
defense, to the nuclea part of this agency.

Appendix A P= A-1R- The last paragraph indicates that more new fuil
assemblies may have to be ad into the core during each refueling and hat
the enrichment of these assemblies may need to be increased. ITis indicates
that an analysis should be included of flux density, the interaction of
chemical shim control on this density over time, and the total impact of this
added reactivity on control systems. In addition, a safet analysis is needed
to determine the increased risk to personnel as a result of an out-of-core
criticality incident and the steps taken to prevent one from occurring.

Apedix a Page D-4 - A non-reactor incident that requires evaluation is
initiated from refueling. Most tritium in the reactor vessel will be in the
form of an oxide and will become mixed with the refueling water. With
significant leakage, the tritium vapor over the refueling pit, and subsequently
in the spent fWl pool may require persomnel to wear plastic suits during
routine operation. This will cause potential operating problem that should
be evaluated. In addition, ventilation from the containment area and the
spent fiuel pit should be valuatecd

Design of the rfcueling water storage tank, not mentioned any where, is
an important potential lcasc point for tritium in liquid or vapor form. The
analysis needs to consider the build-up of tritium in this water with
subsequent refuelings and the potential impact on workers and the
cnmironment.

Appendix r; PaMe F- - The third box down, refers to comments previously
recieved, similar to mine, that the DOE is probably not capable as it now
exists to carry out this project in an environmentally safe manner. I fully
agree with those who offered these comments. Although the response given
by the DOlE is that DOE is fully committed to cany our its responsibilities,
the fact remains that the DOE has been a poor steward or our nuclear
facilities and has not carried out its responsibilities in the past.

I 5(cont'd)

13/15.06

9(con I'd)

4(cont'd)

5-2-S - The socioeconomic section suggests that the cost or
decommissioning will be in the range of about 600 to $ 700 million. In view
of the uncertainties in this number, I have increased the estimate I used up to
S I billion, a reasonable increase. The important point is that this obligation
is incurred on stM-up and is not necessary since the DOE already has l1(coU'd
thousands of acres dedicated for weapons manufacturing..

It is not clear whether this cost will be incurred by the Fon= or the at
mm an important distinction for those of us using TVA electricity.

Table 5-49 on page 5- 10 should also list under the beyond-design-basis
accident an evaluation of energy release firon possible fusion of tritium in the

I(o td)core, using IMI temperature data in the event of a re-criticality of the
degraded core.
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Commentor No. 41: Robert W. Van Wvck (Cont'd) Commentor No. 42: Gene & Barbara Price

CnnMnntiuSWAhinL Ax-

there is no assurance that it will do so in the future. See my comments and
concern given previously (Page 3, item 1) regarding the ability of the DOE to
cany out this mission. Thc response given to these concerns about the DOE
does not provide an adaquate responce and periaps demonmrates on their
part a negative reaction to honest concems. What is needed in response is
some assurance, based on facts, that the DOE in now prepared to stop
fumb ing urowud with our nuclear program and has the resources and
capability to make positive piogress. If DlOF is unable to provide this
assurance, then Congress find another way to assure our nuclear defense
system wili remain viable.

4(conl'd)

Tb. Dg~tpU"M*(Nu hm MW a YWCORMOO ywuwdWDft*FA~,twdd

Th s MsiwjAs hMqfvid i as IomsdomaWas Wwhmso1

CMMOMS 46y toDOE ik *~ia Offria lb. MMQW=.UWi~k~b s.-
desk W *A mua~mIdog ~ U4.~..~e

ag~imdmk athe muatag* volwg tcUw,.a I-savag 3 OnccW

anom ubaGoad~man die beck

Thank you for your consideration of these comments on the Drull EIS.

Sincerely,

R 10 ia
Robert W. Van ck

AZ Lk.

4- .,if

1h~yhvjep.

Nam:.~.... ~ Zp ah.3rZA..

1/07.03

CC's With Summary to:
Stale Scnaor Keith Jordan
U. S. Senator Bill Frist
U.S. Senator Fred Thompson
U.S. Rcp. Bart Gordon

Wak phow NOW&cM yaet ~U-.e4'a
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Commentor No. 45: Garv Stooksba (Cont'd)

* TNe ass flo estimairng that 10 Pecet of tritim released ftnm the melted
tu win be in th oxide form within the contaiment atmosphere is not
downented (Table D-1) In oMe pest safety analysis reporm DOE has
ammed that 100% of released tritim i min the oxide foRm and vibe for
release to the etwjonment Peae filly explain the basis for your asumption
and reive yur analysis.

• Elemental tritiint nmy be avlable in the containment atmosphere and released
to the environment. Your analysis needs to quantify the estimated releac ol
elemental tritm and resultant safty and environmental effects

* Your analysis does not address the disposition oftrithnt remaining in the
rcactor faffity after the first thirty days (Table D-2). Since tritim Is very
mobile and canmot be easily removed firm contaminated coolant water, how
nuch additional tritium will be released to the etvirounent, and with what
eflcts Also, what is the long-team disposition mechanism and associated
environmenal impacts fr tritiwn which remans within the containment
stucture'

The draft EIS ned to be eemeted to address the emvi nmettal impaets
associated with the disposition of aft tritus relesed in a dein basis
aeddetit.

Commentor No. 46: lason 1. West

6(cont'd)

of hur h b Ilsa YOWCOMsM onu *smil i

O M wagyg ans DM FMta Ie I tahvinwelf Wi140041461

Mullgtt " d braatOWFdkVin Mok5q il, 14M332-0901ew
coamemujugds o mu e tem ni. js ml 40k3Oo

4M-Mv, UA jj AL. _ u. -. I 'z,

3. The draft EIS does not rvahuire the ensironmental impacts of all progm options
under considertion.

J- r 11l-

1S. I ---. OW

4 f-A,*e T~r-Aj- An,46

I

it

* Your Draft EIS states chat a one reactor option could not produce the required
three kilograms of tritium per year. and your safety and environmental analysis
is based on using two or mnore reactors..

* As noted earier, DOE budget projections assume tha the tritium need can be
met with one reactor.

* When asked about this discrepancy DOE stated that a special TPBAR design
and fel cycle, diffrot from that deserifed ia the dr*R WS, is being
contemplated which wil allow one reactor to make three kilograms of tritium
per year. This option is not identified and evahtuated in the draft ETS.

If a one rector eptlen is beiag ce"sidered then this ElS neds to be
corre d to decribe d anale the ppraprtiae WBAR design and fuel
cyelea If two or more reactors ame neded4 then DOE's p;nogam and budget
plnning needs to reflect that Act.

11 703.03

I 8/23.15

7(cont'd)

1/01.04

-. . - - . . l b . . J L . A
- --- -- - -"Mi.: 'rid -A--r- A^ rro 4Lc b,-

I.,

ch,. 'ro Ssow .. 5 Zip codr
W a~~~~k pizHe w pbme i $ . I v s C -

F-M al d

Thank you for the oppo f ity to coUnev.t On this draft ETS.
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Commenfor No. 47: Xerxes Wahl Commentor No. 48: Anonvmous (2)

Fkal N ML Laa 14~

I I r: I

DaW Up_1d: I| 7r W

'hi..

IComments Received via "800" Number
-tb" I

021C October S. 1998
Nae: Xerxes Wahl

Addreas: 8971 Lmzvilke Rd.
Athens. AL 35614 i

Phone V. (256) ?29-8867
, Fax #:
j Comeat l:

Comen: -

Adhee I
CAV... .nfV1c q: jbow

swor epi.e lPo" God PRI Coeav: rita

UW|dMW :aMieandC~ NORM F H_ r
Neo" , a~aiZeaoWmm nomd Pw

~~~~~~~~ew nc uamiw 0n ySChn li; _r e hct 111/02±01
w_ d eta d1 14awse mr~neoieloi be. tindbw F .~0hia in 1070. :S~aa y ewSe * 2101 04
*11M yu iIilot Coleo I Wm (1W6) tb %* U*W StIs ablhsd la moem bmeuL _
plt Ww 1as momb be i -wlo e111e ptei onl blelgie &iwl7 Ad Sm oa l ae ki il

at nai M. loa ww Wrmduced now pw or Vow binl beme o e own~d eee -as m l
phpa prabiwee wr, _mevue b poauicd llwtwMbe 31r14.04

pranld tli peopie beetW.U d ae mall. Vtaka~ieto fa e a ruean ma:hi.m11
'Ibe beaus ftm" FM W~to

F-, X S b a e

I m apai that personally. I donI see why we need more of it when it's my
undamling we're alead dimatlding a Iot of nuckar wcapmx that havc ben maiC
ahwrldy which Im not sume that is a good idea or no" but since we'e doing dug,T dunWi see
why we need to make new ones. Since I lism near dtat Plant here, Im against it. if you
nied to get in conukct with mnc, tht would ho great. if not. thats fine too. Cond hyc.

I1/02.01
112107.03

C C (
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C-ommentor No,49: Stewart Horn Commentor No. 50: Mike Wahl

Comments Received via "800" Number Comments Received via "800" Number

Date: Oct 6 199
Namat Stewart Horn

Addre 491 Keel Hollow Road
Newope, AL 35760

PrOM 0: (256) 955-2114 (work); (256) 723.4960 (home)
Fax A:
comment 0:

Comument:

I am vay opposed to the use of Bellefonte as a triwn plant I know the reactor there
w designedprobably25 yeasagoor20yearsagoatlest, if noteier. Sothe reactr 121.02
design is old and outdated. I thin it would place all of the people in this ofe in jeopar4y
to hanm fom a poeential accident especially using an outdatedcactor desigm I know
tht this plant will put rodiation into the wter and to the air. My undersanding is the

eon it was stopped before w bec of the high cost in nting envirnentl 2109.04
requiremets, so does tht meuts they wont be met now? rm vmy interested in receiving
documentation on what the plan ish I would be interested in receiving informaion about
the location of the public hearing& which apparently is going to be on Tuesday night,
October 6. Please cil me with tht infmsnation if poible ahead of the meetng so that I
could possiblyattend. Thank you vey much. Plese send any infoemation tha you have,
relative to the use of Beleonte in this way. Thank you.

Ihte: October 1, 1998
Name - ike Wahl

-

Orgavilatlon:
Address; 8971 Lenzville Rd.

Athens, AL 35614
Phone: (256) 729-1167
Fax #:

Comment:

I would like to express for myself and my family the desire thal the Bellefimte Plant nol
bc used for tritium production. Our North Alabama area already has one nuclear plant
whereby we have no successful way of removing waste from that facility. Until xse
.ort% of problems are resolved, Alabarna has no business being involved with another

facility that deals with that general sort of environmenal endangerment. Thank y.

111604
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Commentor No. 55: Mavor Philip Anderson Commentor No. 56: Melvin L Brewer

As mayor, of the Town of Dutton, it is my opinion that the

production of Tritium in the Bellefonte Commercial Light Water

Reactor at the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant would be a very big plus

for all of Jackson County and the surrounding areas.

I am asking the Department of Energy to give serious consideration

in using the Bellefonte Plant for Tritium Production.

Philipa r
Msyor

1/07.03

IRON WORKERS UNION NO. 704

MEL.VIN L 8P&iWER a/atf uIa1 hi

Good Svening

I so Melvin Brwer, *, Bsinese anager of Local 704 of the
International Association of Bridge, Structural, Ornamental and
Reinforcing Ironmorkers froo Chattanooga. TN.

On behalf of our 600 plus members I would likc to voice our
support for the proposed Commercial Light water Reactor for the
production of Tritium GAS at Bellefonte.

Savannah River Site does not mest the 2005 production of tritius
mondated by the president and Congress.

Accelerator production of tritium requires a SOOMH power source
for operation. bellefont will actuai V roducl power.

*J the safety ot the plant, TVA hae an exoellent record.
Accident risk for Ballafoate is one fatal camcel every 245
million years and transportation rick is less than one fatal
cancer per 100.00 years.

Additional low-level waste is about It of TVA currant volume.

While the accelerator is an un-proven method. Commercial light
water method hes been proved at Watts Bar. With Watts Bar and
Sequoyah lo a back-upjthis plan will insure the Country'a Supply
of tritium for it's National Defense needs.

As Tritium production in a commercial reactor Is not prohibited
by International nor the United States law. Therefore, the
benefits out weight the rSc.

-riqw) Yovi!
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Commentor No. 57: U.S. Congessman Bud Cramer C-ommentor No. 58: John J. Federico Jr.

COMMITTEIE ON
A"MOVR I IONS

BUD CRAmR
STH OtSUICT Of ALASAMA

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRMSENrATIVES
October6, 1992

WIN p.&e: trspfw OM wV

Den aeds:

I atmplaned 10 have this oppotunity no "spin oamiy strong support 6rtbe
canupleica of th Beiewoa plat to tdce tiut.

I beBie that sbe Depanms of Eni's mnvimnntal ipact study clry ho th
Dellehbte is a fe, preca choice fbr tritim prodweui

Tht Coeuuoasl Utaedt OMfice ntly relead a rpen tht sho how BeReht is
an econmially sound choice at well.

Wbmn you add the stegh that Befleftap hat to offer will the wrk ethic sod quality of
life i notnse Alebaa. I tlink it is pain to set thet ow comunity k the ideal cc
for thaproject.

The eOMpls eoff8eLfe Wold creae 100 penmanet Jobs and 2500 covunution
jobs in oasr a. We repagnine tU titiumn protwkn eoetrs oat only at aneordiory
eosA esic opipetuniy fe our community. This is Alo an entices responsibillly that is
critical to tin deftse of she ULked Stste I [bow Us our local cownauokos pastas tbe
wies and tools to make this p es n a ste0pniece.

Conas is uickly p aring the erd o ithi yea lkesldve assi. I regret tha
legislti busine in Wasmanton Frevi me from being with you thi, mma But
plase h.8w that shen wering to mete ture tha Bellefonte ig Swea fil and fit
consideration lotab is project. We r renly won a wietory r Bellefnte wtin we
msnsd so tutn bk shil * would have li Bellelbfat outcOml We
secded in getting Uths bill dropped and keeping Bellefonte's gtanig alive and welt.

Thank you all for being here this eening and thas you fr yaW coacen about A tia
inp lt how.

1/07.03

My name is John Federico and I live in Gunterwill& I attended the

last meetig held here at the college and spoke in opposition to the tritium

project. After the meeting, my wife and I were approached by Nick

Kozos, the Beliefonto plant manager, who invited us to tour the plant so we

could better understand how the plant would operate. Lost month a smell

group of concerned citizens from 6untersville visited Bellefonte and I

personally came away with the feeling that if the plant came on line

tomorrow it would be operated safely. Mr. Kazansas and his peopl were

extremely knowledgeable and professional and answered many tough

qestions.

However, my concern focuses on the qninots partnership that would

occur between TVA and DOE at a result of the tritium project. The

environmental record of the DOE by its own admissin is horrific when it

comes to the way it has conducted In nuclear business over the span of the

Cold War. It has created numerou superfund sites that will take years and

millions of dollars to clen up. Having said that, what I find objectionable in

the draft environmental impact statement is reference to a Dec 95 Record

of Decision that states DOE can Initiate purchase of an existing commercial

reactor (operating or partially complete - such as Bellefonte) or buy reactor

irradiation services with an option to purchase the reactor for conversion to

a defense facity. Mr. John Scolice. the chief nuclear officer for the TWA

recently provided some interesting clarification and facts about TVA's

nuclear progra In a recent newspaper artick He stressed that one of the

main reasons TVA's nuclear program is safe. reliable and productive is

because It continues to meet external peer review, external regulatory

review and external fiscal review.

I

/107.03

2108.02

3/05.2i7
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Commentor No. 58: John . Fedenco J,. (Cont'd) Commentor No. 58: John I Fededco IL (Cont!O

If DOE should choose to purchase BeUsfonte. all the checks and balances

Mr. Swlm rferred to will disappea because DOE nuclear defense

facility is not governed nor lised by the Nuclear Regulatory Commision,

nor Is it obligated to adhere to the standards of excellence for the industry

set forth by the Xnstitute of Nuclear Power Operations. My final concern is

the storage of spent fiel. If the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982

mandates that spent fuel will be innaged at a national repository, then bOE

needs to expedite nd assist In resolvirg the siting issues and not treate

additioal on-site spent fuel storage facilities.

3Meoa'd)

4117.0.,

In closng, this is what I know. When you go to a ia ck to

gamble, you bet the horse based on Its track record. The track record of 5109.01

the TVA speaks for itself. As tax and rate payers is It smart to let $4.5

billion spent to get Bdellefonte where it is today just sit there and not realize 3(cont'd)

a return on the investment? I don't think so! But do I bet on the horse

named DOE who can turn Bdllefonte into some of the other horses in thir 2(coui'd)

stable such as Hanford. Rocky Flats, Oak Ridge. and Savannah River?

befinitely notl Idealisticall, I say do nothing that puts citizen and the

River at risk On ancer death in 50 million years is one too much. But

rulistk~ay I do believe that Belkfonte can safel do their part for the

DOE which will help keep the nationw nuclear stockpile credible while I(cont'd)

producing electricity. And we have to trust that everyone will be safe while

we hold the outside eyes and cars of the industry accountable for doing

their jobs. I lso realize this is about jobs.

When I reached out to the politicians for help In stoppin this project,. I was

told I was naive to think that WlA citizens cared about what could happen in

20 years. when many were ony focused on buying groceries this comin

Friday.

But this must be wher it starts and stop. If Bellefoate comws an line. it

must never be allowed to becoui a government oned-contract operated

defense facility that will go unchecked by the mechanisms desige to

assure it is managed with the safety of the citizens and environment as its

Based on the above, r feel that paragraph 5.1.611. page Summary 9

as it pertains to conversion to a defense fa ty should be deleted and the
Dec 95 Record of Decision be amrnded occordWngy. Further. revise thc last

major planning assumption of para 5.321 on page Summary 17 to state that

spent fuel rods resulting from the tritiui project will be stored at an

existing spent fuel storage facility until the National Repository becomes
operational TAW the Miclear Waste policy Act of 1982.

2041 Buck IsldW br.
Guntersville, AL 35976-879
(256) 582-4459
E-Mall: pjfed0junoaa
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Commentor No. 59: Ronald L Forster Commentor No. 60: Roger Graham

CATARACT, INC.
AMXWWn1WC-W

WC0dI.. Ame.. .tub
P m NJ M30P
6Oa3174iCOTd
6M45&6M Fm

Tuesday, October O, 199S Ronld L. Fo
14 HIcrest CL
RinWKd, GA 30736
706.937.4304

M&enneseg (gtrrpentere aegtornal (90aunril
United Brotherhood of Carpentr and Joiners of Amerca

Established August 12. 1881
1451 Elm Hfll Mmb, Suite 106

Nashville, TN 37210
(615) 3663.303 (615) 366-3149 fax

To whon it may en:

I am in full supprt of the completion of te BetlWef Nutar Plat for dte
production of tritivm for the folowin ron:

(1) Compktion of the 1eflefo plnt would be much sooner then tM of
the Pmton Aelerator Plant The production of tritium in ma
operating reao is proven safe and efcient (not an experintal

(2) Fundn for comtpletion of the plant will a me fim tms. Projected
fumding for completing the pint is approximately S2 billion. The
aletiw Pfoton Plant weuld cost approxiMMMy3Jd
billion, a cost of $Plb11ion ormor to taxpayas.

(3) Futuhe operation of the Bellefond plant will provide a cle sowce of
etici fr tte area snd the ntion's _cesi. doa Also a

portion of tie revenues collected fiom the sale of this eletricity will
be returned to repay the taxe ue to conplete the plaint; whwea the
Proton Accelerator Plant will be non-incoming producing, and a
lasting debt.

I m RogWr Gaham of Tennessee Regional Council, Carpaiters Local 74. I an here
tonight to speak in fvr oftritu production in the U.S.A. I think whe our young
people re sent to put their lives on the ine, to protect us and our countr, WE owe it to
tewn to bave the motm advanced wetpons that can be had. I don't cae if the trim is
produced in Alabam or South Carolina, but I do think OUR elected officials should be
prudent in all dedsions concerning OUtau dollars Now Bdefonte Nuclear Plant can be
ready to produce triluit for less tha, 3 billion dollars in a proven sate technology, that
wil produce rrnzes by the sale of much needed eectricity-versus the cost of building
an accelerator plant at the cost of I6+ billions a year that we ae not mme will work but
will cost 155 million a year to operate. It is our mon. Aeri, speik out.

1/07.03

1/07.01

Thank you,

Royer Graai

Ronald L. Forster
Soudt C "al Regir M"r
Cataract. Inc. (An RCM Tedinologies Company)
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Commentor No. 63: Randall L Hartwi Commentor No. 63: Randall L Hartwig (Cont'd)

DOE Publk EIS MWeint
at Nertheast Alabama Commuity College

nt October 6, 19

Co ncnft of Randal L HatwiB

(lath pewiin.- Vj5wy-Wlds Office -Treasurer for the IEnlgeaerig Association, lee. (KA)

he Ergieing Asociao is the uniOW tht e 350T WA employ in positions involviMn
rofesalal eg w ca PXaer syneme flictiona, all employees

in positions ivuli~ng praflagainl Riandfic and-Kammu pluanig ai admnicstration fwatoton, and all
eaployees in postions involving i , ide, or technicrl.fimctions in engineeng and scienfic fields

rWVIRONMu TVAL IMPACTS OF OPERATM OF *ULUINTU RoACTONS
* BIS verifies that the inrmnenmal irnpgs of producing itin in a comnrrial reactor am small with no

measurable healt ts.
* No air quality stadards wDIll be cxoeee
* No impacts to threatuaed or endangered species ae expected.
* There will be a visud impact from the cooling tower vapor plume.
* N?4itl ract on Gadtersvinie Reservoir (0.2% of the flow)
* %4nor uMects to aquatc rources frm impingeaeent so cooling watah iatake sceem
* Positive _ioecononac isupaca

* 00 WBellelbunte worke
* Ilp t00indirecdjobs
* Umh loyment rate wouid stabiliz approiamatey 2 4 below anrent leves.

RADIATWII) PO RE
socKeS oF rPuLIC RADIATIo EXPOSLIE

* Natural Radon -200 utrems pe yer
* Coasic Radiation . 21 niulrens per year
* Medical X-Ray- 39 vallireans eah time
* Nuclear Medicire - 14 4illima each use
* Drinking WeW Wow I to 6 mlmm pr yeer
* 5 Hour Airplane l'light. 2.5 nillis
* Eating food Gron with Phosphate Ferdti s 1 0 to 2 milhrems per year
* Wearing porcelain dental crown or densu -0.7 anlimms per year
* beefigate Reactor Operatte. with Tritium Prodletion.58 aelllre per year

* CoukingwithNaturalGas-04 anr per year Po . zfm m itte
*Beflignto Reactor Operation. 0.2 miliree ngs per year 'I

PUBLC RADIATION EXPOSURE COMPARISON
* Avcage U.S. resident (Background) -363 millirms per yar
* Resident of'Denver, Colorado (Backaromad) -U2 millimmna per year
* Resident oftackaon County, AL (Background) -355 mnillirewa per yar
* R t of ckbon County, AL (Background pins Bellefonte Reactor Operatioa) -355.26 m allmems

per yer
* Raident odJockson County. AL (Background pins Bleleleate Reactor Operation with Trillsa

Productino) .355.58 millirng peryear

Large cal pr oduction ottriturn in a CLWR is curm being demonstrated at the Watts Bar Nuclcar
Phrt

There are eight TPBA~s in four Lead Teat Assembls in TVA's Watts Bar Reactor for a single, normal
operating cyde. When th densorution is over (Ma 1999), they wE be delivered to a DOE laboratory
fo susequent examinatim it, u -. t

The lead teat assembly (LTA), currently producing tntiuw in the om ofthe Watts Br Reactor, is
the midpoint of is productuo and mlg indicatiogn and measurements ofthe reactor core and the LTA
demonstrate that tritium production is proceeding as expected.

TVA Ms emphaied mactor safety over tuitinu productuon at Wats Bar Reviews conducted to date have
revealed no technical iames vhich would impact salk operation ofthe plant. Triftt is normally produced in
the reactor coolant. Worst cage tritium relese asaaptions aft well below the Federal environmental Emit,.
Therefore, the environmental impact fito tritiUm production is minimal.

There re no maor (and few minor) modifcations that re noeeded fr large acl. production of tritium at
either the Wats Bar or Bedlbefnte Nudeer Plants

e arge scale production of ttitan in a CLWR involve, relatively minor changes to the (nuclear) design of
the reactor core

The removal, packaging and shipat of dte tritiumt production aasabliza can be conducted during normal
aschdulid refheling outages with amo modification of establshd refueling procedurs.

The TVA engineering wortforce is technically robust and has conssitently demonsrued its ability to solve
the mon didfcult technical and regulatory dallengea This has been conclusively demonated by the recent
TNPO I Rating at Browse Feray and Sequoyph Nuclear Plants and the outstanding ratlnga (SALP I)
received fonm the NRC lbr the Engineering support at our operating plants.

TVA engiseerig workforce is completely capable of providing the tlahaial expertise necessary for thc
large scak production of tritium at TVA's Nucear Power Plants. TVA responded in DOE RFP DE-
R.A9?D1 4Id, that there are 375 e quplovees currently with belefome expericnce and 3584 employees
with nuclear experience within TVA, Also there are over 50,000 in the labor worklbsce with nucear
experience.

CO"CUsIo. I IURPOWt SHOuMO BE TIN PRMRmD ALTMMATIWI

The draft CLWR CIS does not identfy a preferred alternative for producing ditium, A no action alternative
is fao DOE to WUid an accelerator in South Caola After revicaing the draft EIS and conmaring the
potential impactz associated with the altemrtves, inchuding the no sedan alternativse, The EA believe that
the piefe l aternl be ideatld at any d rthe that leldr aeObnte This belief is
based on the following:
a Negligible environmental impacts with no mneasurable healt effiects.
* Positive sococconomic inpacts upporting ecoone growt and develolment
* Flexible tridur productiOn capacity to met chdinr trithin needs
a Proven technology compared to the No Action alternaue
* No prolifEration ssues that are not mnageable under existing law and controls associated with CLURs
* Least Total Life Cycle Cost

Reedy Hmtndg, 10640.8

I(cont'd)

1/07.03
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Commentor No. 66: Bill Metchnik Commentor No. 67: Don Nelms

October 6,1998

Bill Metchnik - Resident of Paint Rock, Alabama, Jackson
County, Union Representive for this area.

_Wr901&44 _a *ftU LOCAL JbNO. EM

O.T-0S69S 2*2522 P4 IS .;.U. an

I Pm.

("0a)94&81

. --.- 1 05 54? 4310

(SS 474"a 1

F.02

Odobew 6, 1.98

I rise as a citizen of Jackson County who resides in the town of
Paint Rock, and who happens to be the Machinist Representative
for all of North Alabama. As both a citizen and Union
Representative, I do have a two-fold purpose to rise in support that
the dccision should be made that Tritium be manufactured at the
Bellefonte TVA facility.

Understanding first of the economic boom where it would provide
jobs, but jobs of a good paying nature for citizens not only for
Paint Rock, Alabama, but for all the general area which can and
will reach by such decision, and these jobs will be good union
payingjobs.

As Union Representative, of course, the Union that I represent will
be supplying people for jobs.

The studies that I have looked at clearly convinced me that the
safety factor is so conclusive, and it should assure all, that m Is
no danger to people who would work the jobs and again that
environmental factor or impact to the area will not be
compromised.

And last, when you look at the comparable cost to me as a tax
payer, my taxes and yours would be better spent to have the work
done at Bellefonte.

Mt M0: PD"WIM o BY

AM am Wunt. man"8 Its

t M Do. ilelan, bIsm"e, 1 r. _ im.t, a fhasorme.
)*eal Union X961 repreeentas ovWa 500 pipefittero Ad uwdr twallie.
Io a rUmL Al, a1am. I Ift be 0air bEa r Is wpporL of Depateart
of Inery TrItlum Plant at Sulltoate.

11107.03 n

ft
'iYfl 4FfI

1/07.03
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Commentor No. 68, Dayid NichQ&M Commentor No. 68: David Nicholas (Contd)

David L. Nlehoiaa
P'aahdni. Board of Director

Rick Rodens
5.aacuwve D~rwor

SCOTTSBORO I JACKSON COUNTY
Chamber of Commerce

Febnuiry 24, 1998

tIELLPFONT13 PmoSMSTAThMlNT

David L Nichol"s
Pr~adW4. Board of Dredors

%CROCIcena
Eaecojtive DirCtor

SCOTTSBORO / JACKSON COUNTY
Chamber of Commerce

I contc before you today representing the SotlabhroJackson County Chamber ol

Commerce and four affiliated organaliors: Leadership Jackson County. TMe 21 "

Certury Council, Design Scontsbero and the Scotiaboro Business Council. Over 500 of

the mnos acive and civic minded leaders of Jackson County wre rquespesed by the

membership of these orgnization.

The unaninous position of the leadership of these bodies is to strcogly endorse

the compietion and operation of the Bellefote Nuclear Project a a joint effiat between

the Tennessec Valley Authority and the Department of Energy. Funhermore, no

opposition has been voiced by any of the general membership of these groups

It is our position that the issue of whether or not a nuclear power plait should be

located in Jackson County. Alalama was decided many yea ago and that this is not an

irnie to be addressed during these pruceedings. It is also our position that, given a

choice, no one would choose to lIhe in a wodd where nuclear am cxist but again this is

riot the issue to be addressed during these proceedidal. The Department of Eneagy has

been given a mandate to provide a reliable mtrcc of ttitium for the sasntenance of our

country's nuclar arsenal and that is simply a fact of life. We, the leadership of the

Scotssboro-Iackson County Chamber of Commerce and its affiliated organizations

belime that the Bellefoste facility l the singe best choke to fill ts need. SRoe the start

of ecantrbtisn on dte Bellefonie facility over 20 years ago. Jackson County has bean

a1jected to the devastating economic efectu of the on again off agai status of

Belletonte and TVA's inability to decide on n pemanent eourse of action The American

taxpayers have sen a substantial atnount of theis tax dollars tunneled into this projec

with absolutely no return fiom that invcturca It is our beliefthat wben tWis project

bean. TVA made a commnoitnest to the taxpayers ofJa son Coutry that they wouW

build this plant and povide a substantial number of good prying. pemnwncnt jobs to this

area To the management of the Tennessee Valley Authority, we say it is time to make

good on that comtitcrnet; it is time to honor your promise to thosc individuals who have

borne the consequences of your indecision.

It is also time to anct s good ste-wads or the resoures or the taxpyen of this

country. We believe tha this proposedjoint effort is the ptudent course of action and we

urge both the 'VA sod the Department of Energy to proced with all due sptee.

1(cont'd)

w107.03

'A,9,id NQ2la
President
S&otomoJak CoAnty Chamber of Conmmece
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Commentor No. 69: Donald E. Olson

M

Thal)"fit~aseaof lEwmyis uwst d in Your eau ns ftt DrevEsvwmnwvWhspaet
Stasumgfor dwe Aeductie vfTndsm~ bi a Cotueeswf Igf %WUhrgJteacio,

Tbaeae, wvs ym ways to psayid comean an ths docameae and thes lacinde:

* ikdnguhi usmtsap and gnag year
couews etdieeedy to DM offzicud

*r maiag tdde commomn km to the
motisietnd desk K the meetig

* mOUgD thi Cemegt (CeM (r other Wades
commeftst do. &Adee on the beak

* faxing yoer commewe to -SW631-0612
* cozmelngt vin fth Wald SW'el Web site.

hntpiW*-,p~ia&.oIdpwS2
* caftiaml-frae adund eata ,t MosaK

Wit VeiC* 011il, I-SC332-O6J
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Commentor No. 70: Mavor Louis Price

SCDTT S)S C t A I A I A M A
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Ga Dule. Cit Cft
Low Pie. May,

UlS. Department of F yner
Commercial Light Water Reactor Project Office
A1TN: Mr. Stephen Sohinki
r.O. Box 44539
Wabingtvn, D.C. 200264539

Dcar Mr. SohinEi:

From the very begimiting ofthe discussion of the Belleronte Nuclear Plant ax a somace of triliti
for our national defense, the City Government of the City of Scottsboro, Alahama has heen verty
suppottivc of this plan. Our council and the mayor have expred this tupport by resolution as
well as by public statements as a group and iuidividualy.

Wc continue to maintain a strong desire to see Belefonte completed for the prnduction of
tritium, as well as for the production ofmuch needed electric power. For the benefit of our
nation, cost, and schedule wise, it makes senoe to use the Commercial Light Water Reactor for
this tak. The City of Scottsboro stands ready to do whaevcr can be done to bring this project ti
completion.

Sincerely,

Lows Price, Mayor
City of Scottsboro

2t;. 't A�' -ee.# 7�.& .'Pr, �- IZ-OA 7,& 7, -C- ? I 1/07.03
_r 5 t m-I )Iq ! -~ 7
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T b wk u m h e cw r eP n . W e . t a b I a e w m eeLb k ~ u
Na m t e:o j 7 ) u-5 ' trasa )
O rgin ah' in
A ft at d- c..e ,J . kLA S
city Decg ) -t Stat: AL4 zip Cod: t - 5
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Commentor No. 73: Steve C. Stuffs Commentor No. 73: Steve C. Stuffs (Contd)

STEVE C. STU.TTS

INT1ERNA7.OHAL U1,ON CrOt,,f! bEaa--rn

INMlODUCTION Al, .1°

WHO MRE YOU. ., r.f., a. c-c.-1 f.- Ao *,

WHO YOU REPRESENT.

Beflefowte hould be selectedl as th primary tilde. prodction sousrce by the Department of

Ener (DOE) to rned ur national deene eds. We fullyisupon the selection ofltemebte

based asnthe following reasons:

Ic 4

* rr US A PROVEN TECHNOLOGY THAT IS SAFE AND ENVIRONMENTALLY

FRIENDLY

The accelerator, at ben. is a sacence project since no accelerator of this size has bes

built and operated before. The proposed accelerator is two orders of magitude

greater than existing research accelerstors. Bellefoate is proven technoty thte

will be qafly operated on a dealy bais by the Tenesseen Valley Authority

(CA). TVA carrently safey operates five reactors in the Valley on a daily basis.

MEETS DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DOD) REQUIREMENTS FORTHE NATIONAL

DEFENSE

TVA could begin upplyyin tritium in 2005 as mandaled by executive orde. The accelerator would

not be able to supply tritium until 2003 if everything wet according to plan.

* ACCORDING TO CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE REPORT. THE

BEL~LrFONT OPTION COSTS $13 RILLION LFSS THAN THE

ACCELERATOR OPIION.

In cuendollars, the accelerator would cost $16 billion while the Bellefonte

option would cost $3 billion.

In cortaw daIar, the accelerator option would cost the taxpayers anywhere

ftom 59.5 to S16 billion, plus approdimately $155 mnllion each yea to operate,

while the Bellefonte option would coat the taxpayers a total of 52.5 billao

The money spent by DOE to complete Bellefonte would be repaid to the federal

government, Revenues from the sale of electricity will be paid to DOE over the

40.yea life of tbe plant to pay off the inaestment with uintrest.

These would be *c set loss of revue re to e goverimset and taxpayers.

a CREATES 300 PERMANENT JOBS AND HUNDREDS MORE INDIRECT JOBS. THAT'S

NOT INCLUDING THE ADDITIONAL CONSTRUCTION JOBS AT THE PLANT.

This is a significant aocio-economic impact on northeast Alabemi that must be strongly

considered.

In dosing, I understand that an InterSency Report by the DOE, DOD, National Security Council,

State Department, Arms Control and Disarnamnent Agency, White Howe Office of Science and

Technology Policy, Office of the Vice President and the Nuclear Regulatory Comnisnsion has

concluded that no domestic law or international treaty would be violated by producing tritium at

Bellefornte that use of Bdllefinte extends the past pratice of using govenrient-owned facilities

simultaneously for civil and military purpos rather than setting a new precedent for prolireration;

and that DOE should contimne to pursue the CLWR option given the essential defense need for

tritium and the flexibinty, technical maturity, and cost-effectiveness of this operation. The Operating

Enginers fully support the production oftrhium at TVA's Bellefonte Nuclear Plant.

1(cont'd)

1/07.01
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Commentor No. 74: Mavor Peaches Thompson Comamentor No. 75: Rklwad Ward

October 6, 1998

My name is Peaches Thompson, I as the Mayor of Gurley,
Mabama. In 1985, which Bellefonte was at Its peak, our low
to moderate income of people was at 58 percent. In 1997, we
ran another survey aud the numbers jumped to 88 percent,
and we feel like part of that was due to Bellefonte closing at
that time.

Speaking on behalf of the 1500 residents of Gurley, we
unanimously support a cooperative effort between DOE and TVA
to complete the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant for the production of
tritium.

The selection of Bellefonte offers:

1. an assured supply of tritium necessary to our national defense
program.

2. at the least cost to the U.S. taxpayer,
3. and much aceded employment to an economically depressed

area of the United States.

We stand eager and ready to support DOE and TVA in the process
of making a Bellefonte Tritium Production Facility a reality.

For the records, I would like to present to Mr. Moderator a written
statement of our support.

GOOD EVENING, MY NAME 1S RICHARD WARD, GENERAL OWGANIZER,
REPRESENTING THE INTERNATIONAL ASSDCIATION OF bRIDGE
STRUCTURAL, ORNAMENTAL AND REINFORCING IRON WORKERS AND AN
ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE TENNESSEE VALLEY TRADES AND LABOR
COUNCIL, WHICH IS COMPRISED LF 15 INTERNATIONAL TRADES AND
LABOR ORGANIZATIONS.

SPEAKING ON BEHALF OF THE IRON WORKERS INTERNATIONAL
ASSOCIATION, WE WHOLEHEARTEDLY PLEDGE OUR SUPPORT TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY AND THE TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY FOR
THE COMPLETION OF THE DE LFOHEE PSCJECT AS A TRITIUM
PRODUCTION FACILITY IN SUPPORT OF OUR NATIONAL DEFENSE.

OUR hEEMERS AND FAMILIES, AS WELL AS THE COMMUNITIES IN THE
SOUUHEASTERN UNITED STATES, ARE IN STROMG SUPPORT OF NATIONAL
DEFENSE EFFORTS THAT KEEP THIS COUNTRY SAFE PAD SECURE.

WE HAVE BEEN BRIEFED ON THE RESULTS OF THE RECENTLY RELEASED
GOVERNMENT-PREPARED ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, AND WE
FIND TRITIUM PRODUCTION WITH THE DELLEFONTE- REACTOR TO BE
ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE AND ECONOMICALLY SOUND.

WE HAVE CAREFULLY ANALYZED THE CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE
COST COMPARISON OF THE TRITIU9 PRODUCTION ALTERNATIVES AND IT
MAKES NO 5ENSE WHATSOEVER TO CONSIDER ANY OTHER FACILITY
OTHER THAN THE BELLEFONTE REACTOR TO PRODUCE TRITIUM.

I URGE THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERY TO SEL ECT THE DELLEFONTE
NUCLEAR PLANT AS THE PRIMARY SOURCE OF TRITIUM PRODUCTION.

THAT SELECTION WILL PROMOTE A COOPERATIVE EFFORT BETWEEN
OR6ANIZED LABOR, THE TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY ANM THE
DEPARTMENT OF 6NERGY THAT UILL SAVE THE TAX PAYER BILLIONS OF
DOLLARS.

MR MODERATOR, I WNO"D LIKE TO PRESENT YOU WITH A COPY OF MY
STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD.

THANK YOU.

1/07.03
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Commentor No. 76: Dan Williams Commentor No. 76: Dan Williams (Cont'd)

a444,~l st4Aaa c4oh0-~s ~oaq~w4ir

October s. 1998

1 a speaking on behalf of the Worth Alabama Mayors
Aseociatiun. The Worth Alabama Mayors Asocintion reprsenote
the unt*es*t of one hundred eighty municipalitieu in the Nortb
Alabama area.

The Worth Alabm Mayors Association agrees witt
those who have reviewed tho draft Lotironental ruyca
Statenent (X8I1 for the production oa tritium in a Csercial
Light Water Reactor (CLWR) dated August, 1998. Me find tho
proposed tritium production program to be environmentally safe
*ad to produce no fteaeurabls health effects. tn addirion, we
conclud that Dlalefnete Juclear Plant should be nmed in the
R81 as the preferred alternative based on It. least life cycle
coat to the U. S. Taxpayer and the poditive Uocioecoacic
effects o1 che project. X an including a swumary at the
primary points froa the Draft ITS used to reach this
conclusion.

I appreciate the opportunity to tell you that the
oerth Alabama Myors Associatiotn support. whbolaeartedly the

production or triinel at the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant.

RA"T ENVIPRONMUWTAL MPACT STATEn! (EHS)
FOR

TRITSUN PRODUCTION AT DRELLEPO#tF NIftEAR PLANT
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President, Worth Alabhm
Mayors Association
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Commentor No. 77: Danny L Williams Commentor No. 78: David Thornell

*l.v Li-4a DeW-

h.V. I i-kewy
JF T , * ' Au" .

Fe~ fle.hp"e Au~eyOctober 6, 1998

My name is Danny L1 Williams, Business Manager of the
International Union of Operating Engineers, Local 320,
Florence, Alabama.

l). r ..& CIbn- lc
k,w ,i

PA z O

Speaking on behalf of the 590 members, we unanimously support
a cooperative effort between the Department of Energy and the
Tennessee Valley Authority to complete the Bellefonte Nuclear
Plant for the production of tritium.

The selection of Bellefonte offers:

1. an assured supply of tritium necessary to our national defense
program,

2. at the least cost to the U.S. taxpayer,
3. and much needed employment to an economically depressed

area of the United States.

We stand eager and ready to support DOE and TVA in the process
of making a Bellefonte Tritium Production Facility a reality.

For the records, I would like to present to Mr. Moderator a written
statement of our support

Jackson Co" Economic Deelopme t Afterlty
Supporb Tuitium Produdim at 8deftmst

fleabd ecouoeirnutih developmnent snark" uA recruitment agency fiw hdmos
Comty gives tir emehstic eadorsent fbr the proiesiit of at the TVA.
Rellefoate thcily.

W fedel 3 e the le otffeo bytheDOE tosrvthis 'mtuuiumansee
ropreteits a win-wis eituetioe to our counsy end OM eaa. it is the dew andW
patdeY the best dal thet the United States wil cvw have availbie ftom an bivtment
stmmlpoint noe I ed power reventes as p od iR mr then pey beck mg
eapwdits ArJ the praducion oftrutium in a hk wele neeter this only proven
method hder, eWf We have end 2 taba tinsproeme *o hds
selection p2.

se. We hive reed the Eouirce el Impact D rwtent We believe h it
ar will be sae. WithWntkm wledg we wad be fim In oppoo thi pe
However, based on the ficts, Jchion County offers -n operag envuumovta tine will
be v dwbel*n in its suppot. Tbis is trne fr ou mr fr-bud vtiw and inwolvemest

an iadiced by se loeal public hig We wan te jebs, we w the dollars
sod we want to suppo u nation's seurit isea by Joining DME ad TVA in a
pwbnsip tht will ancomplish these conuaun and vitally inrs objectives.
Belilt is the wise choe sd thereore the beot daie. I

isr

31
ft

1/07.03

1/0Z03

THANK YOU.
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Commentor No. 81: Melvin L Brewer Commentor No. 82: Dann) M. Easter

IRON WORKERS_4CfJ tUNION NO. 704
KtENATOAL AGSO41Or Of BRI DE AND AER0odG ION WOAKOM

nS FELLE AOR AVE4UE 7 < AT* t 0 C k TENEEE 37

MSELVIN L. BREWER 42S/ SO.25t . l'1U 22 2112

Good Evening,

I am Melvin Brewer. Business Manager of Local 704 of the
International Association of Bridge. Structural, Ornamental and
Reinforcing Ironworkers from Chattanooga. TN.

On behalf of our 600 plus members. I would like to voice our
support for the proposed Commercial Light Water Reactor for the

production of Tritium Gas at Bellefonte with Watts Bar and
Sequoyah as a back-up.

The reasons for our support are numerous and are beneficial not
only to the people of this area, but to the American people as a
whole.

Some of the reasons are

Savannah River Site does not meet the 2005 production of tritium

mandated by the President and Congress.

Accelerator Production of tritium requires a 500MW power source

for operation. Belleforit will actual produce power.

As for the safety of the plant. TVA has an excellent record
Accident risk for Bellefonte is one fatal cancel every 245
million years and transportation risk is less than one fatal
cancer per 100i000 years. The risks factor for Watts Bar and
Sequoyah are quite a bit less.

Additional low-level waste is about It of TVA current volume.

While the accelerator is en un-proven method, Commercial light

water method has been proved at Watts Bar. With Watts Bar and
Saquoyah has a back-up this plan will insure the country's supply

of tritium for it's National Defense needs.

As Tritium production in a commercial reactor is not prohibited
by International nor the Unlteo States law, We feel like the
benefits out weight the risk.

0 1WL
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Commentor No. 84: Linda Ewald (Cont'd) Commentor No. 85: William Griffith

Stone & Webster FOUND£D
la"

asV~-6 "*ermlQt z h-A0 a *Nj , L. de VCA~ '.oold 1o --j.'sGA
4¶4 (5liadJ~Nvs o- irliv or wn Abcr weapws$ cv~vioQ.

WeaCQfpq c4,roLS Cfte1 Uc~Wt )0m Sv o.~Q vA rtepD~f.

uCLrn 4 Poxedov 44- Mcn;t* tket-%eN$ Ol~ th
4~ Ie~ra~3A~em c~sSCqn~nce 1~s~h~I 4vin Uls 4A

4¶.o.r-(sLl. * ~r &s~ tow4 Okn. s M PWdt
ThaM-M@~ ~.g ~$.O~po ~Shad r Ckrw'n'nF

I

STATEMENIT FROM STONE A WEBS1hR

My name is William tUill) GriMfith. J am a Vice President with Stone & Webster
Engineering Corporation. We are now the Engineers of Record for the Belteonte ueckar
pbant. We we ore of the world's largest engineen &d eorotneltors of connnierWis
nuclear facilicies. We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Stannent and
would like to complimnent the Department of Energy on the thoroughness of thet report
And we agree with the conclusions as stated both from a safety perspective snd from the
Impact on the enviroetnent. We as the engineers, through our engineering and design
respantibilities will ensure that the Bellefonte nuclear power station is designed in
compliance with all applicable laws and envimonmemnal replations.

t0lM

1/0 7.03

7(cont'd

Stonse A Webster, Incorporte~d
P.O - 2"Is. 9084.., Netoatae~*s.5 02107.11aa
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Commentor No. 86:, Ann Harris Commentor No. 86: Ann Harris (Cont'd)

Ann Harris phom # 423-3764151
305 Picket Road Fax 0 423-376414
Ten Mik, TN 37880 e-mail: spicketaol.corn

October8, 1998

Comaents to DRAFRT EIS on TRITFUM production using the conumnecia light wwatr
reactors @TVA;

page 2
ann harris
104 conuicius

5. You used the affocted environent a tea" reminology at the Bellefonte Meeting.
Does that mman that you base that on the 'cwrent prevailing winds?" ||8/1112

I. Decommissioning of a TRRIUM production site has never been pebrined therefore
who is going to clean up the mess left at Watts Bar when DOE and DOD leave? The cost
will be much higher at a tritium productio plant than at a plant not making

tritiwn. Will the raft payes of TVA have that added to their stranded cost when
deregulation hits?

2. 1 could n find the definitions for such words as -
-'meas~aabte health e fl~ets" 112/1411
-asso im pact of tansporting 1 3/1802
-previou (TVA) impact sta sa: se Wo y gat extent as the basis for
this Ur
-Does it mean that DOE went back into history and found something they liked
and used it -hat is what appears to have happened here. Watts Bar was
licensed 3(thurc) years _oqya over I5 and Bellefunte does not have one
that is in this dccade So what is the basis for raking that stafement. What is the
NRC basing their decision ofNO Sigpirfit Impadtl
-What does No Significant Impact mean? Does that mean th the local people
are of no signif the country surrounding Watts BU or the river is of no
sigsificoncc? Some where you must define how you use the word significant'
and how it applies to this FIS.
-TVA and the NRC both use the owrd skaiki&L until an acton happens that
makes people scrcam Unclc". So a asking what DOE's usage is in this
format?

3. You have used the national average of fuel rod bum to set the
standard in this EIS. Why didn't you use TVA's average of
burns Is it because the average is much higher than 2 (two) 6/19.06
per Year. Using competent and safe nuclear programs around
the nation does not reflect TVA's eord.

4. What is the basis for using INPO's reports to defend using TVA's CLWRs when the
public does not have acoess to those reports and cannot get them? (The NRC and TVA
both use INPO documets to make critical judgments that best suit them to
write violations against TVA and TVA don not produce ALL or INPOs comments

when talking to thc public. Therefore the public is at a vast disadvantage responding to
this EIS on that basis alone)

I120.01
4/05.25

5105.28

7/09.05

6. What is the cuent waste wer prolan that the TVA nuclea prograns use to clean
up the reactor coolant waste vster prior to release into the Tennessee river? Where is
the procedure for that and how often is that program tested to support its reliability? 9/11.01
What is the criteria that the NRC will use to monitor that progam?
Where is that criteiia oaed nto?

7. A the Bellefonte it wa stated that if TVA has an over run of the bid that TVA will
pick up the overun; i.e. the rate payes Does the I .9Billion dollrs that using the
CLWRs at TVA alo include the cost of transportation to the SRS and does it include
the cost of thw extraction facility? If not why not?

8. You have made the point several times that TVA is a government agenscy. If that is a
matet of fact shouldn't you notify the While House. congress, the medi4 as well as the
TVA Chairman and board in addition to the rate payers in the valley and notify them that
TVA will be sharing the cost of mismanagement and illegal activities with all of the
taxpayers across Ameica. Also you state that TVA's rears are government owned.
When did the tawe payers sell off the asscts of the valley? What is the basis for these
statements and why was this language used? TVA has never be knowin inthe past as a
government agency. Doe is taking the position that DOE only has to come in ad
confisce TVA!

9. In your dtaR you report very small numbers of abused employees that have been
harmed as a result of raising safety issucs. Are those numbers from the Department of
Labor or is that from the thugs at Region It of the NRC or is that from the TVA

Nuclear's Vice President that says that the NRC-DOE-DOl--the media- or
the public does not know the law ad that TVA has never abused any one over safety

10. How will TVA-the NRC-and DOE ensure a safety conscious work
etvironment where employes feel frce to raise safcty issues with out damage to therm
their families or teir careers? When a TVA employee receives a death threat at his/hr
work desk since 1995 up and through out the past month then safety is not a top pnriority
of thes agencies. Where is tmy confidence that you am willing to protect workers from
management abuse?

10/23.14

11/09.06
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Commentor No. 86: Ann Harris (Cont'd) Commentor No. 87: Jerry V Mil

Page 3
aim harris
104.s98 comments i
II Will DOE pay replacement cost for damage to private when the accident happens?
(since the Price Anderson Act only requires that an insurance company to pay a set
amount for damage to private property,) How will you reimburse me for your
recklessness?

I12/15.01
12. At the Bellefonte mweeting you stated that you will be using Watts Bar, Sequoyah andII
in addition lo Bellefonte to keep up the production on an annual rotation. What is the 13/0303
basis for this menage a trois with DOE? Also where in the EIS is that scenario I
addressed?II

I have additional comments but will seek that they be addressed through further written
comments.

Trs Dqptrmmof mis a buaadi.s yowcom ca Ase DvqmxuamIwwdaa
Skamwaviewf de PAthUbm" of~7Ima bAa Casw~wwid 1gfrM UtuR..cta

rbmswvut wa.y o vecowmats this XoAm a:theemclad

* nw diq pulft ninedap and giving yom * fai ymow cmmego IC U310..0612
ams fncio DOE officials * smumating via dWsid Wade Web Ar

* rebmuisa thaeat fg lbo the bfip://4*.dpoeVpMp4
mgtwlat dek et dm g * cing W4-e ad lwan Yaw
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Commentor No. 90: Steve Tanner Commentor No. 90: Steve Tanner (Cont'd)

Good Evening, My name is Steve Tann. I have over twenty six years
experience in the nucla and defense industries. I am an employee of TVA.
I am here tonight though not as a TVA employee, but as an interested citizen
and concerned taxpayer of the United States of America. The views and
beliefs I express to you laight are my Own.

For over two years now, I have had the oppoxnity to gain a tremendous
amount knowledge regarding DOE's effoits to obtain a new assured supply of
tritium. I have researched inf an regarding what tritium is, the
associated health effects, why the United States needs tritium. what has been
occurring in congess and in DOE since 1989 pertaining to tritium production,
what other nations are doing about tritium production, what the United States
policies are regarding prolifeirtion, arms reduction, science and technology,
and how our political procss is workingjust to name of few. I have also
reviewed and compared data provided in the draflt EIS's for both the CLWR
and the APT options. I would be afraid to even try to cstimate the volwme of
material T have seen and read regarding tritium.

Let me start by commending DOE and TVA for their thoroughness and depth
in the drft Environmental impact Statemeat for the CLWR production of
tritium. I truly believe that all potential impacts have been identified and
thoroughly evaluated.

Now, I would like to share with you a few things that I have learned through
my rescarcbjegarding the No Action Alternative:

The first thing I learned involves time abd money:

40 yews of operalions and maintenance cost, nine more years to go on
the schedule, and not in Washington State but now in South Carolina

What this indicates to me is that we have people in this country that
have fouad their answer to our ailig Social Security Program - they
have found a way to find their own retirements through a pork barrel
program called the Accelerator Production of Tritium-and it's being
paid for tbrough our tax dollars.

The second thing I earned deas with political interfercnce:

Congress has each year, I know since 1993, passed laws that required
DOE to find a solutio and make a decision regarding a source of
tritium. In fact, in November 1993. congress passed the FY94 Defense
Authoration Act which required DOE to evaluate the commercial
production of tritiutn. Then a law was passed that specifically required
any new tritium production facility to be built in South Carolina. Why
South Carolina? Political

In 1995, DOB's dual path strategy using an acceleator or a CLWR
was published aftar the urging of congress for DOE to again consider
commercial production Congress recognized in public law the dual
path strategy and mandated a decision date by DOE.

Since then a political battle has been occurring. This battle has been
Acelerator pork barrel benefacors against those that are serious about
what is best for our country. Fortunately, we have somm very strong
and capabl congressional members that have maintained DOE down a
steady path of finding what is best for the United States and who
support thc decision being made by DOE based on merit not politics.

I believe that DOE can and will make a decision basud on what is best
for the United States as long as the pork barrel politicians stay out of
their way.

I
I(conl'd)

2101.02

DOE has been attempting to provide an assured supply of tritium to
meet defense needs for at least ten years now. In March 1989, a report
was prepared identifying that an Accelerator for the production of
tritium could be designed and built in Hanford, Washington at a cost of
S2.3 Billion in 9 years.

Today, over nine years later, 3 years into conceptual and detailed
dcsign activities, safte numerous studies and some limitcd testing and
who knows at what cost to dale, the estimate is even higher. There is
still $3.5 Billion to go to get au accelerator facility built and operating,

1123.15
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Commentor No. 90: Steve Tanner (Cont'd) Commentor No. 90: Steve Tanner (Cont'd)

The third thing I learned also involves political interference but is more
specific to so called proliferation implications:

Who's to say what we as a country can achieve regarding arms
reduction and control. I have seen seme major shifts in our policy as a
nation. Moving more and more towards being the leader in nuclear
weapons reductions. The United States has been a leader in the
development of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, the Non-
proliferation Treaty, and is currently leading the world towards
adopting a Fissile Materials Cut-off Treaty.

Yet while we move forward towards these goals, let us not forget that
to lead we must take the right actions. I know that until we achieve
total world nuclear disarmament the right action is for the United States
to maintain a nuclear deter ent. I also know that to maintain that
deterrent safe and reliable we need tritium.

I believe to build an accelerator as a "New Nuclear Defense
Production Facility" as part of the Nuclear Weapons Complex is not
the right action. I state this because a new accelerator facility built
with a mission of tritiun production, a facility capable of producing
fissile material such as plutonium and uranium, a new production
facility controlled by the Nuclear Weapons Complex and probably not
subject to LAEA accountability inspections, a facility that uses a
technology that is not under current export controls - that all of these
things indicate high risk and they carry major proliferation implications.

On the contrary, DOE's purchase of irradiation services through a
financial arrangement with TVA which allows for completion of
Bellefonte, is consistent with the direction our country has been going
regarding other military versus civilian technology uses.

Let me share this with you: The United States National Security,
Science and Technology Strategy states: "The Administration has
launched initiatives that reflect new ways of doing business.
Acquisition reform removes barriers that separate the defense industry
from the commercial industry and thus ensures that the military
acquires the highest quality equipment at the lowest cost. Our dual-use
technology policy recognizes that our nation can no longer afford to

maintain two distinct industrial bases and allows our anned forces to
exploit the mpid rate of innovation of commercial industry to meet
defense needs."

So I believe as we lead the world to disarmament and to minimize any
potential proliferation implications, building the accelerator is not the
right action, I also believe the Tight action is to use a CLWR. I state
this because use of a CLWR:

* supports our dual-use technology policy,
* does not violate any laws, treaties, or policies,
* Provides greater government control than the DOE Nuclear

Weapons Complex which is managed by private sector
Management and Operations companies under contract with DOE
and in business for a profit while TVA reactors are managed and
operated by government employees, and

* a CLWR would only be used to irradiate DOE componcnts that
produce trituin in a non-weapons usable form more like producing
a raw material than the finished product in a TVA reactor.

|| 3(cont'd)

4/07.01
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3/01.04
In summary,

I recommend that DOE include as the preferred alternative to be identified in
the Final CLWR EIS use of the Bellefonte facility with, when and if needed, a
Watts Bar backup, and

I request that DOE move expeditiously to eliminate any further finding of the
"Accelerator Production of Tritium Project" or as a minimum rename the
project to the "fuanel - Fund Our Rerement Production of Tritium
Project". -T"n- ze_q so3 .4X.1 Ausi F 0A Aer, .,,.w em_ ,,

I thank you for listening and submit a copy of my comments for the record
and your consideration.

I 5/06.05

I 6/04.01

Commtns of Sieve 'I e at Pid,&c Meeting on Tnrutm PrddiWN in Commarial Light Wate
Reactos October 8, 1998, Evensville, TN
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Commentor No. 93: Mitchell Weir meto N. nOaRdre Environmental Peace Alliance

Presented by _Ralph Hutchison
MM"/� 0, �Z-Q
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Comnsonft
Draft EnvinrnentaJ Impact Staweent

for Tuitium Production
in a Commercial Uot Wtw Reactor

by tw
Oak Ridle aEewlrinental lie. Alliance

CHAER I

1.1.1 The docurnat Matu that 'the U5. nudws wepons COmpw does not have the capability to
produce Its awunts of tritlun that will be requited in suppot the Notlora current and future
stockplle.'

COMOet: 1) Te Nation is a magank.. The Untekd Stwats ba notion. 2) This tttmnent Is 1 | 1/24.12
divorcd from reality. The DEIS can refrence the Presidets directive demnding nwre tritium, but as
DOE well knows, its own numbers shw ie do not reed titium umtil 2D16 (lDo aintain START 2 levels)
snd will by thin likely need '... tridumn due to additional ultitateral stockpile reductions. As NRDC 2/02.02
has pointed out, a scensdo of 100D wadmade-etiFl snoe twn enoug ID secure our nwtiona defew and
serve as adequate. deterrent aainst osdtle atta& as 3ny gin arsenal-would not require additional
tritium until 2032 (by that time, 3/4ft of any tritiun produced in 2iJ05 will have decayed away).

1.1.2 lhe DEI!S en've the l dof the Htk water eor bing use o procduce trlthm to be 40 ya.

Couetet: In ite ca of Watts Ur mid Sequoyah rno 40 years fom 2W5 would exn tir 3/21.03
life i current exscpatancy. In the case of Dellefke, just a few years after the US would really
'need' the eitium (2002 under the NRDC 1000 wahead scenarIo) the reactor would shut down.

-- ~~~ ~ I , , 0,,

12~. e~n i'- ,J., .-. cL-.J,= -A -

1-~ -r yw j t i A'-' Ahiw awe, C.s .s aea* to -emimie t

Oegaalzatiec 4/ ~ k I

Nadhem 46Yh&1Ck4

11/07.02

1.MA The DEIS proposes to deflne the reasonable aterntiVff as tw four reactors offeed" by TVA
(Watts Bar 1, Seqtoyah I&2, Bellefonte 1), added Iltlefonte 2 as reasoenabe' and proposd to
exaine the enronmenvtl impacts of using any cornbestion of the live. VA has withdrawn three of
tse reactr fron its offer (Watts ar and the Sequoyahs), leaving DOE with onry liallefoe 1 as
'offered.'

CoMPet: In consderingreavonabealtamtl s tust use aotne criti and use It
cornsisently. Eilher only the react offed ree to the procuremt procen an be ccidered
(aid he only those whihd a hine u tD be offered), or aU reactors, completed and uncompleted, whldc
could be used nust be consided as reasonable alternatives. (This would conceivably include the Fast
Fiux Test Fdlity in Rihland, Washington and any nunber of commercial reactors operated by public
utilities). Either the rl of rasonabe is defined by thOse offeed' or it is not. In either case, DOfs
currnt lst I not suffientl defie weoano tale altetivim

4/06.03

42kT7 /____2

Pa:9.. 0 ii.. 93
6ZLIt* :AA......

M

13.1 ODO describes the Frcs by whkch the 'requied tritium requirements ') car detrrrired.

ComPlext: It is not dear froe n this descrIption whether the date 2005 cone from thw Prunidental
directive (where the President denonstrstes the kind of dear th ng and goud judgenent that gnt 2(cont'd)
him in his cutrrnt ti only this me on a subject far more sers) or from DOE's extrapolation from
the Presidential directive. It should be made cleat.eW"
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Commentor No. 94:0 ak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance
Presented by Ralph Hutltchison (Cont'd)

Commentor No. 94: Oak Ridre Environmental Peace Alliance
Presented bv Ralph Hutchison (Cont'd)

The Is no reading of the Nuder Nonprolieration Tnrty which can countenance th conss nction of
new cilities to agate titium

This sertion also 'aises the question of 'need." DOE claims, based on a Presidential finding. that the
US 'needs' tritlum by 2005. Yet DOE's own chivns-Rt printed In die PES on trltium production and
repeated lem uake cdear that dweis no 'need' for thtitm until at dW very eths 2011 and, usirng
matelal currently decaying In die pipeline." unfil 2016. Realistic projectIons of further arms
reductions (se our Comments at the sh6plnghwering for this E) based on mahitaining a reasonable
dewitent arsenal and using excess titium from the pipeline, indicate no 'need fo tritiumn until 3032 at
the earlest

Of course. It Is tde position of die Oak Ridge Environmentl Pewc Alliance that the US should abolish
its nuclear wappat arsenal mid lead other nations to do the same. Our posion Is sharedu inddewitally
by arm control eaperts and at least one former President of th Unkied State. Yet the DEIS is
disrissive of this scenario, sugsting at least that It is cotwidesed unreasonable.

In fact DOE's position-that we sneed tritium by 21`5-4s unreasonable for at least two reasons:

Fint it is based on a presidential directive which, according to the international court of justice,
violates our obtlgstkms uwder the Nuclear Nonproliferaticn Treaty which is tde law of the n. The
President doe not have the right to violate laws, and even a 'presidential directive' does not carry

the force of law when It is counter so a law.

Second, given the half-life of tritium, at least haf of any tiltium produced in 2AM5 (when DOE cilims
for the purposes of this document that we 'need" it) will not be available when we truly will nered
It-hi 2016. The nature of tritium is such Wht it only mares sense to produce the tritiun as needed when
it is needed: it simply has too short a shelf-life to be producing quantities of tridum a dozen years in
advance of the time of need. DOE Increases risks and tde likelihood of environmental Impacts by
producing tritium in 20W-in order Io have a predetermined amount of tritium available in 2016, DOE
must produce twice as nitwh tritium In 20D0 m it would have tO produce in 2015 o meet the ssxne need.

DOE also notes in this section the presence of a fve-year reserve of tritium which currently exists. The
reserve tritium, being bound by the laws of physics, Is not preservable It is decaying. Tritium obeys tie
'use It or lose itl law. DOE should use th tritium before priducing new tritium; the pretence of a five
year reserve simply adds five yews to the time we 'need" trttium

CHAPTER 3: Commercial Light Wse Reactor Program Alternatives

3.1. The DES says that tritiumn can be produced "during the normal nperatbon of a CLWR."

Comment: On page 1-15, DE says producing tuiliun in s cimmrcial light water remctor on ihe
scale proposed by DOE will generate additIonal spent fuel wastes. Removal and shipment of MARS
is also not rumrl. T'u DES must be forthright about die changes in normia opeions required to
accommhxale DOE's prnprsl to produce tritium

3.1.2 The DE15 describes die Tritium Producing Bunable Absorber Rods, saying they ae 'lung, thin
tubes tdit contain lithium 6...

Comment: Is all the lithiun4 necessary for these TPMARS irey available or will lithiumr-
nerd to be produced for this purpose? O(he separation of Uthium-6 from lithiurmt- historically
performed for nuclear weapons production at Oak Ridges Y-12 plant, is responsibke fur the extensive
mercury contaminatIon for which Oak Rfidg is so notoriously well known.) U lithium-6 will need ID be
produced, the environmental impacth of production must be thoroughly documented in the EIS.
"3.12 The DEIS eers io a "maximum leakage rate ii tritiumr fo each TPBAR. I 14/19.08

5(cont d)

12/17.01

13/19.07

Comment: At the public meetings for the Environmental Assessent on tde Lead Test Assembly
(the first WBARs to be inserted in Watts BEar) DOE repeatedly assured the public that leakage from
TPSARs was virtually Impossible. Explain fully, pleese.

13 The DEI states that "some tritium isexpected to pen.ie te through the WMARS during normal 14(cont'd)
operatn. which would Ilcrease the quantity of treium in the recetor's coolant water system."

Comment: At the public mertings or the Environmental Assessment on the Lead Test Assembly
(the first TFBARs to be Inserted in Watts Bar) DOE repeatedly assured the public that leakage from
TPBARs was virtuially Inpoe*tble Explain fully, ples.

3.2.1 The DEIS states diat DOE needs at least 4AM T WBARs /year to produce its desired quantity of
tritium.

Comment: Since TllAR irradiation takes place during a normal fuel cycle, th means at any one 4(cont'd)
lime at least two and probably r reactRs would be employed in die production of tritiumI
Currently, DOE has only one uncompleted reactor officially "offered" by TVA this would appear to be
inadequat to rrect DOE's nsed."

3.2.1 The DEIS explains what impacts are considered for completed and uncompleted reactors.

Cormment: The EIS should also provide a comparison between the two-between Watts Bar and
Bellefonte, for insance, hi order to alow de reader to understand die trUe choie from an
environmental impart point of view. The purpose of NEPA is to compel dte government to choose from 15/06.07
among reasonable alternative that which he least adveree Impact on the environment. If the
government owns all the TVA reactors, which this EES claims for the purposes of making its
nonprollleretion argument1 DOE can compel tritiun productbt in whichever WA reactors have the
least environmental impact (in this case, sving the taxpayer several billions of dollars).

3.21 The DOiS states that transportation impacts are based on an assumption that 41)1t irradiated
TPBARs per year are transported.

Coment' The evaluation of transportation impacts should be sinsighdorward. based on DOE's
actuli expected timing. Uf IARs ar to be shipped a a regular basis, at the minimum rate, stretched 16/1&803
throughout die year, the schetme for analyzing tranportation risks presented her may be appropriate
If, on the other hand, TPEARs will be transported in bursts-3,40D over a relatively brief period every
eightwn months, for instance-the analysts shoulci address that scenario.

3.2 1. The DES assumes completion of Befeionkt by 20MLk

Comment, The iV)ES sould be subjected to a reality check end more reasonable projsctions should 1 7/09.08
be used based on progress thus fa on ielelonte (begun twenty-ti" years ago) a the schedule of
TVAs most recently compieted reactor, W" a"r I.

32.1 The DEiS explains that It Is essentially deferring questions about the sanagernent/storage of
s5pnt fueL

Comment: Since Watts &e doe not have fuel siore capacity for the tine period unter 18117.04
consideration ndiao proposed action (40 years), isses of spent fuel s and management can not be
finessed but must be discussed in detail, specific to each reactnr ier conWideration.

32.3 The DEIS defines reasonab alterativet." 114(conltd)

ft

ft
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Commentor No. 94: Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance

Presented by Ralph Hutchison (Cont'd)
quantities Af hig eiched uranium which hs been deierhned to be ewess to our national security
nerds. hI mft yeas DE compluied an ElS covering the dowablending of this material for we in
commercW nudar rnw

At the time DOE withdrew tiht7 enridhed urn un frn om e larger Programmratc
Envmmurnbl Impact Stmen of Shv Ditapoulttn of surplus fmale nuder weapons materials, it did
so foe the exapeilt purpose of indicathng to S w tmar deteinaion to ret this mae"rial from
the nuclar w_ pons arena. The decision was advert~sed to the public and othee nations as one driven by
ninpullfmdtin concern. It was critically inyortans Sttwe not only voice rol but Ot we
take wesetie seps to muke thet resolve manifest

Dtes DOE not now core about noprWt on mnessage sent to tde public and tw world by
this proposed act i? Ars otwe mace ortwa _ nudear natio tobe played as fos on the would stage,-d by the Aericat people?

On th one Ind. we removed the hgiJgy enriched uranium from our nuclear stockpile to stow
our determIna t elnd wour relnce on the nue arasl in order that otr ntias woud be
encouraged to do We sau. On the other hund, we now propo to take tut very sane material,
downtlended, aid return It to tht nadeor weapons production pIpeline by using It to produce tritumn lo
maintain ou arsenal at levels which emced SW START 2 levels and violate the Nuclear
Nonprollferatlea Treaty.

Surely d medean direc IriadlaW and profound proliferation concerns which must be
addremed In this document Additionaly, It asdernes any confidence the public might have had in
DOE's detersination So deal honestly and fohylightty regarding special nuclar masris-the
solution to that of course, Is not foe DOS so add another scion to dtis document. but for it to abandon its
current Adw

Tables 550, 541 lay out SW actual epcted releaes of trin to the envinrment in a table which
conpe norsal operation of Watts PAC an Sequysh lao opration with BARJ in place.

Corset: DOE/WA should high t for te public these bfcs, rot Immdiately ppnt fom
the tables, especally i lig ht - tW rnct th at pprevac. heargs (d. Spring City. Tn) DOE asured
the public the PAts were virtually lmproof.

* Each TFUAR s umed to lek 1 curie of tritlum per yewr (p. C-l9)

* Total releass of trttium to tae air during normal (no acidnt) operations will be 60 times
hiewr at Waits Bsr if Strhi is being produced. (Table 5.50)

* Total releae of trltium no he water win be five times as much during normal (no accident)
operations If ttitin is being produced at Watts Dar.

* In accIdent coanditons, releaes rf t ilium to the air (failure of two mARs) at Watts iar
wold inre enealy3 t. N hnetyian percent af the tritium released would be due to tritium
prodactiinr metr dais proposad activity.

* In acident conditions, relas toitlum tD water will be nwly t times as hit-an
additional 17,010 curik-rom Iritm prodution.

* Underui a pemtimjTable S-61) tam e din for people liing a fr Ia fafty miles
from the Sequoysl nuclear plt will *k (105 person-m v. 32 pmon-nm)

Table 5-53 addresse camubtive Impacts at BelWlnt. compering Wollefune ass nuclear sitr with
Bellefonte as mnulre aM akitn ttenf btonmbs.

Commentor No. 94: Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance
Presented by Ralph Hutchison (Cont'd)

24(cont'd)

25114.05

completed as a nuclear plant 11(cont'd)

OTHER COMMENTS

A-23 This appedix considens trhiur producton oprations. Hun on page A-23 indicate that I
Bedlonte would produce an additional i, spent faue asienblies Uit were selected to produce 26J17.07
tritium. Thbis number enceeds Se total capacity of Bellefonte's curannt spent fuel pools.

In the response to Cmnaments section, the DEIS further mnuddit She water about the 'nee fr tritium,
stating (F46) that the Presidentil requirements take Into account "recent international arms cntnl
agrreetrses.n According to DOE's own figure, however (Figure 2-1, p. 2.2) the US currently has enough
tritium to maintain the stockpile at START 2 levels until 2011 (2016 if the reserve is used). Both of
these preseationa can not be true at the sarnt thie.

The response to questions about why titium is neede by 2Q00 if produced in a rector but nut "reoede
unil 211 if produced in an accelertor Is not adequate. It would appear that the sarne solutor (using 2(cont'd)
the reserve for a few years and replnishing It from new production) crud apply as easily to reacturs as
to an accelerator. The fact whids DOE should come dean about Is that we do not 'need" tritium by
2M#. We ust want it by then to fed rn secure. And we are loudly going through the process df securing
tritlum production by then not because "wend' It (by any measure) but in order to try to prebsure other
nations to do whst we want with their arsenals This connaenter notes that it is logk reminiscent of the
old fli2aro World- sib on Set rday Night Live during tS Reagan administration to try to compel
others to do what you want by doing precisely the opposite.

The third Comment on page F-10, addressing Nucler Weapons, asenrs that trifum production is
consistent with and fully supportive of the commtitments of the US under a variety of treties, including
the NonprolIferation Treaty. This respone is Ie-a statement intended to deceive. As the
International Court ofJustice ruled In 19966 SW US is mot upholding m ty obgt uder the 6(cont'd)
nonprolIferation treaty and the production of tritium for the sole purpose of maintaining a lare arenal
ina the next century directly contradicts our obligations under Article VI of Se treaty. It is
incomnprehewasible-baryond even the wildest gynastics of language or logic-to stale that maintaining
our lge arsenal is consirtnt with our obligation to pursue complete disarmament.

he rense to the fina Comm inhe DEIS (p. F-12) as th 'rnorl ad ethical issus are
beyond the scope of the EYE' But NEPA clearly stas that an EIS must consider the whole of the
huanw environment In fac1, the decision to seek to proet the natural environment and wildlife is a
moral decisin, the incasion o environmentat Justice conceme is the result of nothing other than moral
consideratorn; economic issues are heavily fteighted with moral considerations. Abstract moral and
ethical issues may presentsa grehf challee to the prepars of an EI and may confront federal 27/01.10
decsion-makers with aformration Shay would chose to Ignore, but it is possible to consider and ven
qwAy the etffets of many moral dedsions. This comment amers, DOE denials notwithstanding
that mral and ethical issues ae already present in abundance In thi EiS, and the issues raised at SW
taping meeti whkleuncomortble to cont nd difficul to qunbtfy, deeve ful
consideration throughout ti decisIon-matng process.

0
a

ft
3

ft

Coarset: Csmpahon should be bhwn Istlefonle as anawer mplat saking tritium auc 1111( ont d)
BeLlente- as a fil a piaM since sei DOte billins da dolr for dsun, Dellenna wrrUI no el'
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Commentor No. 97: lames S. Arrngton Commentor No. 98: David & Willie Bellomv
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Commentor No. 101: Kenneth W Holt Commentor No. 101: Kenneth W. Holt (Cont'd)

D6ARTINfNT OF IIAtnt& IlUMAN SUIICIS PIjk ,anIts ice

Comen', Io' Cease Cobvi-
&aid P %WeuPo (COC)

Miqa GASO54 724L
October S. 199

u.S. Departme Of Eey
Comrci1 liFb WSWr Reactor Project Ofcfc
An:. Mr. SWe"hr S
P.O. Deo 44539
Wabiii on. TXC 20026-4539

Den Mr. Sohilii

Page 2 - Mr. Solini

Thank you for he opportunity to review and convuent on this DEIS. Please send us a copy oftbe ||
Final EIS, and my litumc atvironmmtal inss-tA slaleaoents Mich May indicate potential public I (cont'd)
health impact and are developed under the National Frnviromental Policy Act (NEIM'A).

Sincerely.

Ienneh W. Hoh. .MSFH
Special Prorms Group (F 16)
National Center for Environmental Health

We lV e c mleted our reviow or the lraft 1evniforanicnl impac Staienit (DVIS) for the
production offTriirn in a Commarci .lp Wator Rcartw W0E0IkS0258D]). We am
responding on behallof thJ U.S. ubic H"eath Savice. pfoitment of Health and Huran
S n Trchnical asstnce *r ts rcview was provided by Dr. r.elix Ropers Radiation
Studies Drawli (RSI). Mtional Center fbr £ td Heahh, Coats tr Discas Control
and Prevention (CDC).

the EI)S Setions Appendices C, D* and F. dealing with potential adverse hiunn lialth eliacts
resuling fto Environmetal rees oft4'oteive or hlrados o isterIals to tbe emitrantum
appear t be well developed and crnWprehensive. Radiological and harardous witle expontres lo
Hte puslic frotnm errimn ntal releses reulting from normal opersiens, operatkinl accidents,
and transportation we estimited using infonination on source tenns and potential at-risk years.
Exposure modeling used To project the impacts on the health orthe public due to radiological and
dcenical relteses included mettorological dats, hydro Scologic dat, and potentil rcleaxo
scenarios that included botb "aciyli and transpormrion aicidents.

Ri* eshtinwuendoaas Air tho liblic included l)escess cncen rsrnm radio auecde and chemical
expoure.s, 2)acer firtaties lton radio audide exposure, 3'pdvr entaic atTects Ir=n mihi
nuclide erposur 4)hard quotient Earn exposure to nonmadioactive materiali. Risk tron
radiollogcal exposures we- esti'ated usings :CRP 1993 risk estinat. The uncertinties in the
DEIS ik slytis proedure included model uncertainty, source taem uncertaintsy sconario
uncertainty, NW paraneter uncertainty (simpling error, data sources)

Envirumnomil Jway rii doun by ItI review e show little exposure to otf site individuals
(ronta ficilty acdenht or normal operations, Ie risk tw pubic helhh from tho oprtiun.

ouTportalioa and acciden scenrios a expqrised by the DEIS ae low and reasoable
expectations from operations ofConumcireil lih,%t Wter Reactors.

cc: Felix Rogers, PhD.

II1406
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Commntr No. 103: William D. Scarbrou-h Commentor No. 104: Jennifer Stephens

POj 5 d 41 toaJ 4L (Snd 40eca-
Good Evening Ladies an~d Ocedeuca,

SOMP-afir~ PWAw wfTAm fs b masOgB Bteu4mft

Thu. ha" ^ml. k. e P. .. lk. h

* qpie_~paaigpsq~w * bz__gew.3a-8l463Sj
mmm a.DOS * cisghl*uWlbWu

* washghlksl _s~w4*~e.

** ua _gzfeawWf_ *YI. IO-32to

C~~~~av Olftv h.9d a4 t,, 1a _*. of th-__mpact ,n --~ >--

"lnid stlatement Issued.t. e i; preparod ' tlavocataS.

Stnin'_are LAUS. D _ .. Pn.. .,wau
_ .

Onwi a sj volution r-6ll- no N5M pea t an tf: t V eH aJalCy wust &or en

Yh. .~~...¶ q'.4.4... ~~…avoy .
=%OfiAl o Wh to OA '1 ewnl At aseelal
eon ntrl rosadsi _mt h xtato ln.I pe

*. his In mg way MI aignx1cantq TO-anyezx

-I . Mt cr A"MroT1cI I TP O DVTJ 'OY l AVT

lIe- do h'r elcads he Ener roduction il th. val 7 A ita*m-O_ ' r -1M_e _o _*-.,I __AM I -h-iftf _ ___

11 1/10.04

I2124.07
1 3/0&024131

hI s appaeft to me ds 0 otyou who dect to tw wse of(Bdeforft as die
site for the ct of ium h many vold r btyoroppasttio net 8
leas of which iacehde you deep onen fosr th heaX md well-eg of youselvs and
yTor families. Wse tn poponen of ibiti Production at Bellefint., an cocen d
about om families as vwl I must assnm tht tse of yon inopposition ha
occupatios whith allowyotoseeyofamlieseahande yday. You upmin
your nbedeve moning Yougoteyeorjobe yday. Andyouveur toyour
born eveon. H . r si fi oare died thisaspecef dily
life wich you tac for d. We, or our es.e hlae occuptlors which require us
to va lhrmt of mesaway ftocu hOme because there is no We in nwherm
Ahbi fbr as to malm a Iivfng We must wdoe up in stange beds, work m stange
tos, d in sne mots while we m away. We kep in touch wi oer fanmilis
by telepo We do net Ft he lm y of watchi" our cldre pwup. We mtss
bids, school fametow r kds bAbllgmesu wmies. W omi being able
to cam home each nigt

Now, ftmatbeeasy fordt oseofyoU whoU Iamspeaking tojust say. Geta
dife Jok" Wedlta'sxtd wer. 'theveonomy of 0e Alab.,ewas
boomvingvh we beganewcree UObfo atyinduymoed mand
threfo so rd ojbs. Itstime to bring di jobsbck home

1e thought of 4. tempoawy and 700-OO permanen jobs becoming lablk
in onerdm Alabdm Is dnmost soo great a pre fr lo eb ink abaws. Thejobs
do not ol men Oth we wil be able to work at home t mea at thm loc economy
wil un ibincae We wil be hee to porlue or gasolin, our food, ad our
work-relte itesm We will be here, in mthem Alabnm, ptti or money back into
our om conomy. Everyone wil beefit

Why zhoold we continu lng in d k 4 ag? hNwlear teciM is hee and
it is no going to go away. Ouw div cuis from Omt trcolok am mimasu compated
to the ris we will all tke when we lev here tnit nd drive hom If tritium is not
produed at Bclelfote, it will be proed snelee ele This me that all of te
benefits jut spoke of. will continue to be bnefit v som odw a ofthe contr.
We dowttwantdthis t ppen uay re. Weedthejobs here. We nedto bost our
own econom for a chne. We ed to be at hme so we too, an be with our fmilois.

1/0703 'I
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C ( C
Commentor No. 115: Patricia Pelot Sanders Commentor No. 116: MMie Bavnk -for Wid Alabama

WILDLAW
A Non-profit Environmental Law Firm

2bebqwan I I OA ofdt yewmmebIuhmhp
TI Dtaa d-" k

* g|~guKintpi~~g yewbg * 4yX~it I|105U.61
eiiaely OS hh * aigva~5WY~Whba

* ,fteinaftw hwLeh.a~
ua _ebat _ * miks3...miiyw

* _ X , I~a~ftte~eg0.weta l

Mxeculive Director
Ray Vaugihn
300-a Water Sutet. Suiue 208
Motonwiy, AL 36104
334/265-6529
3344265-651 1 (flx)
e-mail wildlawaicom
www.wildlow.or

T*. Havrd AyM, NC

LuMWMW*Wk11,AL

Jeff fticrwdk JD, FL

DeM Fomnaf.
Dr. R"d KN

1_mP d&

- �

o _ 17 T-PIrIL 1

0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0

, ft $ c#--
S _ _Z d

sa ipCf

1l 1123.13

111/404

113101.04

141/0202

Osobvr26, 199t

LI.8 Depem tf F~irg
Cavoneieial Lgh Wa Rcsar Project Office
Ahit Mr. Stepheni Sobid
P.O. Rox 44539
Washiaon, DC 20026.4539

RE: Cemaats un Draft Kwvireumental lepeet Sttnon for th Predwitie of Triflum
ha Conebrglal lJht Wa*"r Ran

Dear DiXeor Soe:

On bsirdorWu M Alabam4a a ngOrfltoralo jde ot. arJ n nlndlzOrba n,
lam fluk lie bfollowng k nwnuma m o th Drnf EIS for Me pposed covenion ofacommeeial ight
waterter into a ttitum producidg facility.

Wild A isr'r initial an greatest conccm is ft Department o Eney and'Vs A Mithe
asetions that while tritium is rdiactive, it must be produed No optiona no altamfives. The
ppe of an EIS h to prcn all pssible, viablesaltem insted, the documents provided
interested prnies corai nothing more tn burcsucradc fillr roe foregome oncluions. Gxe fioct 1/06.01
1. you pvvide a chat wilb IN reactor combinadons does not give Otc voIncrablb public he
ualtnativee tcquircd by NEPA; nor does the considertion of producing tritdun in in accelaor
pnride an alternative.

The EIS is woefully inadequate and incomplete. Aswdlons by the DOE tht waste will be 11 | 2/0S.11
proded and that stoge ol that wuet ay be stood on-ste or may ha eorad in lederal storec 13116.02
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Commentor No. 116: Leigh Havnie for Wild Alabama (Cont'd) Commentor No. 116: Leigh Havnie for WlEdAlabama (Cont'd)

utbc agetoidal.byc byimgtsCommermia l.is&Wam Recr? Sine elVA hsbeen |I1I(Coi'dj
plasmogoncoave1ng> Bclkcfon to r fos i lpint,howwill thetrction of tatplnaffect
the econoies of the sueroending sa? Where isthA comparison ofeconwaic &ait tl bo wonwwih. 12/13.02
tsitium production over undie fibsil ffid plant? I

11 eeprce oftadi al gr beialwidtht eendangered is 1w endanged
gepichplanropihitldef lhoa m ofanypvpoaedacs xwatBclkkic. Nodocumentsrioa
isgiwn s toWHOden imnil te cpichpgLIsnot fodid vieiuityofthepla tort
itisnotsau miudlobefoundiathis are. AstothIndianaeteDOEshouldbeawaofks

d oncsaual 1w f l court's meanues to prtectsaid species. As one o fdeal
disatict count has determined,

The lodin bat was listed as an eudangered species on March ii, 1967.
lItwoen 1960 and 1975. ith bees pupuaimu dercased by 28% In 1953,
subsequest in timc to the imsag of the ESA, the U.S. Fish sd Wilfe Service
('Fish A Wldlife") issued a rcovery plan 6o the Indiana b. rih & wwikuirU
thea designated seven (7) 'Priorty I hibeala where 85% or thc Indiana bbt,
cuianly hibernat Dspite the recovery pianes god of haltio the decline of
the Indiana bat, the has population has continued to fill. Between I960 and
1987 hoe was a 55% population decline at Priority I hibernacula, and a
peusally simila decine at Priority 2 hibernacula. (AR, Tab 3X 2 0001
According to the defendnts Indiana lat Summer I bbiIat M gemet Straegy, 'if
th preset rate of decline coulines the Indiana Itat Recovery Team projects
that the species will be extirpated from Priority I caves and perhaps become
cxtinitby te year 2340.-

House v. United States Forest s 974 FSupp 1022. n.l, (V' Or.. 3997) In that pmrticular
cas. the U.S&FotesiSerice wasoleredtoceua iddistall aeiticsiaaucsinbabited by the
Indiana baL The DOE will have to provide much more information befcer it can proceed at
Hellefonto. which Includessitc-specific inrmation as toa species lissed und erndare tawus
anl mitigation anl habitat minagcmt plaa for each species.

Agency decisioasaresuject tothhe iixy ad capricious"staniad whichapplles in APA
ascios. Sntte oNorth Caroina v. Ferl Awviurion Ad ininlsroian. 957 F. 2d 1125,1122 (4th
C001992). In order to apply this standard, a cou must detming whether the deciasi Ws based
oeaconsideraion of the relevant Wetun ar wbh er ee ha been a clear er ofijm nmL .M
(quoting C0hzew to Peserv Overton Park 1/a v. Volpe. 401 U.S. 402 416. 91 S. CL 814,

23-824, 28 L. FAd2d 136 (1971)) It is the DOEs reqnsibilky to determine the sutability of
BclfiJw Ir tritium production. While the DOE has notified the United Stain Fish and Wildlife
Service of the existence of tbc Indiana Ba. th Endafgered Species Act requires all federal agencies
to conilt in su a iuaion:

Fmb Federal agency "aL in consultation with and with thw asistance of the
fSecrtary, Insure tat say acon authied, fise. or canted out by mach agency
(hereitr in tis section rnefed to as an 'sgeacy action) is not likely to
jeopaze the continued existence of any endangered species or threa ed species
or resuht iu the desunetion or adverse modification of habilat of 9 ch species wihic
is deteraina by the Secretary, a Consultation as appropriate with affeed States.
to becutical, unles suck ijoacy his been gxuclea exemption for stuck actlo, by
tho Committee purat to subsectioe (h) of is sectioa. In fulfillimg she
requiremets of this paragraph each agency shall use thk best scleladic and
commercial da available.

16 U.S.C. *1536().

To stat as the DOE does in Appendix B. that . . nw additional Impacts to biological
resources would be expected from tritium produionW fails to take the "hard look' as required by
lNEFA In an tAhe agenc muust take a"liatl look" t the project and its imacts. "as opposed to
buld canclkions, unaided by preliminary invesligation,- anm must'idctify the relevant ars of
envimonmental concen.' M ar Nisal,< CaptaiPukwnamdPlamnma ConecwkrltoV. U. & POeS
Sk vce, 487 F.2d 1029. 1040 (D.C. Cir. 1973). General, vague cem nts, such as 'For partially
conpleted CLWRs. iae baseline and associated impacts would depend on th level of modificaton
necessary tocomptote c c tin and the effluents rsulting frms theteactors'aperatlona ities
(IllS 1B6),do not suffce aaird look." Furhrwwuse epanain need sbe povided the
public a to Table 5-24. Footnote b assures the rader that dhe radioactive rdclase will significandy
Ics than the limit of 20,00OpCi/L for truiim, but wim does that hit mean. Did the govemuneel
etthbe lImnit vwhere only onie in a t00 vill die fimn cacrornaffetheefliot Wlutde h t Intliit

mean? The rt EIS Ute DOE m nut cxae thcse Limts in ta edeail a id e ade
explanation for the lay render.

NEPA acts forth a inational policy which will encourage pductav Woyablc han wy
be ce man and his environment landi puniote ell rs ,wi ubill prevent or eliminae damage oD
the anvibunet and biWwshere and stulae the health and welfare of marL' 42 WSW. * 4321.

The Eleventh Circuit bas recently explatitd the sen and ovenil approach of he AL

"PTor to th passa of LNRPAL envirnnmwaa considcration wire sys yticaly
undarrepresented un the feal agency decision making process. Conastnt with
traditional notions of natural acwuce albnoation, the benefits of developwent were
ovesteewd and lesk ironmentally damaging alternatives for meeting progrea
objectives were oaten given limtited consideration. NEPA declares a broad national

om at mmto protecting and pronoting evimmntal qualiy. This commitment
is implemented by 1ocuing gwwrnueat an public attention on the environmental
cffects of proposed wency action; 'Ibe Act sures that important environmental

7

13/12.04

13(coal'd)

14/14.14
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( ( C
Commentor No. 116: Ldgh Hainie for WdAlabama ont'd) Commentor No. 116: Lek'hHavnkefor VilWAlabama (Cont'd)

ci I oftwillotbeloverlo ed ocurderemati d taly totimeavereafter
teso hae beencountmtedortdedieodmawisemu' Indm*NEPA equm
*Aeeionof inoa p jet eiw rouwieltal wiseun"esWm place early in th

NbvA flawcL.a4 903 V. 2d at 153940 (cition omted

NEPA doesnoseomIuilvr enterenral standards. e precibe a epst
pire Radwflcons otul ni eofg 4321 isa idie ughastofwheiunfoncn
p c sta eMM taec oteahr orsaiemss cenmquemem. obaom
..Mrhhe dvclrtm C^ow.4901u.S332.109S.CL l1335.IU6. 104LE2d 351(199,
Veram Tge Namdw lPwer Caet .v:tal Ptewc w DfmWCawnl. 435 U.S 519. 551.
9" S.CL 1197.1219,55 LID.2 460 (197. Tbe provedtwu eqirmemes derive f.om 42 U.S.C.
5 4332(2)(C)X144) which dit all a*nc of t fedaral gwenuit to pare for anajor
Feds "actoWadtailedsmta entna)ctie nnti im the (ii)any
umveldabl adverse eidmmmioned effects if a pojec is i _plem ed (I) a dtetives to dho
pmendaci Ciw)thpbnsothPofn~nwm ammanamu
of b erm wMhctivity and (Y) any imeversible and hrrcticvable comitel ts of ms
inwolyd inthProjccrs hnplem ion

An ES is foupposed to bel m e *boustdve amlysis of the i Pt psed migetim and
d eusies 10 the *fedmal pject, which Ils been citculied to oau invohlvd sW §
1519. *t puliccommon ntagecy npm awe 1503, rviewedby the CQ in cae
of is eragency disaoemert. see § 1504. and ltnitely srn d to dhe President. Ihe Elg,
whcwe sbp ix the mnmcy ve aaplianceewikMlEPA weraproject whllbmw ignif
impondteakoremepiL le l3S isxtescofrchgkdevianisiim edbyCongrem suwe

taNEPA'Xpocies ad goa are imfimed ino federal dcei ondma . 40 C.F. 4 1502.1.

Th1 isa afeito idnitryhun ledfis, umwtcsti'u isaviahkealenditvewhenof
emch pru- p p ledlnte hi fe one that wiU ceave the most siulicat impct Wheas the
oherClWRsatrdyopes refoerelb h riene c s dIehofm d efi
curtretl* expeiences no Sdation. (RS p.5.6n Phmning titiunt Sailefonse wil hen
radiation eomme pnentially. Yo mwn EISa rs tie o

At Dcelefime, thre would be a potsital for smnudy impact aising flro the
p aimn. This is becusBe Bfefot.rto mamentymot opernng.

VIe it is noked that my seconday impact woWldbe cadbye radonuclides
durimnthcseimpacts woul represent actwgflunnoasdio. (211 p.5

Ill).

F5(co11'd)

'axmo lanysisots ATberehison she-specificatall abou tamive cand d there
is suin dl adll aboucod tiam(u w oprivate) ir the ae ndhuowthewll intrit withisd
proposal. Relinc upon 1974 or old<e dam fronm VA don not sufile NEPA's "bad kom*'
requirement. "Cw lativc imna are not the things that hpp her or some dis e fmn th
proposaL such n downtremn seintrm om twe yes fiom row. Those an called indirect

pa w4 h NEA abo q t e agency tv eornider. Howeverte IE emu foreo its
lepklY mandated consideratio of euuaive impacts by mislabelin indirect impacts as
mauumlatlw. Where is the cwantvo amuyais on Bellefontes aidact in con.metion wth the

Widows Creek Fossil Plan Daft rout 1974 is too dimm mid anm accurae emough to mcisfy
%WPA's _qAvenurs. ltfher alysis and rmewmas need to be imitlued before a conte
Draft EIS can be submhitted.

lsohad refne I impacts ths prosed a tion and operation at Bellefonte win
have on the dc ns and widlie i his Oh s are inefective tlbl the DOE mares thlo imacs
cuansleivety. For e P in C laute 5 of th IS. th DOE list wmseu thOt will ocr
I bnm prodctiom as bncraned opeatinsl nise levels Afteridentitheamoumof

nolseina dflndngthat dlfewilepcienee"smrldmpnat h ueDOEdhlsmrseshc
responsl'causing eor nodstur iceofwlllkon teshead tisholdaffeatochaes

in local wildlife populations." (S p. 5-50). This little" distbane comNd with the
InugnlflcImt redctio in the aqUatic macob aMid pNhankton iN thC riVer (EIS PF 5-51) and the
"al in tactafmulioiogical r n aquaticspiac (ENS -52)nuymsniqmmcttaamirlut
inpaontheecosystem asawhole. l me neidwt r thew rer rth buow e tadkidnd
of aulysis is her produced by the DOE

lb EA is equie to identilf and conskder cmulativo effkvs;

'For acsh altenuiv estimat dhe direct, iniret and annmalaive enviomental
cfchalnginc dven sfddsteneasiaesmthasuumdrultrrea
implementg each of the alternatives, ind ta to alternative. Also
idef sany additionul mitiation meaous that may be mqued. sucs as
comon to all daenatives"

1909.15 FSH IS.

The CEQ Reubtakons xde that enaive ffeds tolve Impaft other prje,
but tI ecitS i nr i rom a m or si r precs
proosed in this a or rmn past projects in the aea.

i

Ia
z

16(cont'd)

There im alutely an cmulative int analysisinf EEA i A wry brief looked I 16o5.14
at mthhmgs ca lled "c wIa ivehnp~ets" butthesew t fe~cku y inir~eetimpactaan-d nof but ||

1; 9

S 9
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C C C
Commentor No. 116:- Lefh Haynie for Wl!dAlbama (Contd) Commentor No. 116: Leih Havnie forWild Alabama (ontd)

thc effect will be beneficial

"(4) The degree to which the erfecs on the quality of the human
environment ae likely to be highly controverisil.

"(5) 11T degree to which the possible effects on the human
environment arc highly uncertain nrinvolve unique orurkenownrisks.

"Q6) The degree ti which the action may establish a precedent ft
finre actlons with significant eilets or reprnts a decision in
principle about future considerutions.

'(9) The deree to which the action may adversely nfecl mo
endangered or threatend spccies or its habitat that ha been
determined to be critical under the Endangered Species Act of 1973.

"(10) Whether the action thratns a violaiotn of Federal, State, or
lcal low or rmqeirements inpsed for prutection of the
cnviome ntC

40 C.F.R. 1508.27. The IcOE must take adhere to these regulations and provide the peblic with
an EIS that adequately identifies howthisproposed project will impact theirenviromentasa whole.

cannot be cut and paste because it deals with the specifics of the project The Department mu
address the impacts to the specific seanms, plants, animals, etc. in the project at All wildlif
discussion In the EIS Is based entirely upon generic statements with absolutely no ale-specific
supporting data or information. None of the infonration has bean field-checked or verified in any
way. There is no site-specific dat on wildlife in this compartment, and then is no survey data
showing what numbers of sensitive species occur in these areas scthat the agency cm adequately
deteruine tht the proposal will not adversely impact the viability of thcsespecie Without actua
sitespecific data showing the number of individuals of a species an how nany will be killed or
displaced by this proposal, the agency canlot logically conclude tw the viability of thee speci
Is asumd in this amLa Te bonm line is the r)E munt prnvidc numbers and po mxsions t is.
Even thbs FIS acknowledges that TVA activities on the Tenneae River have naultd in declining
nmlurs of mussels and other aquatic lift. Only with site-specific data aid hard numbers will the
1OE. accurately convey the Mc impacts ofthis proposed action.

19(cont'd)

18(cont'd) At no point in the ES dos the 01 consider possible attack on the transpor orTPIIARx
from the production site to either Savannah River Site or the Richland. Washington site.

A blanket statement such as No cavironmenlul irnpacts n expected as a result or 7(cont'd)
compliance with both NRC and DOE safeguard and security prvisions based on the adequacy o
the existing TVA security provisions illustrates th cursory analysis given lo smlh considerations a
security. (EIS p. 5-106).

From adocumnnt well ovr 400 pages, the F)OF seT fit to deveteanly two paagraphstotue
important discussiouoftsoils (FJS p. 4-66). .Soilt can he whatnconduct the wate from thispop d i 20110.02
activity; sodim can be what protects the waste from entering the water tahl. Soil identifiatmoon is
nemacy to evaluatestorge options aidsability hr the futur. Adverse imipactsto wter quality
have not been analyzed propedy. There is a lahk or data an impacts from previous diversion.
Tables 5-22 and 5-23 ae antiquated charts from 1967 vwi Lhout any recent data toconfirm what Is in

waterow, noruy quahified de to what will be in the wateronce theprposed actions begin 21/11.07
The following statements do nothing to ease one's mind: "Water required from the Guntersville
Rervoirwould be a small fraction of the riverflow, and most of it would be returned to the resroilr
after use.' (QIS p. 5442).

The HA avoidsany dismusslonofrthe cconomic impnetstorcrttion. This isablatant fl II
tocormlywithtbgency'sNEPA dutie L rA r tocossider bowthc prn e of active 22/U3.03
radioactive proluction plant wi affecd the economics of recretion at the Guntersville State Patk

t

II

There isavery lirited disusion of otherprojets in thee, including smueprivate lands.
However, dtht section only gives wnory review to tho actions. id nowhere does the EA ever
identit and discuss the IMPACIS im thos ohr actior. Cumulative effects analysis requires 16(cont'd)
mte than ticking off a listof other dtings in the area; it requires identification and analysis of thc
impacts frin those actions and the proposed action together.

The lack of site-specific analysis is a cdear violation ofNEPA. Al of the anlysis in the Fi S9
could be cut and pated into anothr projet anywere else in the country. Site-peciru analysis1119112.05
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C C C
Commentor No. 117: Joanne MacNully Commentor No. 118: Monica Blanton

Comments Received via "800" Number Comments Received via "800" Number

D*e: Oct 27, 199t
N*"K R Joame MacNuliF

Address: PO Box 266
PwoniaCO 31423
(970) 527-6620

Fox 0.

I am responding to the notion of reating tritlum br wrin a comnercial eacor
or 2 or 3. Watts Bar. Sequoyah. and Bemlalfnte. In the south, where I used to
live. I can't tell you strongly enough what a crazy idea many of us out he 101.09
that is. not to mention ieg and countrproductive to Ife on erth. You have ry
written oomment frorn a cuple of months back but I understa at he
comment period is aboul p so l wanted to go on record of asking you, please
dont do this thing. Thank you.

Daft: Oct. 27, 1998
_N_____ 'Monica Blanton
Organkation:
Addrm 1629 Berkky Circle

Chattanooa TN 37405
Pbe .- S 6(4423)isW237
Fx tl:
CInment #-

CoIment:

'm calling it opposition to the production of trilium at ellefonic Nuclear Plant. I 1/07.03

3

3

3t

%'C I



Commentor No. 119: Marita M. Hardestv Commentor No. 120: Eskel Lind

Comments Received via "800" Nunber Comments Received via 800" Numbe

Data: 1'IOct. 27. 1998
._

_ _ - -

Maira M. Hardesty
- I. -

0_andai:
1Z3S Lonesome Pine Road
Kingston Sptrigs. TN 37082

Prho U:
as M:

(61 5) 952-5K65

VOwt U:

Caam bt

hn callng in regauls to thc proposal that motc tritium bc produced in civilian reactors I
am algast the makin, of mare tritium. I understand that dte United States is an violation 1101.04
of treaties that have already heen signed ahout nuclear proliferation and that tritiwn lo
has a sbl lie and it d ys at bout 5% per year. Right now whave in our stockpile 210ZOI
enougb tritium until the eady yeas of 2000, rhe 21 cemuy. Ikis nol needed. I am I
hoping that the majority of voices in our democracy will tell you that they "t viant it 323.13
and tat the mney speat on duii anecessazy situation should be spen towuds better
causes. Thank you for your time.

Data: Oct.2, 1998
~~ Eskel Lind

_dda'saa SIS3S rued
Santa Cnz, CA 95062

Ph... .: . 460 338

Cowt M: I 7 7i

Cm

I am also calling on bcbalf of Ms. Roberts. She is alo a Santa Cnez resident living on
Paul Minnie Aveaue. Hr phone nusnber is 475-8910. We are bothopposingtde
development of titiwn. the production of t itiuW, in the comnecial light water reactor in 1/07.02
Tennessee. We ae aaint that component which is for the use of nuclear weapons and
also for the impact upon the environaent and for ge safety of people. I dont lie dic e
ide of using civilia facilities fIo the prouton of tha material and I don't like the use 2/01.09
ofthat at all. To begi with...It causes cancer and it is not really that conerned about I
the ...peop ad I hi it insae to be doing that to ben wit, so ln making my I.coa..d.
comment that I am against tbis. rr against the produation of tritium in a co*mrcial i
light water reatr. O.K. Goodwe.

-In
S.

a
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CometrNoe12: lceRoc Commentor No. 122: Beery Cha -s

Comments Received via "800" Number Comments Received via "800" Number

Dew. OCL 27, 1998
We: Joyce Roice
Organlatlen:
AWddn:w.~ Nashville, TN
Phoe Mf (615) 370-4032

C. ~MV*Mt U:-Ce e.:

This commen is from Richad and Joyce Rolce of Brentwood. Tennessee. We are vety
much opposed to the manufature of tritium at TVA facilities or within Tennessee, the 1107.02
light water reacor progn , and wanted to express our opposition to it. Thank you /
Please contact me if you have any questions. Bye.

NOC I Oct. 27.1998
N*"W. I Beverly Cuarles

Addreys: 46 RodelitTRoad
.Spkingfield IL 62703

Phoek (217) 585-1329
Fav 11Comen 0 : n.a

a

:31�
It

I am calling to make a comment on the production of tritiuan in a commercial light water
reacor. I do not see a need for this-it is a component for nuclear weapons-we are not at 1/02.01
war and we, for sur, dont need to be siling it to anyone else. Although many people I I
may not tnuly believe it, I believe a lt of these factors are a part of what is increasing the | 2/14.04
cancer rates-hving been a victim of breast ncer myself, I am thoroughly against this |
type of poduction. Thak you. I
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C ( C
Commentor No. 127:_ Earl C Leming (Contd) Commentor No. 128: Joelle Key

sTAWR OF MMEE
o&ARifTOWC BEY~NV~tET AMC OMI!RAYATN

0o of E 1ut 1atli
Znt Flowr. L a c Anow

401 Chuuh Street
Nnhvft. TN 243-152

(154n2-03
nT!,ET ,,

The folfowing reluest was nude in the Sae's cCnmolnts an the Notice otIntent (leter f*om
J.P. Wilas to S.M Sh;nki dated Mardi 6, 1998. with attached letiar from E.C. Leming to
S.M Sohinki dated March 6, 1998). We apin request that Iollowing data be provided to this
office for review.

E miw"td In late"-nd Sand
Provide to the State and interested stakeholders the TVA waoing data fom the primary
coolant at the Watts Bar Pilot Projct (both before) and during actual productiou of trithnm.
Send die data as it becomes available. Measurements of H-3 in particular shud be provided.
Since the tritium-producing burnable absobeer rods (TPBAts) conta differe materials than
standard BARs, other relevant neutron activation products hould be included In the data.
Supply enough reference deat to facibtae svalusliao Supply detection limits mid bounding
statistls.

5/19.13

OMW8. MOg

U.S. ComEb io ofEnogg
;;,w-Vwr' pmge Oflice

P.O. u4X463
VW iaten. D.C. 20026e4M a

it
it

it

-. -.

EUs C. Lemh8inI
Diector

Dear Mr. Sonh:

'TM*ho bt* yo o tecpep jgiko 1501awto DMf Knirbemoot N.pw Sisun ueie for hi PROd& Oi for

1) T ile T P U A~e 1a a t s e atW . Sbrt l nrA hO re i v d i t l9O S. a nt y l e detafon of wh ien
te nhiw~cgy ugola gh beamed sl pb ll bb e nud by Uleend dA U W 1ff h umo W i s t 1/05.10

0oeln estr ectelg PlU wat w esu Ba' Ii deehie m en id s m wlou t liiIlenebn 916
two lWm no uesnA be I"tVe be rine

2) The pudu ,a of tiumi hin a nadow % eus a elinp rient b am in lie awront of Itbiat In me0
awlert The pr"em of n in h I quwmtty otei is rot

P kma n B o om n 6 o n p e e a5 ', vwo s o 5 m g e a d w e v l d r n o e p r d s a id f e
ai n ilr ,p n id ld , E d t * h m Of |l S p ro~d U e W . O ut p i gs s h S ' c m i b e n I l u t . f u e .u i et
hi Muds mlp s. Ih Is t a h S U o rn li on id 6.6 btux Is Ciete ed hmu fty. I t .OW

WEAR, In Mi. mt0r. a 1 m * e 1. 5St WIsp t The 1*b10e" 0s11 ttul 1VW 0 Cl of 2/14.16
M e c a e t h u iv m s f s e s u l n M e 2 e f ZT P SA A f a l W V n ew n M 1 0 6 , 5 f he T P A t h I w a..
'mu.t,6.O GIme MO1 moam lP refmaodW hen bov Pronice. This oa ako 20 Orne M

n A Vtl uM IM Ise mley 5 teased *unel wn16u n er. Tbe.ommo aapub cimibef 81u1S
* be d aW affle rils onpege 6b eu Ii. b* Rvsef . The de spesmnentforMiew

jame

Nwffl PhysWch
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( ( C
Commentor No. 131: Judi Kazanas Commentor No. 132: Madeline Duckles

Wbmens IfrIetnatkma Leagu for Pe and heedom

1213 Ram S9et PMIadd* PA 11a17--1n1
0"SS-?7110 * (l25)6SeP mQ

P.O. Om 5576, Soeay 94708
510845-737

October 26. 199So e - aro edw qoAweend qroba Coa Am mat id LIgh eewAna el

* asieeenphvoaiwspol ud oleongy. * badig y wloft04i4

cusent Anedy In DOE offidah ukm1bdVdo~Webdme

-omui w d aidwue n de beck

M. t -1Q( .swaJIeA -ke tfr.~i4An ui 4:+. - k-

DRAFT INVIORMENTAi. IMPACT STATEMENT
for the

P0ODUC1TIlH OF TRITIU IN 'UA CONi!RC1AL UGIIT VATER REACTOR

O&ANX& *-- At
.I . _.

__Se~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~ 5 _

_2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 1/07.03

AMduc -! R

Using coomercial reacters to produce tritium has serious environmental and
public health impacts. Tritiua Is extreordinirily difficult to contain
Elevated tritiue levels hale already been found In the air and water around 1/14.04
reactor sitis. Far frMq hlrmless. tritiu contamintion has been associated
with a variety of publid health problems including birth defects And cancers.

to aeceebar 1991 coolant contaminated with tritium leaked into the Savannah
River froa a D.O.E. reectow. As a result, industrial and residential water
plents in Georgia end South Carolina were closed for an undeterwined peri0d 21002

We do not believe, these concerns have bee adevuntely addressed in the
subject E.I.S.

Ibene's International League for Peace end Freedom is very concerned that
plans to produ nuclear weapons materials such as tritium in comercial
reactors will do Irreparable damage to non-proliferatten goals. Until
now the U.S. has maintained 6 clear distinction betwen weapons work and 3/01.04
comnercial progems. end It has tried to persuade other nations to do the
sar_. Violating this long-standing policy would set a dangeroui precedent
worldwide.

Since no country poses a credible military threat to the U.S. and the
Start It Treety has bean ratified by the U.S. Sonata, there Is no urgent 410202
requirement for mr tritium them can be obtained from the scheduled
dismantling of our nuclear weapons arsenal.

India and Pakistan have bunt into the international scene with their recent
nuclear tests and have thus joined the ecknowledged nuclear powers (U.S.. 3(contd
Great Britain. france. Russia and Chin). Israel is known to possess c
nuclear weapons, and Iran is approaching nucle r capability.

Other countries possess waolear power plants. It would be irresponsible.
to say the least, for the U.S. to lead the way to using coreercial reactors 5/01.09
for weapons purposes.

iEOIS IIITERNIMATIODAL LEAGUE FOR PEACE AND FREEDOM.
Berkel aEast Bay Branch

(II
a
-Z

rk-r- ~ Homophoe 4.~3,-1a lr31r

. 1 - ~ .i --- -. --
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Commentor No. 136: Judith Cumbee (Cont'd) Commentor No. 136: Judith Cumbee (Cont'd)

A Resolution Opposing Pwductioa of Tdru at the Alabama Bellefonte Plant
By the Peace-Justice Human Rights Counitte of Alabama New South CoalithoS

vi 6 October Z1998

Meta hf , y has p a Draft nviro eni Impact
Statement n Ithe production of tritium in the TVA reactor at the Alabama Bellefonte

7101.09 o wh tritium, produced from uranium fismo, Is used for the trigger of nuclear
2,~i4 4 '~ J' ~4j/ ^ 4.,.. weapons and the United Stes ha e than enoughtrium to last unil 2D15 if tere 9(conl'd)

v f s.;tX> _ < x 7< / j aenomore armsconrol treatis (and it there are, less willbe needed); ,

Wheea& mnaking bomb material in a coaunerclal reactor violates the Atomic Energy
v s { sAct whic as always kept commepl and ower separate for reasons of >

> E = ; -b < - X~i~e safetysecuriy, idnodpridea"ola ' 6(coni'd) 1t

-4's d.'..'4e=.'~de' <Whereae, the current course of developing additional radioactive materias for wee
S z= C2 wse isInviolation of theNuclear NonproliferationTreaty; t

,M E zWhereva, seruous safety flaws shut down reactors at the Savannah River Plan whidc a
0 <cu~~fi;Va > 434-,4@ o ** , O &/~~~01.10 producedplutonium andtidtum,t

Whereas the Savannah RiverSite is heavily contamnaI4d carbon steel tanks holding 3(cont'd)
34 million galin of radioactive liquid wastes developed leaks; arsenc, mercury,

0tnm. and other pesceis contaminate sltds ground and surface water (Atlanta

Wh s, leakge ofradiotve tuoun othes poisons would cause severe
env t al contamination in Albama, endangering human and other lie sytems14

5 2 c/ > £ Swen beyond U imdite si n 1983 carcinogenic solvents were discovered under
xD~" ~ - 7 the Savannah rer Site in the deep Tuscaloosa aquifer, which flows into Alabama);Q

0 f-Theeh -be it resolved that the PeaceJustice-Human Rights Committee of the

Alabama New South Coaition, which was founded cat aplatform that included 11/01.01
9/2.02 msuppart for a Nuclear Weapons fteeze, gealy oppoqes further production of tritiumKw specifically opposes usIng the Bellefonte plant for such product and 12107.03

Be it further resolved tha this notice of opposition will be-fotwarded to Stephen$~~~~~~~~~~~e s Sam DiefucreittntorC RPojec Mm US D-ep o Ew ,PO Box4459, Washington

t yc zj2~4iu~ '•wzi)dS4 0 £6r Z DC 2a4339 lor laed to800631 0612 or sent to http//wwwp.doeA.ov/dp,-Z all

Uto be mared: "CLWR EIS Commentsj and to newspers in the Scottsboro, Fort Payne,

Huntsville, Annwson and BirmBingham ares.

C C (.
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Commentor No. 138& Linda Kin g Commentor No. 138: Linda King (Cont'd)

/a,/ 64e~4,.

A%4v 4"-r4j. 4it /AAc
Ao"6C4 yv95~76° o '~ StS p- f z( VS3
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eJ aJ 7J e ||~~~~~~~~~~~~2(coni'd)

~~~4~$-Dt4± )s ,-AdR,.2* ,7tLL-'~ _ 1(comi'd)
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Commentor No. 139: Joseph A. Imhof Commentor No. 139: JoseAh A. Imhof (Cont'd)

Dcr- , -a /1 / q i
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Commentor No. 139: Joseph A. Imhof (Cont'd) Commentor No. 140: Robert E. Eigelsbach

[RON NO. 704

VUBMUAMMAMoEA..

MEDAMiLIMIRV

Prc~yojJU' OPriod. Aq#Th Pqgsev~e

Ike SCAMJitc. AaAusr" AriV PkWVOaL

s~qvriJ or- 1?4is #34+ic/y?,d1 jqie4-,

2(conI'd)
October 28. 1999

ITJA4v) ic 'fLl V~15P0,qA /K V CH1 fAk

POOL -rjZ50iroij 11- jvIw CRIIIVAG.

Kr. Bill RIchardson
U.S. Department of Energy
Commercial Light water Reactor Project Offica
PC Box 44539
Washington, DC 20025-4539

DUer Mr. Richardson:

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you on behalf of
our entire membership for your visit and reception at Bellefonte
iuclear Plent regarding the Tritium Project under consideration
at the sits.

our imebership believes that tritiue prodmtion is essential for
the defense of this great nation we live in. but as I mentioned
In our brief conversation. that as builders by profession, this
plant still remains as 'ufiniebed bueinesa to a large
percentage of our mesbermhip abo bas werked there at one time or
anotber. I myself started a career es eo Iren Worker ovar 20
years ago at Bellefonte Nuclear Plant, as we all have grown od
progressed over the years this pleat continues to reeaIn idle.

Again on behalf of our membership, we rge you to select this
sits so our blood, sweat and tears that we as builders put in
this project will aot he for nothing.

Yours truly

Roebrt E.h
Assistant Business Kanager
Iran Workars Local Union 704
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Commentor No. 146: Mary Lou Blazek (Cont'd) Commentor No. 146: Man, Lou Blazek (Cont'd)

Oregon Oflee orE erg's copeata on tl* Draft Eavironecti lapact Statement for tie
Production of Tritium in a Commercal Light Water Renetor Page I of 4

Section 4.2.1.9 discusses -conservative assumptions' used for both individual and population
exposure umes. We recommend that thcsc conservative assumptions be expressly discussed in
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Production of Tritiwn in a Commercial Light
Water Reactor (CI.WR FIS).

Table 4-10 refers to a footnote e. Footnote e does not exis. It appcas that footnotc 'd is
coect This table needs to be corructed.

Table 4-11 does not contain any reference to the source of the data in the table. We recommend
dot a citation as to the source of the dat for example, exposure records, be included with Table
4-11.

I he l ow Level Radioactive Waste section on page 4-21 implies a diffecrence between the
prnmary coolant system and the reactor coolant system. In reality these are one and the same
system We recommend that consistent terminology be used in this section

Scction 4.2.2.1 rcfers to Chickamauga lake. Figure 4-7 refers to Chickamauga Reservoir. Thuse
references need to be consistent.

The Aquatic Resources Section on page 4-42 discusses a decline in the native mussel population
but does not discuss a suspected cause. We rtecommend that this suspected cause be included in
this section.

The discussions of socioeconomic impact are very inconsistent between sites. These discussions
need to be to the same level of detail for each site.

The fit assumption listed in Section S. 1.2 is not an assumption; itWs a statement concerning the
conservatism of the node csed. Move this statement (rnm the list ofassumptions up into the
paragraph. which precedes the list of assumptions.

The statement in the fourth assumption of Section 5. 1.2 that experience with boron burnable
absorber rods bounds what would be expected firom ritiun Production Burnable Absorber Rods
(IVBAR) need more amplification. There arc several types of boron burnable absorber rods
with differcnt materials of construction. the nmber of boron burnabie poison rods installed in a
core is nuch Iess than the possible number of lPRARs that would he installed for tritium
production.

Section 5.2. 1.1 under land UJse states no additional land would be disturbed at Watt's Bar to
prepare for tuitiun production bin thn goes on to discuss construction of a dry cask spent
nuclear fuel storage facility at the sitc. We recommend that the fur sentence be modified to
acknowledge the possible construction of a dry cask spent nuclear fuel stage facility.

Oregon Ollice of Enera's Coninents on the Draft Environmental Lapae Statent for the
Produetia ofe Ttriium in Commercial Light Water Reactor Page 2 ol4

I 3/1418

II 4/2412

115/24.16

I 4(cont'd)

11 6/12.06

11 7/13.04

II812417

9/19.01

4(conl'd)

Section 5.2.1.9.1 makes the statement no new facilities would be constructed to support tritiuil
production a Watts Bar. Conruction of a dry cak spent nuciear fuel storage facility
constitutes new facilities. We recommend that this porssibility be acknowledged in any
discussion of construction impacts in the CLWR EIS.

Section 5.2.1.9.2 under Radiobogical Impacts states assessment of dose and associatcd cancer
risk to the non-involved worker is not applicable for beyonI-dcsign-basis accidents. The
ralionales given following this statement are of dubious validity. The assumption of a slow
moving accident is not a general case; many scenaios of fast moving beyond basis accidents
exist. Further, the statement is made that the public within 10 miles would have been evacuated.
This evacuation would not occur immediately and would moat likely take hours to accomplish.
We recommend that dose and associated cancer risk be evaluated for the non-involved workers

Table 5-6 presents risk inrements associated with various accidents, and the paragraph
following this table describes these numbers as the actual risk. Terminology should be
consistent between narratives and tables.

The statenenton page 5-39 that studies of natural draft cooling towers in England approximate
the performance of natural draft cooling towers in the southern US needs amplification There
are significaut climate differences between these two areas.

Footnote e" to Table 5-22 appears redundant

The footnotes associated with Table 52° are out orsynch with the table,

Table 5-30 does not include health risks to workers. The assumption that administrative
controls will completely protect workers is urealistic. The Oregon Office of Energy
recotmneds that as a mininiun. historical exposures for workers in similar processes with
administrative controls in place, be reviewed and the risks then extrapolated.

Table 5-32 assumes mean (50Y) meteorological conditions to the maximally exposed offsitc
individual. We recommend that worst case credible meteorological conditions be used to bound
the risks.

I 4(coni'd)

10/15.09

|| 11/15.10

'I 12/11.06

II4(conl'd)

I3/401
II 14115.11

Table 5-32 does not give units for the data presented. We recommend thes units be provided in 1512420

fable 5-38. Uranium Fuel Cycle and Waste Management entry discusses only transpotation I
Issues associatd with additional on-site storage capacity fur spent fue should also oe discs 1116/17.12

( ( (
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Commentor No. 146: Mar, Lou Blazek (Cont'd) Commenwor No. 146: Mary Lou Blazek (Cont'd)

Oregon Office of Energy's comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the
Produetion ofTritimn In a Commerchl Light Water Reactor Page 3 of 4.

Section 5.2.6, pase 5-92 diuss the exposure to a"real individual. Infonration should be 7172423
included on what is meant by placing the word real in quotes. I

Include th assumptions behind thc conscrvatively estimated dose to a worker from the 18117.13
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI). (page 5-94. top of thc per.)

Page 5-94. set"nd paragraph states no chemicaL biocide or sanitary wastes would be gencrated
in the operation of the ISFSI. This disagr with Tabl 5-41, which implies that sall amounts 19/17.14
of these would be generated. litese two references should be consistent.

Table S42, page 5-96. the hottom of the table is cut off.

'h table on the top of page 5-97 has no tittes not referred to anywhere in thtext, and 4(cont'd)
generally contains no ttwefWd information. We rcconimcnd this ubtc be deletd.

The transportation segments discussed in section 5.2.8 (page 5-100) do not include transportation
of rtw materials to the TPBAR hbrication facility. This phase of tanspostation should albo be 2011812
discussed.

The Table 5-46 assumption ofa one month refueting outage is optimistic. Wo recommend tat 121/1419
the TVA average refueiling outage duration be used in this eolumn.

Section 5.2.9 refers to a bseline tritiun production CLWR configttionW which it says is
described in Sections 5.2.1 to 5.2.3. These sections consider two conditions: I000 TPBARS and
3400 TPBARS. Table 3-46 identifies the baeline as 3400 TPiARS, bMt it is not apparent thot 22/248
this is the baeline assomed In Table 547 sine sonmc ofthe changc frm basline" columns for
this can are non-zero. The baseline assumed in this section needs to be stated explicitly. and all
the tables in this section should be checked bor consistency with this baseline.

Tables 5-51 and 5-53 do nwt consider two reactors operating in the triiumn production mode even
though thes options we possible as discussed in Table 3.2. 1 he two reactors in tritiurr 23/24.13
production configuration should he added to these tablcs.

The following typographical or grammatical crrors wcrc discovered:

Summrty. page 6 top of pge, second sentence contains a split infinitive -ito not be.." should be
,not to be..2 (otd

Page 3-10. second bullet, furth sentence, rplace o withWtjlu prior to a national

Pae 3.29, Low Level Radioa tive Waste (ienerat first sentence. Add the word at prior to
Flellefonte 1.

Oregon Office of Energy's comments on the Draft Environmental Impaet Statement for the
Prodoction efTrithlm In n Commercial light Water Reactor Page 4 of 4.

Iypogruphkal and grammatical errors (cont.)

Page 4-12, 4-13. the last two full sentences on page 4412 are repeated on the top of page 4-13.
Pagc 5-1. Section 5.1, firt sentknce. Add thc word "to" following the abbmeviatioaCEQ.
Page 5-31, Section 5.2.3.2. second paragraph. first sentence. Add the word 'by" following the
phrase compensated for...'
Page 5-9f, last sentence on the page. Insert the word 'no" prior to the word 'additionsl."
Page 5- 105, TBAR should be TPBAR
Page 5-105, Section 5.2.10. second sentence. The word "charatoerizes" should be comprises.'
Page 5-120, first full paragraph at the top of the page. second sentence. This sentence should be
re-written. A suggestion is "Doe to the limited amount of land disturbance. there would be small
irnpacts ..."
Page C-R. the paragraph following Table C-2. The radiation unit Grey is improperly abbreviated
Cy.

4(cont'd)
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The following commentors (200 through 255) submitted
comments concerning the December 14, 1998, public
meeting and TVA's latest proposals to DOE for use of

Watts Bar, Sequoyah, and Bellefonte.
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Commentor No. 200: Mrs. Ed Houser Commentor No. 201: W. D. Scarbrorgh

Comments Received via "800" Number Comments Received via "800" Number

D*W. -* Dec 10, 998
-ML Ed Houxr_ew M. . au

Address 46 Shy Drive
Rigo, GA 30736
(706) t66-7239

Comemnt a

Cemmenl:

I am totaly against opening a plant in Hollywod, Alabama at the Bellefonte plant
Those people down there have enough tuble hit is. Thee's not enough educated
people to rim tht-they would have to be bringing people in to run t. iThes not enough 1/13.01
housing for people to be brought in. It is mostdy a tarn comnnunity. Lots of older folks
and younger folks, not a whole lot in betwen But this plant does not need to be in
Beflefonte because it will create nothing but troube

Dow.nDecember 1998
Nnne: - W.D. Scarbrough
Orgaiato:
Address: 3503 Sprkman Dtive, NW

Huntville,AL 35810
} be" . (256) 852-9350
I T .
IComment

Commew-

C)

I
Commnat on tritium production at Tennessee Valley. I tel It would be highly desirable.
I do feel like pat of your mie is not getting out because I have not sen one
efer in any public publication, newspaper or television report, adio report.

otherwise of the fact that all you win be doing in the Tennessee Valley is exposing
controlrods to radition and you wiN trapot the controlrods somewhere else to extact
ttitan. I feel ike It will be highly desirable to have tht situation here because we
already are producing Mamic electricity-we might a well get some other benefit from it
a tax benefi

1/0 7.07
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Commentor No. 213: Patty F-aan
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Commentor No. 214: Ronald L Forster Commentor No. 215: Erich R. Gonce

Please Turn in Your Written Comments~~~~~~~S
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Commentor No. 216: Dick Hoesly Commentor No. 217: John Johnson
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Commentor No. 220:, Mark D. Phflhipe Commentor No. 221: Steven Sax

i~~~~ ~~~~~~ D-j M AL-I

Please Thm in Your Written Comments Please Turn in Your Written Comments
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Commentor No. 222: George E. Schmidt Jr. Commentor No. 223: Lurj W. Tg*L
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Commentor No. 226: Mrs. Susan Cassidy Wilholt Commentor No. 227: Charles R. Widliams
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Commentor No. 228: Anonymous (6) Commentor No. 229: Anonymous (7)
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Commentor No. 230: Anonymous (8) Commentor No. 231: Anonymous (9)
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Com.mentor No. 232: Mike Womacks Commentor No. 232: Mike Womacks (Cont'd
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Commentor No. 234: Dwight Wilhoit Commentor No. 234: Dwight Wilhoit (Cont'd)

In 1986, Ned Ray McWhorter was elected Governor

of Tennessee and after serving two terms in the

Governors mansion, Governor McWhorter left public

office in 1994 as one of the most popular and

beloved elected officials In the 200 year history of

Tennessee. In fact, Time Magazine wrote thatthe

only reason that Govemor McWhorter was not

elected to the United States Senate in 19M4 was

because he did not run. In the first cabinet meeting

held by Gov. McWhorter, with the heads of all the

departments present, Gov. McWhorter ended the

cabinet meeting with bis simple and straightforward

directivm Remember, lWs never too late to do the

rightthing". He didn't say to dowhatwas easy orto

do whatwas cheapt He told his cabinet to do the

right thing.

For years, the citme of this county have been

subjected to people of power and influence who

were only interested In what was easy or what was

cheap. One only has to look a few miles from this

very spot to see such an example. The large coal

companies of the 20's and 3's who would come to

an area and stip mine the coal and rape the land

and when they kft the land was devastated and

lives destoyed. They had done what was easy and

what was cheap. So the citizens of the area looked

to their government to see that the right thing was

done. And legislation was passed that forced the



Commenlor No. 234: Dwight WilhoiN2 (Cont'dCammentor No. 234., Dwight Wilhoft (Q"

coal companies to reclaim the land and return it to

the way it was found. It was the right thing to do. Or

one can look at the chemical companies of the 50's

and 60s, captains of industries and corporate CEO's

who dirtied our air and fouled our water. In the early

60's, the Cayahoga River that flows through

Cleveland, Ohio, became so polluted that the river

caught on fire, or the most infamous example of all -

Love Canal where chemicals were dumped and

scores of innocent children died years before their

time. The chemical companies had done what was

cheap and what was easy. So the people turned to

their government to do the right thing. And the Clean

Air Act and the Clean Water Act were passed. It

wasn't what was cheap; it wasn't what was easy, it

was the right ting to do.

Now the secretary of Energy Is faced with making a

choice of where this countnrs new supply of Tritium

will be made. His choices are simple. He can place

it at Watts Bar where the people have expressed

teir apposition towards it and by placing it there will

do nothing to help the economic well being of the

citizens of the Tennessee Valley. This is the cheap

way, this is the easy way. Or he can place itat

Bellefonte Nuclear Plant in NorM Alabama where the

citizens of that area have shown time and time

again, their over whelming support to have the

production of Tritiurn in their area and by placing itat

1/07.08

( ( c



C ( C
Commentor No. 234: DwiRht Wilhoit (Cont'd) Commentor No. 235: Mary Dennis Lentsch

&9
Befefonte Nuclear Plant, help a depressed area by

bringing thousands of construction jobs and

hundreds of permanent jobs to an area where

unemployment is running 9 to 10 percent Mr.

Secretary, this is the right thing to do. Please, Mr.

Secretary, do nottake the cheap or easy way,

thereby saying that you don't give a damn about the

people of the Tennessee Valley. Mr. Secretary, In

Mary Dennis Lentwct
1236 N C~oord ROd
Cuttuirop TN 37421

1 sm pleated to 1hv Ato SVPWAy So spek Mt ft mm I h1re pu~d i dut
pdh TRmnuM don e aS-

umxi to e 1ac I h ploed a qual tr duactristic da Ibdi cb t be
/pwi" i ewriti topic d e

The truth is that we do not need more tritiumn It Is mD
undestanding that he US. has a reserve of ftrliurn now and the DOE
estimates this is enough rilium to las untIl 201 & Considering the hdf4fe I1/Z01
of tlitiurn it does not seem wise or needed to produce and stockpile
more tritiurn at this fime. The truth is that we do not need more ttffiuml

I(cont'd)

ReSPrCe
Respect aoorng nations seems to be the key to moving notions of

the world away from relance on nuclear weapons. The US. has
prevaled upon other nations to maintain a complete bon on the use of
commercid facilities for military nuclea purposes. The proposed titiumn
production at Watts Bar and Sequoych is an apparent contradiction in
our nuclear weapons polcies. How con the U.S. bredc the ban and
mntmdn respect among nations?

2101.09

the words of Gay. McWhorter, remember, its never

too late to do the right thing. rnn"
The US. cannot makdtn its integrity when It produces tritfurn which

is a violation of the nuea nonproIferafton reaty wtich the U.S. agreed
to in 1970. I believe when we are tding about nuclear nonproliferaton 310104
that US. intrity is criffcat We must NOT move dwead with a new
triflum program that has the potentid to undercut a longStanding
rov4miferahion pdicy.

TsR
We tkust that the decision mode by Secretary Bil Richaxdson and

the Department of &vergy wit say "NO' to tritlum production. In sayng
"NO, to tritium production the US. would be showing the world we are
committed to reducing the nuclear danger which hangs over dl of us.

I (cou"4)



Commentor No. 235: Mary Dennis Lentsch (Cont'd) Commentor No. 236., joseph A. MI&

INTED EPENDENCE
Interdependence among nations In 1 _en im,.^- living up to the

agreements of the nuclear nonproliferation treaty is vital for all nations. I
believe the U.S. plans to use commercial nuclear power plants to produce 3(cont'd)
tdtium for nuclear weapons blurs the ines between civilan and nuclear
applications of nuclear power and sends a dangerous nonproliferation
message to other notions

UNDERSTANDING
It is beyond understanding why there is such urgency for tritium

production at Watts Bar and Sequoyah plants when there seems to be an 4101.12
emerging consensus for significantty reduing the US. nuclear arsenal.

MERCY
It the decision is mode to produce tritium at the Watts Bar and

Sequoyah plants, all I con say is MERCY MEI OH, LORD, HAVE MERCYI
The impact and consequences of tritium production at the local level, the 5107.07
notional level, and the international level cause me to say- MERCY ME.
OH, LORD HAVE MERCYI

Am&audwPkdifd11u% lODe. 19202127 PaP1 I

Fftw eb

k~d PU~tIARDION DKC. 14. 1198.

PUWBUCHNGORONSWEIMA10N

O~&OF FCWWTTS £SEQUOYAH

WMt FOR LOWG TWW R1PODUMM

DEG~EUK 14. 11M.

'AMANVXCANL1W4IM1)4-

ACOOMfONG104501.1.tom.,
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Commentor No. 237: Steve Tanner (Cont'd)

We believo that Bellefonte is the best selection because it meets the selection
criwr has the lowest cost to = as tbxpay, does not hae the liabilities
and risk of a baselod plant, and provides distinct benefit. Benefits dtat are
shared M only locally and regionally, but aso on a national level. National
benefits such as lowest cost to the tpayar, an environmental benefit of new
power generation without greenhouse gases, and revenues allowing for cost
rcvey.

In additi DOE must not forid tat the Department has other missions in
addition to national secuity. DO's core mission statement stit off with
diese words: To foster a seme and reliable energy system that is
evronmentally sustainable,.". Aspat of DOE's FY99 budgetprocess,
DOE stated dtey had established five ley goals dtat drive al strategic
planning and budgeting decsions. Me of those gosh we drc supod
by a selection ofBeDFonte but we not supported by a selection of Watts
BarlSequoyah.

Selection of Belleonte.

I. Has DOE promoting clean efficient energy and enhaning ene secrity
through new nulear power generon capcity,

2. Shows DOE stabilizing and pfotect the environment by preventing a
new fossil fueled power generation with grenhouse gas emisions, and

3. Has DOE stimulating U.S. economic prdutivity though creation of new
jobs and multi-regional economic development.

Selection of Watts Bar/Se sh does not pomote, enhance, stabilize,
prtdct or stimulate anyhing associate I with these goas.

Investment in new power genertion is not outside of DOE's mission.
Bellefonte meets the criteri can be available to prduce trititm when and if
DOE has the need, cma fully support key DOE goals, and provides benefits
not available with the Watts BadSeoyh Offer.

My family and I contend tt the Secmety's decision should nijust select
an geJb option, but Lhggld select the option that - using the Vice
President's word - is in the "Best Interest of all citizens".

Commentor No. 237: Steve Tanner (CWont'd)

Last week the Vice President also said that one of the las things his father
said to him was "ways do rigt. We sincerely hope that after homing the
public opinions fom tonight's meeting, the Secretry will in fad, "do rigt.

In conclusion, DOE - Do DM select the TVA Watt Bar/Sequoyah Services
Offer, instead select an offer that partner's DOE wih TVA in the completion
of Bellefonte, providing local, regional and national benefits versus regional
liabilities and risksk and which can do all of this while providing an assured
supply of tritium

1(cont'd)

N(OWt'd
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C I C
Commentor No. 248: Mayor Donald B. Clark Commentor No. 248- Mayor Donld B_. Clark (Cont'd)

Department of Energy
Public Meeting

December 14
Rhea County High school

on Watts nar and Bequoyah
nuclear power plants for the production of

TRITSIU
Coments of Donald B. Clark

mots cold sole eh world hunge and literay proi and
foxd world wide m11izofmewntl restoration. edIrW~ting the _human
reure of th nuceazr an 1 ndsre to the metig of
cetion _ed in esntl, in. v ie.

I conoue t testiony by l ing that o nJU
nnRxE T~nC DPN:TU Ol ti ISs HEOTO, ct several toxi ipat
of o Ridge rpor in the bc bek in I7. Since than
the 1'meee newppr has ha eea artiles on tbe health of~lye ad are cnts e wela a Sprecal Report on teh
texle impats of nclear ad seodr cieeaore the nation.
An editoril ce the dae oftr epecial rapr, septmer 29.199
is attaced.

|| 4(cont'd)

I710.04
The Cimberland Countians feor Pew a Justice, a coalition of

individuals and religious congregations in neighboriing Cumberland
County, is an affiliate of Peace Action and, as you might suspect,
in strongly opposed to the manufacture of tritium, period Jl No
where, no howl

on August?, 1997, my testimony rfrred to Notional Council
of Churches, Wosrd Council of Churches, Friends Cmmittee on
National Legislation, and United Church of Christ positions on
nuclear waaponsthe Plutonium Economy, and nuclear power. I
concluded by saying that it can be safely aid that TIM N.N LX

GT OUS COPtIMM STSDS AGAINST A tHM THAT "L METND TIM
LIFE OF A NUCLZRR REITOR, MM IT EVEN SLGHT LESS UNECOQMUC
TO OPERAT, DMAY ITS DEONS. O T IT ON ADIOM NL WELFRM. We
certainly would be opposed to the Department of Energy helping TVA
coaplete a nuclear poser plant. we view nuclear power es a
cstly mista in the first place.

we have been working for years trying to stop the Department
Of Eney from building nuclear bIabs, in Oak Ridge and *lsewher e
ws spport the fuelear Won-Proliferation Treaty, the Comprehensive
Teet lan Treaty, no furher nuclear tasting of any kind and the
rapid dismantlment of nuclear weapons. We do not believe that $5
billion should be spent a year on oar nuclear weapons arsenal,
creating m deadly N bombs cot of old ones. 1a believe the
proram ia not politically appropriate, responsible, moral or
loqleal.

in that testimony, we quoted from the June 1997 issue of
MSICS TOY that contained several articles on radioactive waste
and nuclear safety, mentioin a 12 year tritium leak to
groundwater from a ent fuel holding tank of a reactor at
Brookhaven National Laboratory. I mentioned the public trust of
the enag of any nuclear reactor or research laboratory
anyumer in the world is slim and justifiably should be
noneuistant. The history of secrets, deceptions, denials and lies
preclude trust and engenders anxiety. Those in the industry and
the nc are seemingly confident that nuclear science has the
answers and mast be pursued no matter what the ooets. we consider
this a faith based on self-dillusdon and blind arrogance.
AkIternatively using the economic resources devoted to nuclear
reactors and weepons, by the United States alone, for only a few

I 1/01.01

2/07.02

I3/02.01
14123.13

11 5101.10

6/08.04

|| 4(conitdJ

copies of my tsstimony on August 7, 1"97 and 1debruary
24,1"9, les several attachments, are also provided.

Thank 7yu for the opportunity to present ou¢ vWs again.

4&4 &3&.ClVark
BSinc my last te , I have been elected SMyor of Pleasant
Hill TN and, in ation to lnvolvmanta listed previously, have
bee added to the steering Cmittee of the osn watershed
Association end the Cuerland Chapter of Sav Our Cuerland
dntains.

"I

ia

Z;
UtdCtwhdldCt. NM BW&MWrIdI ftowMweni

D'^NOet rd P.Gat# NanUIT h
(M) MBW r N77WMM dWW6MW4aau

Cieland Coeuflans for Pe a justie
Donald oxCark. chair of Steering omittee
P.O.$o 220, Pleasant Sill, TX 3e573
g931) 277-5467 pax: 277-1593 clatultipro.oon
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C C C
Commentor No. 250: Oak Rid e Environmental Peace Alliance

(ontfd
EM=NTRFlUN VOUTESTHEIN PROUFERffM OMTET

MMNffl=Tff=DWASTS8IJnS OP TAX D0UARSa~~rededil"bMebuSdephQSBSOFWX DONMI

DOeect oweo dSelS23t

Commentor No. 251: Em & Jennifer ProMtyt

December 15, 1998

U.S. Department of Energy
Commercial Light Water Reactor Project Office
P.O. Box 44539
Washington, D.C. 20026-4539

Dear Mr. Sohinki:

Please consider our request - Do not produce
Tritium in the Tennessee Valley expecially
Watts Bar reactor.

We are raising samll children here and have
everything to loose and nothing to gain from this.
We do support the safety of our Country but we
also support the safety and health of our family
and friends of the Tennessee Valley. PLEASE
do not bring this to Tennessee.

Thanks for our consideration.

a&mm aLbr g
di Itwfumtodpdw tI aWd 1 -f"w~

wIwdwIddewowWOd dawatlac II1-1
9mM*"0t*t 141/07.07 I

I

urn H w~eud d- 1-u4d u t b~epb k
w**vwft ltwe* Md2wpa
11ldfdft eWl t kdwew d

Ti roffitt
Jennifer Prof]

��� P-4�

cc: Zach Wqmp, Congress
Al Gore, Vice President

Tim Proffitt
Route 1, Box 221
Decatur, Tn. 37322



Commentor No. 252: Ned & Jovce Profilt Commentor No. 253: Kristina K. Stark

December 15, 1998

U.S. Department of Ruergy
Commercial Light Water Reactor Project Office'
P.O. Box 44539
Washington, D.C. 20026-4539

Dear Mr. Sohbaki and All I May Concerns

Please do not produce Tritium in the Tennessee Valley 1
and especially at Watts Bar and Sequoyah reactors. 1/07.07

I am not against protecting our country and being
ready to defend our c6untry. Please consider there
are too many people down river from Watts Bar in 2/15.03
case of an accident. This is the water that aoat
people drink including Chattanooga. I

FAX COVER SHEET

OAKLEY HIGH SCHOOL
118 W, 7TH

OAKLEY, KS 67748
7S5 -672-3241

FAX - in672-3743
Please do not contaminate the whole country. Leave
it in the Savanah River area that already has the
damage.

Please condiser the lives of the people of the
Tennessee Valley.

113/0&02

|| lIcoid'd)

you rJ ly,

ed Prof fi
Joyce Proffitt

cc: Zach Wamp, Congress
Al Gore, Vice President

Ned Proffitt
Route 1, Box 249
Decatur, Tn. 37322

To. COMMMCOa, .L~ijt %%~A =62Ct ITsj%%z~

IFAX No.: 190 - 09 062
MO. PACRMa
04LOOM,46 ira2

O uA IAI 27e
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C C C
Commentor No. 254- Petition (Cent') Commentor No. 254: Petion (Contd)

Decner, 1966

Tho Hna 8111e E l Rtdwd
sewftay of Birgy
U.s. Depmtmsntof ter
I=I d envuv SW.
Wes?*Vn%0585

Dw Secetmy Rfwdam

REf TRT11.W1PRODUCON

Decater 9. 199J

The Honoabhl fi Rchardson
Seaery Of Eney
U.S. Department of Ergy
tOOO Indepedence Avenue, S.W.
Wasigton, DC 20595

Dea Secretary Richardson:

RE: TRUIUT PRODUCTION

prudiun dTYVAs Besont HarlearPIat Forte petysarwn haetalrt oureny
towrd tle ultiwetw -0 dft DOE Lseteion of te Esfnts opiat All doureffot Q.,
leksrwlding oantng U.S. Rsprssntae and 9 Saersopposiglegt lg

aid havealnineted usen Coiner I.ightWaterReacor satteindlinging, ft)
hls been ote Had fit notbeenfor efftorht o peopleb saism.
th Cmmerc Ught Watr Reetopr opton dflohtoDOEtod We

1.ac eowt ornwIr
* Onlyssflflo prov wwJbs
* Only"Baloteproide bw os totetexpey
* Onlyomeblontev - niftiae eonmkb s

*Oily Delefnte waemnueoffer providesp" e provisions to benslfit NMi tpysr

2. PUJLIC POLICY
* Only 0De10aon ha lon dV deate supeort
* Oly fetlln emsrongbhs~sn cnaoslna
* On ellfol ha strongyIp G nr support

& TECHICALREASONS
* OnlyDelleftb.bnddeadedicated fadiltyllorbm pirdud
* Onl Deuarowoofferprodueof fisidtilysIth - ce tengfw

4. BfYIROHUVITALREASONS
* Deflarnta sempletbe proi new slc poe gnirer on g wtno addine

gree en andiseaw- swppataren AflluOn dea a*t hwv

1(cont'd)

We theundersigned have shtro supporte nd contHnue to sngly support tuiNm
production at TVAs fBlefonte Nuclear Plant For te past year we have p forth our energy
toward ultimate goal the DOE selection of the Bdellefoe option. All of our efforts (i.e..
letter wttn. contachti U.S. Raprespntativ and Sentors, opposing lgslative language
tha would have elinated use of Coanercl LIght Water Reocto. t meetns. etc.)
has bm exerted onl f f . Hd it not been for the efforts of people such as we,
fe Commerh LUght Water Reactor option would not be aailable to DOE today. We
continue to suooort onl Bellefonte for te following easons:

1. ECONOMIC REASONS
* Only Iahlefote p o new ofs
* Only Bellefont provides beet costo the taxpyers

*Only Bellefonte provides multistate economic benefits
* Only Settfonts revenue offer provides payback provisions to benefit the taxpayer

2. PUBLIC POLICY
* Only eleont has stong la nd stats upport
* Only Bermfonte has strng biartisan congressional suppo-t
* Only Oselefonte has stng -ied labor swport

3. TECHNICAL REASONS
* Only Bellefonte would be a dedicated fadlity for tritium production
* Only Bhllefonte would offer production flexiblity with operating cycle lengths

4. ENVIRONMENTAL REASONS
* ellftont completion provides new electric powe generation with no additional

greenhouse emissions and support recnt Administration dean air initiatives
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AN AS$= MEWI4 ClI THEl DRAFT' CLWR VlS
FOR

T141T101111 PRODUCTION AT BELLEPONTE NUCLEAR PLANT

DRAT ENVI'RONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (EIS)
FOR

We. the underg hae reved the draft Enfronm ntal Ipact Statemeit (EIS)
fr theproduci p of tln n a CommercbalUgtW ateetor(CLW dted August
199VS Wefid the pop trIumproduction program to beh evoommealysfeand
to produce no meaaurable hIath eftet In addition, we conclude that Deflefte
Nuclear Plant a ld be nmed Inthe IS as the prefeed a *ternae based on i seat
lif cyct cost to the U. S. taxpaer and the positive socioeconomic effects of the pe
A summery of toe primy points from the draft HIS used to reach this concksion an
shown an the attached pes ,

I 1/0703

OPEU Intenational

i3_
Hngieenng Associaborn

ea A

intehntional A$sciton of Machinists and
Aerospace Workers

I_ _ _
htea Unn df OPtsg Ene

#zh/

TlImUM PRODUCTION AT BELLFONTE NUCLEAR PLANT

USES OF TRfITUM

Tritium is a radioactive Isotope of hydrogen. If not properly controlled it can be dangerous, but
we controled property is safe and can save lives. Tritium Is:
* Used for life scic and drug me m shdes to ensure th salety of potential new

drg
* Used fors0Iwnincusairft andcommercialsivigns
* Used for luminous dita, gauges and wrist waiches
* Used to; produc Ininous paint
* Used in Doppler Radar
* Used as a trigger"g component (i.e., boosts yield) in nuclear weapons

NONPROLFERATION ISSUES
(Nonproliferation is defined as preventing the inacese or spread of nucear weapons)

Interagency Review of Nonproliferation Impliations concerning tritium production was
completed on July 14. 1998 and concluded the following:
* Nonp olicy Isues associated with & Comnercil ight Wahr Reactor (CLWR)

are manageable and DOE should continue to puru the CLWR option.
* No lea or t y prohibitions against tritlum production in a CLWR.
* Many exceptions hae been made over the years to separation of civlan and military use of

nuclearenergy.
* Reactors producing tritium can remain on IIAEA Safeguards Lbt.
* No bilateral peeful uses agreements will be violated. Reacto making tritum will use

U.S. -origin urnum fuel.
* TVAs dchrt gives it a national security responsiility.

A House of Reprentatives Task Fore (chaired by Lindsey Graharn of South Carolina) sued
a report to the Speaker of the House in 1995 concludlni
* Production ha in a commrciml or s not a pofration concem.
* Producing tritiwli ina reactor m no difrent than proucing tkini hi an accelerator.
* Rasn nonprolferation concerns is sbiply an lgumen to sell the accelerator option.

Bellelat would be operated s a ellctrical power generabon tacitly with the ebilly to provide
DOE with irradiation *eaces for tritlum production.

I(cont'd)
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Public Hearing - North Augusta, South Carolina
October 1, 1998

Commentor 500 (Bob Smith)

1/09.08 The commentor asks whether the schedule for completing construction of the Bellefonte Nuclear
Plant Unit 1 (1999 to 2004) is hypothetical or real.

2/03.02 The commentor believes there is a logical disconnect between the Bellefonte 1 completion
schedule (1999 to 2004) and the Presidential requirement to establish a tritium supply source by
2005. The commentor asserts that, if a one-year delay in the schedule occurs as a result of
planned additional technology assessments or budget constraints, the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant
would not be capable of meeting the Presidential requirement for two years because the irradiated
tritium targets would not arrive at the Savannah River Site until 2007.

3/24.05 The commentor asks how a one-year delay in completing construction at Bellefonte 1 would
impact the schedule to complete the Tritium Extraction Facility by 2005.

Commentor 501 (Lee Poe)

1/04.01 [In response to a DOE statement that using a commercial light water reactor (CLWR)for tritium
production is "technically straightforward and safe") The commentor asks if DOE takes the
same position on the Accelerator Production of Tritium (APT) option.

2/05.04 The commentor asks if DOE would spend all of the money necessary both to design the APT and
to complete reactor construction if either were designated as a backup source for tritium
production. The commentor states that the information on the primary and backup tritium
sources is difficult to understand-particularly the elements DOE requires for a facility and a
backup and what that really means to public citizens.

3123.14 The commentor asks to know the total costs to complete commercial reactor construction for use
both as a primary and a secondary (backup) production source, including the Tritium Extraction
Facility.

4/04.03 The commentor requests charts summarizing and comparing the environmental effects of CLWR
tritium production with those of the APT and the Tritium Extraction Facility.

5/05.02 The commentor believes the CLWR Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) summarizes
the environmental effects of the proposed action, gives a very high level summary of the No
Action Alternative, and "fixes it' so citizens will have a "very tough time" trying to understand
what is being proposed. The commentor states that it is very difficult to understand the decisions
that DOE is talking about, particularly when the EIS does not provide the reader with the no-
action effects and merely tiers them off to some other document.

6/05.29 The commentor is concerned that the CLWR Draft EIS states that a CLWR Final EIS will be
issued in December 1998, but the speaker mentioned January as a target date. The commentor
postulates that, as a Secretarial decision is expected at about the same time that the CLWR Final
EIS is issued, a decision already must have been reached. The commentor suggests that either
DOE should not spend the money to write the CLWR Final, APT, and Tritium Extraction
Facility EISs because their completion will not affect the decision, or DOE should work to make
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the Final EISs worthwhile. The commentor would like to see the CLWR, APT, and Tritium
Extraction Facility EISs combined into one document.

7/06.03 The commentor postulates that: (1) having received only two responses to their request for
proposals, DOE made the decision to build tritium-producing burnable absorber rods (TPBARs)
for use in pressurized water reactors only, not boiling water reactors, which "cuts the territory
down," and (2) this justified listing the five Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) reactors in
DOE's approach and excluding all others from the EIS analysis. The commentor asks why DOE
analyzed all the pressurized water reactors not covered by the DOE/TVA proposal.

8124.01 The commentor questions whether use of the TVA system is reasonable if DOE and TVA can't
communicate with each other effectively. The commentor suggests an interagency discussion
would help fulfill DOE's need to produce tritium.

9/03.03 The commentor states that the numbers of TPBARs cited by the CLWR Draft EIS clearly suggest
DOE will use two or more reactors for tritium production.

10/19.04 The commentor states that, according to the numbers given in the CLWR Draft EIS, the TPBARs
will release tritium at a rate of less than 22,780 Curies per year, not the 1,890 Curies per year
cited.

11/19.05 The commentor questions why DOE would want to run the Tritium Extraction Facility furnaces
within the top 90 percentile of their maximum temperature. The commentor states that there is
no data in the EIS that addresses recovery efficiency in the Tritium Extraction Facility.

12/23.15 The commentor questions the fairness of giving the Bellefonte plant a significant credit for the
sale of electric power, but not giving similar credits to the APT and the other reactors for revenue
returns. The commentor points out that if it takes more than one reactor, the cost of using
Bellefonte together with one or more CLWRs should be combined, and the costs and revenue
returns of the CLWR option should be compared with those of the APT option.

13/23.16 The commentor proposes a cost document be appended to the CLWR Final EIS. The commentor
states that a comparison of the costs for all the options should be available somewhere, if not in
the Final EIS.

14/01.04 The commentor suggests appending the Interagency Review to the CLWR Final EIS. The
commentor agrees that CLWR tritium production is not illegal because tritium is not a special
nuclear material. The commentor believes the United States should abide by both the legal and
technical implications of its actions and not try to set examples that will be misinterpreted by
outside nations.

15/01.09 The commentor believes that weapons production and power generation should not be combined
because it would set a precedent that would negatively affect U.S. nonproliferation objectives.

16101.10 The commentor believes that CLWR tritium production is not illegal, but is morally wrong.
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Commentor 502 (Dick Reynolds)

1/06.03 The commentor asks if TVA has withdrawn the irradiation services part of their bid. The
commentor asks whether TVA will reconstitute their offer to provide irradiation services for
DOE tritium production.

2/03.02 The commentor asks for confirmation that DOE would use the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant if there
were any delays in completing Bellefonte for tritium production.

Commentor 503 (Gary Stooksbury)

1/01.04 The commentor believes the actions proposed in the CLWR Draft EIS will undermine the twin
IU.S.] objectives of establishing a supply of tritium for national defense purposes and preventing
the spread of nuclear weapons technologies and materials throughout the world. The commentor
believes the Interagency Review that examined the impact of CLWR tritium production on U.S.
nonproliferation objectives was flawed in its logic, vague in its conclusions, and erroneously
implied that previous conversion of U.S. weapons facilities to civilian applications should make
it easy to do the reverse. The commentor believes a worldwide outcry will result if the United
States backs away from its strong nonproliferation stance and, in the end, the CLWR tritium
production option will be abandoned after damaging the United States' international image and
causing adverse impacts on the nuclear stockpile.

2/21.06 The commentor believes there are significant uncertainties that will affect TVA's ability to
license a commercial light water reactor for tritium production, including public concern over
new safety and environmental hazard and public discomfort with the proposal to commingle
military and civilian reactor purposes. The commentor believes there is no insurance that the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) will issue a license or a license amendment for this
endeavor and, if not, this would cause the CLWR option to be abandoned and would result in
adverse impacts on the nuclear stockpile.

3/23.02 The commentor believes DOE has significantly underestimated the costs associated with the
CLWR option and that these estimates should be subjected to an independent third-party review.

4/23.17 The commentor states that the CLWR Draft EIS discussed the use of TVA's Watts Bar and
Sequoyah nuclear facilities, yet it is widely reported that TVA has withdrawn those facilities.
The commentor states that DOE cites the TVA estimate of $2.4 billion to complete Bellefonte I
and questions TVA's ability to bring anything on line, on time, and under budget. The
commentor states that another nuclear facility has estimated that over $4 billion would be
required to complete Bellefonte and that the Government Accounting Office says that TVA's
estimates are very unreliable-past overruns of several hundred percent were experienced at
plants that TVA assessed to be 80 percent complete.

5/09.09 The commentor states that, as someone who grew up in the shadows of Watts Bar and
remembers reading the newspaper articles and what it took to bring that facility on line, he is
appalled that DOE would even discuss Watts Bar.

6/23.20 The commentor believes that capital costs for the Bellefonte reactors will be significantly more
than for the APT and that life cycle costs will be comparable.

7/04.01 The commentor believes there are no programmatic advantages related to the CLWR option and
that, instead, it has serious, if not fatal, deficiencies.
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8/05.07 The commentor believes the CLWR EIS must include analyses of the potential worldwide
environmental impacts resulting from a higher probability that some nation will initiate or
continue nuclear weapons research testing and production programs as a result of U.S. CLWR
tritium production.

9/15.07 The commentor requests the CLWR EIS human health effects analyses to fully explain the basis
for assuming that 10 percent of the tritium released from the melted targets will be in an oxidized
form within the contaminated atmospheres. The commentor believes tritium may be available
in the contaminated atmosphere and may be released to the environment. The commentor
requests that the EIS analyses quantify the estimated release and the environmental effect;
address the disposition of tritium remaining in the reactor facility; and address the environmental
impacts associated with disposition of all tritium released in a design-basis accident.

10/05.05 The commentor believes the CLWR Draft EIS does not evaluate the environmental impacts of
all the program options under consideration.

11/03.03 The commentor asks for information concerning how many reactors DOE/TVA plans to use for
tritium production. The commentor also asks for information about the specific TPBAR design
and fuel site that DOE says would allow one reactor to make three kilograms of tritium per year,
and how they are different from those described in the CLWR Draft EIS. The commentor
believes that if a one-reactor option is being considered, then the EIS should be corrected to
describe and analyze the appropriate TPBAR design and fuel site. If two or more reactors are
needed, then DOE's program and budget planning needs to reflect that fact.

12/23.18 The commentor states that the Congressional Research Service review raises a serious question
about the ability of Bellefonte to generate sufficient revenue to offset operating costs, much less

K..2 amortize construction.

Commentor 504 (Peter Gray)

1/01.09 The commentor believes it is U.S. policy to maintain the separation of civil and military facilities,
and the United States should set an example for the world by not making weapons in civilian
facilities. The commentor believes the examples of using a facility for both military and civilian
purposes that are described in the CLWR Draft EIS are not comparable to the proposed action
because the facilities were first used for military purposes and later converted to civilian use.

2/21.05 The commentor believes the NRC is likely to delay DOE defense programs assigned to a CLWR.

3/04.02 The comrmentor states that, if cost is the real discriminator, DOE owns another, less expensive,
tritium production concept that would cost about $600 million-less than a third of the cost of
CLWR tritium production and about a quarter of the cost of building an accelerator. The
commentor calls for a review of this device. The commentor believes that, failing the use of the
less expensive device, DOE should use the Savannah River Site because of its nearly 45 years
of tritium experience and the readiness of its workers to serve the nation again capably, safely,
efficiently, cost-effectively, and in an environmentally sound manner.

4/03.03 The commentor did not understand that production of 3 kilograms of tritium per year was a surge
goal and that the "day-in, day-out" goal was something lower.

5/23.16 The commentor states that the surge goal would nearly double the number of fuel assemblies
needed and, correspondingly, the amount of spent fuel for disposal. The commentor asks that
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these costs be addressed in the CLWR Final EIS so that the public will know what it would cost
to produce 3 kilograms of tritium per year.

Commentor 505 (David Losey)

1/01.09 The commentor believes the United States has intended for years to separate its commercial and
defense interests, and now is the time to move toward more integrity by avoiding legalistic word-
splitting (tritium is not a special nuclear material) and maintaining the separation of civilian and
military nuclear facilities.

Commentor 506 (Donald Morris)

1106.03 The commentor asks about media reports that TVA has withdrawn their offer for irradiation
services.

2105.27 The commentor asks whether DOE is considering purchasing a TVA reactor or the irradiation
services of a reactor.

3123.19 The commentor asks about reports that TVA has offered to complete construction of the
Bellefonte reactor for irradiation of the TPBARs, and that TVA's Chairman has stated that TVA
will require all the funding "up front" before undertaking completion and licensing of the
Bellefonte reactor. The commentor asks what guarantees DOE will require of TVA to ensure
that construction and NRC licensing of the Bellefonte plant will be completed within the
stipulated costs.

4/ 23.21 The commentor asks whether the fixed price for completing the Bellefonte plant would also
include defense of the project against any nuclear activist suits or intervenors.

Commentor 507 (Bob Schwartz)

1/02.01 The commentor questions the need for tritium production. The commentor believes DOE tritium
production is a jobs program, not a vital necessity.

2108.02 The commentor believes the Savannah River Site has enough problems of its own without
assuming new missions.

Public Hearing - Rainsville, Alabama
October 6, 1998

Commentor 600 (Mike Womacks)

1/23.02 The commentor is concerned about cost overruns, in view of the Tennessee Valley Authority's
(TVA) history, and asks how the public may assume that the $1.9 billion or $2.1 billion TVA
says it will take [to complete Bellefonte for tritium production] will be sufficient.

2101.04 The commentor asks if the United States is now willing to allow other countries to produce
tritium in their commercial nuclear power plants.

3/14.20 The commentor notices that the health risks and impacts analyzed in the Draft EIS deal with
tritium production only, and not the risks and impacts of the plant itself (without tritium
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production). The commentor asks to know the health risks and impacts resulting from both
tritium and nuclear power production. The commentor is concerned that people already are
affected by nuclear power production and an additional 1.1 percent, or about 1,500 people,
would die of cancer as a result of the proposed action.

Commentor 601 (Charles Anderson)

1/14.21 The commentor asks if his chances of winning the Georgia Lottery without buying a ticket are
better than his chances of dying from radiation released by a tritium-producing Bellefonte nuclear
power plant.

Commentor 602 (Joseph Imhof)

1/11.11 The commentor cites a quote from the CLWR Draft EIS on page 5-53 [the commentor refers to
Appendix C, page 5-53, but the reference is misquoted), the first sentence in the section on
Threatened and Endangered Species: "Operational impacts on threatened or endangered species
could occur through the release of thermal, chemical, or radioactive discharges to the atmosphere
or the river." The commentor asks why it is necessary to discharge radioactive material into the
river and whether there is any alternative.

2/11.12 The commentor asks whether the small amounts of radiological and chemical materials normally
discharged into a river by a nuclear power plant are processed before being discharged.

Commentor 603 (Melvin Brewer)

1124.06 The commentor asks where the tritium produced by a CLWR would go and what would be done
with it.

2/01.01 The commentor asks why the United States needs nuclear weapons.

3/01.10 The commentor asks if nuclear weapons are meant to be genocide weapons and states that,
wherever they want to make tritium, he'll be there actively opposing it. The commentor also
states that he has heard talk about jobs, but asks when people are going to start talking about
humanity.

Commentor 604 (Roger Graham)

1/02.02 The commentor asks if it is true that, for America to maintain its nuclear weapons capability, the
country must be able to produce tritium by the year 2005.

2/01.04 The commentor asks whether it is true that, even if the United States doesn't have nuclear
weapons, other countries will have them.

3/07.01 The commentor is in favor of tritium production in the United States.

4/07.03 The commentor thinks that we owe it to the people in the military to provide the best technology
- to help them protect us. The commentor doesn't care whether tritium is produced in Alabama

or South Carolina, but does think our elected officials should be prudent in their decisions to
spend taxpayer dollars. The commentor states that the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant could be ready
to produce tritium for less than $3 million, and that it uses a proven safe technology that will
produce revenues from the sales of much-needed electricity. The commentor compares this
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figure to the cost of building an accelerator-$16+ billion for an accelerator that may not work
and would cost $155 million a year to operate.

Commentor 605 (Jerry Ward)

1/23.15 The commentor asks how the projected $1.9 billion cost to complete the Bellefonte plant for
tritium production compares with the total costs to develop and construct the Savannah River
option (the APT option at the Savannah River Site).

Commentor 606 (C. A. Frees)

1/11.09 The commentor asks the distance between the Bellefonte plant's point of discharge into the river
and the point where the Jackson County Water Department draws water from the river for public
use. The commentor, upon hearing the answer is 4.5 miles, asks if the public water source that
was measured is the one for Fort Payne. The commentor also asks the location of the other
public water sources in Jackson County and their distance from the Bellefonte plant's discharge
point.

Commentor 607 (Doug Grice for U.S. Congressman Bud Cramer)

1/07.03 The commentor reads a statement from Congressman Cramer in support of completing the
Bellefonte plant for tritium production because it is safe and economically sound; area residents
have a work ethic; and it would create jobs.

Commentor 608 (Angie Culvert for U.S. Senator Jeff Sessions)

1/07.03 The commentor, speaking for Senator Sessions, expresses support for the completion of the
Bellefonte plant for tritium production because it is right for the taxpayers, the Department of
Defense, the nation, and northern Alabama.

Commentor 609 (Paul Housel for US. Congressman Robert Aderholt)

1/07.03 The commentor reads a statement from Congressman Aderholt in support of completing
Bellefonte for tritium production because all the facts concerning safety, national defense
readiness, and budgetary issues point to the Bellefonte plant as the best option, and it would
bring enormous potential benefits to northern Alabama.

Commentor 610 (John J. Federico, Jr.)

1/07.03 The commentor states that he attended the scoping meetings and spoke in opposition to CLWR
tritium production; but after being invited to tour the Bellefonte plant, he now believes the plant
can be operated safely.

2/05.27 The commentor objects to the December 1995 Record of Decision that allowed DOE to either
initiate purchase of an existing commercial reactor or buy reactor radiation services. The
commentor is concerned that this decision allows DOE to purchase the Bellefonte plant if it
chooses. The commentor fears that the checks and balances that are common to private industry
and ensure proper oversight over commercial plants (e.g., external peer, regulatory, and fiscal
reviews) would disappear because DOE nuclear defense facilities are not governed or licensed
by the NRC, nor are they obligated to adhere to the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations' >

industrial standards of excellence. The commentor states that if Bellefonte comes on line, it must
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never be allowed to become a government-owned, contractor-operated defense facility that will
go unchecked by the mechanisms designed to ensure it is managed with the safety of the citizens
and the environment as its primary concern. The commentor also states that DOE's
environmental record has been horrific in the way it conducted its nuclear business during the
Cold War, and that DOE has created numerous Superfuind sites that will take years and millions
of dollars to clean up. The commentor doesn't think it is smart for taxpayers to spend $4.5 billion
on constructing Bellefonte up to this point and then just let the plant sit there and not produce
a return on the investment.

3/06.05 The commentor asks if the reference to the 1995 Record of Decision can be deleted from the
CLWR Final EIS. The commentor is concerned that if the reference stays in the EIS, then
somewhere down the line DOE will have the option to purchase the Bellefonte plant and make
it a defense facility. The commentor is concerned that this might occur 40 years from now at the
end of the Bellefonte plant's lifetime, when the NRC won't renew the plant's license, but there
is still a need for tritium. The commentor believes that DOE could then buy the plant and
operate it without TVA. The commentor believes that the language referring to this Record of
Decision in the CLWR EIS should be deleted, at least where it pertains to conversion to a
defense facility, and the December 1995 Record of Decision should be amended accordingly.

4/17.03 The commentor is concerned about spent fuel storage. The commentor states that if the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act of 1982 mandates that spent fuel will be managed at a national repository, then
DOE should expedite this effort and assist in resolving the siting issues instead of creating
additional onsite spent fuel storage facilities. The commentor also states that the last major
planning assumption in Section S.3.2.1 on page 17 of the CLWR Draft EIS Summary should be
changed to state that spent fuel rods resulting from the tritium project will be stored in an
existing spent fuel facility until a national repository becomes operational, in accordance with
the 1982 Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

5/14.04 The commentor believes that nothing should be done that puts citizens and the [Tennessee] River
at risk. The commentor states that one cancer death in 154,000 years is too many.

6/07.04 The commentor believes that Bellefonte can safely do its part for DOE, which includes helping
to keep the nation's nuclear stockpile credible while producing electricity.

Commentor 611 (State Senator Lowell Barron)

1/07.03 The commentor reports that 77 percent of respondents answering a political poll in Jackson
County supported completion of the Bellefonte plant for tritium production. The commentor
believes that regional public support for tritium production at the Bellefonte plant is based on the
view that it would provide jobs and keep the nation's military strong. The commentor supports
tritium production at the Bellefonte plant because it is safe and it is in the best interest of the
nation and the local area.

Commentor 612 (David Thornell)

1/07.03 The commentor has several statements in support of completing the Bellefonte plant for tritium
production from various area officials and organizations, including Mayor Louis Price of
Scottsboro, Alabama; Mayor Glenda Hodges of Woodville, Alabama; Mayor Elizabeth Hayes
of Hollywood, Alabama; the North Alabama Mayor's Association; and the Chamber of
Commerce and its affiliated organizations. The commentor and his employer enthusiastically
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support completing the Bellefonte plant for tritium production because it is both a win/win
situation for Jackson County and the nation, and the wisest and best choice.

Commentor 613 (Dutton Mayor Philip Anderson)

1/07.03 The commentor believes that tritium production at the Bellefonte plant would be a very big plus
for all of Jackson County and the surrounding area. The commentor asks DOE to give serious
consideration to using the Bellefonte plant for tritium production.

Commentor 614 (Leroy Beasley)

1/07.03 The commentor, speaking on behalf of his professional association, supports tritium production
at the Bellefonte plant because it is a positive step for TVA, for the region, and for DOE, and it
can provide area residents with things they really need, such as additional electrical capacity.
The commentor presents a petition signed by members of major labor unions at the TVA plants
stating that they have reviewed the CLWR Draft EIS, and they endorse and support the
development of the Bellefonte project. The commentor compares the $1.9 billion cost to
complete the Bellefonte plant for tritium production to the cost of the accelerator option, which
is conservatively estimated to be more than $9 billion.

Commentor 615 (Langston Mayor Butch Vaught)

1/07.03 The commentor, speaking on behalf of the residents of Gurley and Langston, supports
completion of the Bellefonte plant for tritium production because it would provide an assured
supply of tritium at the least cost to U.S. taxpayers, as well as much needed employment to an
economically depressed area of the United States.

Commentor 616 (Joe Buttram)

1/07.03 The commentor, speaking for the county commission, supports the completion of Bellefonte as
a nuclear power plant and for tritium production and believes the Bellefonte plant can be
operated safely. The commentor thinks the people in Jackson County are generally in support
of tritium production at the Bellefonte plant. The commentor states that there is nothing
inherently dangerous about a United States-produced nuclear weapon. The commentor believes
those in control of nuclear weapons in other countries are the problem because they do a poor
job of producing them. The commentor states that if Bellefonte is completed, it will be the best
and safest-designed nuclear plant ever built. The commentor thinks the dangers of operating the
Bellefonte plant for tritium production would be minuscule, and that it would be good for
Jackson County, the State of Alabama, and surrounding areas in Tennessee and Georgia. The
commentor states that the risks area residents would be taking if Bellefonte were used for tritium
production would be nothing compared to the risks other folks have taken for the nation's safety
and freedom from other powers.

Commentor 617 (Ronnie Boles)

1/07.03 The commentor, speaking on behalf of his utility board, supports completion of the Bellefonte
Nuclear Plant for tritium production. The commentor states that he and his fellow board
members are comfortable with both TVA's ability to safely construct and operate this facility and
DOE's ability to safely transport tritium out of the area.
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Commentor 618 (Richard Ward)

1/07.03 The commentor, speaking on behalf of his union, supports DOE and TVA consideration of the
completion of the Bellefonte Plant as a tritium production facility in support of national defense
because using the Bellefonte reactor would be environmentally safe and economically sound.
The commentor states that he and his fellow union members have carefully analyzed the
Congressional Budget Office's cost comparison of the tritium production alternatives, and they
believe it makes no sense to consider any facility other than the Bellefonte reactor for tritium
production. The commentor urges DOE to select the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant as a primary
tritium production source because it would promote a cooperative effort between organized
labor, TVA, and DOE that would save taxpayers billions of dollars.

Commentor 619 (Don Bevili)

1/07.03 The commentor supports TVA and the completion of the Bellefonte plant for tritium production.

Commentor 620 (Ed Mann)

1/07.03 The commentor states that of all the places where he has prepared environmental impact studies,
he would rate the nuclear facilities at Athens, Alabama, and Spring City, Tennessee, as the finest
examples of TVA's work. The commentor states that if these facilities are an example of the
finished product that TVA intends at Bellefonte, somebody should think very seriously about
completing the effort.

2/24.09 The commentor states that, when his group of retired engineers, scientists, and physicists met in
April of last year, someone told them there was absolutely no increase in any kind of disease,
including cancer, in areas where TVA facilities are operating.

Commentor 621 (Carl Lansden)

1/07.03 The commentor encourages DOE to make the CLWR Draft EIS a reality because, after reviewing
it, he finds it difficult to believe that prudence could bring tritium production anyplace else. The
commentor states that, from an economic standpoint, it is certainly desirable for the facility to
be located in the area, and this is reflected in the EIS. The commentor applauds the conclusion
that must evolve from the EIS-that the inhabitants of Jackson County will be the beneficiaries
of the prudence displayed by DOE, TVA, and the Congressional Budget Office.

2/23.13 The commentor believes that, for the first time in modem history, the United States is enjoying
a surplus in the national budget, and it would be incomprehensible to turn around and waste
$8 billion to $10 billion to build a facility in South Carolina to accommodate DOE and the
nation's need. The commentor can't believe that anyone who is functioning and is consistent with
the needs of society would waste that type of money when there are so many other things for
which it could be used.

Commentor 622 (Louvain Edmondson)

1/07.04 The commentor knows from his experience that TVA operates its plants safely.

2/07.03 The commentor has collected 450 signatures of people that have read the summary of the CLWR
Draft EIS and agree that this is the right thing to do. The commentor states that they know this
is a win/win situation for TVA, DOE, and the citizens of the United States and Jackson County.
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Commentor 623 (Carol Lomax)

1/04.04 The commentor asks if TVA and DOE will guarantee and promise the citizens of Jackson
County that mixed oxide fuel will never be used at the Bellefonte plant.

2123.03 The commentor asks, since DOE and the TVA plants are government-owned, when will
everybody in the nation be responsible for TVA's $29 billion in debt, and how soon can
ratepayers expect a rate reduction from the current TVA debt (i.e., why should the ratepayers be
responsible for the proposed action, which they will be, since TVA has so magnanimously
offered some of the money they will be making on the production of electricity to DOE, and why
isn't the rest of the nation paying for the proposed action?).

3/15.01 The commentor states that insurance companies do not cover any losses of any type of nuclear
power plant accident and asks if TVA and DOE or the Price-Anderson Act would provide
100 percent of the cost of replacement for any losses suffered by the residents of Jackson County.
The commentor asks for the name of an expert on Price-Anderson coverage.

Commentor 624 (Steven Stutts)

1/07.01 The commentor, speaking for his union and a joint labor council of TVA workers, states that the
Bellefonte plant should be selected by DOE as the primary tritium production source to meet
U.S. defense needs because nuclear power is a proven technology that is safe and
environmentally friendly. The commentor supports this position with the following statements:
Bellefonte can be safely operated on a daily basis by TVA; the proposed accelerator alternative
is a science project at best, since no accelerator of this size has been built or operated before.
TVA's fail-safe mechanisms set the benchmark for the industry. Bellefonte meets the
requirements of the U.S. Department of Defense because TVA could begin supplying tritium by
2005, as mandated by the Executive Order, while the accelerator would not be able to supply
tritium until 2008. The Bellefonte option would cost $13 billion less than the accelerator option.
While the Bellefonte option would cost $3 billion; the money spent by DOE to complete the
Bellefonte plant would be repaid to the Federal Government because the revenues from
electricity sales could be paid to DOE to pay off the investment with interest. Completing
Bellefonte would create 800 permanent jobs and hundreds more indirect jobs, and this would
have a significant economic impact on northeast Alabama, which must be strongly considered.
The commentor states that, if you take all of these factors and add the appropriation of training
for future work and the future generation of crafts, it sends a very strong signal and is very solid
reasoning. The commentor states that using Bellefonte for tritium production would extend the
past practice of using government-owned facilities for both civil and military purposes, not set
a new precedent for proliferation.

Commentor 625 (Jennifer Stephens)

1/07.03 The commentor favors completion of the Bellefonte plant for tritium production to "bring the
jobs back home" so that area workers won't be forced to leave their families and seek
employment in other states. The commentor states that if tritium is not produced at Bellefonte,
it will be produced somewhere else and all of the socioeconomic benefits will go to some other
area of the country. The commentor does not want this to happen anymore.

2/13.05 The commentor states that, in addition to jobs, completion of Bellefonte for tritium production
would benefit the local economy because workers would spend the money they earn at home, not
on the road.
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Commentor 626 (Dlelbert Shelton)

1/07.03 The commnentor, after touring the Bellefonte plant, states that he was thoroughly impressed with
the safety features in place, and he thoroughly supports the completion of the Bellefonte Nuclear
Plant for tritium production.

Commentor 627 (Randy Hartwig)

1/07.04 The commentor, speaking for his union of TVA employees, states that they have reviewed the
CLWR Draft EIS, and they agree that the environmental and health impacts associated with
producing tritium in a commercial reactor would be very small.

2/12.02 The commentor, speaking for his union, agrees that there would be only minimal impact on the
Guntersville Reservoir- less than 0.2 percent of the flow-and only minor impacts to other
aquatic resources.

3/13.05 The commentor states that his fellow union members were ecstatic about the positive
socioeconomic impacts to the area (800 jobs).

4/14.22 The commentor states that the radiation exposure for residents of Jackson County, including
background radiation and radiation from the Bellefonte reactor operations, would be 355.26
millirem per year, a lower dose than the average for U.S. citizens overall, which is 363 millirem
per year.

5/07.03 The commentor states that no major modifications and only a few minor ones are needed for
large-scale production of tritium at either the Watts Bar or Bellefonte Nuclear Plants. The
commentor, speaking for his union, believes that Bellefonte should be DOE's Preferred
Alternative because of its negligible environmental impacts; absence of measurable health
effects; positive economic impacts; flexible tritium production capability to meet ever-changing
needs; the fact that it is a proven technology compared to the Savannah River accelerator option;
the fact that there are no proliferation issues that are not manageable under existing laws and the
controls associated with light water reactors; and the fact that its total cost would be less. The
commentor, speaking for his union, states that TVA's engineering work force is technically
robust and has consistently demonstrated its ability to solve the most difficult technical and
regulatory challenges, as demonstrated by the recent "I Rating" given to the Browns Ferry and
Sequoyah Nuclear Plants.

Commentor 628 (Ronald Forster)

1/07.04 The commentor, speaking from his experience, has found TVA's safety and environmental record
to be one of the highest in the industry. The commentor states that driving a car or smoking
would be much more hazardous than living near the Bellefonte plant (if completed for tritium
production). The commentor states that tritium production in an operating reactor is proven,
safe, and efficient, and is not an experimental process.

2/07.01 The commentor's major concern is as a taxpayer, he fully supports completion of the Bellefonte
plant because it could happen much sooner than construction of the proton accelerator plant. The
commentor assumes that funding for completion of the Bellefonte plant would come from taxes.
The commentor states that projected funding for completion of the Bellefonte plant would be
approximately $2 billion, while the alternative proton accelerator plant would cost approximately
$9 billion-a cost of $7 billion more to the taxpayers.
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3/07.03 The commentor states that future operation of the Bellefonte plant would provide a clean source
of electricity for the area and would help meet the nation's-increasing demand [for electricityl.
The commentor states that a portion of the revenue collected from the sale of electricity would
be returned to repay the taxes used to complete the Bellefonte plant, whereas the proton
accelerator plant would be non income-producing and would carry a lasting debt.

Commentor 629 (Jyles Machen)

1/07.03 The commentor states that he admires TVA and supports the Bellefonte plant facility because
it would be a win for everyone involved. The commentor encourages a fair and timely decision
by DOE. The commentor believes the Bellefonte site meets the budget requirements; that by
choosing the Bellefonte plant more than $7 billion in Federal resources and tax dollars would
be saved over the life of the program; that the Bellefonte site can meet DOE's schedule
requirements because the Unit 1 reactor is more than 85 percent complete and the design
requirements are firm; that it is vitally needed for the region's power grid; the nation will get its
vitally needed tritium for defense, and Savannah River will get the extraction and conversion
facility in South Carolina The commentor states that some people say the Markey-Graham
language in the Defense Authorization Bill, which excluded TVA, was parochial, prevented
competition, and would cost billions more to risk an untested accelerator. The commentor is
pleased that this language was removed in the conference between the House and the Senate.
The commentor states that other people are concerned about nuclear plant safety, but there are
110 nuclear power plants operating in the United States and not a single death by radiation
exposure has been documented. The commentor believes TVA is up to the job because it is the
nation's largest power producer and its Browns Ferry and Sequoyah Nuclear Plants recently
earned the highest performance evaluation rating possible. The commentor further states that
TVA has new leadership and positive management and can again serve the nation and the region.

2124.06 The commentor states that tritium produced at Bellefonte will be transported in its solid state to
a new $400 million extraction facility at DOE's Savannah River site, which will provide
employment for roughly 300 people.

Public Hearing - Evensville, Tennessee
October 8, 1998

Commentor 700 (Steven Smith)

1/06.03 The commentor asks why DOE is talking so much about the Watts Bar and Sequoyah plants if,
as reported by the media, TVA has removed the plants from consideration for tritium production.
The commentor understood that DOE would use Watts Bar for tritium production only if there
were problems at the Bellefonte plant, and that DOE's primary objective is to use the Bellefonte
plant only for tritium production. The commentor asks for clarification on these points.

2/23.22 The commentor states that using the Watts Bar plant only for tritium production clearly is the
least expensive reactor option and asks why TVA let this option expire. The commentor
suggests TVA's reason was to preclude the lower priced option (Watts Bar only) so that Federal
monies could be obtained to finish the Bellefonte Plant.

3/23.16 The commentor requests documentation to support DOE's conclusion that purchasing irradiation
services at Watts Bar would be less expensive in the near term, but more expensive over the long
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term (plant life-cycle). [Commentor refers to a comparison of the tritium production costs for the
Watts Bar and Bellefonte plants that DOE sent to the U.S. Congress.]

4/23.04 The commentor asks who would benefit from electricity sales revenues obtained from a
completed Bellefonte Nuclear Plant-the taxpayers, TVA, or DOE?

5/17.16 The commentor asks if the speaker meant to say that: (1) reactor units at either the Watts Bar
or Sequoyah plants would generate 75 percent more spent fuel if they were run at the higher rate
required for tritium production; and (2) spent fuel generation would double if tritium were
produced in one of the Bellefonte units.

6103.03 The commentor asks about the size of DOE's projected target irradiation goal.

7/17.17 The commentor states that tritium production in excess of 2000 targets per year would generate
additional spent fuel. The commentor requests clarification concerning whether any of the three
TVA nuclear power plants is capable of managing their existing and projected spent fuel load
and whether adding to it would only complicate the situation.

8/06.05 The commentor asks when DOE would use two or more facilities to avoid exceeding the
Bellefonte plant's spent fuel generation limits. The commentor believes the analyses that will
determine DOE's choice to use one or more reactors for tritium production should be made
public because of the implications for TVA ratepayers and U.S. taxpayers.

9/06.06 The commentor is unclear concerning what the dots mean in the "measle chart" on page 3-12 of
the CLWR Draft EIS and on page 18 of the CLWR Draft EIS Summary. The commentor would
like to see the actual numbers, instead of dots, that were used to analyze the associated impacts
of each alternative.

10/23.05 The commentor believes cost overruns are likely if TVA plants are used for tritium production.
The commentor asks whether the CLWR Final EIS will include information concerning the
potential liability of ratepayers for cost overruns. If not, the commentor asks why, when a TVA
cost overrun in completing the Bellefonte plant would have socioeconomic impacts on TVA's
debt reduction plan and, consequently, on area ratepayers. The commentor requests DOE to
guarantee that the CLWR Final EIS will contain more discussion and analysis of the potential
risks and consequences of cost overruns. The commentor believes that not doing so would be
a mischaracterization of the NEPA process.

11102.02 The commentor believes DOE has not made a compelling argument for the United States' near-
term need for tritium, and that the CLWR Draft EIS is flawed because the numbers for the
current U.S. tritium inventory are not provided.

12/03.01 The commentor believes that, before U.S. taxpayers are asked to pay several billion dollars for
tritium production, the amount of tritium in U.S. inventories should be declassified and made
publicly available so that citizens can determine when a real need for tritium will arise.

13/02.01 The commentor believes the United States should aggressively pursue the START I Treaty,
which would extend the required date for new tritium production to 2016, or up to 2020, or to
2030.
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14/05.02 The commentor believes the No Action Alternative discussed in the CLWR Draft EIS does not
fully consider no action (i.e., avoiding new tritium production at this time); thus, it is not a true
No Action Alternative under NEPA.

15/01.04 The commentor believes the discussion of nonproliferation impacts and issues in the CLWR
Draft EIS is woefully inadequate. The commentor believes the United States' violation of its
own nonproliferation policy, a policy that the United States seeks to impose on other countries,
is hypocritical and encourages other nations to do likewise. The commentor points out that Janes
Defense Review reports that India got its weapons tritium from a commercial reactor. The
commentor believes the United States' nonproliferation concerns have significantly increased
since the CLWR Draft EIS was issued, and there should be greater discussion about
nonproliferation in the CLWR Final EIS.

16/01.09 The commentor disagrees with the conclusions of the authors of the Interagency Review of the
Nonproliferation Implications of Alternative Tritium Production Technologies Under
Consideration by the Department of Energy, and says this document cites no clear historic
examples of using commercial nuclear facilities for military purposes. The commentor believes
that by basing its assumptions about the nonproliferation impacts of CLWR tritium production
on the examples cited in the Interagency Review, DOE is making an illogical argument and
defying current U.S. nonproliferation policy.

17/23.06 The commentor is disconcerted as a TVA ratepayer to learn that, first, Chairman Crowell stated
in TVA's 1996 Integrated Resource Plan that TVA will not engage in further nuclear power
plant construction without a full partner, and now, under one of DOE's tritium production
scenarios, TVA would invest $4.5 billion (essentially its current expenditures for construction
of Bellefonte) into the partnership with DOE, resulting in someone else (DOE) completing the
reactor at no additional cost to the ratepayers. The commentor believes DOE's CLWR tritium
production proposal is nothing more than a thinly veiled attempt to subsidize TVA's attempts to
complete the Bellefonte reactor with taxpayer money.

18/23.07 The commentor believes DOE needs to understand how delicate and fragile the contractual
situation is with TVA's distributors, as well as the liabilities related to TVA's ability to meet the
obligations of its 10-year debt [reduction] plan and the restructuring of the electric utility
environment. The commentor believes these issues are significant and should be addressed
socioeconomically to evaluate their long-term implications for the Tennessee Valley and for U.S.
taxpayers.

19/06.04 The commentor asks whether the CLWR Final EIS will include information about the
contractual agreements between TVA and DOE and the potential impacts of TVA's contract
obligations.

20/01.02 The commentor thinks the real battle is yet to come before $2 billion is appropriated by the
Congress for this project.

Commentor 701 (Ernest Haston)

1/04.01 The commentor requests a comparison of the technical risks associated with the CLWR tritium
production option and the APT option. The commentor asks whether the technical risks for the
two options will be included in the CLWR Final EIS or only in the final decision.
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2/11.13 The commentor suggests the use of a device that measures wind velocities to gather data on
prevailing winds in the region near the Watts Bar site (this device is already available at the
plant).

Commentor 702 (Ralph Hutchison)

1/05.23 The commentor asks that DOE not try to intimidate or dismiss the public by saying, "Well, we're
not going to do that," because commentors can only refer to the information they've been given.

2105.30 The commentor states that the analyses of DOE's "most likely scenario" (2,000 TPBARs) are
not in the CLWR Draft EIS, although some analyses apparently have been done. The commentor
states that if DOE has a scenario other than those presented in the EIS, a scenario based on
undeveloped, undetermined, secret information, the public can't comment on it, and that is a
frustrating problem.

3/05.04 The commentor asks if DOE is going to pursue both the primary and back-up options (CLWR
or APT) for tritium production; what the terms "primary" and "back-up" mean; and whether both
options have been or will be developed.

4t23.16 The commentor asks whether DOE's economic analysis includes the costs of pursuing the
CLWR and APT options as both primary and back-up alternatives to each other.

5/23.15 The commentor asks what percentage of the accelerator program would DOE actually pay
for-i.e., of the nine billion total, how much is for the design, and vice-versa.

6/05.10 The commentor asks whether there is any incremental release of tritium from the TPBARs being
tested in the Lead Test Assembly tests at Watts Bar.

7/01.02 The commentor wonders whether DOE is aware that the vote on the Markey-Graham
Amendment was close and the U.S. House of Representatives was "pretty solidly in support of
Markey-Graham."

8/01.05 The commentor wonders whether the Interagency Review panel (on nonproliferation issues
associated with CLWR tritium production), DOE, etc., have decided it is permissible for India,
Iraq, and North Korea to produce tritium in their commercial reactors for use in nuclear weapons.

9/01.01 The commentor thinks that many people are concerned about the United States' possession of
nuclear weapons.

10/14.05 The commentor asserts that DOE would like the public to believe tritium production would have
little or no environmental impacts, but says the CLWR Draft EIS states that, under the "normal
operations, no accident scenario" for tritium production operations at Watts Bar, releases to the
air would be 60 times higher than current levels, while total tritium releases to water would be
five times greater than normal. In addition, under normal operations, the annual radiation dose
for people living as far as 50 miles away from the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant would triple as a
result of tritium production. The commentor further states that during accident conditions tritium
releases to the air at Watts Bar would increase by nearly 300 times, and tritium releases to water
would be nearly 30 times higher than normal. The commentor feels it is unfair for DOE to
communicate information in the public meetings that is not found in the EIS. The commentor
believes that DOE should highlight the actual expected releases of tritium to the environment to
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inform the public that, while the TPBARs were reported to be virtually leakproof a year or so
ago, they are now assumed to leak I Curie of tritium per year, which is a lot of tritium.

11/01.04 The commentor states that the attempt made in the CLWR Draft EIS to skirt the significant
nonproliferation concerns of the public by citing four instances of "exceptions to the practice of
differentiating between the U.S. civilian and miliary facilities," each of which involved military
facilities used for civilian purposes, is disingenuous, outrageous, and absurd. The commentor
states that, while some people believe it is appropriate for us to do what we demand of others,
our government seems to arrogate to itself the privilege of doing whatever it chooses and denying
that same privilege to other countries. The commentor objects to the statement in the CLWR
Draft EIS declaring that the TVA reactors are technically owned by the U.S. Government,
making them roughly comparable to past instances of government-owned dual-purpose nuclear
facilities. The commentor believes this statement insults the public's intelligence and is
duplicitous. The commentor states that on page F-10 of the CLWR Draft EIS, the response to
the third comment on that page, DOE's assertion that tritium production is consistent with and
is fully supported by the commitments of the United States under a variety of treaties, including
the Nonproliferation Treaty, is a lie. The commentor reports that the Interiational Court of
Justice ruled in 1996 that the United States is not upholding its treaty obligations under the
Nonproliferation Treaty, and production of tritium for the sole purpose of maintaining a large
arsenal into the next century directly contradicts the United States' obligation under Article VI
of the treaty.

12/21.03 The commentor states that, given the half-life of tritium, at least half of any tritium produced in
the year 2005 would not be available when it is truly needed in 2016, so DOE would have to
produce twice as much tritium in 2005 to meet its needs in 2016. The commentor believes that
it doesn't make sense to produce tritium until it's needed, and earlier, unnecessary tritium
production only increases the risks and the likelihood of environmental impacts.

13/22.01 The commentor states that the CLWR Draft EIS does not consider the risks of an attack by
hostile forces on the proposed plants, but should do so because they would be making materials
essential to the U.S. arsenal of nuclear weapons and would be the least protected and safeguarded
of all U.S. nuclear weapons facilities.

14/05.05 The commentor states that the CLWR Draft EIS says conversion of the Bellefonte plant to fossil
fuel is independent of this EIS, but also says such conversion would not occur until after a
decision is made regarding the role of Bellefonte I and 2 in tritium production-indicating that
conversion is dependent on the outcome of this EIS and the Bellefonte conversion EIS has been
held up pending completion of this CLWR EIS. The commentor believes the CLWR EIS should
acknowledge this fact.

15/13.08 The commentor states that, regarding environmental justice, it's not enough to assert that the
impacts are not being disproportionately visited on people of color or low-income communities,
nor is it adequate to disguise the adverse impacts on specific populations by describing a wide
circle around the plant and making generalizations about the population living there. For
example, the closest community to the Sequoyah plant is Soddy-Daisy, whose population is at
less than half the income level for Hamilton County, which is circumscribed by a large circle.

16120.02 The commentor states that the CLWR Draft EIS fails to include a comparison of the eventual
costs of decontaminating and decommissioning Bellefonte as a nuclear site and as a fossil fuel
electricity generating plant-which it should do, since those are the two possible futures for the
plant.
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17101.10 The commentor states that the response to the final comment on page F-12 of the CLWR Draft
K.....i EIS asserts that, "moral and ethical issues are beyond the scope of the Environmental Impact

Statement." The commentor reminds DOE that NEPA clearly states an EIS must consider the
whole of the human environment. The commentor believes that decisions to protect the natural
environment and wildlife are moral ones, as are the inclusion of environmental justice concerns
and economic issues, and it is possible to consider and even quantify the effects of many moral
decisions. The commentor states that moral and ethical issues are already abundant in this EIS,
and the issues raised in the scoping meeting, while uncomfortable to contemplate and difficult
to quantify, deserve full consideration throughout this decision-making process. The commentor
asks that DOE not forget that the CLWR EIS is about the making of weapons of mass
destruction, which is a monstrous thing.

Commentor 703 (Ann Harris)

1/11.01 The commentor asks for a description of TVA's current wastewater program and procedures for
cleaning up the reactor coolant wastewater prior to releasing it into the river, the schedule for
testing the program to ensure its reliability; the criteria the NRC uses to monitor the program; and
where this criteria may be found.

2/11.04 The commentor asks: (1) who is ultimately accountable for determining how much tritium can
be released into the Tennessee River; (2) who has the authority to determine whether the
procedures for the current wastewater program are correct; and (3) is the current program capable
of providing complete and accurate numbers for the amounts of tritium that would be released
into the river.

3/03.03 The commentor asks where in the CLWR EIS is it explained that, to meet its annual tritium
production requirements, DOE probably would use a combination of the Watts Bar, Sequoyah,
and Bellefonte Nuclear Plants. The commentor feels this information is hidden in the document.

4/18.05 The commentor asks whether transporting TPBARs from three different reactors in two states
would increase the opportunities for a transportation accident.

5/18.06 The commentor asks whether DOE plans for a single truck to pick up irradiated TPBARs at each
reactor and transport them collectively to the Savannah River Site.

6/24.13 The commentor asks for clarification concerning the cumulative effects of using three reactors
simultaneously at three different sites.

7/19.06 The commentor asks why DOE assumed the failure of two TPBARS, which the commentor
understands to be the national average, instead of the failure rate experienced by TVA alone.

8/14.03 The commentor asks whether DOE's analyses of the impacts of tritium production on the
affected environment are based on current prevailing winds. The commentor points out that,
according to the National Weather Service, 90 percent of the prevailing winds in the local area
come straight up from Alabama to the [Tennessee] state line and do not expand widely. The
comrnmentor states that the graphics in the CLWR Draft EIS used to illustrate the area should be
corrected because the lines run 50 miles in any one direction and do not reflect the national
average for these valleys.
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9/05.17 The commentor suggests DOE should not use five- and six-year old documentation for the
CLWR EIS because Bellefonte hasn't had an EIS in this decade; the EIS for Watts Bar is three
years old; and there have been some major weather changes recently.

10/14.02 The commentor reports that, according to the International Geological Society and the National
Geology Group, it's improper to use a 50-mile radius around each of the TVA plants for impact
analyses in this particular region. The commientor, therefore, believes the maximum
meteorological impact assumed in the CLWR EIS in order to multiply that impact for the entire
50-mile radius is understated. The commentor suggests shaping these areas more like an oblong
than a circle to account for the narrow corridor in which the prevailing winds move.

11/23.10 The commentor asks for clarification on DOE's position that, if TVA has an overrun on their bid
for tritium production, DOE will not share in it and the overrun will be handled by TVA. The
commentor asks what TVA will do in the case of a cost overrun.

12/15.01 The commentor wants DOE to address in the CLWR EIS how replacement costs for damage to
private property would be handled if an accident occurs.

13/09.06 The commentor wants DOE to address in the CLWR EIS how TVA, the NRC, and DOE will
establish a safe work environment where workers are free to raise safety issues. The commentor
wants DOE to address in the EIS how workers will be protected from management abuse to the
greatest and furthest extent of the law. The commentor asks the source for the numbers quoted
in the EIS regarding abused employees that have been harmed as a result of raising safety issues
at TVA.

Commentor 704 (Michelle Conlon)

1/05.18 The commentor believes the EIS process is very one-sided and thinks DOE and other Federal
agencies may need to review it.

2105.19 The commentor would like to see DOE's presentation of the CLWR EIS information to the
public accompanied by a presentation from an independent reviewer.

3/14.23 The commentor thinks the DOE presentation failed to sufficiently emphasize the high
radioactivity of tritium.

4/03.01 The commentor asks whether the amount of tritium currently stored in U.S. Government
inventories is public knowledge, and if not, why not. The commentor believes the public needs
to know the exact amount to make an informed decision about CLWR tritium production.

5/19.12 The commentor asks why DOE says the TPBARs would be under less stress in the reactor core
than standard burnable absorber rods.

6/01.12 The commentor asks why DOE and the Federal Government are moving so quickly on tritium
production, and why Secretary of Energy Bill Richardson believes he has to make the technology
decision before the end of the calendar year.

7/24.06 The commentor asks whether DOE plans to proceed with extracting tritium from the irradiated
TPBARs immediately after their arrival at the Savannah River Site and, if not, how long the
irradiated TPBARs might be stored at the site.
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8102.02 The commentor questions the need to produce tritium by 2005 to 2007 if the plan calls for
storing the tritium while it decays (i.e., wouldn't it be better to produce tritium only when it is
actually needed?).

9/05.10 The commentor asks how many TPBARs were inserted into the Watts Bar reactor to conduct the
Lead Test Assembly tests. The commentor is pleased to note that another person thought it was
important for DOE to report the results of the Watts Bar Lead Test Assembly test because the
commentor believes such information is critical to the EIS process.

10/24.22 The commentor asks how many TPBARs were inserted into the Advanced Test Reactor.

11/06.04 The commentor points to text in the CLWR EIS Summary document that describes DOE's dual
track approach for tritium production and asks when DOE plans to exercise its option to purchase
irradiation services.

12123.01 The commentor wishes to make it clear that the ratepayers in Tennessee are ultimately
responsible for the costs currently being incurred by TVA for the construction of Bellefonte
(TVA issues bonds, but the bonds are the responsibility of the ratepayers). The commentor states
that, as a result, the Federal Government's argument that it already owns the TVA plants is thin.

13/21.04 The commentor asks when the NRC's review of the Production Core Topical Report and its
plant-specific reviews will be available to the public.

14/07.06 The commentor states that constructing the Bellefonte plant as a natural gas facility is just as
viable as completing Bellefonte as some nuclear facility with tritium production, and both would
create jobs.

15/07.02 The commentor doesn't believe that residents of the Tennessee Valley need this project to
survive. The commentor, as a young person, doesn't want to live with this legacy in the
Tennessee Valley and encourages DOE not to proceed with the decision to produce tritium in
a civilian nuclear power plant.

16/23.10 The commentor is extremely uncomfortable with ratepayers in the Tennessee Valley being asked
to subsidize DOE's nuclear power program.

Commentor 705 (Bill Monroe)

1/21.01 The commentor asks whether TVA would expect the operational technical specification limits
to remain the same under tritium production.

Commentor 706 (Greg DeCamp)

1106.03 The commentor requests clarification about which of the 18 CLWR tritium production
alternatives remains practically viable after the expiration of TVA's irradiation services offer
(i.e., how many of the 18 options are really practical at this point?). The commentor asks if TVA
and DOE are in agreement that, despite TVA's withdrawal/expiration of its offer to sell/lease the
irradiation services of the Watts Bar plant, all five of the TVA reactors are stili being considered
for tritium production.

\> 2/23.08 The commentor asks if TVA's offer for tritium production includes a fixed price.
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3/23.09 The commentor thinks the CLWR EIS would benefit from including more information about the
actual costs of the various alternatives and the implications of the costs for the specific economic
proposals being considered (e.g., if the project costs $1.9 billion, who will be responsible for
supplying the rest of the money if the costs exceed the fixed price?).

4/23.10 The commentor asks if TVA plans to pass on the cost of an overrun on its fixed price contract
with DOE to ratepayers and, if not, is TVA subsidized by some other means.

5/24.10 The commentor asks for clarification of a statement found in the CLWR Draft EIS summary that
indicates no design changes would be necessary to complete Bellefonte for tritium production.
The commentor suggests the clarification be added to the summary document for the CLWR
Final EIS.

Commentor 707 (Michelle Caratoo)

1106.05 The commentor asks to know if DOE's preferred choice for tritium production would involve
several different sites. The commentor believes it might simplify the process if all the necessary
activities were performed at one site.

2/18.07 The commentor believes the additional shipping requirements for tritium production are likely
to cause accidents and traffic problems. The commentor believes the transportation accident risk
found in the CLWR Draft EIS is exceedingly low-less than one fatal accident per hundred
thousand years is unrealistic. The commentor wonders whether other agencies like the
Tennessee Emergency Management Agency or Federal Emergency Management Agency have
plans to deal with any accidents, because accidents are inevitable in any line of work.

3/02.02 The commentor asks if the new tritium produced between 2005 and 2007 would likely decay if
it has to wait 20 years before it's used and, if so, wouldn't it be better to produce it only when it
is actually needed. The commentor asks why new tritium production couldn't wait until 2017
if the United States does not need tritium until 2020. The commentor thinks that, if we don't
need tritium until 2020, perhaps we can spend a little more time investigating different ways to
make it, and maybe the accelerator or some other way would be a simpler procedure.

4/24.03 The commentor asks if the amount of tritium now possessed by the United States is losing its
efficiency or is leaking somewhat and, if so, is there no way to prevent this loss.

5/01.04 The commentor considers the Nonproliferation Treaty to be something important that the country
has signed and believes we need to start keeping our treaties.

6/01.09 The commentor doesn't want other countries to use their civilian nuclear facilities for military
purposes, so the United States needs to set a good example and do likewise. The commentor
doesn't recall any other place in the United States where new nuclear facilities to produce energy
or military products are being used. The commentor wonders why TVA is opening a new facility
at this time. The commentor believes this activity is contrary to the current national trend, and
there is probably a good reason for that trend.

7/08.02 The commentor is concerned that there is so much left from past [weapons] projects to clean up,
such as at Oak Ridge and other facilities. The commentor wonders who is responsible for doing
that and whether that's something we also could be working on at the same time.
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8/123.13 The commentor believes it doesn't make sense to start a new project when the previous ones
haven't been completed and these would probably take a great number of brilliant engineering
minds and many jobs to clean up. The commentor would like to see the U.S. Government work
on that, starting now-perhaps with the use of Superfund monies The commentor would like
part of the Federal budget to be spent developing more renewable energy resources for the
present and the future instead of starting new nuclear projects.

9/05.24 The commentor invites DOE to do a presentation on CLWR tritium production in Nashville,
Tennessee.

10/12.01 The commentor is concerned that TVA is divesting some of its recreational properties, like the
Land Between the Lakes, and putting so much energy into this project. The commentor would
like TVA to keep that project and maybe turn it over to the Wildlife Resources Agency or some
other agency to maintain. The commentor believes it is not fair to take land from private citizens
for valley uses and then just dump it to some other agency; the land should go back to the people
or some other thing like that.

11123.11 The commentor is concerned about TVA's debt-maybe TVA should take a little breather before
starting another project and incurring more debt.

12120.04 The commentor is concerned that the costs for eventually mothballing and decontaminating
TVA's plants will be very high and this issue was not addressed in the CLWR Draft EIS.

13/24.02 The commentor is concerned that, whether we're producing electricity or making tritium, it seems
like we pick the most complicated processes-like nuclear energy, which is a very complicated
way to make steam or heat or boil water. The commentor wonders if using highly complicated
processes make mistakes and failures more likely. The commentor suggests more time should
be spent figuring out how to make the process (nuclear power) safe, or it should be abandoned
until we can find a safer way to do this.

14/20.01 The commentor wonders who will be responsible for the cleanup of this project, because many
jobs could be created by cleaning up past projects.

15/13.05 The commentor believes tritium production may not be the best way to create jobs.

16/04.04 The commentor states that burning uranium and mixed oxide fuels, as is occurring at Oak Ridge,
is not an acceptable way of dealing with the waste. The commentor would like to see the
development of a better way of dealing with it.

17/14.24 The commentor believes the cancer fatalities listed under environmental impacts in the EIS are
exceedingly low and inaccurate, if recent newspaper stories are true.

18120.03 The commentor thinks DOE and TVA should consider the long-term effects and the cleanup and
the decontamination aspects of CLWR tritium production, which are all parts of the process,
before starting such a project.

Commentor 708 (Bill Griffith)

1/07.03 The commentor and his employer have reviewed the CLWR Draft EIS and offer their
compliments to DOE on its thoroughness. The commentor also agrees with the EIS conclusions
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concerning the public safety and environmental impacts of CLWR tritium production at the
Bellefonte nuclear power station.

Commentor 709 (Fred Boggess)

1/07.03 The commentor and his labor union agree with the conclusions of the CLWR Draft EIS and
support completion of the Bellefonte plant for tritium production because it is both economical
and good for the taxpayers and ratepayers of the valley.

Commentor 710 (Leroy Beasley)

1/07.04 The commentor believes the Bellefonte plant is probably the safest and the best documented
nuclear plant that TVA has, and that the plant would "stand head and shoulders" above most of
the nuclear plants designed in America. The commentor has no concerns about the safety of
TVA's other nuclear plants.

2/07.03 The commentor and his organization have reviewed the CLWR Draft EIS, and they accept and
support its conclusions about the completion of the Bellefonte nuclear plant.

Commentor 711 (Louvain Edmondson)

1/07.04 The commentor and his organization are confident that TVA's nuclear plants are safe. The
commentor recognizes the need for tritium to preserve the U.S. nuclear deterrent. The
commentor takes issue with charges that TVA is always "over budget and over schedule,' citing
record performance at the Sequoyah plant. The commnentor brought a petition to the last public
meeting with 450 signatures of people, mostly engineers, who had read the CLWR Draft EIS
summary and agreed with its conclusions. The commentor has brought an additional 69
signatures to present to this meeting and states that his organization, the engineers at the
Sequoyah plant, and many people from the Bellefonte plant are in full support of CLWR tritium
production. The commentor believes CLWR tritium production is the right thing for the people
of the valley and of the nation because all the people can benefit from it and it will save the
ratepayers a lot of money.

Commentor 712 (Linda Ewald)

1/10.03 The commentor is opposed to tritium production because of the increased risk of environmental
contamination.

2/14.04 The commentor is opposed to tritium production because of human health hazards.

3/16.04 The commentor is opposed to tritium production because of nuclear waste production.

4101.10 The commentor is opposed to tritium production because of the immorality of its use in nuclear
weapons.

5/02.02 The commentor believes the United States does not need tritium by the year 2005. By DOE's
calculations, the United States can maintain its current, huge arsenal without producing tritium
until 2016. The commentor believes that if the [U.S. nuclear] arsenal is reduced, as experts
claim it can and should be, no new tritium would be needed until 2032. The commentor believes
that Federal funding to begin tritium production by 2005 would be wasted because, with
tritium's decay rate, half of the tritium produced would be gone by the time it is actually used.
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6/23.13 The commentor suggests the $2 billion for tritium production would be better used to create
20,000 valuable jobs.

7/01.04 The commentor believes that CLWR tritium production would be a violation of the 1970 Nuclear
Nonproliferation Treaty. The commentor thinks it is hypocritical for the United States to criticize
other nations for their use of commercial reactors to produce nuclear weapons material while we
make plans to produce tritium in our civilian reactors. The commentor states that, as a taxpayer,
a ratepayer, and a human being, she does not want to support the production of tritium or any
other nuclear weapons material. The commentor thinks that weapons of mass destruction
threaten all of creation, and DOE's CLWR tritium production proposal sets a precedent that will
destroy the United States' national nonproliferation efforts. The commentor urges the
individuals with the power to make decisions to consider the long-term consequences of tritium
production and whether the short-term gain is worth the risks to our health, our home, and our
future.

Commentor 713 (Steve Tanner)

1/05.20 The commentor commends DOE and TVA for the thoroughness and depth of the CLWR Draft
* EIS. The commentor believes that all the potential impacts have been identified and thoroughly

evaluated.

2/23.15 The commentor believes the APT option is a way for some people to fund their own retirements
through a pork barrel program paid for by taxpayer dollars.

3/01.02 The commentor believes that political considerations are the only reason for proposing to site the
accelerator in South Carolina. The commentor is pleased that, in making decisions about tritium
production, some members of Congress have kept DOE on the steady path of determining what
is best for the United States and have supported basing the decision on merit, not politics.

4/01.04 The commentor believes that, until total world nuclear disarmament is achieved, the right action
is for the United States to maintain a safe and reliable nuclear deterrent, which will require
tritium. The commentor believes that building an accelerator as a new nuclear defense
production facility that is part of the nuclear weapons complex is not the right action because:
(1) the accelerator facility would be capable of producing fissile materials such as plutonium and
uranium and would be controlled by the nuclear weapons complex; (2) it probably would not be
subject to International Atomic Energy Agency accountability inspections; and (3) it would use
technology that is not under current export controls, carries high risk and has major proliferation
implications. The commentor believes that DOE's purchase of irradiation services through a
financial arrangement with TVA that allows the completion of Bellefonte is consistent with the
direction the United States has been taking regarding military versus civilian technology uses.
The commentor thinks that DOE's dual-use technology policy recognizes that the nation can no
longer afford to maintain two distinct industrial bases and allows the armed forces to exploit
commercial industry's rate of innovation to meet defense needs.

5/07.01 The commentor believes the right action for tritium production is to use a CLWR because it
would support the dual-use technology policy. The commentor believes tritium production
would not violate any laws, treaties, or policies. The commentor believes tritium production
would provide greater government control in the DOE nuclear weapons complex, which is
managed by private sector companies who are in business for profit, while TVA reactors are

* managed and operated by government employees.
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6106.05 The commentor recommends that DOE identify the Bellefonte facility (backed up by the
Watts Bar as needed) as its Preferred Alternative in the CLWR Final EIS.

7104.01 The commentor requests DOE to move expeditiously to eliminate any further funding of the APT
project or, at a minimum, rename that project the "Fund Our Retirement Production of Tritium"
project.

Commentor 714 (Clyde Caldweil)

1/07.03 The commentor states that he, together with his union and the members of his local trades and
labor council, favors completing the Bellefonte plant because it is a win-win situation for the
country, TVA, and the citizens of this valley. The commentor informs DOE that TVA has a $4.5
million investment sitting in northern Alabama and, because of the number of construction
workers required, completing and operating Bellefonte for tritium production will provide
employment and associated economic benefits not only for northern Alabama, but also for
eastern Tennessee and all the way to Birmingham (in central Alabama). The commentor states
that completion of the Bellefonte plant would allow TVA to recoup part of its $4.5 million
investment while producing badly-needed tritium to secure public safety and security. The
commentor states that the Bellefonte plant is one of the highest quality plants that's ever been
built in the nuclear industry. The commentor, because of the lessons learned in completing the
Watts Bar plant, does not anticipate significant problems in completing the Bellefonte plant and
encourages DOE to use the Bellefonte facility for tritium production. The commentor is not
concerned about the safety of TVA nuclear plants. The commentor states that safety is not a
major concern of the people he represents because they intend to operate the [TVA] plants and
build them as safely as they can be built. The commentor believes that nuclear is a clean, safe
power source. The commentor points out that, although he's heard about the danger of tritium,
he has some tritium on his watch face and has seen it in nursery decorations and other things for
children. The commentor believes tritium production is necessary because the United States
cannot defend itself without nuclear weapons.

2/24.11 The commentor wants to make it clear that TVA will own the facility and at no time will it be
sold or given to DOE.

Commentor 715 (Ronald Forster)

1107.03 The commentor and his company have reviewed the CLWR Draft EIS and agree wholeheartedly
with the safe production of tritium in a CLWR. The commentor, after investigating regional
electricity rates, believes an increase in TVA's rates would be justified in return for enabling
TVA to pay off some debt, change the liability of the Bellefonte plant into an electricity-
producing asset, and use the revenues from Bellefonte to repay some of the tax monies used to
complete the plant. The commentor, as a taxpayer, wants to see things completed sooner rather
than later and believes the Bellefonte plant would be completed sooner for tritium production
than the accelerator. The commentor believes the United States needs to have the availability
of a tritium production source and needs to make the decision about where to produce it The
commentor believes completion of the Bellefonte plant makes sense to meet the increasing need
for electricity in the area and to help stabilize rates. The commentor believes that $2 billion to
complete Bellefonte for tritium production, relying on a well documented technology that works
better than expected, versus $9 billion to build an accelerator for tritium production, using an
untested, unknown, experimental version of the technology, should be a logical decision for
taxpayers.
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Commentor 716 (Jennifer Stephens)

1107.03 The commentor favors completion of the Bellefonte plant for tritium production to "bring the
jobs back home" so that area workers won't be forced to leave their families and seek
employment in other states. The commentor states that, in addition to jobs, completion of
Bellefonte for tritium production would benefit the local economy because workers will spend
the money they earn at home, not on the road. The commentor states that, if tritium is not
produced at Bellefonte, it will be produced somewhere else and all of the socioeconomic benefits
will go to some other area of the country. The commentor does not want this to happen anymore.

Conmnentor 717 (James Roberson)

1/07.04 The commentor supports TVA management and employees in operating a tritium-producing
facility because they have proven they can handle related plants and projects for the people of
the United States. The commentor states that the Tennessee Valley has expertise available [to
support tritium production].

Commentor 718 (Rex Wilson)

1107.03 The commentor and his labor union urge the completion of Bellefonte and the use of Sequoyah
and Watts Bar as backup units. The commentor appreciates TVA for bringing electricity to the
area. The commentor believes TVA is fair with people. The commentor urges DOE to do the
right thing and select Bellefonte, finish it, use it, and then use Watts Bar and Sequoyah as backup
units to bring some jobs in the area.

Commentor 719 (Mark Wheeler)

1/03.01 The commentor asks if the U.S. tritium supply is classified. The commentor wonders how
persons who have access to that classified information can say we need more tritium by 2005,
but others who don't have access can come up with figures like 2016 and 20 years and 30 years
down the road. The commentor is not willing to make an assumption and risk national security.

2/23.15 The commentor understands the cost of the Bellefonte option is estimated at about $2 billion, and
the accelerator at the Savannah River Site would cost about $9 billion. The commentor suggests
the cost estimates for each option indicate which is the best.

3/07.03 The commentor believes that, as tritium production will occur somewhere, it should be done in
the local area where area residents can benefit from it. The commentor and his labor union
strongly support tritium production at Bellefonte because it will be safe, great for the country,
and great for the Tennessee Valley.

4/05.20 The commentor thinks the CLWR Draft EIS does an excellent job covering the options and
statistics.

5/07.04 The commentor, who works at the Sequoyah plant, has absolutely no safety concerns and is very
impressed with the plant's redundant safety systems. The commentor, speaking as an official of
his labor union, states that the workers know how safe the plant is and if they thought anything
was unsafe, they would be opposed to building these plants.
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Commentor 720 (Terry Johnson)

1101.01 The commentor believes the United States' nuclear deterrence policy and program has worked,
and we need to continue to make it work.

2108.02 The commentor thinks one of the biggest problems affecting CLWR tritium production is that,
because of past history, we don't trust each other.
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K>

The following commentors (800 through 835) made comments at the
December 14, 1998, public meeting concerning TVA's latest proposals
to DOEfor use of Watts Bar, Sequoyah, and Bellefonte.
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Public Hearing - Evensville, Tennessee
December 14, 1998

Commentor 800 (John Johnson)

1/24.24 The commentor asks what "point of departure" means as used in the slide presentation.

2/23.02 The commentor asks that, given the costs of $11 billion and 23 years to complete the Watts Bar
Plant, why does DOE think they can complete the Bellefonte Plant for less.

3/16.01 The commentor asks what DOE will do with the nuclear waste generated by tritium production.

4/05.31 The commentor states that it is bad timing to hold the meeting during the holiday season and
complains that he did not receive any personal notice of the meeting, although he is on the
stakeholder mailing list.

5/01.04 The commentor states that he is opposed to tritium production because it violates the spirit of the
Nonproliferation Treaty and sends a wrong message to other countries.

6/01.01 The commentor states that the Cold War is over. The commentor urges DOE to obtain tritium from
existing nuclear weapons. The commentor states that tritium production will subvert the human race
to the will of the national security state, serves the imperatives of technology, is all about money,
greed, and death, and demands that DOE cease and desist in its tritium production plans at once.

7/24.21 The commentor asks what DOE will do if TVA is dismantled as a result of deregulation.

8/24.19 The commentor asks if DOE and TVA are in Y2K compliance.

9/08.02 The commentor states that DOE's track record belies its promises.

Commentor 801 (Ronnie Boles)

1/06.03 The commentor asks whether TVA has a legal or contractual obligation to partner with DOE on any
of the current tritium proposals.

Commentor 802 (Michelle Conlon)

1/05.27 The commentor asks whether DOE still has the option to buy a reactor.

2/23.23 The commentor asks what effect irradiation services at Watts Bar and Sequoyah Plants will have
on ratepayers, and whether electric rates would change.

3/05.10 The commentor asks what will be done with the TPBARs used in the Lead Test Assembly
demonstration at Watts Bar and when will it be completed. Since tritium will not be extracted from
the TPBARs used in the lead test assembly demonstration, how will we know the production
process works without extracting the tritium.

4/05.31 The commentor criticizes the process and states that it appears there has been a lot of discussion
after the public comment period was closed. The commentor suggests DOE do things differently
in the future. The commentor complains that she did not get copies of Chairman Crowell's letter
before this meeting and says this is unfair.
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5/01.15 The commentor warns Vice President Gore about the damage his support for the proposed action
will do to his presidential campaign in 2000.

The commentor submits the following document along with her written statement Zerriffi, Hisham
and Herbert Scovile, Jr., Tritium: The Environmental, Health, Budgetary, and Strategic Effects of
the Department of Energy's Decision to Produce Tritium, Institute for Energy and Environmental
Research, Takoma Park, Maryland, January 1996.

Commentor 803 (Steven Smith)

1/23.24 The commentor asks for clarification regarding the [cost] numbers given for the Watts Bar and
Sequoyah Plants in the presentation. What is the breakdown that led to TVA's estimate of $85
million for irradiation services. The commentor further suggests that TVA is inflating the taxpayer
costs to make the Bellefonte option more attractive.

2/01.07 The commentor asks why DOE cannot use off-spec blended-down HEU at Sequoyah for tritium
production.

3/08.02 The commentor states that every place DOE has made tritium is now a nuclear waste site, and asks
why DOE cannot be honest about it.

4/24.31 The commentor asks why TVA proposed only 25 years, noting that the Watts Bar Plant came on line
in 1986-1987, and should theoretically have 30 years left for tritium production.

5/05.31 The commentor complains that there was not enough time to respond to the meeting notice.

6/01.04 The commentor states that he is opposed to the use of CLWRs for tritium production since,
regardless of which option is chosen, the nonproliferation issue remains.

7/01.15 The commentor warns Vice President Gore about the damage his support for the proposed action
will do to his presidential campaign in 2000.

8/23.05 The commentor states that the Bellefonte option is a risk to ratepayers because of the danger of cost
overruns. The commentor warns that ratepayers will "foot the bill" if Bellefonte cannot be
completed for under $2 billion, and the commentor believes it cannot be done.

9/05.05 The commentor states that TVA should submit to the record its three scenarios for Bellefonte from
its completion plan.

10/07.03 The commentor states that only those persons in Alabama who will benefit directly from completion
of Bellefonte support this option; a silent majority oppose it.

11/02.01 The commentor states that DOE should not commit to using Bellefonte while arms reduction efforts
are moving ahead.

Commentor 804 (Cheryll Dyer)

1/05.27 The commentor asks if TVA is overseen by the state and OSHA regulations, and would this
oversight cease if TVA partners with DOE to produce tritium.
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Commentor 805 (Ralph Galt)

1/01.04 The commentor asks whether it is true that the United States promoted the Nonproliferation Treaty
to encourage the world's weapons states to stop production and reduce their stockpiles and to
persuade nonweapons states to not make nuclear weapons. The commentor asks whether the U.S.
Government is violating the Nonproliferation Treaty by making new nuclear weapons. The
commentor asks whether the United States is working towards further reductions or maintaining the
high level of the stockpile. The commentor asks whether the United States is required to wait for
the Russians to ratify the START H treaty before making the agreed-upon reductions. Does the
United States have to wait for the international community to agree to arms reduction before it can
reduce its nuclear weapons stockpiles. The commentor asks whether U.S. law takes precedence
over the Nonproliferation Treaty.

Commentor 806 (Mike Womacks)

1/23.25 The commentor asks how TVA can reduce its estimated costs for completing the Bellefonte Plant
for tritium production. The commentor asks whether ratepayers would have to pay more to make
up the $.5 billion difference.

2/23.07 The commentor asks whether residents of Scottsboro, Alabama, would see their rates go up or down
as a result of tritium production at Bellefonte.

3/13.05 The commentor states that citizens of Jackson County will not receive the benefit of either short-
or long-term jobs.

4/01.02 The commentor states that congressional support is not universal, and the majority of local citizens
are not in favor of using Bellefonte for tritium production.

5/23.22 The commentor asks why TVA did not include the negative EIS comments in their latest offer letter
to DOE.

6/13.06 The commentor states that, if Bellefonte is used, local property values will go down and taxes will
go up and that the local school system cannot support the extra students.

7/07.06 The commentor states that he supports Bellefonte being converted to a natural gas facility.

8/02.01 The commentor states that the United States has enough nuclear bombs, so it is not necessary to
make more tritium.

9/07.07 The commentor suggests that if it is necessary to make tritium, DOE use an existing facility rather
than contaminate a new area.

Commentor 807 (Linda Ewald)

1/01.13 The commentor asks what is special nuclear material, and why tritium is not a special nuclear
material.

Commentor 808 (Ernie Chaput)

1/05.29 The commentor asks if the Secretary would make the technology decision before the final tritium
production EISs (CLWR and APT) are completed.
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2/05.32 The commentor asks how DOE can make a technology decision when the EIS has not been
completed and questions on the safety analysis and environmental impacts in the CLWR Draft EIS
have not been addressed. The commentor asks whether the Secretary could change his decision
after the final EISs (CLWR and APT) are published. The commentor suggests that DOE is ahead
of the NEPA process in making the technology decision before the safety issues are identified and
publicly addressed in the final CLWR and APT EISs.

3/03.04 The commentor, citing the 2.5 kilogram requirement, says that the CLWR Draft EIS isn't clear as
to how many reactors would be needed. The commentor asks whether the Bellefonte option refers
to Bellefonte only, or to Bellefonte and another reactor, and would two reactors be used for tritium
production in all cases. The commentor asks where in the CLWR Draft EIS does it mention a 12-
month cycle for tritium production at Bellefonte? The commentor asks whether DOE submitted
materials to the NRC for review and whether the NRC is reviewing the 12-month cycle option.

4t24.31 The commentor asks why TVA's irradiation services proposal is for 25 years when the original
programmatic proposal was for 40 years. The commentor also asks whether the requirements had
changed.

Commentor 809 (Gary Drinkard)

1/23.23 The commentor asks whether residents of Rhea County would receive a tax break for the risks
associated with tritium production at Watts Bar and Sequoyah.

2/05.31 The commentor notes that the meeting was called hastily, suggesting that DOE prefers the Watts Bar
and Sequoyah option and speculating whether DOE was tipping its hand.

3/05.29 The commentor asks why "input from area residents" was not included in the decision criteria
shown in the presentation.

Commentor 810 (Fred Boggess)

1/21.08 The commentor asks whether the license to finish the Bellefonte unit is still in effect.

2/23.26 The commentor also asks whether TVA has begun paying back the principal on the debt.

3/23.27 The commentor asks whether DOE has determined which reactor method is the most economical
way to produce tritium over the 25- or 30-year production period.

Commentor 811 (Ann Harris)

1/01.06 The commentor asks why DOE has not made it clear that the LAEA does not do any kind of
evaluations - they accept the word of the U.S. reactors.

2/19.14 The commentor asks who is going to fabricate the tritium rods that DOE would use in the Watts Bar
reactor. The commentor asks whether DOE will examine the fabricator's past performance
specifically with regards to cladding. The commentor notes there is massive decay of the cladding
in the rods that would cut down on the production of Watts Bar, and suggests that DOE would
derate the plant even more. The commentor also asks whether one-cycle use would cut power
production at Watts Bar.
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3/24.25 The commentor notes that both EPA and the Occupational, Safety, and Health Administration say
they have Memorandums of Understanding with TVA that allow an exchange of paperwork instead
of onsite inspections. The commentor asks where he can obtain copies of these Memorandums of
Understanding.

4/01.14 The commentor asks DOE to consider buying the 14 kilograms of tritium available from a Canadian
source.

5/14.04 The commentor expresses concern that tritiated water is readily absorbed by the human body and
by metal. The commentor is concerned that using Watts Bar for tritium production will turn it into
a superfund site, since the Watts Bar Plant metal structures will absorb the tritium.

6/14.25 The commentor quotes statistics on the dangers of tritium and calls it "nuclear thalidomide."

7/09.10 The commentor expresses concern about the safety of the primary coolant system at the Sequoyah
and Watts Bar Plants, saying the systems are badly designed and are virtually inoperable at any
given time.

8/01.15 The commentor warns Vice President Gore about the damage his support for the proposed action
will do to his presidential campaign in 2000.

Commentor 812 (Jackie Kittrell)

1/05.26 The commentor asks what steps will occur once the Secretary makes his technology decision at the
end of the month, and will there be opportunities for public input during this process.

2/21.07 The commentor asks what would be the NRC time line for licensing once a decision has been made
to use Watts Bar for tritium production.

Commentor 813 (Jinmy Wilkey, Rhea County Executive)

1/24.27 The commentor asks if TVA was the only organization to offer a bid in response to DOE's Request
for Proposals for CLWR tritium production.

2/13.07 The commentor asks whether the economic impact of using Watts Bar or Sequoyah for tritium
production would be positive or negative. The commentor also asks that the welfare of the citizens
of Rhea County be included in DOE's deliberations and notes that Bellefonte would have greater
and more positive economic impact.

Commentor 814 (Ronald Forster)

1/24.26 The commentor asks whether tritium production would shorten the life span of the Watts Bar or
Sequoyah units.

2/07.08 The commentor states that he favors the completion of the Bellefonte Plant for tritium production
because it would produce additional electricity, provide economic benefits to the region, and enable
a payback of taxpayer dollars. The commentor states that he is opposed to tritium production at
Watts Bar and Sequoyah because it could reduce plant operating lifetimes and would offer no real
economic benefits.
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Commentor 815 (H. M. Fagan)

1/24.27 The commentor asks how many organizations are qualified to do this job that didn't want it. The
commentor asks why TVA bid on DOE tritium production. The commentor asks why TVA had no
competition.

2/06.03 The commentor asks whether this is a case of two government agencies (DOE and TVA)
"scratching each other's back" to produce tritium. The commentor asks whether the Savannah River
Site and some other utilities were considered as potential sites.

3/09.03 The commentor notes that TVA is expanding its responsibilities from power production to weapons
production, and asks whether tritium production would influence TVA to move further into
weapons and defense-related activities.

4/14.04 The commentor asks how tritium production would affect TVA's ability to maintain current levels
of public health risk around its reactors. The commentor asks whether tritium production is going
to increase the amount of radiation leakage and risk to the public from dangerous materials at
Watts Bar.

Commentor 816 (Carol Womacks)

1/24.28 The commentor asks when the last environmental impact study was done using Bellefonte as a
nuclear reactor without tritium production.

2/23.12 The commentor asks how the $2.9 billion will be dispersed if tritium production takes place at the
Watts Bar Plant.

Commentor 817 (Chris Lugo)

1/05.21 The commentor asks whether the public has the right to say no if DOE chooses the Watts Bar and
Sequoyah Plants for tritium production, and, if so, how is this done. The commentor also asks what
their legal recourse would be.

2/01.09 The commentor asks whether tritium production in a CLWR would violate the Atomic Energy Act,
and who decided it would be acceptable to produce tritium in a CLWR.

3/02.01: The commentor states that tritium production is about death and bombs and that the whole cycle of
consequences resulting from the use of nuclear weapons should be considered in making a decision
about tritium production. The commentor states that he is opposed to tritium production in general.

Commentor 818 (Patty Fagan)

1/08.03 The commentor asks where tritium has been produced before, and requests a list of these places.

2/14.04 The commentor asks how safe is tritium. The commentor expresses belief that TVA had made
fishing in local waters impossible, and is concerned about the effects of tritium production on
regional air and water.
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Commentor 819 (Don Clark)

1/08.04 The commentor notes past tritium leaks at Brookhaven National Laboratory, and asks why the
tritium was allowed to get into the groundwater. The commentor also asks why the tritium leaks
were not discovered at Brookhaven National Laboratory for 20 years; what are DOE and
Brookhaven National Laboratory doing about the leaks, and what can they do about it.

The commentor submits the following documents along with his written statement:

"Nuclear Regulatory Commission Public Hearing, Testimony of Donald B. Clark," Sweetwater,
Tennessee, August 7, 1997.

"U.S. Department of Energy CLWR Environmental Impact Statement Public Meeting, Testimony
of Donald B. Clark," Evensville, Tennessee, February 26, 1998.

Ferguson, Charles, and Frank Von Hippel, "U.S. Tritium Production Plan Lacks Strategic
Rationale," Defense News 29 (December 7-13, 1998).

"Nation Shirks Duty to Nuclear Victims,"The Tennessean, September 29, 1998.

Commentor 820 (Roy Priest for U.S. Congressman Bud Cramer)

1/07.08 The commentor states that Congressman Cramer supports the Bellefonte option on the grounds that
it is more cost-effective, offers economic benefits such as cost recoyery over the lifetime of the
contract, and is very much supported by state and local officials and are, residents. The Watts Bar
and Sequoyah irradiation services option would offer none of these benefits.

Commentor 821 (Charles Dotson)

1/07.03 The commentor states that the Bellefonte option is the cheapest and most effective choice over the
long term, and it would create jobs and help the economy.

Commentor 822 (Calvin Underwood)

1/07.08: The commentor states that he supports the Bellefonte option because of the positive impacts it
would have on ratepayers, taxpayers, and the area workforce. Only this option would increase jobs.
The Bellefonte option is the only option fully compatible with the programmatic requirements.
Bellefonte offers a dedicated facility with a flexible schedule that can adapt to programmatic
changes in requirements. It would be difficult to deal with such changes at a nondedicated baseload
plant like Watts Bar or Sequoyah. Also, cost factors favor Bellefonte-it would be the best option
for DOE, TVA, the United States, and TVA ratepayers.

Commentor 823 (Steve Tanner)

1/07.08 The commentor notes that DOE has stated the selection criteria being considered. One criteria not
listed, which is stated in public law, involves the "liabilities and benefits of the technologies,
including benefits like revenues." They (the commentor's family) believe TVA's Watts Bar and
Sequoyah option would not be the best choice for tritium production for three reasons.
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First, the offer commits two baseload nuclear plants to a mission that would no longer be solely
power production. This would place a liability on TVA and would increase risks to TVA's ability
to produce reliable, low-cost power for its customers, the ratepayers.

Second, there are no direct benefits from the Watts Bar/Sequoyah offer to Hamilton or Rhea
Counties or the State of Tennessee. The offer provides no new jobs and no increase in the tax base.
It does not salvage use of an existing government asset; provides no revenue-sharing to DOE; and
does not add the positive environmental benefit of new power generation without emission of
greenhouse gases.

Third, the overall cost is higher than that of the Bellefonte option. Although the Watts Bar offer
comes with low annual payments, the total long-term cost is higher than the Bellefonte offer and the
term is shorter.

The commentors, therefore, believe that Bellefonte would be the best choice for tritium production
because it meets the selection criteria; offers the lowest cost to taxpayers; does not come with the
liabilities and risks of a baseload plant; and provides distinct local and national economic benefits.

The commentors point out that DOE must not forget that it has other missions in addition to national
security. DOE's core mission statement begins with the words, "To foster a secure and reliable
energy system that is environmentally sustainable,." During the Fiscal Year 1999 budget process,
DOE states that it had established five key goals that drive all its strategic planning and budgetary
decisions. Three of these goals are directly supported by the selection of Bellefonte, but are not
supported by the selection of Watts Bar and Sequoyah.

Selection of Bellefonte would:

• Promote clean, efficient energy and enhance energy security through provision of new nuclear
power generation capacity.

* Stabilize and protect the environment by preventing new fossil-fueled generation that would
result in greenhouse gas emissions.

* Stimulate U.S. economic productivity through job creation and multiregional economic
development.

The commentors contend that the Secretary of Energy should not select merely an acceptable option,
but should select the option that, using the Vice President's words, is in the "best interest of all
citizens."

Commentor 824 (Joseph Imhof)

1/01.09 The commentor states that he opposes the use of commercial facilities for weapons use.

2/07.08 The commentor believes the best policy is one that entails the least amount of harm to the fewest
humans and biological entities. Therefore, the impact of tritium production should be minimal. The
commentor believes existing facilities should be used for tritium production whenever possible
without impacting new areas of population and generating additional expense to U.S. taxpayers.
Use of existing facilities would avoid creating new health risks and environmental concerns. The

uJ~i commentor believes Watts Bar should be the main unit for tritium production, with Sequoyah as a
backup facility. Bellefonte should be considered for use as a natural gas electric power production
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facility, which would cost billions less than its completion as a nuclear power plant. Bellefonte
should not be considered for use as a coal-fired plant because this would make it a source of acid
rain and particulate matter, which would aggravate people with respiratory illnesses.

Commentor 825 (Ralph Hutchison)

1/01.01 The commentor is in favor of arms reduction and eventual nuclear disarmament.

2/14.05 The commentor states that, according to the CLWR Draft EIS, tritium production at Watts Bar
under normal operations would increase tritium released to the air by slightly less than 300 times.
Tritium released to area water sources without tritium production at Watts Bar is 639 Curies
compared to 17,649 Curies from tritium production. In addition, radiation doses to area residents
is 10 times higher than normal under tritium production.

3/02.01 The commentor submits a letter to the Secretary from himself and other area residents asking DOE
not to produce tritium at any of the TVA plant sites or at the Savannah River Site.

Commentor 826 (Jimmy Sandlin)

1/07.08 The commentor states that the people of Jackson County, Alabama, support tritium production at
Bellefonte and are opposed to tritium production at the Watts Bar/Sequoyah Plants because it would
compromise the region's power supply under moderate and extreme loading conditions. Tritium
production at Bellefonte would add 1,200 megawatts to the TVA power system, which would
decrease the risk of sharp price increases and increase stability. Selection of the
Watts Bar/Sequoyah Plants would increase price instability because the generation capacity supplied
by the plants could be interrupted if DOE. needs to extract tritium during extreme load conditions.
If TVA nuclear generation were not available, wholesale power costs would rise, thereby
jeopardizing municipal and cooperative electric distribution systems. The commentor states that the
Tennessee Valley Power Distributors unanimously support completion of Bellefonte for tritium
production.

Commentor 827 (Louvain Edmondson)

1/07.03 The commentor states that Bellefonte is the best choice for tritium production because there is
substantial congressional, state, and local support. Also, a dedicated unit is preferable to a baseload
plant that would lose power generation if put on a 12-month schedule, resulting in negative impacts
to ratepayers. Bellefonte would provide additional generation capacity without greenhouse gas
emissions, as well as economic benefits such as jobs and cost recovery via revenues.

Commentor 828 (Monica Blanton)

1/01.09 The commentor states that the United States should follow the nonproliferation policy it espouses
to other nations by not using commercial facilities for weapons production. The commentor states
that the proposed action blurs the line between civilian and military nuclear facilities.

2/23.13 The commentor states that the cost to produce tritium should not be a major factor in determining
where it is produced.

3/07.04 The commentor opposes tritium production at any of the TVA plants.
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Commentor 829 (Mary Lentscb)

1/02.01 The commentor states that tritium production is unnecessary because reserve inventories are
available and can last until 2016. The commentor states that she trusts Secretary of Energy Bill
Richardson to say "NO" to tritium production.

2/01.09 The commentor states that the United States must maintain its respect among nations by following
the nonproliferation policies it has promoted, particularly the ban on the use of commercial facilities
for military nuclear purposes.

3/01.04 The commentor states that the United States cannot maintain its integrity if it violates the
Nonproliferation Treaty to produce tritium. The commentor states that interdependence among
nations in living up to their agreements is vital.

4/01.12 The commentor does not understand why there is such urgency for tritium production at the
Watts Bar/Sequoyah Plants when the United States seems to be reducing its nuclear arsenal.

5107.07 The commentor states that, if tritium is produced at the Watts Bar/Sequoyah Plants, all she can say
is "MERCY ME! OH LORD, HAVE MERCY!"

Commentor 830 (Dwight Wilholt)

1107.08 The commentor asks that the Secretary not do the cheap and easy thing in making his decision, but
do the right thing-select Bellefonte for tritium production. Selection of Bellefonte is supported by
local residents and would help a depressed area by bringing thousands of jobs, while selection of
Watts Bar does nothing for the citizens of the Tennessee Valley.

Commentor 831 (Don Nelms)

1/07.03 The commentor states that he and his union support the use of the Bellefonte Plant for tritium
production. The commentor states that TVA was founded to provide jobs and electricity for
Americans, and DOE has the opportunity to help TVA continue to do so.

Commentor 832 (Carl Fowler)

1/06.03 The commentor states that he opposes the use of Hanford (Fast Flux Test Facility) for tritium
production for cost and environmental reasons.

2/07.01 The commentor opposes building the APT for tritium production for economic and schedule
reasons, and states it is an unproven technology.

3/07.08 The commentor opposes using Watts Bar and/or Sequoyah for tritium production because it would
not yield any economic benefit and the option has little support among area residents. The
commentor points out that tritium production would be secondary at Watts Bar and Sequoyah, but
the primary mission at Bellefonte. The commentor supports the completion and use of Bellefonte
for tritium production because it would bring substantial economic benefit to the region and there
is significant local, state, and congressional support for this option.
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Commentor 833 (Greg Wright)

1/07.08 The commentor, as a businessman, recognizes that there is little return on DOE's investment if it
uses the Watts Bar and Sequoyah plants for tritium production, but there would be a high return
from selecting the Bellefonte plant for this purpose. Bellefonte would be an asset to the economy
in the southern region of the country; would increase TVA's electricity-generating capacity; and
would stabilize rates.

Commentor 834 (Mitchell Weir)

1/07.08 The commentor is against the selection of the Watts Bar and Sequoyah plants and favors selection
of the Bellefonte plant on the basis of job creation.

Commentor 835 (Leaf Myczack)

1/05.31 The commentor complains that notification about the meeting was poor.

2/05.09 The commentor charges that the Lead Test Assembly demonstration was already underway when
DOE had the public meeting on that issue.

3/24.29 The commentor states that tritium is a weapons component and DOE should be honest about that
fact.

4/24.30 The commentor expresses concern about the impacts of tritium production on uranium mine workers
and people living in the vicinity of uranium mines.

5/07.04 The commentor opposes tritium production at any of the TVA plants. < J
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3. COMMENT SUMMARIES AND RESPONSES

I This chapter presents summaries and ponses to comments the Department of E gyreceived during the public
comment period on theDraft Environmental Impact Statementfor the Prioduction of Tritium mn a Commercial sUghi
Water Reactor. C s in conjunction wiith the Decembei 14,1998, public m ing are also addrsse
in tis chapter.

All comments received during the public comment period are addressed in this chapter. The comments have
been summarized and organized under issue categories. Where possible, identical or similar comments
provided by more than one commentor are grouped together into one comment summary. The comment
summaries also are organized under comment summary-response codes. These codes are keyed to Table 1-7,
Comments Sorted by Summary-Response Code, and are presented in numerical order. Responses have been
prepared by the Department of Energy (DOE) and the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) for each of the
comment summaries. These responses indicate whether changes were made to the Final Environmental
Impact Statementfor the Production of Tritium in a Commercial Light Water Reactor (CLWR EIS) and the
rationale behind those changes.

The comments summarized under each issue category are listed below each summary. The first numeral in
each comment number represents the document or public hearing commentor number, and the second numeral
after the dash represents the comment number. These comment numbers can be used in Chapter 2 to locate
the original comments. Section 1.3 further describes the organization of this Comment Response Document
and discusses the tables provided in Chapter 1 to assist the reader.

CATEGORY 01: POLICY ISSUES

01.01 Several commentors assert that DOE should not produce tritium or nuclear weapons. Other
commentors question why nuclear weapons require tritium. One commentor requests that the EIS be
withdrawn and that DOE not make a decision to select a new tritium production option. Several commentors
express the need to maintain a strong defense.

Comments Summarized: 24,5-2,7-2, 19-1, 30-2, 110-2, 112-1, 124-2, 136-11 137-2,207-2,212-3,217-1,
223-2, 225-2, 232-6, 248-1, 250-6, 603-2, 702-9, 720-1, 800-6, 825-1

Response: In accordance with Section 91 of the Atomic Energy Act, DOE is required to carry out its atomic
weapon activities consistent with the express consent and direction from the President. This express consent
and direction is contained in the Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Plan, which is described in Volume 1,
Section 1.3.1 and Chapter 2 of this EIS. The issue of whether DOE should produce tritium or nuclear weapons
is beyond the scope of the CLWR EIS. Volume 1, Section 1.3.2 of the EIS discusses the tritium requirement
for U.S. nuclear weapons. As described in that section, all weapons in the U.S. stockpile require tritium to
function as designed. Without tritium, none of the weapons in the stockpile would be capable of functioning
as designed, the Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Plan requirements would not be met, and the nuclear deterrent
would degrade. Eventually the nuclear deterrent would be lost. The alternative of redesigning weapons to
require less or no tritium was evaluated but dismissed from further consideration for the reasons stated in
Section 3.1.3 of the Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statementfor Tritium Supply and Recycling
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (Final Programmatic EIS) (DOE 1995). [See also the
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response to Comment Summary 01.03.] DOE acknowledges the commentors' concerns that the United States
maintain a strong defense.

01.02 One commentor expresses pleasure that, in making decisions about tritium production, some members
of Congress have kept DOE on the steady path of determining what is best for the United States and have
supported basing the decision on merit, not politics. One commentor thinks the real battle is yet to come before
$2 billion is appropriated by Congress for this project. One commentor suggests that DOE would not get the
support of the Alabama delegation if the area doesn't gain anything. Another commentor suggests that, while
there is local political support for Bellefonte, it is by no means universal. Another commentor asks whether
DOE is aware that the vote on the Markey-Graham Amendment was close and in opposition to the CLWR
program.

Comments Summarized: 90-2,232-2, 700-20,702-7,713-3, 8064

Response: The actions of elected officials are beyond the scope of the CLWR EIS.

01.03 Several commentors contend that DOE does not need tritium because the nuclear weapons will work
without tritium, albeit at reduced yields. Another commentor states that, with new treaties limiting multiple-
warhead delivery systems to one warhead per delivery system, the additional weight capacity of the delivery
systems would allow a heavier warhead that could be designed to deliver the same yield without using tritium.
Another comnuentor suggests that a system whereby the decayed helium and hydrogen could be diverted prior
to weapon detonation might be used, thereby negating the need for tritium replenishment.

Comments Summarized: 3-1, 97-1, 1104

Response: The alternative to redesign weapons to require less or no tritium was considered in Section 3.1.3
of the Final Programmatic EIS (DOE 1995), but dismissed as unreasonable. As explained in that section, the
nuclear warheads in the enduring stockpile were designed and built in an era when the tritium supply was
assured, when underground testing was being conducted, and when military needs required that the warheads
be optimized in terms of weight and volume. Replacing all of these warheads with new ones that would use
little or no tritium for the sole purpose of reducing overall tritium demand would not be feasible. Without
underground nuclear testing to verify their safety and reliability, new warhead designs could not deviate
very far from existing designs, which require the use of tritium. Even with underground testing to facilitate
new designs and a fully operational production complex, it would still take many years to build enough nuclear
weapons to replace the entire stockpile. Furthermore, the design of a whole new weapons stockpile, the
resumption of the underground nuclear testing program necessary to prove the safety and reliability of such
a new stockpile, and the redesign of all delivery systems would undoubtedly have severe impacts on
negotiating additional bilateral arms reductions.

In regard to the suggestion of adding a new mechanism to purge the helium and hydrogen immediately prior
to detonation, nuclear weapons are designed to function using a specified amount of tritium. As explained in
Volume 1, Section 1.3.2 of the CLWR EIS, the implosion of the pit along with the onset of the fissioning
process heats the deuterium-tritium mixture to the point that the atoms undergo fusion. This is a very intricate
and precise process and is dependent upon a specified amount of tritium which interacts with other components
specifically designed for such an interaction. Either the specified amount of tritium is present to enable the
weapons to be capable of functioning as designed, or it isn't. This is why the tritium reservoirs must be
replenished on a regular basis.

01.04 Commentors suggest that production of tritium in a CLWR poses a nuclear proliferation risk. Several
other conimentors indicate that use of a CLWR to produce tritium violates the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty,
especially Article VI's commitment to total disarmament. Another commentor indicates that, if the CLWR
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program were to influence just one other country to do what is being proposed by the CLWR EIS, the U.S.
nuclear nonproliferation effort will be lost. Another commentor states that production of tritium in a CLWR
sends a message to other countries that the U.S. intends to keep its nuclear weapons well into the future.
Another commentor asks, "What moral authority does the United States have to damn Saddam Hussein for
building weapons of mass destruction while we, a signer of the Nonproliferation Treaty, plan to continue
production of nuclear weapons?" Another commentor refers DOE to an additional study, Getting on With
Tritium Production: A Report to Speaker Newt Gingrich, which concluded that CLWR production of tritium
does not violate any treaties, laws, or policies. Another commentor states that tritium production is necessary
to keep the United States strong while we move forward toward the goal of total nuclear disarmament. One
commentor says that the interagency nonproliferation review cited in Section 1.3.5 of the CLWR Draft EIS
was either bound by a predetermined outcome or prepared by a group which was astonishingly inept. The same
commentor also indicates that the United States is not upholding its obligations under Article VI of the
Nonproliferation Treaty bX maintaining a very large arsenal into the next century.

Comments Summarized: 32-2, 45-1, 46-1, 48-2, 53-1, 84-7, 89-2, 90-3, 94-6, 99-4, 100-3, 102-2, 109-4,
110-1, 115-3, 119-1, 132-3, 136-6, 137-6, 212-4, 217-2, 235-3, 239-5, 249-2,
250-4,501-14,503-1,600-2,604-2,700-15, 702-11, 707-5,712-7, 713-4, 800-5,
803-6 805-1, 829-3

Response: The issue of nonproliferation is addressed in Volume 1, Section 1.3.5 of the CLWR EIS. As
explained in that section, in order to fully investigate the potential impacts of the CLWR proposal on
nonproliferation efforts, a high-level interagency review was conducted. That effort resulted in the July 14,
1998, issuance of the Interagency Review of the Nonproliferation Implications of Alternative Tritium
Production Technologies Under Consideration by the Department of Energy, A Report to the Congress
(DOE 1998b). This report, prepared by top Administration officials from various government departments
including the Department of Defense, the Department of State, and the Department of Energy, concluded that
any nonproliferation issues associated with the use of a CLWR to produce tritium were manageable and that
DOE should continue to pursue the CLWR option. The review further concluded that there are no legal or
treaty prohibitions against tritium production in a CLWR; reactors making tritium can remain on the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Safeguards List; and no bilateral "peaceful uses" agreements
would be violated so long as unrestricted fuel and components are used.

In regard to the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty, nowhere does it specifically refer to tritium. Under the
Treaty, parties agree not to transfer nuclear weapons or other devices or control over them, and not to assist,
encourage, or induce nonnuclear states to acquire nuclear weapons. Production of tritium in a CLWR by a
nuclear weapons state in no way conflicts with such an agreement.

In regard to the U.S. use of CLWRs to produce tritium and the influence this action might have on enticing
other countries to do the same, production of tritium in a CLWR fully supports the goals of Article VI of the
Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty, in which signatory nations agree to work toward total disarmament. Since
the end of the Cold War, the United States has significantly reduced the size of its nuclear weapons stockpile
and DOE has dismantled more than 12,000 nuclear weapons. At the present time, the United States is further
downsizing the nuclear weapons stockpile consistent with the terms of the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty I
(START I), and DOE is continuing its dismantlement activities. The United States has ratified the START II
Treaty and is hopeful Russia will do likewise. Negotiations required for further reductions will stretch well
into the next century, and tritium production in a CLWR to support a reduced nuclear weapons stockpile, while
the United States actively pursues further nuclear weapons reductions agreements, is consistent with the long-
range goal of total nuclear disarmament.

The United States is a declared weapons state, and the purpose of nonproliferation efforts is to keep
nonweapons states from acquiring nuclear weapons while weapons states work towards the longer term goal
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of achieving total nuclear disarmament. Other declared nuclear weapons states already produce tritium in
reactors that also produce electricity for commercial use. Nonweapons states which have agreed not to
manufacture nuclear weapons are not likely to be encouraged to do so as a result of the U.S. decision to
produce tritium in a CLWR. As for rogue states bent on obtaining nuclear weapons at any cost, it is doubtful
that U.S. production of tritium in a CLWR will have any influence on their nuclear weapons endeavors.

In regard to the commentor who referred DOE to Getting on with Tritium Production: A Report to Speaker
Newt Gingrich, dated September 29, 1995, the Department has reviewed this document and is aware of this
report's finding that production of tritium in a CLWR would not violate any treaties, laws, or policies.

01.05 The commentor wonders whether the Interagency Review Panel (on nonproliferation issues associated
with CLWR tritium production), the Department of Energy, etc., have decided it is permissible for India, Iraq,
and North Korea to produce tritium in their commercial reactors for use in nuclear weapons.

Comment Summarized: 702-8

Response: No. The goal of the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty is to prevent nations such as Iraq, North
Korea, and India from having a nuclear weapons program at all, regardless of where materials might be made.

01.06 The commentor wants additional clarification concerning the statement in Section 1.3.5(3) of the
CLWR Draft EIS that any reactors used to produce tritium would "remain eligible for IAEA safeguards." The
commentor also asks for an explanation of the safeguards provided by the IAEA.

Comments Summarized: 94-7, 811-1

Response: The TVA reactors will remain on the U.S. list of facilities eligible for IAEA safeguards. Under
the 1980 U.SJIAEA Safeguards Agreement, the United States has sole authority to decide which U.S. facilities
are eligible for safeguards and the LAEA has sole authority to decide which eligible facilities will be selected
for safeguards. Although the LAEA does not monitor the production of tritium, the LAEA has advised the U.S.
government that the use of any CLWR to produce tritium would not preclude the IAEA from applying
safeguards at such facilities. All relevant U.S. agencies have agreed that, if tritium is produced at a TVA
facility, the TVA facility will be maintained on the list of installations eligible for LAEA inspection.

IAEA safeguards are designed to safeguard the flow of special nuclear and source material under the
U.SJAAEA Agreement and to detect the withdrawal of significant quantities of nuclear material from activities
while such material is being safeguarded. Safeguard procedures are based upon material accountancy with
containment and surveillance as important complementary measures. Material control system records and
design information are made available to the IAEA for examination and verification. The LAEA may make
routine, ad hoc, or special inspections to verify information received. During inspections, the IAEA may make
use of statistical techniques and random sampling in evaluating the flow of nuclear material.

01.07 The commentor states that the CLWR Draft EIS indicates that DOE would provide blended-down
highly enriched uranium to be used for reactor fuel. The commentor believes that such a use of weapons
material is inappropriate, as the Department has already acknowledged by removing such a proposal from the
Storage and Disposition of Weapons - Usable Fissile Materials Final Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement (DOE 1996). Another commentor asks why DOE cannot use "off-spec" blended-down highly
enriched uranium at Sequoyah for tritium production.

Comments Summarized: 94-24,803-2
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Response: DOE has amended the language in Volume 1, Section 5.2.7 of the CLWR EIS to indicate that any
Q highly enriched uranium provided by DOE for downblending into CLWR fuel would come from highly
'-' enriched uranium set aside for national security purposes, and would not come from highly enriched uranium

that has been declared excess to weapons needs.

"Off-spec" blended-down highly enriched uranium is material that does not meet the standard specifications
for commercial nuclear reactor fuel. The fuel contains higher than usual amounts of a material that inhibits
the fission process. "Off-spec" fuel still can be used in nuclear fuel if the fuel is at a somewhat higher
commercial fuel enrichment level. While there is no legal prohibition, using "off-spec" highly enriched
uranium in a tritium production reactor could be judged to be inconsistent with U.S. commitments to refrain
from using the material to manufacture nuclear weapons.

01.08 The commentor requests information on the Congressional or Presidential positions on nonproliferation
at the time Atomic Energy Commission regulatory authority was given to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) and the rest of the military support mission was given to the Energy Research and
Development Administration (and then to DOE).

Comment Summarized: 4-7

Response: The delegation of Atomic Energy Commission regulatory authority for commercial reactors to the
NRC and the delegation of the remaining Atomic Energy Commission authority to the Energy Research and
Development Administration (and then to DOE) did not constitute a policy decision to separate commercial
power from weapon production.

01.09 Commentors contend that it goes against long-standing national policy to produce materials for nuclear
weapons at a commercial facility. Several commentors indicate that the nonproliferation study referred to in
the CLWR Draft EIS only addresses military-to-civilian instances, and that this is not the same as civilian-to-
military-that crossing the line from military-to-civilian use of a reactor is not remotely comparable to crossing
the line the other way. Additional commentors state that it would be hypocritical for the United States to
manufacture tritium in a CLWR while at the same time formally trying to prohibit other countries such as
India, Pakistan, or North Korea from doing the same thing. Another commentor believes that a CLWR is not
capable of serving "two masters," i.e., operating in both a civilian and military mode at the same time. Another
commentor states "Use of a commercial plant to produce weapons material would set a precedent for Iraq,
China, and any other country to disguise weapons development as civilian activity." Another commentor
indicates that Section 57.e of the Atomic Energy Act prohibits the government from using commercial nuclear
power plants to facilitate the development of nuclear weapons. Another commentor states that it is
disingenuous of DOE to pretend it misunderstood the public's concern, and that it is absurd to imagine the
United States would threaten another nuclear power to prevent them from converting a military installation
to a peaceful purpose or would disable their efforts to use military technology for civilian purposes. This
commentor states the real concern always has been that nations would be able to disguise weapons
development as civilian activity, and this is precisely what DOE is proposing with the CLWR program.
Another commentor states that producing tritium in a commercial reactor is "illegal and counterproductive to
life on earth."

Comments Summarized: 2-1,4-8,6-3,7-1,9-1, 13-5, 14-1, 20-1, 254, 32-1,41-1,44-11, 51-1, 52-1, 95-1,
99-1,100-4,102-1,110-5,113-1,117-1, 120-2,124-1,132-5,135-1, 136-7, 206-1,
207-1, 208-3, 218-1, 235-2, 239-2, 245-1, 250-3, 501-15, 504-1, 505-1, 700-16,
707-6, 817-2, 824-1, 828-1, 829-2

< Response: There is no U.S. policy, law, or treaty that prohibits the production of tritium which will ultimately
be used in weapons in a commercial reactor. Although Section 57.e of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
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amended, prohibits the use of special nuclear materials produced in an NRC-licensed facility (a commercial
reactor), tritium is not considered a special nuclear material as defined by Section I1 .aa of the Atomic Energy
Act.

Additionally, production of tritium in a U.S. commercial reactor is not inconsistent with U.S. opposition to
such production by India, Pakistan, or North Korea. The United States is a declared weapons state, and the
purpose of the nonproliferation efforts is to keep nonweapons states from acquiring nuclear weapons while
weapons states work toward the longer-term goal of achieving total nuclear disarmament. In addition, several
other nations operate dual-purpose reactors which serve both civilian and military needs.

The commentors are correct in that the CLWR Draft EIS only gives examples of military-to-civilian joint uses
of reactors. The CLWR Final EIS has been amended to include examples of civilian-to-military joint uses of
reactors. These additional examples of civilian-to-military uses may be found in Volume 1, Section 1.3.5 of
the CLWR EIS.

In regard to the ability of a CLWR to operate in both a civilian and military capacity at the same time, the
tritium-producing burnable absorber rods (TPBARs), as described in Volume 1, Section 3.1.2, replace the
existing burnable neutron absorber rods of a normal reactor operation. They absorb excess neutrons and
extend fuel life in the same way as the burnable absorber rods they replace. TPBARs do not affect the normal
operation of the reactor, but they produce tritium, all of which is internally captured in the TPBAR getter.

01.10 Commentors allege that tritium should not be produced in a CLWR because the use of nuclear weapons
is morally and ethically wrong. Another commentor alleges that moral and ethical issues are already present
in abundance in the CLWR Draft EIS and, while uncomfortable to contemplate and difficult to quantify, they
deserve full consideration throughout this decisionmaking process. Another commentor states that security
will be generated not by nuclear energy and nuclear weapons, but by developing a reverence for life.

Comments Summarized: 84-5, 94-27, 136-8, 223-3, 248-5, 501-16, 603-3, 702-17, 712-4

Response: The CLWR EIS assesses the potential environmental impacts associated with tritium production
at one or more CLWRs. While one could opine that moral and ethical issues are integral to every issue
addressed in an EIS, the focus of an EIS is on potential environmental impacts. Strictly moral and ethical
issues are outside the scope of the CLWR EIS.

01.11 The commentor expresses disappointment that the Senate approved CLWRs for tritium production, but
is pleased that DOE will not receive funding for it in Fiscal Year 1999. The commentor also expresses hope
that DOE will be more thorough in considering the CLWR Program's impact on national and international
obligations, human health, and the environment.

Comment Summarized: 102-5

Response: The commentor is referred to Volume 1, Chapter 1 for a discussion of a number of national and
international concerns, and to Chapter 5 for a thorough evaluation of the environmental consequences of the
proposed action.

01.12 The commentor asks why DOE and the Federal Government are moving so quickly on tritium
production, and why Secretary Richardson believes he has to make the technology decision before the end of
the calendar year.

Comments Summarized: 212-2,2354,704-6,8294
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Response: All nuclear weapons in the United States stockpile must contain tritium to be capable of performing
as designed. Because it decays, the tritium contained in nuclear weapons must be replenished periodically.

\ The United States has not produced new tritium since 1988. International arms control agreements in recent
years have led to reductions in the size of the nuclear weapons stockpile. This, in turn, has allowed DOE to
recycle tritium from dismantled weapons for use in the remaining stockpile. However, due to the decay of
tritium, the current inventory of tritium will not be sufficient to meet national defense requirements past
approximately 2005. The most recent Presidential direction, which is contained in the 1996 Nuclear Weapons
Stockpile Plan and an accompanying Presidential Decision Directive, mandates that new tritium must be
available by approximately 2005 if a CLWR is the selected option for tritium production. In order for DOE
to obtain tritium from a CLWR by that date, it is necessary first to make the CLWR tritium technology decision
by December 1998, as mandated by the Fiscal Year 1998 Authorization Act. Subsequent to the tritium
technology decision, the following events would need to occur before approximately 2005: (1) TPBARs must
be fabricated; (2) an NRC license amendment to allow irradiation of the TPBARs in a CLWR must be
obtained; (3) TPBARs must be irradiated in a CLWR, removed, and cooled; (4) irradiated TPBARs must be
transported to the Savannah River Site; and (5) tritium must be extracted at the proposed Tritium Extraction
Facility at Savannah River.

01.13 The commentor asks for a definition of special nuclear material and wants to know why tritium is not
a special nuclear material.

Comments Summarized: 212-5, 807-1

Response: As indicated in Volume 1, Chapter 10, the Glossary, "special nuclear material" is defined in
Section 1 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. Accordingly, special nuclear material means: (1) plutonium,
uranium enriched in the isotope 233 or in the isotope 235, and any other material which the NRC determines
to be special nuclear material; or (2) any material artificially enriched by any of the foregoing. Section 51 of
the Atomic Energy Act further states that, "The Commission [i.e., NRC] may determine from time to time that
other material is special nuclear material in addition to that specified in the definition as special nuclear
material. Before making such determination, the Commission must find that the determination that such
material is special nuclear material is in the interest of the common defense and security, and the President
must have expressly assented in writing to the determination."

The NRC has not classified tritium as special nuclear material. Tritium, therefore, is not legally classified or
regulated as special nuclear material under the Atomic Energy Act.

01.14 The commentors suggest that DOE could buy tritium from either Russia or Canada. One commentor
notes that, if money alone is the issue, DOE could buy tritium from Russia; however, this commentor felt that
such a move would leave our weapons program vulnerable to a foreign power. Another commentor points out
that 14 kilograms of tritium have been extracted in Canada since 1988 and suggests that DOE should acquire
it at $30,000 per gram rather than produce it.

Comments Summarized: 240-2, 241-1, 253-1, 811-4

Response: In the Final Programmatic EIS (DOE 1995), DOE considered the purchase of tritium from other
sources, including foreign nations. Conceptually, the purchase of tritium from foreign governments could
fulfill the tritium requirement. However, while there is no national policy against purchase of defense
materials from foreign sources, DOE determined that the uncertainties associated with obtaining tritium from
foreign sources rendered this alternative unreasonable for an assured long-term supply. Consequently, in this
tiered CLWR EIS, the purchase of tritium from foreign sources is still considered an unreasonable alternative.
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01.15 Several commnentors feel that the Vice President's office has influenced this decision and has been too
involved in moving TVA's agenda. They believe that this will compromise the Vice President's ability to
stand before the world community in the future and argue against weapons of mass destruction if he is elected
to a higher office. Another commentor suggests that the Vice President's support of the proposed action will
damage his chances in the 2000 presidential election.

Comments Summarized: 249-3, 802-5, 803-7, 811-8

Response: Energy Secretary Bill Richardson announced that the CLWR will be the primary technology for
tritium production because it is a proven technology, it has the flexibility to meet a range of future needs; and
it is the best deal for the taxpayer. He also explained that the Watts Bar and Sequoyah plants are the Preferred
Alternative because they would provide tritium when needed, at cost, without a large capital expense. The
political aspirations of the Vice President are beyond the scope of the CLWR EIS.

CATEGORY 02: PURPOSE AND NEED FOR TRITIUM

02.01 Several commentors question the need for tritium. One commentor asserts that, 'DOE claimed in 1988
that national security would be jeopardized if tritium production did not resume swiftly, however, no crisis has
resulted." Several commentors state that the United States should shift away from a dependency on nuclear
weapons. Other commentors question the need for nuclear weapons and whether the United States needs as
many nuclear weapons as it has. Several commentors assert that the United States should be reducing its
nuclear weapons stockpile, rather than producing more tritium.

Comments Summarized: 2-2, 5-1, 6-1, 9-2, 13-3, 20-2, 21-1, 47-1, 48-1, 53-2, 94-5, 108-3, 109-2, 111-1,
1124, 119-2, 122-1, 125-1, 1374,208-2,235-1,239-3,248-3,249-1,507-1,700-
13, 803-11, 806-8, 817-3, 825-3, 829-1

Response: Since the end of the Cold War, the United States has significantly reduced the size of its nuclear
weapons stockpile and DOE has dismantled more than 12,000 nuclear weapons. At the present time, the
United States is further downsizing its nuclear weapons stockpile, consistent with the terms of the START I
Treaty, and DOE is continuing dismantlement. The United States ratified the START H Treaty and is hopeful
that Russia will do likewise. Additionally, the United States is committed to further weapons reduction in
accordance with the Nonproliferation Treaty. As stated in Volume 1, Section 1.3.3 of the CLWR EIS,
reductions in the size of the nuclear weapons stockpile, brought on by international arms control agreements,
have enabled DOE to fulfill its tritium requirements by recycling tritium removed from weapons. This source
of tritium is presently being utilized and already has been factored into the tritium requirement projections,
which indicate a need for a new supply of tritium by approximately 2005. While future arms control
reductions may change the requirements, DOE is responsible for meeting the current requirements set forth
by the President. The need for nuclear weapons and the issue of how many nuclear weapons the United States
should maintain in its nuclear deterrent are beyond the scope of the CLWR EIS. The need for a new tritium
supply is explained in Volume 1, Chapter 2 of the CLWR EIS. [See also the response to Comment Summary
02.02 for additional information.]

02.02. Several commentors question the need for tritium by 2005. One commentor specifically questions
whether the 2005 date comes from the Presidential directive or from DOE's extrapolation from the Presidential
directive. Several commentors assert that DOE does not need tritium until 2016 to maintain START II levels
and, by then, the United States likely will need less tritium due to additional multilateral stockpile reductions.
Several commentors also opine that a scenario of 1,000 warheads would be more than enough for national
defense and this scenario would not require additional tritium until 2032. One commentor questions how it
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is possible that tritium is needed by 2005 for the CLWR alternative, but not until 2007 for the accelerator
alternative. The commentor asserts that the need date for tritium should be independent of the tritium supply
source.

Comments Summarized: 84-6,94-2,99-2, 100-2, 110-3, 115-4, 116-9, 132-4, 136-9, 137-5,250-2,604-1,
700-11,704-8, 707-3,712-5

Response: As discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 2 of the CLWR EIS, the need for a new tritium supply is based
on the 1996 Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Plan and an accompanying Presidential Decision Directive. The
approximate 2005 date comes directly from the Presidential Decision Directive, not from DOE's extrapolation
from the Presidential Decision Directive. The 1996 Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Plan, which represents the
latest official guidance for tritium requirements, is based on a START I-level stockpile size of approximately
6,000 accountable weapons. A Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Plan for 1997 and 1998 was not issued. The
potential impacts of future arms control agreements were accounted for in the development of the 1996
Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Plan. Commentors' assertions that new tritium is not needed until 2016 are
erroneous and are not based on the current Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Plan requirements. The issue of
whether a stockpile of 1,000 warheads would be more than enough to secure national defense is beyond the
scope of the CLWR EIS. The purpose of the CLWR EIS is to evaluate the environmental impacts of the
reasonable CLWR alternatives for providing the tritium necessary to support the enduring stockpile, as defined
by the President in the Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Plan. Concerning whether the need for tritium is
independent of the supply source, the reason the year 2007 was mandated for accelerator tritium production
is that is the earliest date by which the accelerator could be built and begin operation. In such a case, tritium
requirements from approximately 2005 until 2007 would have been met by withdrawals from the tritium
reserve. The tritium reserve then would have been replenished by producing tritium quantities greater than
the decay requirements. The Secretary's December 22, 1998, announcement that the CLWR would be the
primary supply tritium technology means that DOE will not have to withdraw from the tritium reserve.

K>

CATEGORY 03: TRITIUM REQUIREMENTS

03.01 Several commentors opine that the classified tritium requirements should be declassified. One
commentor states that a meaningful review of the CLWR EIS is not possible due to the classification issues.
Another commentor asserts that DOE is hiding behind classifications and that the citizenry should be entitled
to the same information as DOE. Lastly, one commentor opines that, if the tritium requirements were
declassified, they would show that tritium is not needed as soon as DOE claims. Another commentor is not
willing to risk national security to declassify tritium requirements.

Comments Summarized: 700-12,7044,719-1

Response: Tritium requirements are classified to protect national security. While DOE's philosophy is to
disclose as much information to the public as possible, this does not include classified information. Volume 1,
Chapter 2 of the CLWR EIS provides unclassified information regarding the tritium requirements. As
discussed in that chapter, the President directed DOE to provide a new tritium supply source by approximately
2005 in order to meet the requirements set forth in the most recent Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Plan. The
unclassified tritium requirements information presented in Chapter 2 is consistent with the classified tritium
requirements.

03.02 Commentors question whether the Bellefonte plant could meet tritium requirements by approximately
2005. Commentors further question what would happen if Bellefonte were not on line in time to support the
tritium requirements.
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Comments Summarized: 500-2, 502-2

Response: If TVA were not able to provide the necessary tritium by approximately 2005 using Bellefonte
Unit 1, then TVA would produce tritium in Watts Bar 1 and/or Sequoyah 1 and/or 2 to meet the tritium
requirements.

03.03 Several commentors state that the CLWR Draft EIS is unclear about the number of TPBARs and the
number of reactors required to meet tritium demands. One commentor states that the CLWR EIS should
explain that 3 kilograms of tritium is the surge goal and that the "day-in, day-out goal is something lower."
One commentor questions why DOE needs 40 years of tritium production at 3 kilograms per year.

Comments Summarized: 44-7,45-7, 86-13, 116-10,501-9,503-11, 5044,700-6,703-3

Response: As described in Volume 1, Section 3.2.1 of the EIS, the CLWR program is being designed to
produce up to 3 kilograms of tritium per year. The text in Section 3.2.1 has been modified to clarify that 3
kilograms of tritium represents an unclassified maximum requirement that only would be required if the tritium
reserve were ever lost/used. Producing up to 3 kilograms of tritium would involve the irradiation of up to
6,000 TPBARs in an 18-month cycle. The maximum number of TPBARs that could be irradiated in a single
reactor without significantly disrupting the normal electricity-producing mode of operation is approximately
3,400 TPBARs per each 18-month cycle. Consequently, producing 3 kilograms of tritium without significantly
disrupting the normal electricity-producing mode of operation would require more than one reactor. It should
be noted, however, that producing 3 kilograms of tritium per year likely would be a short-term requirement
to reconstitute the tritium reserve. In such a case it is technically feasible to produce larger quantities of tritium
in a single reactor by changing some of the design parameters of the TPBARs and/or some of the technical
parameters of the host reactor, including shortening the operating cycle. Volume 1, Section 5.2.9 of the EIS
addresses the environmental impacts associated with such a case. However, DOE does not foresee the
implementation of this mode of production in any of the reactor units considered in the CLWR EIS. Regarding \y
why the EIS evaluates a 40-year period, this represents the operational life of the new tritium production source
(as presented in Volume 1, Chapter 2 and Section 3.2.1 of the EIS). Forty years was selected for several
reasons: (1) it is consistent with the period of analysis analyzed in the Accelerator Production of Tritium (APT)
EIS (DOE 1997b, DOE 1999a) (thus facilitating a common basis comparison between the two technologies);
(2) it is the length of time for the NRC's initial operating license for nuclear power plant operation; and (3)
it represents a bounding period of time to ensure that the CLWR EIS assesses all reasonably foreseeable
impacts. However, because the Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Plan requirements do not extend beyond an 11-
year period (see Volume 1, Section 1.3.1 of the EIS), the 40-year time period for analysis does not purport to
translate into national security requirements beyond the Plan's requirements.

03.04 The commentor, citing the 2.5 kilogram requirement, asks how many reactors would be needed. The
commentor asks whether the Bellefonte option refers to Bellefonte only, or Bellefonte and another reactor, and
whether two reactors would be used for tritium production in all cases. The commentor asks where in the
CLWR Draft EIS does it mention a 12-month cycle for tritium production at Bellefonte. The commentor also
asks whether DOE submitted materials to the NRC for review, and whether the NRC is reviewing the 12-
month cycle option.

Comment Summarized: 808-3

Response: As discussed in Volume 1, Section 3.2.1 of the CLWR EIS, for the purposes of the analysis DOE
assumed that the CLWR program would be designed to produce up to 3 kilograms of tritium per year. Steady-
state tritium requirements, which are classified and would vary depending upon the specific requirements of
the Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Plan, are less than 3 kilograms of tritium per year. Considering the current < -

design of the TPBARs and the efficiency of the tritium extraction process, the analysis assumption of 3
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kilograms of tritium per year would involve the irradiation of up to 6,000 TPBARs in an 18-month refueling
l cycle. Since the maximum number of TPBARs that could be irradiated at each reactor unit without

significantly disturbing the electricity-producing mode is 3,400 TPBARs, more than one reactor unit would
be needed to satisfy the analysis assumption. The combinations of reactor units that could be used for tritium
production form the reasonable alternatives discussed in Section 3.2.3 of the CLWR EIS. It is technically
feasible to produce larger quantities of tritium by changing some of the design parameters of the TPBARs and
some technical parameters of the host reactor, including shortening the refueling cycle. Volume 1,
Section 5.2.9 addresses the environmental impacts associated with such a case.

The NRC is currently reviewing a topical report titled, Tritium Production Core Topical Report, (WEC 1998).
The NRC is not reviewing anything regarding the length of the operating cycle.

CATEGORY 04: OTHER TRITIUM PRODUCTION OPTIONS

04.01 Several commentors express support for the APT at the Savannah River Site and opine several
advantages of the APT over CLWR production of tritium. One commnentor questions whether DOE thinks that
tritium production in an accelerator is straightforward and safe. Commentors also request a comparison of the
technical risks associated with the CLWR and APT options. The commentor asks whether the technical risks
for the two options will be included in the CLWR Final EIS or only in the final decision. Commentors also
express opposition to an APT at the Savannah River Site.

Comments Summarized: 1-1, 6-2, 16-1, 18-1, 43-1, 45-4,90-6, 135-2, 139-2, 501-1, 503-7, 701-1, 713-7

Response: DOE acknowledges that there is both support for and opposition to the APT at the Savannah River
Site, which is the programmatic No Action Alternative to the CLWR program. The purpose of the CLWR EIS
is to evaluate the environmental impacts of the reasonable CLWR alternatives for providing the tritium
necessary to support the enduring stockpile, as defined by the President in the Nuclear Weapons Stockpile
Plan. For completeness, Volume 1, Section 5.2.11 and Table 3-14 of the CLWR EIS provide a summary of
the environmental impacts associated with tritium production at an APT at the Savannah River Site. Specific
questions about APT safety and technology challenges are addressed in the APT EIS (DOE 1997b,
DOE 1999a).

04.02 One commentor expresses support for a small advanced heavy water reactor for tritium production that
could be built at the Savannah River Site. The commentor opines that such a device would be the least costly
tritium production alternative, as well as the safest, most efficient, and most environmentally-sound.

Comments Summarized: 14-3, 504-3

Response: As discussed in Volume 1, Section 1.1.3, the CLWR EIS is a tiered document which follows the
Record of Decision for the Final Programmatic EIS (60 FR 63878). As such, the scope of the CLWR EIS is
limited to evaluating the environmental impacts of the reasonable CLWR alternatives for providing the tritium
necessary to support the enduring stockpile. Reactor alternatives that are not CLWRs are not reasonable
alternatives for the CLWR EIS. The Final Programmatic EIS evaluates the full range of reasonable technology
alternatives for tritium supply. A heavy water reactor was one of the reasonable alternatives evaluated. In
addition, Section A.3.1 of the Final Programmatic EIS described the potential technology innovations that
might be incorporated into any of the reactor alternatives. For the heavy water reactor, the Final Programmatic
EIS described the potential technology innovations associated with a small advanced heavy water reactor. As

\,/ explained in the Comment Response Document (Volume m of the Final Programmatic EIS), if the heavy water
reactor were chosen in the Record of Decision, "site-specific analysis would consider these types of
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improvements." However, in the Record of Decision, DOE did not choose to build any new reactors and did
not choose the heavy water reactor technology. Consequently, no site-specific analysis of a small advanced
heavy water reactor has been done.

04.03 Commentors request DOE to provide tables comparing the environmental impacts of the CLWR and
APT options and the Tritium Extraction Facility. Another commentor questions how much of the APT costs
would be for design and how much would be for construction.

Comments Summarized: 4-9, 44-2, 501-4

Response: An environmental impact comparison table comparing the CLWR and APT options was provided
to the individual who made this comment at the Savannah River Site public hearing, and the CLWR Final EIS
has added a comparison of impacts table as suggested (see Volume 1, Chapter 3, Table 3-14). The costs
associated with the APT are contained in the official cost estimates which DOE made available at the public
hearings (DOE 1998c). Costs of the APT and the Tritium Extraction Facility are beyond the scope of the
CLWR EIS.

04.04 One commentor questions why the option of simultaneously burning mixed oxide fuel and producing
tritium in the same reactor was not discussed in the CLWR Draft EIS. Another commentor opines that burning
uranium and mixed oxide fuels is not an acceptable way to deal with the waste. Another commentor asks TVA
and DOE to guarantee that mixed oxide fuel will never be used at Bellefonte.

Comments Summarized: 127-2, 623-1, 707-16

Response: As explained in Volume 1, Appendix F, Table F-3 of the CLWR EIS, TVA officials stated at the
public scoping meeting in Evensville, Tennessee, on February 26, 1998, that TVA has no intention of pursuing
the use of mixed oxide fuel at any TVA reactor that would be utilized for tritium production. Consequently,
the potential impacts associated with producing tritium while also burning mixed oxide fuel are not reasonably
foreseeable. The issue of burning uranium and mixed oxide fuels is not within the scope of the CLWR EIS.

04.05 The commentor states that he does not believe the summary of the APT Draft EIS (CLWR Draft EIS,
Section 5.2.11) captures the most significant impacts regarding dewatering and the presence of radium and
tritium contamination, as described in the APT Draft EIS, Section 3.3.2.2. The commentor also references a
previous EIS from DOE that resulted in the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) expressing concern
about the lack of assurance that proposed operations would not lead to further adverse impacts. Volume 1,
Section 5.2.11 of the CLWR Draft EIS states that the APT would produce neutrons that have the potential to
penetrate shielding and be absorbed by the soil and groundwater. This indicates that there would be an adverse
impact from operation of the facility and, based on the EPA's previous concern, DOE should address the
impacts from the APT in the CLWR Final EIS.

Comment Summarized: 89-3

Response: As stated in the CLWR EIS, Section 5.2.11 presents a summary of the environmental impacts of
the APT. For a more detailed analysis of these potential impacts, the reader is referred to the APT EIS
(DOE 1997b, DOE 1999a). The APT EIS has been incorporated into the CLWR EIS by reference. DOE has
included in the CLWR EIS a summary of the most significant potential impacts from the APT. It is beyond
the scope of the CLWR EIS explicitly to address the impacts or the mitigation actions resulting from the
programmatic No Action Alternative, which is the construction and operation of the APT at the Savannah
River Site.
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C > CATEGORY 05: NEPA PROCESS

05.01 One commentor questions the reason for the linkage between the CLWR EIS, the APT EIS, and the
Tritium Extraction Facility EIS.

Comments Summarized: 4-5,44-1

Response: The Preface to the CLWR EIS clarifies the relationship between the CLWR EIS, the APT EIS, and
the Tritium Extraction Facility EIS. The Preface also includes the announcement Secretary Richardson made
on December 22, 1998 (DOE 1998d). Based on that announcement, DOE now intends to produce tritium in
CLWRs. The APT would not be constructed at the Savannah River Site, but would be a backup option to
CLWRs. A new tritium extraction capability would be sited at the Savannah River Site to extract tritium from
CLWR TPBARs. The December 1995 Record of Decision for the Final Programmatic EIS (60 FR 63878)
provides the programmatic umbrella for the site-specific actions assessed in the CLWR, APT, and Tritium
Extraction Facility EISs. As tiered National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) documents, these EISs analyze
the site-specific environmental impacts of implementing the actions proposed in each. In the Final
Programmatic EIS, the environmental impacts of all three of these projects were analyzed collectively. In
addition, this CLWR EIS presents a summary of the environmental impacts of the APT at the Savannah River
Site (see Volume 1, Section 5.2.11 and Table 3-14) and the impacts of the tritium extraction facility at the
Savannah River Site (see Section 5.3.4). The APT and Tritium Extraction Facility EISs have been
incorporated into the CLWR EIS by reference.

05.02 Two commentors question whether there is a "real no action alternative" for either the CLWR EIS or
the APT EIS. Another commentor states that it is very difficult to understand the decisions that DOE is talking
about, particularly when the EIS does not provide the reader with the no-action effects and merely tiers them
off to some other document.

Comments Summarized: 4-6, 501-5, 700-14

Response: The No Action Alternatives for the CLWR EIS and the APT EIS tier from the original December
1995 Record of Decision for the Final Programmatic EIS (60 FR 63878). As explained in Volume 1,
Section 3.2.4 of the CLWR EIS, based on that Record of Decision, if tritium is not produced in a CLWR, it
will be produced in an accelerator. This approach is consistent with guidance from the Council on
Environmental Quality, which states that, "the no action alternative may be thought of in terms of continuing
with the present course of action until that action is changed," (see 46 FR 18026). In the December 1995
Record of Decision for the Final Programmatic EIS, the Secretary determined that DOE would produce tritium
either in a CLWR or in an APT at the Savannah River Site. The CLWR EIS No Action Alternative is not to
produce tritium in any of the TVA reactors. However, the alternative of not producing tritium (which DOE
has interpreted the commentor's question of a "true no action alternative" to mean) was analyzed in
Section 3.2.1 of the Final Programmatic EIS. Neither the Record of Decision for the Final Programmatic EIS
nor the Secretary's announcement on December 22, 1998, selected this No Action Alternative.

05.03 The commentor suggests that the 1995 Record of Decision for the Final Programmatic EIS be re-opened
and re-evaluated based on information available today. The commentor advocates that DOE design, construct,
and operate two different tritium facilities at different sites to ensure redundancy, with one of the facilities
designed for electricity production.
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Comment Summarized: 41-7

Response: On December 22, 1998, Energy Secretary Richardson announced that DOE now intends to produce -"

tritium in CLWRs (DOE 1998d). The APT would not be constructed at the Savannah River Site, but would
be a backup option to CLWRs. The Secretary's announcement that the CLWR would be the primary tritium
supply technology reaffirms the 1995 Record of Decision for the Final Programrnatic EIS (60 FR 63878) to
construct and operate a new tritium extraction capability at the Savannah River Site. The Secretary considered
issues such as cost, technical realities, environmental impacts, policy, and statutory requirements in making
that announcement. DOE intends to issue a consolidated Record of Decision in April 1999 (see also the
Preface to the CLWR EIS).

03.04 One commentor states that the information on the primary and backup tritium sources is difficult to
understand-particularly the elements DOE requires as a facility and a backup and what that really means to
public citizens. Another commentor questions when DOE will select either of the tritium supply dual tracks
described in the CLWR EIS.

Comments Summarized: 44-3, 501-2, 702-3

Response: On December 22, 1998, Energy Secretary Richardson announced that DOE now intends to produce
tritium in CLWRs (DOE 1998d). The APT would not be constructed at the Savannah River Site, but would
be a backup option to CLWRs. The Secretary's announcement that the CLWR would be the primary tritium
supply technology reaffirms the 1995 Record of Decision for the Final Programmatic EIS (60 FR 63878) to
construct and operate a new tritium extraction capability at the Savannah River Site. Volume 1,
Section 1.5.1.1 of the CLWR EIS has been revised to clarify the issue of the primary and backup tritium source
in accordance with the Secretary's announcement (see also the Preface).

05.05 Several commentors ask why the preparation of this EIS should impact the Bellefonte Conversion EIS.
One commentor opines that it would make more sense to complete the Conversion EIS so that the people living
near the sites can make a decision about what they would like to see in their community. The commentor
suggests the CLWR EIS should incorporate the Conversion EIS in its entirety since they are connected actions.
The commentor points out that in Section 3.2.6.1, the CLWR Draft EIS states, "Such conversion [of Bellefonte
to fossil fuel] would be independent of this EIS and would not occur until after a decision were made regarding
the role of Bellefonte 1 and 2 in tritium production." This sentence asserts that the consideration of the
conversion to fossil fuel at Bellefonte is independent of the CLWR EIS at the same time that it states explicitly
that it is dependent on the outcome of this EIS. The commentor suggests that a comparison be made between
Bellefonte as a nuclear plant making tritium and Bellefonte as a fossil fuel plant. Other commentors question
why the CLWR Draft EIS did not include an alternative to complete the Bellefonte plant as a fossil fuel
electricity plant. One commentor specifically questions the validity of the CLWR EIS because this alternative
is not included. This commentor asserts that the EIS needs to compare the eventual decommissioning and
decontamination costs of Bellefonte as a nuclear site with the costs of Bellefonte as a fossil-fuel electricity
generation plant.

Comments Summarized: 94-11,503-10,702-14,803-9

Response: It is a well-established principle under NEPA that the purpose and need of a proposed action
should delineate the limits of the reasonable alternatives to that action. That is, an alternative that does not
accomplish the agency's goals is not a reasonable alternative.

As explained in Volume 1, Chapter 3 of the CLWR EIS, the purpose of the EIS is to assess reasonable
alternatives for producing tritium in one or more CLWRs to satisfy the national security requirements directed \ J
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by the President. DOE believes that the CLWR EIS discusses all of the reasonable alternatives for producing
tritium in one or more CLWRs to satisfy such national security requirements.

Converting the Bellefonte plant to a fossil fuel electricity-generating plant is discussed in the CLWR EIS (see
Volume 1, Section 1.5.2.4). As discussed in that section, TVA has completed a Final EIS for the Bellefonte
Conversion Project (TVA 1997) that analyzes the reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts associated
with converting the Bellefonte plant to a fossil fuel plant. However, with respect to the CLWR EIS,
conversion of the Bellefonte plant to a fossil fuel electricity-generating plant would not accomplish DOE's
purpose and need as stated in the CLWR EIS. As such, conversion of the Bellefonte plant to a fossil fuel plant
is not a reasonable alternative for the CLWR EIS and, thus, is not analyzed in the CLWR EIS.

05.06 The commentor expresses the opinion that the completion of the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant be analyzed
in a separate EIS. Unless solely used for tritium production, this EIS should not suffice both for the completion
and commercial operation of the Bellefonte Plant.

Comment Summarized: 143-2

Response: TVA is a cooperating agency with DOE on the CLWR EIS. TVA plans to adopt the CLWR EIS
and issue a TVA Record of Decision. Upon adoption, the CLWR EIS would effectively update TVA's
Bellefonte environmental statement, which was revised in 1993. All remaining construction impacts, as well
as all operational impacts that relate to operation as a nuclear power plant, are addressed in this EIS. Additional
impacts peculiar to tritium production also are addressed. TVA has worked closely with DOE to ensure that
all aspects of completing and operating Bellefonte have been considered. Although DOE's purpose for
completing Bellefonte is tritium production, the CLWR EIS also discusses TVA's need for power and
concludes that power generation from Bellefonte could be used in lieu of other options analyzed in TVA's
Energy Vision 2020, Integrated Resource Plan and Environmental Impact Statement (TVA 1995).

05.07 One commentor asserts that DOE has not addressed the full range of expected safety and environmental
impacts and, therefore, is deficient with respect to NEPA and implementation of Council on Environmental
Quality regulations. The commentor says that the CLWR EIS has not identified and assessed the worldwide
environmental impacts that would result from a Federal action to approve the CLWR option. The commentor
also opines that, "Adoption of the CLWR option would undermine international nonproliferation objectives
and result in a higher probability that some nations will initiate or continue production of materials for nuclear
weapons in commercial reactors."

Comments Summarized: 45-5, 503-8

Response: The CLWR EIS has been prepared in accordance with Council on Environmental Quality
regulations (40 CFR 1500-1508) and DOE's NEPA regulations (10 CFR 1021) and procedures. To the extent
that potential environmental impacts could be identified for the alternatives analyzed, they are included in the
CLWR EIS. This analysis includes the direct, indirect, and cumulative environmental consequences of the
production of tritium in three operating CLWRs and the completion and operation of two partially completed
CLWRs. The proposed action does not have any worldwide impacts. The proposed action is not expected to
have any impact upon the nuclear weapons endeavors of other nations; would not violate or impact any
international treaties or agreements; would not have any impact on ongoing negotiations to further reduce
nuclear weapons stockpiles; and would not promote nuclear proliferation. [See also the response to Comment
Summary 01.04 for additional information.]

05.08 The commentor states that in the CLWR Draft EIS, Section 1.4, NEPA Strategy, DOE proposes an
action that may prove to be unwise and untenable-that tritium will be produced in one of two ways even if
other EISs (i.e., APT and Tritium Extraction Facility) demonstrate the impacts to be drastic or prohibitive. The
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commentor says that DOE apparently leaves itself no room to back out of a position that runs counter to the
intent of NEPA. The commentor also asks whether the 1995 Record of Decision for the Final Programmatic
EIS (60 FR 63878) stands regardless of the outcome of the EISs which tier [sic) from it.

Comment Summarized: 94-9

Response: On December 22, 1998, Secretary Richardson announced that DOE intends to produce tritium in
CLWRs (DOE 1998d). The APT would not be constructed at the Savannah River Site, but would be a backup
option to CLWRs. The Secretary's announcement that the CLWR would be the primary tritium supply
technology reaffirms the 1995 Record of Decision for the Final Programmatic EIS (60 FR 63878) to construct
and operate a new tritium extraction capability at the Savannah River Site. The CLWR EIS assesses the
environmental impact of tritium production at each of the TVA sites and the transportation impacts associated
with transferring TPBARs to the Savannah River Site. In accordance with the Secretary's announcement,
Volume 1, Section 3.2.7 of the CLWR EIS has been revised to indicate DOE's Preferred Alternative for
tritium production. In preparing both the Programmatic EIS and the project-specific EISs (CLWR EIS, APT
EIS, Tritium Extraction Facility EIS), no drastic or prohibitive environmental impacts were identified.
Moreover, the NEPA regulations do not mandate that an agency select the most environmentally beneficial
alternative. See also the Preface to the CLWR EIS for a discussion of DOE's intent to issue a consolidated
Record of Decision.

05.09 The commentor notes that opportunities did not exist for the public to participate in the development
of the NRC's environmental assessment of the Watts Bar Lead Test Assembly. Another commentor charges
that the Lead Test Assembly tests were already underway when the public meeting was held.

Comments Summarized: 94-10,835-2

Response: The public had several opportunities to state their concerns to the NRC prior to the start of the Lead
Test Assembly demonstration in September 1997. On December 23, 1996 (62 FR 67584), the NRC
announced it would hold a public hearing for public comment regarding a topical report entitled, "Report on
the Evaluation of Tritium-Producing Burnable Absorber Rod Lead Test Assembly." The time and place of the
public hearing was announced on January 27, 1997, and the public hearing was held in Washington, D.C., on
February 25, 1997.

On July 23, 1997 (62 FR 39557), NRC announced another public hearing in Sweetwater, Tennessee, on
August 7, 1997, regarding TVA's proposal to insert lead test assemblies containing TPBARs at the Watts Bar
Nuclear Plant. The purpose of the hearing was to provide an opportunity for public comment on the technical
issues and to ensure that the public is aware of the NRC staff's review activities and has an opportunity to
provide comments on them.

Also, on June 11, 1997 (62 FR 31853), the NRC announced that the "Report on the Evaluation of the Tritium-
Producing Burnable Absorber Rod Lead Test Assembly" (NRC 1997) was available from the NRC for public
inspection. Any member of the public could request and obtain a copy of the document and provide comments.
Finally, on September 11, 1997, the NRC issued its 'Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant
Impact" (62 FR 47835) for the license amendment to allow the insertion of the lead test assemblies into the
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant for testing. In addition, as part of the license amendment process for the lead test
assembly demonstration, NRC issued a Notice of Opportunity for Hearing (62 FR 30644). No comments were
received and the amendment was issued on September 15, 1997 (62 FR 52596). Each of these actions by the
NRC involved the public.

05.10 One commentor requests DOE to provide information on the benefits DOE or TVA have obtained from
the Watts Bar Lead Test Assembly demonstration. Another commentor suggests that data from the Lead Test
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Assembly demonstration should be reviewed and analyzed before the CLWR Final EIS is completed.
Commentors question whether it is reasonable to make a tritium technology decision before concluding the
Lead Test Assembly demonstration at Watts Bar. Another comnmentor requests that DOE delay reissuing
another Draft EIS until such time as complete tests have been run on the TPBARs currently at Watts Bar.
Another commentor asks what will be done with the TPBARs used in the Lead Test Assembly tests at Watts
Bar and when will it be done. This commentor also asks how DOE will know that the production process
works if tritium is not extracted from the TPBARs used in the Lead Test Assembly tests. Another commentor
asks whether there is any incremental release of tritium from the TPBARs being tested in the Lead Test
Assembly demonstration. Another commentor asks how many TPBARs were inserted into the Watts Bar
reactor.

CommentsSummarized: 44, 116-4, 128-1, 143-3,702-6,704-9,802-3

Response: As described in Volume 1, Section 1.5.1.2 of the CLWR EIS, DOE and TVA are currently
conducting a Lead Test Assembly demonstration to confirm and provide confidence to regulators and the
public that tritium production in a CLWR is technically straightforward and safe. This confirmatory
demonstration, which involves irradiating 32 TPBARs in Watts Bar Unit 1, began in September 1997. Once
irradiation is completed (approximately March 1999), the TPBARs will be removed and undergo post-
irradiation examination. The TPBARs will be examined extensively, both in a nondestructive and destructive
manner, including some extraction testing. The benefits received to date from the Lead Test Assembly
demonstration are: (1) the design and fabrication of the TPBARs were successfully completed to meet all
requirements; (2) Watts Bar was successfully licensed by the NRC for the irradiation demonstration; (3) the
CLWR program has demonstrated all aspects of the program, from TPBAR design through actual insertion
and irradiation in a CLWR; and (4) routine monitoring shows that TPBARs are performing as intended
(i.e., tritium effluents in the reactor coolant system are as expected and neutron flux levels in the reactor core
are as expected).

The confirmatory tests of the Lead Test Assembly demonstration at Watts Bar are not required prior to the
completion of this EIS. DOE has over 10 years of extensive development and testing, including the irradiation
of tritium-producing rods at the Advanced Test Reactor at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory.
Examination of these rods proved that the rods make and retain tritium. The Lead Test Assembly
demonstration is confirmatory and is not being done for technical reasons, but to provide confidence to the
NRC and the public that tritium production in a light water reactor is technically straightforward and safe.
Based on over 10 years of experience utilizing this design of TPBARs in the Advanced Test Reactor and
extensive post-irradiation examinations conducted at Argonne National Laboratory-West and Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory, DOE is confident that placement of up to 3,400 TPBARs in a CLWR would
have minimal impact on normal reactor operations and on factors such as TPBAR burnup and reactor physics
(see Volume 1, Appendix A of the CLWR EIS).

05.11 The commentor cites the Council on Environmental Quality's regulations and a number of court cases
and states that: (1) the EIS is woefully inadequate and incomplete and DOE did not consider a broad-enough
range of alternatives; (2) an alternative not considered is the production of tritium for fewer years or in smaller
amounts; the commentor requests consideration only of lower rates or fewer years of tritium production, not
more; and (3) DOE failed to identify alternatives that were dropped from consideration and explain why they
were dropped. The commentor also asks why the Preferred Alternative was not identified.

Comment Summarized: 116-2

Response: (1) It is a well-established principle under NEPA that the purpose and need of a proposed action
should delineate the limits of the reasonable alternatives to that action. That is, an alternative that does not
accomplish the agency's goals is not a reasonable alternative. As explained in Volume 1, Chapter 3 of the
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CLWR EIS, the purpose of the EIS is to assess reasonable alternatives for producing tritium in one or more
CLWRs to satisfy the national security requirements directed by the President. DOE believes that the CLWR
EIS addresses all of the reasonable alternatives for producing tritium to meet national security requirements.
Even if it were reasonable to consider the alternatives suggested by the commentor, their impacts would be less
than, and subsumed within, those presented in the CLWR EIS. The CLWR EIS also contains a sensitivity
analysis that addresses the effects of a reduced production cycle (Volume 1, Section 5.2.9).

(2) The 1996 Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Plan, which represents the latest official guidance for tritium
requirements, is based on a START I-level stockpile size of approximately 6,000 accountable weapons. To
support such a stockpile, a new tritium supply is required by approximately 2005, not 2010 as the commentor
states. As described in Volume 1, Section 3.2.1 of the CLWR EIS, the CLWR program is being designed to
produce up to 3 kilograms of tritium per year and has been revised to explain that this amount represents an
unclassified maximum requirement, and only would be required if the tritium reserve, which is maintained for
emergencies and contingencies, were ever lost or used. To ensure that the EIS assessment of potential
environmental impacts is conservative, the EIS presents the environmental impacts of maximum tritium
production at each of the five TVA reactor alternatives. In reality, DOE intends to produce only as much
tritium as actually required, which would be significantly less than the amount presented in the CLWR EIS
(e.g., maximum tritium production at each of five TVA reactors). NEPA does not require an agency to
consider alternatives that are infeasible, ineffective, or inconsistent with the basic policy objectives for the
action at issue. The case cited by the commentor, Friends of the Bitterroot, Inc., v. Forest Service 25 E.L R
21186 (D.Mt. 1994), is not inconsistent with this principle. The court noted (in the excerpt quoted by the
commentor) that the additional alternative required to be considered (preservation of a roadless area) was
within the discretion of the agency.

In the present action, DOE does not have discretion to consider the underlying basis of the Presidential
Decision Directive, let alone to consider changes to the tritium production levels and schedules which the
President mandates. The requested alternative to consider such changes is, therefore, not within the "reasonable
alternatives" which NEPA requires to be considered (40 CFR 1502.14).

(3) Volume 1, Section 3.2.2 of the CLWR EIS identifies the alternatives that were dropped from consideration,
(specifically other CLWRs considered for tritium production) and the rationale for their elimination.
Programmatic alternatives for the production of tritium were discussed in the Final Programmatic EIS
(DOE 1995).

(4) In Section 3.2.7 of the CLWR Draft EIS, DOE stated that a Preferred Alternative was not known at the
time of the publication. The Preferred Alternative for the CLWR EIS was announced by Secretary Richardson
on December 22, 1998, and is identified in Volume 1, Section 3.2.7 of the CLWR Final EIS. Question 4b. of
"40 Most Asked Questions" concerning the Council on Environmental Quality's NEPA regulations addresses
the issue of whether the Preferred Alternative has to be identified in the CLWR Draft EIS. The Council's
response is as follows: "Section 1502.14(e) requires the section of the EIS on alternatives to identify the
agency's Preferred Alternative if one or more exists, in the draft statement, and identify such alternative in the
final statement...." This means that if the agency has a Preferred Alternative at the Draft EIS stage, that
alternative must be labeled or identified as such in the Draft EIS. If the responsible Federal official in fact has
no Preferred Alternative at the Draft EIS stage, a Preferred Alternative need not be identified there. By the time
the Final EIS is filed, Section 1502.14(e) presumes the existence of a Preferred Alternative and requires its
identification in the Final EIS .. . unless another law prohibits the expression of such a preference."

05.12 The commentor is concerned that DOE is vague and noncommittal in its discussion of impacts to the
environment.

Comment Summarized: 116-6
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Response: DOE believes that it has adequately addressed impacts to the environment that could result from
implementing the various alternatives. Volume 1, Chapter 5 of the CLWR EIS addresses specific site and
regional impacts to 12 resource areas from the proposed alternatives, and Appendices C, D, E, and G provide
further detailed analysis related to human health effects from normal operation, human health effects from
facility accidents, human health effects of overland transportation, and environmental justice, respectively.

05.13 The commentor asserts that, since the operation of Bellefonte represents the most significant impacts
of any of the alternatives, it should not be a viable alternative.

Comment Summarized: 116-15

Response: NEPA requires the preparation of an EIS for major Federal actions that may significantly affect
the quality of the environment. The analysis for the CLWR EIS was conducted in accordance with Council
on Environmental Quality regulations (40 CFR 1500-1508) and DOE's NEPA regulations (10 CFR 1021) and
procedures. These regulations do not mandate that an agency select the most environmentally beneficial
alternative. The purpose of the NEPA process is to ensure that accurate environmental studies are performed;
that they are done with public involvement; and that public officials, like those at DOE, make decisions based
on an understanding of the environmental consequences.

As explained in Volume 1, Chapter 3 of the CLWR EIS, the purpose of the EIS is to assess reasonable
alternatives for producing tritium in one or more CLWRs to satisfy the national security requirements directed
by the President. DOE believes that the CLWR EIS addresses all of the reasonable alternatives for producing
tritium to meet national security requirements.

05.14 The commentor states that: (1) DOE has not properly addressed the cumulative impacts in the CLWR
EIS. The commentor asserts that (2) Section 5.3.2 of the CLWR EIS addresses only indirect impacts and not
cumulative impacts as defined by the Council on Environmental Quality regulations. The commentor suggests
that the EIS should address the combined effects of the proposed action; for example, minor noise impacts on
wildlife and small impacts to aquatic life could be combined to result in significant impacts on the ecosystem.
The commentor also asserts that there is a very limited discussion of other projects in the area. The commentor
also asks, (3) where is the cumulative analysis on Bellefonte's impact in conjunction with the Widows Creek
Fossil Plant? The commentor also refers to (4) an increase in the diversion of water from the Tennessee River
for public use.

Comment Summarized: 116-16

Response: (1) DOE feels that Volume 1, Section 5.3 of the CLWR EIS adequately addresses cumulative
impacts. Council on Environmental Quality/NEPA regulations define "cumulative impacts" as "the impact
on the environment which results from the incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present,
and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal or nonfederal) or person
undertakes such other actions. Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but collectively
significant actions taking place over a period of time" (40 CFR 1508.7).

(2) In Volume 1, Section 5.3.2, the CLWR EIS states that for Watts Bar and Sequoyah there are no known
Federal or nonfederal facilities that could contribute to a change in the radiological environment of the region
of influence. In addition, the CLWR Final EIS Tables 5-59 and 5-60 address land use, air quality, and
groundwater requirements at the Watts Bar and Sequoyah Nuclear Plants.

For the Bellefonte plant, DOE acknowledges that there will be future growth in Jackson County, and this is
indicated in Volume 1, Chapter 5, Table 5-61. The cumulative impacts from tritium production at the
Bellefonte Nuclear Plant are presented in Table 5-62.
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No causal relationships were found between resource consumption, effluent emissions, and health of
surrounding ecosystems.

(3) The contributory effect of the Widow's Creek Fossil Plant is accounted for in the ambient air and water
quality and background radiological conditions described for the region around Bellefonte in Volume 1,
Chapter 4 of the CLWR EIS. These conditions have been combined with the incremental impacts associated
with the completion and operation of Bellefonte for tritium production and have been presented for each
resource area in Chapter 5 of the EIS.

(4) DOE and TVA are aware of increases in water diversions from the Tennessee River for public use and have
considered both demand and discharge impacts in the CLWR EIS analysis on water quality.

05.15 The commentor provides various citations to regulations relating to "significance" of environmental
impacts and requests that the CLWR EIS adequately identify how the proposed project will impact the
environment as "a whole." The commentor also asserts that the EIS glosses over environmental issues and
dismisses the significant impacts the project will have on the "surrounding ecosystem, humans and all." The
commentor criticizes DOE for concluding that the operation at Bellefonte would have no significant adverse
impacts.

Comment Summarized: 116-18

Response: NEPA requires the preparation of an EIS for major Federal actions that may significantly affect the
quality of the environment. The analysis for the CLWR EIS is conducted in accordance with Council on
Environmental Quality regulations (40 CFR 1500-1508) and DOE's NEPA regulations (10 CFR 1021) and
procedures. The purpose of the NEPA process is to ensure that accurate environmental studies are performed;
that they are done with public involvement; and that public officials, like those at DOE, make decisions based
on an understanding of the environmental consequences.

Volume 1, Chapter 5 of the CLWR EIS provides a detailed description of impacts associated with land
resources, noise, air quality, water resources, geology and soils, ecological resources, archaeological and
historic resources, socioeconomic aspects, public and occupational health and safety, and waste management.
Chapter 3 summarizes the impacts. In addition, the CLWR EIS has three Appendices (C, D, and E) that discuss
in detail the health impacts associated with each of the alternatives. The EIS addresses all of the elements of
significance required by Council on Environmental Quality regulations and case law associated with NEPA.

DOE believes that the environmental impacts at Bellefonte have been adequately addressed in the CLWR EIS.

05.16 Two commentors find the EIS to be deficient and inadequate as a NEPA document. One commentor
feels that DOE sloughs off the difficult issues raised by tritium production at Bellefonte and that its use of
classified information does not satisfy the open process of NEPA. The other commentor states that the EIS is
substantially deficient as a NEPA document in its analysis of the environmental impacts, in addition to not
discussing all reasonable alternatives.

Comments Summarized: 116-24,137-3

Response: DOE believes that the EIS is adequate and fully complies with NEPA with respect to the analysis
of impacts at the proposed sites. The EIS evaluates all reasonably foreseeable impacts for all reasonable
alternatives.

With respect to addressing all reasonable alternatives, it is a well-established principle under NEPA that the
purpose and need of a proposed action delineate the limits of the reasonable alternatives to that action. That
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is, an alternative that does not accomplish the agency's goals is not a reasonable alternative. As explained in
Volume 1, Chapter 3 of the CLWR EIS, the purpose of the EIS is to assess reasonable alternatives for
producing tritium in one or more CLWRs to satisfy national security requirements as directed by the President.
DOE believes that the CLWR EIS addresses all of the reasonable alternatives for producing tritium to meet
national security requirements. A discussion of the development of alternatives is given in Section 3.2.

With respect to the use of classified information, tritium requirements are classified to protect national security.
While DOE's philosophy is to disclose as much information to the public as possible, this does not include
classified information. Chapter 2 of the CLWR EIS provides unclassified information regarding tritium
requirements. As discussed in that chapter, the President has directed DOE to provide a new tritium supply
source by approximately 2005 in order to meet the requirements set forth in the most recent Nuclear Weapons
Stockpile Plan. The unclassified tritium requirement information presented in Chapter 2 is consistent with the
classified tritium requirements.

05.17 The commentor suggests that DOE should not use five- and six-year old documentation for the CLWR
EIS.

Comment Summarized: 703-9

Response: The CLWR EIS was prepared using the most current information available. In addition to existing
EISs, those persons preparing the document reviewed all recent available documents and consulted with TVA
personnel to obtain accurate and timely information (TVA 1998a). Further, prior to publication of the Draft
EIS and the Final EIS, it underwent internal review within TVA to ensure that the latest information was used
in its preparation (TVA 1998c, TVA 1999).

05.18 The commentor believes the EIS process is very one-sided and thinks DOE and other Federal agencies
may need to review it.

Comment Summarized: 704-1

Response: DOE has made every effort to ensure that the preparation of this EIS has not been one-sided. DOE
has encouraged public participation in the process beginning with the initial scoping meetings and continues
it with incorporation of public comments in the CLWR Final EIS. Further, DOE has consulted with a number
of other Federal and state agencies during its preparation of the CLWR EIS. In addition, the EIS has been
reviewed by other state and Federal agencies. The NEPA process is established through Council on
Environmental Quality regulations (40 CFR 1500-1508). In addition, DOE has developed its own
implementing regulations for NEPA (10 CFR 1021). This EIS was prepared in accordance with both sets of
regulations, as well as NEPA itself (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.).

05.19 The commentor would like to see DOE's presentation of the EIS information to the public accompanied
by a presentation from an independent reviewer.

Comment Summarized: 704-2

Response: In addition to its own review of the CLWR EIS, DOE has provided copies to numerous Federal
and state agencies, including the EPA, for review and comment. The EPA has an obligation under Section 309
of the Clean Air Act to review and comment in writing on the environmental impact of any matter relating to
the authority of the Administrator. In addition, the public comment period provides opportunity for all
interested parties to provide their own independent review of the document. DOE welcomes these independent
reviews and feels that they lead to both a better document and, ultimately, a better decision.
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05.20 Two commentors commend DOE and TVA for the thoroughness and depth of the CLWR Draft EIS.
One commentor states that all the potential impacts have been identified and thoroughly evaluated. Another
commentor thinks the CLWR Draft EIS does an excellent job covering the options and statistics.

Comments Summarized: 713-1, 719-4

Response: DOE acknowledges the commentors' recognition of the quality of the CLWR Draft EIS.

05.21 The commentor asks why the Government is not listening to the people. Another commentor asks by
what means can citizens prevent the making of tritium.

Comments Summarized: 2-5, 222-2, 817-1

Response: The CLWR program has undertaken an aggressive public outreach program and has made an effort
to listen to all members of the public who have views on what the U.S. Government should do with respect
to tritium production alternatives. DOE has reviewed and responded to all comments received during the
public comment period.

DOE's role in the production of tritium and all nuclear materials required for the defense of the United States
is mandated by Congress through its enactment of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, and the President in the
Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Plan. Further, any decision to produce tritium at a CLWR would have to be
funded by Congress. Thus, those citizens wishing to prevent the making of tritium should express their views
by writing to their congressional representatives and the President.

05.22 The commentor asks for a copy of the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Bellefonte
Conversion Project and a copy of the Record of Decision associated with this EIS.

Comment Summarized: 4-1

Response: TVA provided the commentor a copy of the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the
Bellefonte Conversion Project. The Record of Decision for this EIS will not be issued until the outcome of the
current TVA effort with DOE to produce tritium at Bellefonte is completed.

05.23 The commentor asks DOE not to intimidate or dismiss the public and to give the public adequate
information to evaluate DOE's actions.

Comment Summarized: 702-1

Response: The NEPA process is one of the most successful and effective ways that DOE has to both inform
and receive input from the public. Every effort is made to prepare an EIS that is complete and understandable.
Further, supporting documentation is referenced and all referenced material is made available to the public in
reading rooms. It is not DOE's intention to intimidate or dismiss the public at any stage in the NEPA process.
All public comments received during the public comment period will be reviewed and responded to before
DOE decides on a course of action.

05.24 The commentor would like DOE to hold an additional hearing on tritium production in Nashville,
Tennessee.

Comment Summarized: 707-9
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Response: Prior to the beginning of the public comment period, DOE evaluated potential locations for public
<_J hearings. An effort was made to ensure that all geographic areas were represented. Thus, it was decided to

hold hearings in North Augusta, South Carolina; Rainsville, Alabama; and Evensville, Tennessee. These
hearings were held on October 1, 6, and 8, 1998, respectively, and were well attended. DOE believes that the
geographic distribution of these hearings was adequate to provide an opportunity for those residents in closest
proximity to the TVA reactors being considered and the site of the new extraction capability to attend.

05.25 The commentor questions the definition of "previous impact statements" that "serve to a great extent
as the basis for this EIS." The span of time for these documents ranges from three years to fifteen years or
more, and the commentor questions how DOE selected its data.

Comment Summarized: 86-4

Response: Section 1.5.1.3 summarizes the relationship between the CLWR EIS and other relevant NEPA
documents, including EISs for the operation of the Watts Bar and Sequoyah Nuclear Plants and the
construction of the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant. The documents have been completed and serve as a baseline on
which the environmental impacts associated with tritium production can be assessed. The information has
been updated through communications with TVA staff, along with current TVA documents. DOE used the
most current sources of information available in compiling data to assess the impacts of tritium production.
Volume 1, Chapter 7 and each of the appendices in the CLWR EIS provide a detailed list of the references that
were the basis of this analysis.

05.26 The commentor is concerned that DOE will focus too heavily on the potential economic benefits from
the Bellefonte site and will not weigh these benefits against decreases in land resources, air quality, water
quality, ecosystem quality, and quality of life issues. Another commentor expresses concern that politics would
influence the decision.

K>
CommentsSummarized: 116-23,231-2,812-1

Response: DOE has undertaken the preparation of the CLWR EIS to evaluate the environmental impacts of
producing tritium at a CLWR at Bellefonte, as well as Watts Bar and Sequoyah. DOE will fairly and
completely consider environmental issues, along with other pertinent issues such as economic, policy, and
statutory requirements, when arriving at a decision. The decision will be made after the CLWR Final EIS has
been published. Council on Environmental Quality Regulation 1505.2, Record of Decision, states that each
agency shall prepare a concise public record of decision.

The Record of Decision must identify all alternatives considered by the agency in reaching its decision,
specifying the alternative or alternatives considered to be environmentally preferable. An agency may discuss
preferences among alternatives based on relevant factors, including economic and technical considerations and
agency statutory missions. An agency shall identify and discuss all such factors, including any essential
considerations of national policy balanced by the agency in making its decision and how those considerations
entered into its decision.

The Record of Decision must state whether all practicable means to avoid or minimize environmental harm
from the alternative selected have been adopted and, if not, why. A monitoring and enforcement program is
to be adopted and summarized where applicable for any mitigation.

This EIS has been undertaken to evaluate the environmental impacts of tritium production in a CLWR. The
decision resulting from the NEPA process will be announced in a Record of Decision following publication
of the Final EIS. That decision will be based on the evaluation of impacts presented in the EIS, as well as
other pertinent factors such as economic considerations.
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05.27 One commentor asks whether DOE is considering purchasing a TVA reactor or its irradiation services.
The commentor refers to the December 1995 Record of Decision, which contains the option of DOE
purchasing a reactor. The commentor expresses concern that external, peer, regulatory, and fiscal reviews of
operations at the tritium-producing nuclear plants would disappear because DOE nuclear defense facilities are
not licensed by the NRC, nor is DOE obligated to adhere to the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations'
industrial standards of excellence. However, the commentor believes the tax payers and rate payers should
realize a return on the $4.5 billion already spent on Bellefonte. The commentor recommends that, if Bellefonte
comes on line, it must never be allowed to become a government-owned, contractor-operated defense facility
that will go unchecked by the mechanisms designed to ensure it is managed with the safety of the citizens and
the environment as its primary concern. Another commentor asks if oversight by state and Occupational Safety
and Health Administration regulators would continue if TVA partners with DOE to produce tritium.

Comments Summarized: 58-3, 506-2, 610-2, 802-1, 804-1

Response: The 1995 Record of Decision for the Final Programmatic EIS (60 FR 63878) considered the
possibility of purchasing a reactor before the Request for Proposals process began. As events unfolded, the
purchase option became irrelevant because only TVA nuclear plants were proposed. for tritium production.
As stated in Volume 1, Section 1.1.1, DOE considered only the purchase of irradiation services, not the
purchase of a reactor. As TVA is a U.S. Government agency, the Watts Bar, Sequoyah, and Bellefonte
Nuclear Plants are already government-owned. If chosen for tritium production, the Bellefonte plant will be
completed as a nuclear power plant and would continue to be regulated by the NRC. Therefore, use of the
TPBARs in one of Bellefonte's reactors would be governed by NRC regulations, and NRC approval would
be required before the use of the TPBARs could begin. After this approval, the Bellefonte plant would be
subject to periodic NRC safety inspections and evaluations throughout its planned lifetime (40 years).

The TVA plants would continue to comply with all applicable Federal and state regulations. Regulatory
oversight will not be affected by tritium production in a CLWR.

05.28 The commentor requests clarification on how DOE and NRC define the word "significance."

Comment Summarized: 86-5

Response: Although the word significant is used in the CLWR EIS, there is not one meaning of this term (see
40 CFR 1508.27). When possible, the EIS defines what is meant by "significant." For example, in Volume 1,
Section 5.2.3.2, the EIS defines significant as noise impacts greater than 65 decibels A-weighted [dBA]. In
Section 3.2.6.2, the transportation risks for Bellefonte I or 2 would be significantly lower than one fatality per
year, which is then defined as less than one fatality per 100,000 years. Therefore, it is important to look at the
word "significant" in the context of its usage.

The commentor may be referring to Section 1.5.1.2, DOE's Lead Test Assembly Environmental Assessment,
and the TPBAR confirmatory demonstration at Watts Bar 1. The NRC prepared a separate environmental
assessment and issued its own Finding of No Significant Impact for the Environmental Assessments.
According to Council on Environmental Quality NEPA regulations, a Finding of No Significant Impact is a
document which briefly explains the reasons why a proposed action addressed in an environmental assessment
will not have a significant effect on the human environment and, therefore, why an EIS will not be necessary
(40 CFR 1508.13).

The NRC Finding of No Significant Impact (62 FR 47835) indicates that they evaluated the impacts relative
to the requirements set forth in 10 CFR Part 51. Specifically, they evaluated the possibility of accidents,
changes in types or amounts of effluents, offsite population doses, and worker doses attributable to the
demonstration. For example, they found that if the entire amount of tritium was released in a year's discharge
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of cooling water, the maximum annual dose to a member of the public would be less than 1 percent of the NRC
ti criterion for effluents and only about 0.007 percent of the average annual dose resulting from naturally

occurring radionuclides. Based on its environmental assessment, the NRC staff concluded that there are no
significant radiological or nonradiological impacts associated with the proposed action and that the proposed
license amendment will not have a significant effect on the quality of the human environment. The commentor
is referred to the NRC document (62 FR 47835) for further details on this decision.

05.29 One commentor questions whether the tritium technology decision will be made prior to completing
the CLWR EIS and the APT EIS. The commentor opines that DOE should use the comments received on
these EISs in the decisionmaking process. Another commentor questions whether a technology decision prior
to completion of the project-specific EISs (i.e., the APT EIS and the CLWR EIS) would be premature.
Another commentor asks whether the Secretary would make a decision before the final tritium production EISs
(CLWR and APT) are completed. Another commentor suggests that the Final APT, Tritium Extraction
Facility, and CLWR EISs not be prepared or should be combined. Another commentor asks why input from
area residents was not included in the decision criteria shown in DOE's December 14, 1998, presentation.

Comments Summarized: 44-4, 501-6, 808-1, 809-3

Response: On December 22, 1998, the Secretary announced that DOE intends to produce tritium in CLWRs
(DOE 1998d). The APT would not be constructed at the Savannah River Site, but would be a backup option
to CLWRs. The Secretary's announcement that the CLWR would be the primary tritium supply technology
reaffirms the 1995 Record of Decision for the Final Programmatic EIS (60 FR 63878) to construct and operate
a new tritium extraction capability at the Savannah River Site. That announcement was made based on all
available information, the Final Programmatic EIS, and any comments that were received related to the CLWR
EIS and the APT EIS. DOE intends to complete these EISs to support proposed project-specific actions that
could be implemented by the Secretary's announcement. The express intent of the December 14, 1998, public

<<,, meeting was to solicit input from area residents prior to the Secretary's announcement on December 22, 1998.
See also the Preface to the CLWR EIS for a discussion of DOE's intent to issue a consolidated Record of
Decision.

05.30 The commentor, observing that the analysis of DOE's most likely scenario (2,000 TPBARs) is not in
the CLWR Draft EIS, expresses frustration that the public can't comment on a scenario unless it is presented
in the EIS.

Comment Summaried: 702-2

Response: The EIS presents the environmental impacts associated with the maximum loading of TPBARs
in a reactor (3,400 TPBARs) and also addresses lesser amounts.

0531 Several commentors stated that notification of the December 14, 1998, meeting was too short. Other
commentors stated that the December meeting was scheduled at a bad time-during the holidays. Yet other
commentors stated that the mailing of the notification for the December meeting was too late; did not reach
all interested parties; and did not provide sufficient time to prepare for such an important meeting.
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Comments Summarized: 202-2, 207-1,212-1,247-1, 8004, 8024, 803-5, 809-2, 835-1

Response: Prior to fulfilling his requirement to reach a technology decision by the end of 1998, the Secretary
of Energy asked TVA to resubmit a proposal for the Watts Bar and Sequoyah reactors, as well as final
proposals for completion of TVA's Bellefonte reactor in order to provide DOE with a comprehensive set of
options. Such proposals were provided to DOE the first week of December 1998. In order for the public to
have an opportunity to provide DOE with input on these proposals prior to the Secretary's decision at the end
of 1998, it was necessary to hold the December 14, 1998, meeting with a minimum of notice to the public.
To maximize public participation on such short notice, DOE sent more than a thousand individual notices of
the meeting to interested parties on December 10, 1998; advertised notice of the meeting in local newspapers;
and provided the local media with a December 8, 1998, press release giving notice of the time and place of
the meeting.

DOE recognizes that the December 14,1998, meeting was scheduled, announced, and conducted in a relatively
short time frame. As stated in the introductory comments by Mr. Barry Lawson, the public meeting facilitator,
this December 14, 1998, meeting was not for the purpose of discussing the EIS, but to provide DOE with
public input on the resubmitted TVA proposal to utilize the Watts Bar and Sequoyah plants for tritium
production.

In compliance with NEPA requirements, DOE held scoping meetings related to the CLWR EIS proposal in
February 1998, and subsequently held public hearings in October 1998 to receive comments on the CLWR
Draft EIS. The option of utilizing the Watts Bar and Sequoyah reactors was included in the CLWR Draft EIS.
As such, the public was notified of this option through the normal NEPA process and was provided ample time
to review and comment on the proposal to utilize the Watts Bar and Sequoyah plants for tritium production.

Participants at the December 14, 1998, meeting were encouraged to provide comments to DOE on the latest
TVA proposal. Although these comments are not part of the formal comment process for the CLWR Draft
EIS, they are included in the CLWR Final EIS.

05.32 A commentor wants to know if the Secretary of Energy could change his decision after the EISs are
published, and states his opinion that the technology decision should not come before the NEPA process and
before the safety issues are identified and addressed in the CLWR Final EIS.

Comment Summarized: 808-2

Response: The announcement made by Secretary Richardson on December 22, 1998 (DOE 1998d), which
designated the CLWR as the primary tritium production technology, fulfilled DOE's 1995 commitment to
select between a CLWR and a linear accelerator. The CLWR option was designated because it is a proven
technology; it is the best deal for the taxpayer, and it has the flexibility to meet a range of future needs. DOE
will complete key research and development milestones for the accelerator as a backup option, but will not
initiate construction. Such a dual track strategy would allow the Secretary of Energy to change his decision
at a later date should the CLWRs prove unable to supply the nation's future need for tritium.

05.33 A commentor feels that DOE and TVA have already struck a deal to produce tritium regardless of the
concerns of community members.
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Comment Summarized: 208-4
K>

Response: As described in Volume 1, Section 1.1.1, the CLWR EIS evaluates the environmental impacts
associated with tritium production for all TVA reactor plants offered by TVA during the open procurement
process. That procurement process is ongoing, and negotiations are continuing between DOE and TVA. As
discussed in Section 1.1.4, because both TVA and DOE are Federal agencies, an agreement between them
could be reached through either a contract (per the full and open Federal procurement process) or through an
interagency agreement via the Economy Act. The Economy Act is a Federal law that allows two government
agencies to enter into an interagency agreement similar to the contractual agreement that a Federal agency
would enter into with a nonfederal party through the competitive procurement process.

During preparation of the CLWR EIS the community had several opportunities to provide input through the
NEPA process. This participation occurred during the scoping and public comment periods for the CLWR
Draft EIS. The public's input is reflected in the CLWR Final EIS.

CATEGORY 06: REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES SELECTION

06.01 The commentor disagrees with DOE's assertion that tritium must be produced. The commentor asserts
that this provides "no options; no alternatives." The commentor further states that, "the purpose of an EIS is
to present kll possible, viable alternatives. Instead, the documents provided interested parties contain nothing
more than bureaucratic filler for foregone conclusions. The fact that you provide a chart with 18 reactor
combinations does not give the vulnerable public the 'alternatives' required by NEPA; nor does the
consideration of producing tritium in an accelerator provide an alternative."

K> Comment Summarized: 116-1

Response: As described in Volume 1, Section 1.1.3 of the CLWR EIS, the CLWR EIS tiers from the Final
Programmatic EIS (DOE 1995) and Record of Decision (60 FR 63878). As such, the CLWR EIS evaluates
the reasonable alternatives for tritium production in one or more CLWRs to satisfy national security
requirements as directed by the President. These national security requirements, which are set forth in
Section 91 of0the Atomic Energy Act, are not discretionary. The specific CLWRs that are assessed in the
CLWR EIS were determined through a competitive procurement process described in Volume 1, Section 1. 1.4
of the CLWR EIS. It is a well established principle under NEPA that the purpose and need of a proposed
action should delineate the limits of the reasonable alternatives to that action. That is, an alternative which
does not accomplish the agency's goals is not a reasonable alternative. As explained in Volume 1, Chapter 3
of the CLWR IBS, the purpose of the EIS is to assess reasonable alternatives for producing tritium in one or
more CLWRs to satisfy national security requirements as directed by the President. DOE believes that the
CLWR EIS discusses all of the reasonable alternatives for producing tritium in one or more CLWRs to satisfy
these national security requirements. The commentor does not identify any other reasonable alternatives, nor
does the commentor provide any reasons why the alternatives evaluated are not reasonable. With respect to
the commentor's implication that the EIS should evaluate an alternative that would not produce tritium (e.g.,
"a real no action alternative"), the response to Comment Summary 05.02 discusses this issue.

06.02 The commentor asserts that DOE will not reach 1996 Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Memorandum
stockpile levels (tritium requirements) until 2010 and that DOE should evaluate the alternative of a delayed
startup. The commentor further asserts that, "all of the DOE alternatives result in the same amount of tritium
in the same amount of time." The commentor opines that this is not legally sufficient and that DOE should
evaluate alternative production scenarios.
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CommentSummarized: 116-8

Response: The 1996 Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Plan, which represents the latest official guidance for tritium
requirements, is based on a START I-level stockpile size of approximately 6,000 accountable weapons. To
support such a stockpile, a new tritium supply is required by approximately 2005, not 2010 as the commentor
states. As described in Volume 1, Section 3.2.1 of the CLWR EIS, the CLWR program is being designed to
produce up to 3 kilograms of tritium per year. Section 3.2.1 has been revised in the CLWR EIS to explain that
3 kilograms of tritium represents an unclassified maximum requirement, and would only be required if the
tritium reserve, which is maintained for emergencies and contingencies, were ever lost or used. To ensure that
the EIS assessment of potential environmental impacts is conservative, the CLWR EIS presents the
environmental impacts of the maximum tritium production at each of the five TVA reactor alternatives. In
reality, DOE intends to produce only as much tritium as actually required, which will be significantly less than
what is presented in the EIS (e.g., maximum tritium production at each of five TVA reactors). [See the
response to Comment Summary 03.03 for more detail on tritium requirements.]

06.03 Several commentors ask questions regarding the fact that TVA has allowed one of its two procurement
proposals (the irradiation services proposal) to expire. The commentors question whether this affects the
alternatives in the CLWR EIS, and whether there are really alternatives for tritium production at TVA reactors
other than Bellefonte Unit 1. One commentor specifically requests that DOE explicitly state the criteria used
to define reasonable alternatives and also questions why the Fast Flux Test Facility Reactor and any number
of commercial reactors operated by public utilities were not included as reasonable alternatives. One
commentor expresses their opposition to using a Hanford reactor (the Fast Flux Test Facility) for the
production of tritium.

Comments Summarized: 26-1, 44-6, 944, 242-1, 501-7, 502-1, 506-1,700-1,706-1, 801-1, 815-2, 832-1

Response: As described in Volume 1, Section 1.1.1, the CLWR EIS evaluates the environmental impacts ,'
associated with tritium production for all TVA reactor plants offered during the procurement process. That
procurement process is ongoing, and negotiations are continuing between DOE and TVA. Because both TVA
and DOE are Federal agencies, an agreement could be reached through an interagency agreement via the
Economy Act. The Economy Act is a Federal law that allows two government agencies to enter into an
interagency agreement similar to the contractual agreement that a Federal agency would enter into with a
nonfederal party through the competitive procurement process. The Federal procurement process for the
CLWR program explicitly allows for an interagency agreement via the Economy Act. As such, TVA's action
to allow the irradiation services proposal (made in response to the procurement request) to expire, has no
bearing on the negotiations that might result in an interagency agreement via the Economy Act. Consequently,
all of the TVA reactors that were initially identified during the procurement process as reasonable alternatives
for tritium production remain reasonable alternatives. In December 1998, TVA resubmitted a radiation
services proposal for the Watts Bar and Sequoyah reactors. Volume 1, Section 1.1.4 of the CLWR EIS was
revised to clarify the procurement process.

In response to the commentor who requests the criteria used to define reasonable alternatives, Volume 1,
Section 3.2.2 of the CLWR EIS describes the process that DOE employed to receive proposals from
owners/operators of CLWRs for tritium production. As explained in that section, DOE issued a request for
proposals for the CLWR production of tritium (while the specific requirements are too voluminous for
inclusion, the request for proposals is available by contacting the DOE CLWR Program Office). As stated in
Volume 1, Section 1.1.4 of the CLWR EIS, the only proposals determined to be responsive to the requirements
of the procurement request were from TVA. Through the procurement process, the five TVA reactors
evaluated in the CLWR EIS were identified. No other commercial CLWRs were offered by owner/operators
and, consequently, the CLWR EIS does not evaluate them. With respect to the Fast Flux Test Facility Reactor,
that research reactor is a DOE reactor, not a CLWR. The option of using DOE's existing reactors (such as the
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Fast Flux Test Facility at Hanford and the K-reactor at the Savannah River Site) was evaluated but dismissed
from further consideration for the reasons stated in Section 3.1.3 of the Final Programmatic EIS (DOE 1995).
DOE announced in the December 1995 Record of Decision (60 FR 63878) that it would evaluate whether the
Fast Flux Test Facility Reactor might play a role in tritium production. The Secretary of Energy, on
December 22, 1998, announced that the Fast Flux Test Reactor would play no role in tritium production
(DOE 1998d).

06.04 One commentor asks whether the CLWR Final EIS will include information about the contractual
agreements between TVA and DOE and the potential impacts of TVA's contract obligations. Another
commentor asks when DOE plans to exercise its option to purchase irradiation services.

Comments Summarized: 700-19,704-11

Response: Contractual agreements are not a part of the EIS and involve sensitive negotiations that are ongoing
and have not been finalized. For these reasons, any contractual agreements made between TVA and DOE
regarding production of tritium are not presented in the CLWR EIS. TVA would produce tritium for DOE
only if and when necessary.

06.05 One commentor asks if DOE's preferred choice for tritium production would involve several different
sites. The commentor believes it might simplify the process if all the necessary activities were performed at
one site. Another commentor asks when DOE would use two or more facilities to avoid exceeding the
Bellefonte plant's spent fuel generation limit. The commentor believes that analyses that will determine
DOE's choice to use one or more reactors for tritium production should be made public because of the
implications for TVA ratepayers and U.S. taxpayers. Another commentor asks if the 1995 Record of Decision
can be deleted or amended to remove language that would allow DOE to purchase the Bellefonte plant and
convert it to a defense facility. Another commentor recommends that DOE identify the Bellefonte facility
(backed up by Watts Bar as needed) as its Preferred Alternative in the CLWR Final EIS.

Comments Summarized: 58-7, 90-5, 610-3,700-8,707-1,713-6

Response: On December 22, 1998, Secretary of Energy Bill Richardson announced that DOE now intends
to produce tritium in CLWRs (DOE 1998d). The APT would not be constructed at the Savannah River Site,
but would be a backup option to CLWRs. The Secretary's announcement that the CLWR would be the primary
tritium supply technology reaffirms the 1995 Record of Decision for the Final Programmatic EIS (60 FR
63878) to construct and operate a new tritium extraction capability at the Savannah River Site. The CLWR
EIS assesses the environmental impact of tritium production at each of the TVA sites and the transportation
impacts associated with transferring TPBARs to the Savannah River Site. In accordance with the Secretary's
announcement, Volume 1, Section 3.2.7 of the CLWR EIS has been revised to indicate DOE's Preferred
Alternative of using Watts Bar and Sequoyah for tritium production. As stated in Volume 1, Section 1.1.1 of
the CLWR EIS, DOE is considering only the purchase of irradiation services, not the purchase of a reactor.

06.06 Several commentors do not understand Table 3-2 in the Draft EIS. One commentor specifically
requests that the actual environmental impacts for the various alternatives be displayed in Table 3-2, rather than
"dots."

Comments Summarized: 44-5, 700-9

Response: As described in Volume 1, Section 3.2.3 of the CLWR EIS, Table 3-2 presents the various reactor
alternative combinations that constitute the reasonable alternatives evaluated in the CLWR EIS. The "dots"
in that table depict the combination alternatives. As stated in this section, "the impacts for each of the
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18 irradiation alternatives would be the sum of each of the impacts at each of the sites involved." The impacts
at each of the sites involved are described in detail in Volume 1, Chapter 5 of the CLWR EIS.

06.07 The commentor requests a comparison between the completed and uncompleted reactors. The
commentor asserts that, "the purpose of NEPA is to compel the Government to choose from among reasonable
alternatives that which has the least adverse impact on the environment."

Comment Summarized: 94-15

Response: In Volume 1, Chapter 3 of the CLWR EIS, Table 3-13 provides the comparison between the
completed and uncompleted reactors.

NEPA requires the preparation of an EIS for major Federal actions that may significantly affect the quality of
the environment. The analysis for the CLWR EIS was conducted in accordance with Council on
Environmental Quality regulations (40 CFR 1500-1508) and DOE's NEPA regulations (10 CFR 1021) and
procedures. These regulations do not mandate that an agency select the most environmentally beneficial
alternative. The purpose of the NEPA process is to ensure that accurate environmental studies are performed;
that they are done with public involvement; and that public officials, like those at DOE, make decisions based
on an understanding of the environmental consequences.

CATEGORY 07: GENERAL SUPPORT/OPPOSITION

07.01 Several commentors express support for the CLWR option and cite several advantages of the CLWR
over accelerator production of tritium.

Comments Summarized: 8-1,59-1,73-1,81-1, 88-1, 904,225-3, 233-3, 242-2,604-3,624-1,628-2,713-5,
832-2

Response: DOE acknowledges that there is both support and opposition for the CLWR program, which is the
programmatic No Action Alternative to the APT program. The purpose of the CLWR EIS is to evaluate the
environmental impacts of the reasonable CLWR alternatives for providing the tritium necessary to support the
enduring stockpile, as defined by the President in the Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Plan. For completeness,
Volume 1, Section 5.2.11 and Table 3-14 of the CLWR EIS summarizes the environmental impacts associated
with accelerator tritium production at the Savannah River Site.

07.02 Several commentors express their support for the CLWR program in general, citing reasons of national
defense, cost-effectiveness, and low environmental impacts, as described in the CLWR EIS. Several other
commentors also express their opposition to the CLWR program in general, citing the policy of separation
between military and civilian programs, public health and safety, effects to the environment, and cost.

Comments Summarized: 23-3, 28-1, 91-1, 92-1, 93-1, 109-1, 120-1, 121-1, 123-1, 130-1, 202-1, 222-1,
225-1, 227-1, 239-1, 248-2, 250-1, 704-15

Response: DOE acknowledges that there is both support for and opposition to the CLWR program in general.
The reasons cited by supporters and opponents have been the subject of specific comments and responses
elsewhere in this document. The need for tritium and national defense are discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 2
of the CLWR EIS and in the response to Comment Summary 02.01. Cost is discussed in the response to
Comment Summary 23.16. The issue of separation between military and civilian programs is discussed in the
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response to Comment Summary 01.09. Public health and safety is discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 5 of the
CLWR EIS and in response to Comment Summaries 14.04 and 15.03.

07.03 Several commentors express their support for the Bellefonte option, citing numerous reasons including
safety; cost-effectiveness; boost to the regional economy; electricity as a byproduct; TVA's good track record;
jobs; use of an existing resource; national defense; proven technology; small environmental impacts;
compatibility with the program needs; the right thing to do; a win-win situation; and it is good for the nation,
DOE, TVA, and Jackson County.

Several other commentors express their opposition to the Bellefonte option, citing numerous reasons including
the dangers of radioactivity, public health and safety, significant impacts to the environment, the policy of
separation between military and civilian programs, and nonproliferation.

Comments Summarized: 10-1, 12-1, 15-1, 17-1, 23-1, 24-1, 26-3, 33-1, 34-1, 35-1, 38-1, 42-1, 47-2, 54-1,
55-1, 56-1, 57-1, 58-1, 60-1,61-1, 62-1, 63-1, 64-1, 65-1, 66-1, 67-1, 68-1, 69-1,
70-1, 71-1, 72-1, 74-1, 75-1, 76-1, 77-1, 78-1, 79-1, 82-1, 83-1, 85-1, 87-1, 96-1,
104-1, 107-1, 118-1, 131-1, 133-1, 134-1, 136-12, 140-1, 144-1, 147-1, 203-1,
204-1, 205-1, 209-1, 210-1, 211-2,215-1,224-1, 225-4, 228-1, 231-1, 254-1, 604-
4, 607-1, 608-1, 609-1, 610-1, 611-1, 612-1, 613-1, 614-1, 615-1, 616-1, 617-1,
618-1, 619-1, 620-1, 621-1, 622-2, 625-1, 626-1, 627-5, 628-3, 629-1, 708-1,
709-1, 710-2, 714-1, 715-1, 716-1, 718-1, 719-3, 803-10, 821-1, 827-1, 831-1

Response: DOE acknowledges that there is both support for and opposition to the Bellefonte option. The
reasons cited by supporters and opponents have been discussed in the CLWR EIS and also have been the
subject of specific comments and responses elsewhere in this document. Specifically: The need for tritium
and national defense are discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 2 of the EIS and in response to Comment Summary

K....' 02.01. Cost is discussed in the response to Comment Summary 23.16. The issue of separation between
military and civilian programs is discussed in the response to Comment Summary 01.09. The issue of
nonproliferation is discussed in response to Comment Summary 01.04. Issues related to public health and
safety from radiological releases are discussed in responses to Comment Summaries 14.04 and 15.03.
Socioeconomic issues are discussed in Chapter 5 of the EIS and in response to comment summaries in
Category 13.

07.04 Several commentors support the use of the TVA plants in general and Bellefonte in particular for
implementing the proposed action. The commentors express several reasons for their support including safety;
small environmental effects; efficiency; less risk that other everyday activities; design superiority (Bellefonte)
over other plants; nuclear energy's advantages as a clean and safe power source; safe practices on the part of
TVA and its employees; advantages for Jackson County (Bellefonte), Alabama, and surrounding areas in
Tennessee and Georgia; and the safety record of the nuclear industry. Several commentors oppose the use of
TVA facilities for the production of tritium.

Comments Summarized: 141-1, 245-3, 610-6, 622-1, 627-1, 628-1, 710-1, 711-1, 717-1, 719-5, 828-3,
835-5

Response: DOE assesses the environmental impacts of the proposed action at each of the TVA reactor units
in Volume 1, Chapter 5 of the CLWR EIS. The commentors' support for the proposed action and the specific
support of some of the commentors for Bellefonte is noted. DOE acknowledges that there is both support and
opposition to the use of TVA facilities for the production of tritium.
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07.05 Commentors oppose the proposed action on the basis of an "increased likelihood of environmental
contamination" and "adverse effects" even at low levels of radiation exposure. One of the commentors ,
suggests that DOE should not further develop nuclear energy.

Comments Summarized: 32-3, 102-3

Response: As discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 5 of the CLWR EIS, the environmental impacts and potential
doses to the public from the proposed action are well within limits considered acceptable by regulatory
authorities. Sections 5.2.1.9, 5.2.2.9, and 5.2.3.9 of the EIS provide the results of the analyses of the
incremental risk resulting from normal operation and hypothetical accident scenarios during tritium production.
These analyses are performed using a generally accepted method for design-basis and beyond design-basis
accident analyses in support of the reactor operations promulgated by the NRC. The analyses use special
models for the evaluation of consequences of accidental releases of tritium (both in elemental and tritiated
water vapor) to the environment. Volume 1, Appendix C, Section C.2.2, of the EIS summarizes the
characteristics and biological health effects of tritium. This appendix also provides the health effect standards
that were used to estimate the potential lifetime cancer mortalities resulting from the exposure to tritium and
other radioactive materials. Health effects were calculated using a linear extrapolation from the nominal risk
estimated for lifetime total cancer mortality at a dose of 10 rad to a very low dose level, i.e., a zero dose. The
impact from the application of this model is considered to be an upper-bound estimate. There is scientific
uncertainty about cancer risk in the low-dose region below the range of epidemiologic observation, and the
possibility of no risk, or even a health benefit, cannot be excluded. The low-dose region is defined as a dose
level (-0.01 rad) where DNA repair can occur in a short period (a few hours) after irradiation-induced damage.
DOE considers the use of CLWRs to produce tritium to be a viable, cost-effective, safe, and environmentally-
sound alternative, and not necessarily a promotion of nuclear energy.

07.06 Several commentors express their preference that the Bellefonte plant be converted into a fossil fuel
plant.

Comment Summarized: 11-1, 12-3, 98-2, 232-5, 704-14, 806-7

Response: Volume 1, Section 1.5.2.4 of the CLWR EIS discusses the Bellefonte Conversion Project EIS.
As stated in that section, if these reactors will not be utilized in the CLWR program. one of the five alternatives
addressed in the Final Environmental Impact Statementfor the Bellefonte Conversion Project (TVA 1997)
could be selected in the Record of Decision for that EIS.

07.07 Several commentors express support for the Watts BarlSequoyah option, stating it would permit the
Tennessee Valley area to receive benefits in addition to the production of electricity; it is the least
environmentally destructive option; and it provides greater flexibility at the least cost.

Several other commentors express opposition to the Watts Bar/Sequoyah option, citing numerous reasons
including: increased risk to local residents, no economic benefit, adverse effects on the region's power supply,
and no increase in jobs.

Comment Summarized: 201-1, 226-1, 229-1, 230-1, 232-7, 233-1, 235-5, 246-1, 251-1, 252-1, 255-1,
806-9, 829-5

Response: DOE acknowledges that there is both support for and opposition to the Watts Bar/Sequoyah
alternative, which is the Preferred Alternative in the CLWR EIS. The reasons cited by supporters and
opponents are discussed in the EIS and also are the subject of specific comments and responses elsewhere in
the document. Public health and safety issues are discussed in Chapter 5 of the EIS, and also in response to
Comment Summaries 14.04 and 15.03. Socioeconomic issues, such as jobs, are both discussed in Chapter 5,
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as well as in response to Comment Summaries in Category 13. Cost issues are discussed in response to
Comment Summary 23.16. The commentors are also referred to the responses to Comment Summaries 7.03
and 7.04.

07.08 During the December 14, 1998, meeting a number of commentors compared the Bellefonte alternative
to the Watts Bar/Sequoyah alternative. Those in favor of Bellefonte feel that it would: (1) provide more
electricity, not less, as would happen at Watts Bar and Sequoyah during shutdowns needed to produce tritium;
(2) help stabilize electrical costs, since TVA would not have to buy power during periods of high demand; (3)
be cheaper, since the sale of electricity would pay back the tax dollars spent to build the plant; (4) provide
economic benefits, including jobs, to the region; (5) produce tritium for a longer period of time; (6) benefit
area ratepayers and taxpayers; (7) salvage an existing government asset; (8) provide national benefits, such as
the lowest cost to the taxpayer, and (9) generate power without greenhouse gases. Some commentors also
point out that, compared to Watts Bar/Sequoyah, Bellefonte is strongly supported by the local population
(including politicians, businessmen, labor unions, and educators) and many supporters have worked hard to
promote tritium production at the site.

Some commentors, after comparing the alternatives, favor the Watts Bar/Sequoyah alternative over the
Bellefonte alternative since it would: (1) use an existing facility; (2) avoid creating new health risks and
environmental concerns; (3) not impact new population areas; (4) cost less; (5) cause the least harm to
biological entities; and (6) offer the greatest flexibility at the least cost, given the future likelihood of additional
weapons reductions.

Comments Summarized: 214-1, 216-1, 219-1, 220-1, 221-1, 227-2, 233-2, 234-1, 236-1, 237-1, 238-1,
240-1, 242-3, 243-1, 244-1, 249-4, 814-2, 820-1, 822-1, 823-1, 824-2, 826-1,
830-1, 832-3, 833-1, 834-1

Response: DOE recognizes that there are advantages and disadvantages to both the Bellefonte alternative and
the Watts Bar/Sequoyah alternative. In designating the Preferred Alternative, the Secretary of Energy
considered a variety of factors including cost, schedule, flexibility, environmental impacts, and the ability to
meet statutory requirements. Based upon these factors, the Secretary judged the Watts Bar/Sequoyah
alternative preferable to Bellefonte. A final decision will not be made until at least 30 days after the EPA
Notice of Availability for the CLWR Final EIS is issued.

CATEGORY 08: DOE PAST PRACTICES

08.01 One commentor opposes transportation of TPBARs to the Savannah River Site for extraction because
the Savannah River Site cleanup "doesn't seem to be accomplishing its goal," and the commentor doesn't want
South Carolina to become a dump or storage site for nuclear and radioactive waste.

Comment Summarized: 18-2

Response: DOE has a very aggressive cleanup program and has worked with the EPA, states, stakeholders,
and the general public to develop long-range programs and commitments to clean up its facilities to acceptable
levels. While the commentor's opinion that DOE's clean-up actions are not accomplishing its goal are noted,
this comment is beyond the scope of the CLWR EIS. The impacts of low-level wastes associated with the
proposed action to produce tritium at one or more CLWRs are addressed in Volume 1, Sections 5.2.1.11,
5.2.2.11, and 5.2.3.11 of the CLWR EIS. Impacts associated with wastes from tritium extraction are addressed
in the Tritium Extraction Facility EIS (DOE/EIS-0271) (DOE 1998a, DOE 1999b).
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08.02 Commentors suggest that DOE has a record of polluting and contaminating every site they have
operated and that the CLWR program will be no different. One commentor contends that the K-Reactor
should be utilized so that other sites will not be polluted by DOE. Another commentor contends that, since
the K-Reactor at the Savannah River Site has been contaminated beyond reasonable or economical expectation
for clean-up, it is difficult to see why the need for environmental upgrades are a reasonable excuse for this
facility not to be considered as a reasonable alternative. One commentor indicates that among other
deficiencies in cleanup activities, DOE has failed to site a nuclear repository and, therefore, its ability to
operate a CLWR program is in serious question. Another commentor indicates that in December 1991, coolant
contaminated with tritium leaked into the Savannah River from a DOE reactor. Another commentor states that
the CLWR EIS does not give the history of environmental and health problems around DOE tritium facilities.

Comments Summarized: 36-1,41-4,58-2, 103-3, 132-2, 136-3, 137-1, 211-3, 217-3, 252-3, 507-2,707-7,
720-2, 800-9, 803-3

Response: DOE recognizes that it has facilities which require some level of environmental cleanup. Similar
to other industries, most of the DOE facilities were designed and constructed in the 1940s and 1950s, prior
to today's environmental requirements, when the understanding of waste management principles was not what
it is today. Over the past several years, DOE has had a very aggressive facility modernization and cleanup
program and has worked with the EPA, states, Tribal Nations, stakeholders, and the general public to develop
long-range programs and commitments to cleanup its facilities to acceptable levels. To date, the Department
has completed numerous cleanup activities and is aggressively working toward the cleanup of its remaining
environmental problems. Actions taken to implement the CLWR tritium program would not be inconsistent
with nor impact these ongoing cleanup activities, since the cleanup activities of the DOE are funded and
managed separately.

In regard to the use of the K-Reactor at the Savannah River Site, this option was evaluated by the Final
Programmatic EIS (DOE 1995), but dismissed from further consideration for the reasons stated in Section
3.1.3 of that document and summarized here. The K-Reactor was designed in the 1940s and was utilized for
the production of tritium and other nuclear materials until 1988. At that time, the facility was shut down for
major environmental, safety, and health upgrades to comply with today's stringent standards. The commentor
is correct in that, during the effort to restart the K-Reactor, tritium-contaminated coolant was released into the
Savannah River. Despite a great number of improvements, it was finally decided that the facility was too old
and that the additional cost of upgrades sufficient to enable it to comply with the Department's existing
standards were too great. If the K-Reactor were to be used, the environmental problems associated with the
past use of this facility must be remedied in accordance with the Federal Facilities Act and Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) requirements.

In regard to DOE's ability to carry out the CLWR program, the Department has demonstrated a competency
in leading the industry in the use of nuclear energy and in the protection of human health and safety. DOE has
pioneered the development of energy-efficient products, space exploration technology, medical treatment
procedures, and a long list of other noted accomplishments. The focus of the CLWR EIS is to assess the
potential environmental impacts associated with the production of tritium at each of the five TVA reactors
being considered. A history of environmental and health issues associated with DOE facilities, as well as other
DOE programs such as the nuclear repository, does not fall within the scope of this EIS.

DOE is committed to improving its environmental management, to operating its facilities in a manner that
meets or exceeds all applicable environmental, safety, and health requirements, and to the cleanup of its
environmental problems. The alternatives being considered for the production of tritium in a CLWR all
propose the utilization of state-of-the-art TVA reactors. These reactors have excellent environmental
compliance records and exemplary environmental, health, and safety programs to assure continued compliance.
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In addition, as discussed in response to Comment Summary 05.10, DOE has confidence that the use of
TPBARs in a CLWR is safe and technically straightforward.

08.03 A commentor would like to know where tritium has been produced and what studies have been
conducted that show its effect on the environment.

Comments Summarized: 213-1, 818-1

Response: Volume 1, Section 1.3.3 of the CLWR EIS presents a brief discussion of the history of tritium
production. Appendix C discusses the properties of tritium and its effects on the environment. Section C.2.1.2
presents a discussion of health effects including references to the National Research Council's Committee on
the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR) reports. Section C.2.2 presents a discussion of tritium
characteristics and biological properties including references to International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP) publications.

08.04 A commentor mentions a 12-year tritium leak to groundwater from a spent fuel holding tank at
Brookhaven National Laboratory and notes that public trust of the management of any nuclear reactor or
research laboratory anywhere in the world is slim. Further, the commentor questions the faith that industry
and the NRC put in nuclear science to find answers to industry problems.

CommentsSummarized: 248-6,819-1

Response: The tritium leak at Brookhaven National Laboratory involved material that leaked from an unlined
spent fuel pool. All the TVA reactor facilities include linings in the design of their spent fuel pools.

CATEGORY 09: TVA PAST PRACTICES

09.01 One commentor states that he lives about 2 miles from Watts Bar and feels quite safe and confident that
the plant is being operated safely. Another commentor expresses confidence in TVA's track record.

Comments Summarized: 26-2, 58-5

Response: As discussed in Volume 1, Section 6.5 of the CLWR EIS, TVA operates all its reactor facilities
within all state and Federal regulations.

09.02 The commentor expresses a serious concern regarding the ability of DOE and TVA to carry out this
project successfully. The commentor suggests that the EIS needs to point out changes in these organizations
that have or will be taking place to give assurance that the project will be handled properly and in accordance
with this EIS. The commentor also suggests that the EIS perform an evaluation on the "specified candidates"
capabilities to carry out the project. Referring to Section 6.5.3.1, the commentor cites various examples of past
TVA experiences which, according to the commentor, point to TVA's inability to manage the program in an
environmentally acceptable manner.

Comment Summarized: 41-5

Response: TVA's capability to successfully carry out the project is inherently a major consideration in DOE's
decision process. In 1985, TVA made the decision to voluntarily shut down its nuclear units because of
technical deficiencies and the absence of an effective management system in the nuclear program. In response
to this situation, TVA restructured its nuclear organization, strengthened its management system, and
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successfully implemented a comprehensive recovery plan to address the identified deficiencies and regulatory
concerns. This strengthened management system demonstrated TVA's ability to recover the nuclear program,
and the agency continues to successfully manage the program as one of the leading performers in the industry.
TVA's management takes very seriously any identified problems and violations of any level. Corrective actions
are taken as soon as possible, and recurrence controls are put in place. While Sequoyah had a number of
violations identified during the mentioned time frame, the overall trend of violations continues to decrease and
the majority of those received recently have been characterized as having low safety significance. Watts Bar
Unit 1 was designed, built, and is operated to high standards and adheres to strict regulations to ensure the
health and safety of the public and TVA employees. Since successfully completing startup activities and
beginning commercial operation in May 1996, Watts Bar has demonstrated excellent performance and set
world records during its first-cycle operation and refueling outage. Two years in a row, the plant received from
the NRC's Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance evaluation a "superior" rating in three of four
performance categories and a "good" in the remaining category. Volume 1, Sections 6.5.2 and 6.5.3 of the
CLWR EIS present a discussion of Institute of Nuclear Power Operations reports for the Watts Bar and
Sequoyah plants.

09.03 The commentor, referring to Section S.1.5.5 (Summary) of the CLWR Draft EIS remarks that producing
tritium in a TVA reactor is not consistent with the Congressional purposes that established TVA. The
commentor notes that its establishment in 1933 had no bearing whatsoever to "national defense," although
later it was further developed to ensure a reliable supply of electricity for Oak Ridge. The commentor
recommends that the insinuation be removed. Another commentor suggests that tritium production is an
expansion of TVA's responsibilities from power production to weapons production, and asks whether tritium
production would influence TVA to move further into weapons and defense-related activities.

Comments Summarized: 41-6,815-3

Response: The commentor is correct that TVA has provided electricity to the defense mission at Oak Ridge. J
One of the key reasons for constructing TVA's Shawnee Fossil Plant near Paducah, Kentucky, was to provide
electricity to DOE's uranium enrichment plant at that location. The CLWR EIS Summary, Section S.1.5.5, and
Volume 1, Section 1.3.6, provide an accurate summary of the TVA Act, so a revision of the text is
unnecessary. The preamble to the TVA Act identifies national defense as one of the purposes for TVA's
creation. Further, the TVA Act in Sections 15(h) and 31 indicates that the Act should be liberally construed
to aid TVA in discharging its responsibilities for the advancement of national defense and other statutory
purposes. In compliance with that Congressional mandate, TVA has supported the nation's defense efforts on
numerous occasions since its creation in 1933. TVA produced phosphorus and ammonium nitrate for
explosives and munitions during World War II and the Korean Conflict. From 1952 to 1957, TVA, under an
agreement with the Department of the Army, operated and maintained the Phosphate Development Works
complex, at which various phosphorus-based chemical agents were produced. From 1985 to 1998, under a
contract with the Department of Defense, the Phosphate Development Works was refurbished and reactivated
to process and purify the United States' remaining stock of a nerve agent component (methyl phosphoric
dichloride). TVA continues to support defense missions today with the cleanup of chemical and munitions
production and storage sites, as well as stabilization or disposal of surplus chemical weapons stockpiles. Thus,
tritium production is not an expansion of TVA's defense role nor would it influence TVA with regard to any
future defense-related activities. The text referred to by the commentor in the CLWR EIS Summary,
Section S.2, and Volume 1, Chapter 2, is accurate.

09.04 The commentor asserts that the Bellefonte plant would put radiation into the water and the air. The
cornmentor further remarks that, according to his understanding, the plant was stopped before because of the
high cost of meeting the environmental requirements and wonders how the requirements would be met now.
The commentor is interested in receiving documentation on the plan for this action.
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Comment Summarized: 49-2

Response: Radioactive effluents from nuclear facilities are strictly controlled and regulated in the United
States by state and Federal regulations for the protection of the environment and the health and welfare of the
public. Although the operation of Bellefonte, as analyzed in Volume 1, Section 5.2.3.9 of the CLWR EIS,
would result in radioactive discharges, resultant air and water concentrations would be well below established
regulatory limits. As stated in the CLWR EIS, Bellefonte was initially deferred in 1988 because of diminished
growth in TVA's customer power needs. In 1994, the TVA Board of Directors decided that the Bellefonte
Nuclear Plant would not be completed unless financial partners could be found. The cost of environmental
controls was not a factor in this decision.

09.05 The commentor asks, "What is the basis for using Institute of Nuclear Power Operations reports to
defend using TVA's CLWRs when the public does not have access to those reports and cannot get them'?"
The commentor suggests that the public is at a vast disadvantage responding to this EIS on that basis alone.

Comment Summarized: 86-7

Response: As stated in Volume 1, Section 6.5.1 of the CLWR EIS, the purpose of the section that describes
compliance indicators is not for DOE to assess the adequacy of TVA's operation of its CLWRs, but to provide
a basis to assess whether there are any compliance issues that would interfere with the production of tritium.
The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations performance indicators are appropriately mentioned in this section,
as they are used by individual nuclear plants to help them improve their operations by measuring them against
established standards of excellence that apply across the industry. The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
restricts distribution on all plant-specific performance reports, and no one in the industry releases their
complete reports to other utilities or to the public. Distribution is restricted to encourage candor in
communications between the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (the auditor) and the nuclear plant being

Hi audited. While the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations reports are confidential, NRC Systematic Assessment
of Licensee Performance reports are made available to the public, including all input material such as data from
the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations. All regulatory violations, whether they are self-identified or not,
are described in the NRC Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance reports and are made available to
the public.

09.06 The commentor remarks that the CLWR Draft EIS reports very small numbers of abused employees
that have been harmed as a result of raising safety issues. The commentor inquires about the source of these
numbers. The commentor also inquires as to how TVA, the NRC, and DOE will ensure a safety-conscious
work environment where employees feel free to raise safety issues without damage to them, their families, or
their careers.

Comments Summarized: 86-11,703-13

Response: Over the past several years, TVA has developed several means to monitor the safety consciousness
of its workforce. Periodic surveys of employee attitudes regarding employee/management communication of
safety concerns are conducted by TVA's Office of Inspector General. TVA's Nuclear Concerns Resolution
Staff is a separate organization outside the normal nuclear management chain that provides an alternative path
for employees to communicate any safety or quality concerns. Through a standard exit interview process, the
Concerns Resolution Staff also provides employees and contractors leaving employment an opportunity to raise
any concerns and voice their opinions about employee/management communication. TVA management tracks
and trends employee grievances and U.S. Department of Labor complaints arising from allegations of
intimidation and harassment in order to gauge the effectiveness of its safety-conscious work environment
efforts. In the early 1990s, dozens of Department of Labor cases were filed within TVA Nuclear. No
Department of Labor cases were filed in 1998. Employee surveys in recent years indicate that approximately
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98-99 percent of the employees and contractors feel free to raise safety concerns with their direct management
without reprisal. The CLWR EIS does not include a discussion on the numbers of abused TVA employees
that have been harmed as a result of raising safety issues. Volume 1, Sections 6.5.2.1 and 6.5.3.1 of the
CLWR EIS discuss Notices of Violation which imposed civil penalties regarding alleged acts of
discrimination. The source of this information is the NRC.

09.07 The commentor remarks that, in attempting to discuss current projections for future energy demands
in Section 1.3.6, the CLWR Draft EIS does not make clear whether TVA's projections include conservation
measures to reduce demand and/or development of renewable energy resources.

Comment Summarized: 94-8

Response: TVA's projected customer power needs will be met using new generation resources, as well as
efficiency improvements to TVA's existing generation resources. Additionally, changes in customer end-use
(demand-side) efficiencies, such as conservation, are a factor in power need projections. Some of these end-use
efficiencies result from programs carried out by TVA and the distributors of TVA power. TVA's Energy
Vision 2020, Integrated Resource Plan Environmental Impact Statement (TVA 1995) presents both short-term
and long-term TVA plans for demand-side management and customer service programs. A program is now
in the planning stages that would add additional renewable energy resources such as wind energy and solar
energy to TVA's generation system.

09.08 A commentor, referring to Section 3.2.1 of the CLWR Draft EIS where the assumption is made that the
Bellefonte plant would be completed by 2005, states that the CLWR EIS should be subjected to a reality check,
and more reasonable projections should be used based on progress thus far on Bellefonte and the schedule of
Watts Bar 1. Another commentor asks whether the schedule for completing Bellefonte I is hypothetical or
real. The commentors also recommend that the CLWR EIS, in determining the reasonableness of completing
Bellefonte for tritium production by 2005, should provide information on how complete Bellefonte currently
is, how realistic the 2005 date is, and what size of spent nuclear fuel cooling pool is being (or has been)
designed and constructed.

Comments Summarized: 94-17,500-1

Response: The schedule for completing Bellefonte Nuclear Plant Unit 1 is consistent with DOE's tritium
requirement. The schedule for the completion is based on sound assumptions and experience gained through
prior operation. It has been reviewed extensively by outside experts, such as Bechtel, Ebasco, and Fluor
Daniel. In Volume 1, Section 3.2.2, the CLWR EIS states that Bellefonte Unit I is 90 percent complete while
Unit 2 is 57 percent complete. The reasonableness of the 2005 completion date has been reviewed. Irrespective
of the completion schedule for Bellefonte, it is likely that the first core load of TPBARs would be irradiated
in the Watts Bar plant. As discussed in Volume 1, Section 4.2.3.11, the spent fuel pool for Unit I is
constructed and will be able to store 1,058 spent fuel assemblies. This capacity would be sufficient to store
20 years of operation without alternate storage means.

09.09 The commentor states that, as someone who grew up in the shadows of Watts Bar and remembers
reading the newspaper articles and what it took to bring that facility on line, he is appalled that DOE would
even discuss Watts Bar.

Comment Summarized: 503-5

Response: Watts Bar Unit I was designed, built, and is operated to high standards and adheres to strict
regulations to ensure the health and safety of the public and TVA employees. Since successfully completing
startup activities and beginning commercial operation in May 1996, Watts Bar has demonstrated excellent
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performance (see Volume 1, Section 6.5.2.1). Its first operating cycle was the best first cycle for the first unit
of any plant in the United States. For Fiscal Year 1998, Watts Bar set a new site generation record and had
the best first-cycle refueling outage for U.S. plants in the past decade. For the second time in a row, the plant
received from the NRC's Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance evaluation a "superior" rating in
three of four performance categories and a "good" in the remaining category.

09.10 A commentor points out that the primary coolant systems at Sequoyah and Watts Bar are of a
recognized bad design and are virtually inoperable at any given time. The commentor expresses concern that
this has received little or no attention by TVA or DOE, and that ratepayers should not be responsible for their
mismanagement.

Comments Summarized: 241-4,811-7

Response: The design of the Watts Bar and Sequoyah reactors has been thoroughly reviewed and licensed
by the NRC. TVA operates its plants in compliance with all NRC requirements and all other applicable
regulations. Volume I, Chapter 6 of the CLWR EIS describes the regulatory compliance history of both Watts
Bar and Sequoyah.

CATEGORY 10: LAND, AESTHETICS, NOISE, SOILS, GENERAL ENVIRONMENT

10.01 The commentor expresses concern that the plume from operation of the cooling tower would result in
odors in the valley.

Comment Summarized: 12-4

Response: The cooling tower plume associated with operation of a nuclear reactor is a water vapor plume and
would not result in any detectable odor.

10.02 The commentor expresses concern that DOE has not provided adequate information on soils and
geology with which to evaluate storage options, other future structures, and the protection of groundwater from
wastes at Bellefonte.

Comment Summarized: 116-20

Response: DOE believes that the information provided on geology and soils for Bellefonte in Volume 1,
Section 4.2.3.5 of the CLWR EIS is adequate for the level of impacts anticipated and discussed in Section
5.2.3.5. Extensive evaluations of soils and bedrock on the Bellefonte site were conducted prior to the
construction of Bellefonte Units I and 2. These evaluations are discussed in the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant
Final Safety Analysis Report (TVA 1991) and in the Final Environmental Statement, Bellefonte Nuclear Plant
Units I and 2 (TVA 1974). The Final Environmental Impact Statementfor the Bellefonte Conversion Project
(TVA 1997) also summarizes geological and soil conditions at the site. The last two documents serve as a
baseline on which the environmental impacts associated with tritium production are assessed. Although the
characteristics of soils can play a role in controlling spills of fuels, oils, solvents, or other chemicals, the
primary controls are engineered controls and mitigation measures as provided in the site Spill Prevention,
Control, and Countermeasures Plan. The environmental impacts from the construction and operation of the
dry cask Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) are addressed in Volume 1, Section 5.2.6 of the
CLWR EIS. However, no decision will be made to either construct or operate a dry cask ISFSI as a result of
this EIS. Appropriate NEPA documentation would be prepared prior to the construction of such a facility.
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10.03 Commentors are opposed to tritium production in general or at Bellefonte in particular because of the
increased risk of environmental contamination.

Comments Summarized: 29-1, 37-1, 84-1, 98-1, 139-1, 212-7, 712-1

Response: The radiological releases to the environment that could result from the proposed action under
normal operating conditions and various hypothetical accident scenarios are conservatively estimated in
Chapter 5 of the EIS for each candidate reactor site. The potential impacts to the environment and the
radiological doses and risks to the public from these releases also are assessed and discussed in Chapter 5. The
assumptions and methodology used for the assessment are discussed in detail in Volume 1, Appendix C and
D of the CLWR EIS for normal operation and accident conditions, respectively. The methodology used is
based on scientific standards accepted in the industry and dictated by Federal and state regulatory authorities.
As discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 5 of the CLWR EIS, the environmental impacts and the potential doses
to the public are well within limits considered acceptable by the regulatory authorities. The potential
environmental impacts resulting from the operation of Bellefonte specifically are addressed in Section 5.2.3
of the CLWR EIS.

10.04 One commentor states that any pollution problem would not be greater than that which already exists
for the TVA area. Other commentors suggest that the East Tennessee region is already overflowing with toxic
materials from both local industry and DOE operations and cannot handle any more toxic wastes.

Comments Summarized: 103-1, 211-1, 248-7

Response: Volume 1, Chapter S of the CLWR EIS analyzes the range of potential impacts which could occur
at each of the three TVA plants. These impacts were determined to be within regulatory limits for each of the
alternatives. Existing environmental conditions within the TVA area as they relate to the operation of the TVA
reactors as tritium-producing plants are described in Volume 1, Section 4.2, Affected Environment.

CATEGORY 11: AIR, WATER RESOURCES

11.01 The commentor asks the following: What is the current wastewater program that the TVA nuclear
programs use to clean up the reactor coolant waste water prior to release into the Tennessee River? Where is
the procedure for that and how often is that program tested to support its reliability? What are the criteria that
the NRC will use to monitor that program? Where are those criteria located now?

Comments Summarized: 86-9, 703-1

Response: As described in Volume 1, Sections 4.2.1.4 and 4.2.2.4 of the CLWR EIS, the radionuclide
contaminants in the primary coolant are the source of liquid radioactive waste at the Watts Bar and Sequoyah
plants. Each source of liquid waste receives an individual type of treatment before discharge to the
environment under the National Pollutants Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit. The CLWR EIS
presents the amount of radioactive liquid effluent to the Tennessee River in Volume 1, Tables 5-2, 5-12, and
5-30, and presents potential tritium concentration in the river in Tables 5-3, 5-13, and 5-31. TVA Nuclear
contracts with a vendor to process the reactor coolant wastewater and to ensure any radioactivity is well within
the established regulated limits prior to release to the Tennessee River. The vendor is responsible for
supplying and operating the liquid waste processing system. Prior to system use, the vendor supplies to TVA
for review a "Process Control Program" that describes the available processing vessels, operating parameters,
and suggested removal criteria for the various media utilized in the vessels. Vendor operating procedures also
are submitted for TVA's review. Prior to each batch of processed water being released to the Tennessee River,
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an analysis is performed to identify the radioactive species present. This analysis also determines each
i , 2 pollutant's rate of discharge and the total activity to be released to the Tennessee River and compares these

estimates to the regulatory limits for each pollutant. These releases are well below the allowable activity limits
presented in 10 CFR 20. The NRC monitors and inspects conformance to the 10 CFR 20 release limits.

11.02 The commentor states that the document should explain whether the operational limits for a plant would
be changed to produce tritium and whether those changes might affect the NPDES permits under which that
plant now operates.

Comment Summarized: 126-3

Response: Volume 1, Sections 5.2.1.4 and 5.2.2.4 have been revised to clarify that TVA does not envision
any changes to the operational limits that might affect the NPDES permits for the Watts Bar and Sequoyah
plants.

11.03 Two commentors recommend that DOE should consider background and downstream monitoring of
the facilities.

Comments Summarized: 1264, 129-1

Response: TVA presently monitors downstream of the release point at Watts Bar and Sequoyah, and will
monitor downstream of the Bellefonte release point (once Bellefonte begins operation) in accordance with
regulatory requirements. The NRC requires that the monitoring for tritium detects at a level of 2,000
picocuries per liter. TVA monitors more conservatively than the NRC requirement and can detect at levels
of 300 picocuries per liter. In addition to monitoring liquid effluent pathways, TVA also monitors releases
via air pathways. In accordance with regulatory requirements, TVA routinely files environmental reports with

k> the NRC and state agencies that identify and quantify scheduled and unscheduled liquid and air pathway
releases to the environment. These reports also identify the consequences of these releases (i.e., doses) on the
general population.

11.04 The commentor asks: (1) who is ultimately accountable for determining how much tritium can be
released into the Tennessee River; (2) who has the authority to determine whether the procedures for the
current wastewater program are correct; and (3) whether the current program is capable of providing complete
and accurate numbers for the amounts of tritium that would be released into the river.

Comment Summarized: 703-2

Response: All commercial power reactors discharge liquid and gaseous tritium during operation. The NRC
and EPA are statutorily responsible for setting discharge limits for radionuclides (including tritium) and
enforcing those limits. TVA is responsible for meeting those limits and demonstrating compliance with them.
All nuclear plant discharges are sampled and/or monitored to verify that they are within applicable limits. The
instrumentation involved is periodically calibrated to ensure accuracy. In addition, TVA has a comprehensive
radiological monitoring program which samples airborne and terrestrial pathways between the plant and the
surrounding population to verify that all human exposure limits are met. All samples are analyzed at TVA's
Western Area Radiological Laboratory in Muscle Shoals, Alabama. All analyses are conducted in accordance
with written and approved procedures and are based on accepted methods. The Radiological Laboratory
employs a comprehensive quality assurance/quality control program to monitor laboratory performance
throughout the year. The program includes equipment checks to ensure that the radiation detection instruments
are working properly and analysis of the quality control samples are included alongside routine environmental

o' samples. The laboratory participates in the EPA Interlaboratory Comparison Program. In addition, samples
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are split with the EPA National Air and Radiation Environmental Laboratory, and applicable state agencies
provide an independent verification of the overall performance of the laboratory.

The answer to the commentor's three points are: (1) the NRC regulates how much tritium can be released,
(2) the NRC establishes the wastewater program requirements, and (3) the current program is considered to
provide an accurate assessment of any tritium released into the Tennessee River.

11.05 The commentor asks whether a National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants for
radionuclides is applicable to tritium production.

Comment Summarized: 143-4

Response: As discussed in Volume 1, Section 6.2.2, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants for radionuclides (40 CFR 61, Subparts H and 1) are not applicable to NRC-licensed facilities such
as the TVA reactors. [See National Emission Standards for Radionuclide Emissions from Facilities Licensed
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Federal Facilities Not Covered by Subpart H, Final Rule, 60 FR
46206 (September 5, 1995).] Radioactive emissions, including tritium, are regulated by the NRC (10 CFR 50,
Appendix L 40 CFR 190, and 10 CFR 20). Furthermore, as indicated in Volume 1, Sections 5.2.1.9.1 and
5.2.2.9.1, impacts from radioactive emissions from tritium production at Watts Bar or Sequoyah would be
small. Section 5.2.3.9.1 presents the expected impacts from radioactive emissions from tritium production at
the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant. The EPA decided that compliance with NRC regulations constitutes compliance
with 40 CFR 61.

11.06 The commentor suggests that the statement on page 5-39 of the CLWR Draft EIS, which says that
studies of natural draft cooling towers in England approximate the performance of natural draft cooling towers
in the southern United States, needs amplification. The commentor asserts that there are significant climate
differences between these two areas.

Comment Summarized: 146-12

Response: The commentor is concerned that the cooling tower solids deposition rate presented in the CLWR
Draft EIS may not be representative of the Bellefonte cooling towers. The text has been revised in the CLWR
Final EIS to present the estimated solids deposition rate near the Bellefonte cooling towers.

11.07 One commentor suggests that adverse impacts to water quality have not been analyzed properly in the
EIS and that there is a lack of data on impacts from previous diversions. Specifically, a commentor suggests
that data presented in Tables 5-22 and 5-23 are outdated and that concentrations of pollutants from Bellefonte
during operation need to be presented. The commentor states that the following statement does nothing to ease
one's mind: "Water required from the Guntersville Reservoir would be a small fraction of the river flow, and
most of it would be returned to the reservoir after use." (CLWR Draft EIS p. 542).

Comment Summarized: 116-21

Response: The CLWR EIS also analyzed the potential radiological water quality impacts associated with
operation of Bellefonte 1 or Bellefonte I and 2 for tritium production. The results of these analyses, presented
in Volume 1, Section 5.2.3.4 of the CLWR EIS, indicate that concentrations of tritium in the Tennessee River
resulting from the operation of the plant would be well below limits established by the EPA for drinking water.
Discharges and concentrations in the reservoir would meet the limitations of the NPDES Permit and Alabama
Department of Environmental Management drinking water standards, which have been set to protect the public
drinking water supply.
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Water use by other users withdrawing water from the Guntersville Reservoir is discussed in Volume 1,
Section 4.2.3.4 of the CLWR Final EIS. Tables 5-28 and 5-29 (formerly Tables 5-22 and 5-23) have been

\5..-' revised to agree with the more recent water quality monitoring data for Guntersville Reservoir presented in
Table 4-26. Revised concentrations in the reservoir after effluent mixing have been included in the tables.

11.08 The commentor notes that, on page 5-33 of the CLWR Draft EIS, the Watts Bar 1 radioactive effluent
is given as 14,850 Curies per year. The commentor asks whether this effluent impacts the surface water and,
if so, why there is no change to water quality conditions.

Comment Summarized: 22-2

Response: The CLWR EIS analyzes the potential water quality impacts associated with operation of Watts
Bar 1 for tritium production. The results of these analyses, presented in the revised Volume 1, Section 5.2.1.4
of the CLWR EIS, indicate that concentrations of tritium in the Tennessee River resulting from tritium
production at the plant would be well below limits established by the EPA for drinking water. It should be
noted that the radioactive effluent from each of the reactors has been modified to eliminate the contribution
from two failed TPBARs. TPBAR failure is considered an abnormal event and the resulting release of
radioactive materials from this event would not occur on an annual basis.

11.09 The commentor asks the distance between the Bellefonte plant's point of discharge into the river and
the point where the Jackson County Water Department draws water from the river for public use. Further,
upon hearing the answer is 4.5 miles, the commentor asks if the public water source that was measured is the
one for Fort Payne. The commentor also asks the location of the other public water sources in Jackson County
and their distance from the Bellefonte plant's discharge point.

Comment Summarized: 606-1

Response: The nearest municipal water intake is for Fort Payne at Tennessee River Mile 387.6, 2.7 miles
downstream of the TVA Bellefonte effluent diffuser. The next nearest municipal water intake is for Scottsboro
at Tennessee River Mile 385.8,4.5 miles downstream of Bellefonte, at the Comer Bridge (Alabama Route 35).
Scottsboro provides water to Jackson County from this intake. Other water supply intakes near Bellefonte are
listed in Volume 1, Section 4.2.3.4, and Table 4-27 of the CLWR Final EIS.

11.10 The commentor claims that DOE failed to discuss the impacts of the proposed action on surface and
groundwater. The commentor further opines that, although the Department concedes that there will be an
impact to the water quality, it did not address monitoring. The commentor suggests that, since tritium oxide
is chemically identical to water, it cannot be filtered out of the water, implying that monitoring for tritium after
it has been released is too late.

Comment Summarized: 116-17

Response: Volume 1, revised Sections 5.2.1.4, 5.2.2.4, and 5.2.3.4 of the CLWR Final EIS discuss potential
releases of tritium to surface waters around each site and address potential tritium concentrations. As discussed
in these sections, the resulting tritium concentration in these waters would be well within the drinking water
limit established in the Safe Drinking Water Act. Plant procedures associated with any tritium monitoring
would be approved by the NRC. With respect to groundwater, the EIS concludes that groundwater quality
would not be affected by the operation of the reactors in a tritium-producing mode.

11.11 The commentor, referring to a statement made in the CLWR Draft EIS that, "Operational impacts on
threatened or endangered species could occur through the release of thermal, chemical, or radioactive
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discharges to the atmosphere or the river," asks why it is necessary to discharge radioactive materials into the
river and whether there is an alternative.

Comment Summarized: 602-1

Response: The statement the commentor refers to is a general statement that thermal, chemical, or radioactive
discharges potentially could occur. Further on in the text, the CLWR EIS states that the impact of such
radiological releases should not have a detrimental effect on endangered species. Modern nuclear plants,
however, do discharge some extremely small amounts of thermal, chemical, and radioactive materials during
normal operations. This is because trace amounts of these materials find their way into the makeup water that
feeds into and out of the reactor coolant system. When the coolant water leaves the reactor, it is piped into
large "hold-up" tanks. Most of the water is recycled back into the reactor, but when the hold-up tank fills, the
water is sampled and tested to make sure it is within the regulated radiological limits, and then discharged to
the river. Such discharges are regulated by the NRC and by state environmental protection agencies. The state
agencies issue NPDES permits that allow the plants to discharge certain chemicals and radiological
constituents within legally specified limits. There are limits on how much of these materials a plant can
discharge and when it can discharge them. The analyses presented in the CLWR EIS show that the
incremental risk associated with such normal discharges would be very small. Even if a plant's safety systems
failed and all the tritium released to the reactor coolant system during normal operation were discharged into
the river, the resulting radiological doses would be small. [In estimating the radiological doses and risks to
the public from such a tritium release, the CLWR EIS assumed the public was drinking water directly from
the river, eating fish from the river, and swimming in the river.] Radiation dose limits for protecting human
health are much lower than any dose that would be expected to have any adverse effects on other organisms:
For this reason, such radiological releases should not affect endangered species or any other wildlife that
includes the river as part of its habitat.

11.12 The commentor asks whether the small amounts of radiological and chemical materials normally
discharged into a river by a nuclear power plant are processed before being discharged.

Comment Summarized: 602-2

Response: The liquid discharges from a nuclear plant are processed prior to release via controlled pathway
to the river to reduce the quantities of radiological and chemical materials to well below the acceptable level
established by the Federal and state regulatory authorities. However, it should be noted that this processing
does not reduce the quantity of tritium before it is released to the environment Tritium concentrations are
monitored to ensure compliance with limits established by the NRC.

11.13 In response to an inquiry by another commentor regarding meteorological data collection, the
commentor states that a device that measures wind velocities to gather data on prevailing winds in the region
near the Watts Bar site already is available at the plant.

Comment Summarized: 701-2

Response: Each nuclear plant site is required to maintain an operable meteorological tower to supply weather
information as needed to direct survey operations during a radiological emergency. From these and other
facilities, TVA has accumulated detailed, thorough sets of meteorological data at each site, which were used
in analyzing environmental impacts for air pathway pollutant releases in this EIS. Volume 1, Section 4.2.1.3
of the CLWR EIS describes the meteorology and climatology in the region of the Watts Bar site, including the
prevailing winds, which are from the south-southwest.
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CATEGORY 12: ECOLOGICAL RESOURCES

12.01 The commentor is concerned that TVA is divesting some of its recreational properties, such as the Land
Between the Lakes, and putting so much energy into this project. The commentor would like TVA to keep
that project and maybe turn it over to the Wildlife Resources Agency or some other agency to maintain. The
commentor expresses a belief that it is not fair to take land from private citizens for TVA uses and then just
dump it to some other agency; the land should go back to the people or some other appropriate community use.

Comment Summarized: 707-10

Response: TVA received appropriated funding to continue to manage the Land Between The Lakes in Fiscal
Year 1999 as a National Recreation Area. TVA is committed to continue operating this area to provide
outdoor recreation and environmental education opportunities for the American people. For more information
concerning this project, the commentor is encouraged to call 1-800-525-7077.

12.02 The commentor states agreement with the information presented in the CLWR Draft EIS that there
would be only a minimal impact on the Guntersville Reservoir-less than 0.2 percent of the flow-and only
minor impacts to other aquatic resources.

Comment Summarized: 627-2

Response: Impacts to Guntersville Reservoir from the production of tritium at Bellefonte are discussed in
Volume 1, Section 5.2.3.4 of the CLWR EIS; impacts to aquatic resources are discussed in Section 5.2.3.6.

12.03 The commentor expresses concern that ecosystem and economical considerations were not thoroughly
examined and that activities such as diversions of water and dam construction have affected the viability of
aquatic wildlife. The commentor asks what is to be gained environmentally and economically by choosing a
CLWR for tritium production.

Comment Summarized: 116-11

Response: The CLWR EIS summarizes the existing ecological environment at each of the three CLWR sites.
These discussions may be found in Volume 1, Sections 4.2.1.6 (Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Unit 1), 4.2.2.6
(Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Units I and 2), and 4.2.3.6 (Bellefonte Nuclear Plant Units I and 2). The EIS further
addresses the environmental consequences of the alternatives at each site in Sections 5.2.1.6, 5.2.2.6, and
5.2.3.6. DOE is confident that discussions presented in these sections adequately address ecological issues
related to the proposed action. Impacts from water diversions and dam construction on the Tennessee River
are beyond the scope of the present document. Economical benefits from the proposed action are addressed
under the socioeconomic sections of Chapter 5.

12.04 The commentor cites a number of court cases and expresses concern that the CLWR EIS did not
adequately address potential impacts to threatened and endangered species, especially the Indiana bat, and that
DOE, although it notified the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, did not consult with that agency concerning
threatened and endangered species.

Comment Summarized: 116-13

Response: The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has been consulted concerning potential threatened and
endangered species that could occur at each CLWR site. Two letters were received (July 10, 1998, Lee
Barclay, Field Supervisor, to Jon Loney, Manager, Environmental Management, TVA, [DOI 1998a] and
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July 21, 1998, Larry E. Goldman, Field Supervisor, to Jon Loney, Manager Environmental Management, TVA
[DOI 1998bJ) providing information on threatened and endangered species that should be evaluated at the
three proposed sites. On September 29, 1998 (letter from James H. Lee, Regional Environmental Officer, to
Stephen Sohinki, Director, Commercial Light Water Reactor Project Office, DOE [DOI 1998c]), the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service commented on the CLWR Draft EIS and noted that: "The Fish and Wildlife Service
previously provided a current list of Federally threatened and endangered species [including the Indiana bat]
which occur in the area. The CLWR EIS incorporated consideration of impacts to those species and concluded
the operation would not adversely impact those species. The Fish and Wildlife Service does not anticipate
adverse effects to listed species from the proposal." If TVA's operational monitoring program finds an adverse
impact on any listed species, TVA will initiate further consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

12.05 The commentor states that the EIS lacks site-specific ecological data and analysis concerning sensitive
species. The commentor states that site-specific analysis should include the number of individuals of a species
and how many will be killed or displaced by the proposed action.

Comment Summarized: 116-19

Response: DOE believes that the analyses of ecological resources, including sensitive species, provided in
Volume 1, Sections 5.2.1.6, 5.2.2.6, and 5.2.3.6 of the CLWR EIS adequately address potential impacts from
the proposed action at each of the three sites under consideration. Where the potential exists to affect
ecological resources, the analyses demonstrate that impacts would be minor and/or of short duration. These
results do not warrant the collection and analysis of detailed population data for each species potentially
affected. The collection of detailed data and its analysis would only provide meaningful results if other than
minor and/or short-term impacts were postulated. Council on Environmental Quality Regulations 1502.2 (a)
and (b) state that EISs should be analytic rather than encyclopedic and that impacts should be discussed in
proportion to their significance. The regulations go on to state, "There shall be only brief discussion of other
than significant issues. As in finding of no significant impact, there should be only enough discussion to show
why more study is not warranted."

With regard to sensitive species, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, after reviewing the CLWR Draft EIS,
found the analysis adequate to conclude that adverse impacts to listed species are not anticipated (letter dated
September 29, 1998, James H. Lee, Regional Environmental Officer, to Stephen Sohinki, Director,
Commercial Light Water Reactor Project Office [DOI 1998c]).

12.06 The commentor notes that Section 4.2.2.6, Aquatic Resources, mentions a decline in native mussel
populations near the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant; but the reason for the decline was not addressed.

Comment Summarized: 146-6

Response: The referenced section states that few native mussels persist in the impounded portions of the
Tennessee River adjacent to the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant site. The paragraph also states that mussels are
present in the portions of the river below both the Chickamauga and Watts Bar Dams. While not directly
stated, the intent of the paragraph is to point out that mussels do not occur in the impounded portions of the
river and do occur in the more free-flowing portions of the river below the dams. Volume 1, Section 4.2.2.6
was revised in the CLWR Final EIS to clarify this point.
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CATEGORY 13: SOCIOECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

13.01 The commentor states that people that live near Bellefonte are not educated enough to operate nuclear
power plants and that bringing in employees to run the plant is not a good idea. Another commentor expresses
concern that there is not enough housing for people to move into the area around Bellefonte.

Comments Summarized: 106-2,200-1

Response: Approximately 800 people would be needed at Bellefonte for its efficient and safe operation.
These 800 individuals would possess different skills and have various levels of education and training
commensurate with their duties and responsibilities at the nuclear plant. Any individuals hired from the area
or elsewhere to work at Bellefonte would be well trained in accordance with NRC requirements, applicable
laws, good business practices, and nuclear industry guidelines. Internal and external audits, inspections, and
assessments would ensure that these persons remain adequately trained to safely perform their jobs at the plant.
While the initial economic effect of bringing in workers to operate Bellefonte may strain local infrastructure,
the overall impact is expected to result in economic growth for the region.

Demand for housing by construction and operations workers in the vicinity of Bellefonte would increase during
the completion and operation of the plant. Data indicate that vacant permanent housing for sale and rent in
the vicinity of Bellefonte would not meet this demand. It is anticipated, however, that the completion and
operation of Bellefonte would stimulate the construction of additional permanent housing, the opening of new
trailer parks, and the expansion of existing parks to meet this demand. The construction of new housing units
during the completion of Bellefonte would have a positive effect on the regional economy. It is expected that
these new units also would meet permanent housing requirements for plant operations workers and their
families. The impacts on housing from the completion and operation of Bellefonte are discussed in greater
detail in Volume 1, Section 5.2.3.8 of the CLWR EIS.

13.02 The commentor asks the following question, "Since TVA has been planning on converting Bellefonte
to a fossil fuel plant, how will the destruction of that plan affect the economics of the surrounding area?"

Comment Summarized: 116-12

Response: The economic impacts of converting Bellefonte to a fossil fuel plant are described in Section 4.2.12
of the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Bellefonte Conversion Project (TVA 1997). As
explained in Volume 1, Chapter 3 of the CLWR EIS, the purpose of the EIS is to assess reasonable alternatives
for producing tritium in one or more CLWRs to satisfy national security requirements as directed by the
President. DOE believes that the CLWR EIS discusses all of the reasonable alternatives for producing tritium
in one or more CLWRs to satisfy national security requirements as directed by the President. Conversion of
the Bellefonte plant to a fossil fuel electricity-generating plant would not accomplish DOE's purpose and need
as stated in the CLWR EIS. As such, conversion of the Bellefonte plant to a fossil fuel plant is not a
reasonable alternative for the CLWR EIS and, therefore, the comparison of tritium production with a fossil fuel
plant is not presented in the CLWR EIS.

13.03 The commentor suggests that DOE avoids discussing in the CLWR EIS the economic impacts to
recreation in general and, specifically, the Guntersville State Park and Reservoir. The EIS did not discuss the
economics of fishing, hunting, hiking, wildflower viewing, bird watching, horseback riding or other
recreational uses of these areas.

Comment Summarized: 116-22
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Response: As the commentor points out, it is indeed true that the economic impacts to recreation are
somewhat "intangible" and difficult to quantify. Impacts to recreation, however, may be evaluated by
reviewing the number of fishing and boating licenses, for example, on other reservoirs with nuclear power
plants experiencing similar conditions to that which would be experienced on the Guntersville Reservoir if the
Bellefonte plant became operational.

TVA constructed and operates two nuclear power plants, Sequoyah and Watts Bar, on Chickamauga Reservoir
near Chattanooga. TVA has seen no evidence of diminished recreational use on this reservoir due to the
presence of these plants. Water-based recreation including fishing, boating, and water skiing is very popular
on Chickamauga Reservoir. Other types of recreation, such as hunting and wildlife observation on adjoining
lands, also are popular. Based on TVA's experience on Chickamauga Reservoir, there is no reason to believe
that these recreational resources on Guntersville Reservoir would be impacted. The following information has
been gathered in response to this comment.

There has been no decrease in fishing activities since Watts Bar went on line in May 1996.'

There were no appreciable changes in use patterns at TVA camping and park facilities in the area around Watts
Bar. The Meigs County Arts and Crafts Festival has increased in size each year for the past several years.2

Creel survey data collected for Watts Bar before plant operations (1982-1985) and since the plant began
operations (1996-1998) report that, since the plant began operations, harvest rates have exceeded those from
before plant operations for all species compared.3

Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency boat registration and hunting/fishing licenses sold in Meigs and Rhea
counties are listed below. Hunting and fishing licenses are sold as a combined license. These data suggest
that the startup of Watts Bar in 1996 had no effect on these common recreation outlets.

1995 1996 1997
Hunting/Fishing Licenses'

Meigs County 12,687 10,699 11,521

Rhea County 13,802 12,563 13,466
Boating Registration'

Meigs County 927 NA 1,119

Rhea County 2,182 NA 2,435

13.04 The commentor suggests that the socioeconomic discussions in the EIS need to be at the same level of
detail for each site.

Comment Summarized: 146-7

ITelephone interview with rim Churchill, State of Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency, Nashville, December 4,
1998.

2Telephone interview with Charlie Ellenburg, Tennessee Valley Authority Land Use Specialist, Melton Hill,
December 4, 1998.

3Baxter, D.S., et al, Aquatic Environmental Conditions in the Vicinity of Watts Bar Nuclear Plant During Two Years of
Operation, 1996-1997 (Tennessee Valley Authority, Resource Group, Water Management, Norris, Tennessee, June 1998) 102.

4Telephone interview with Nellie Mann, State of Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency, Nashville, December 7, 1998.
5Telephone interview with Becky Tomlin, State of Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency, Nashville, December 7,

1998.
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Response: Only the incremental socioeconomic impacts of tritium production were considered at the Watts
< S Bar and Sequoyah Nuclear Power Plants. It was determined that the small regional costs and benefits

associated with tritium production at these plants would have no measurable socioeconomic impacts. Less
than 10 additional full-time equivalent workers would be required per unit. Because neither Bellefonte 1 nor
Bellefonte 2 are currently operating, the EIS assessed the impacts of completing and operating these plants for
tritium production. The socioeconomic impacts of this action at Bellefonte are far greater than at either Watts
Bar or Sequoyah. The additional socioeconomic detail provided on Bellefonte in this instance is warranted,
while additional socioeconomic detail on Watts Bar and Sequoyah is not necessary. This approach is
consistent with Council on Environmental Quality Regulations 1502.2 (a) and (b). These regulations state
that EISs should be analytic rather than encyclopedic, and that impacts should be discussed in proportion to
their significance. These regulations also state, "There shall be only brief discussion of other than significant
issues. As in finding of no significant impact, there should be only enough discussion to show why more study
is not warranted."

13.05 Several commentors recommend that Bellefonte be selected by DOE as its primary tritium production
source because it would create 800 permanent jobs and hundreds more indirect jobs, and this would have a
significant economic impact on northeast Alabama because American workers would fill these jobs and retain
them. However, one commentor also states that tritium production may not be the best way to create jobs.
Other commentors state that the citizens of Jackson County would not receive the benefit of either short- or
long-term jobs.

Comments Summarized: 232-1, 625-2, 627-3, 707-15, 806-3

Response: DOE acknowledges that there is both support for and opposition to the CLWR program and the
selection of Bellefonte as the preferred tritium production site. The purpose of the CLWR EIS is to evaluate
the environmental impacts of the reasonable CLWR alternatives for providing the tritium necessary to support
the enduring stockpile as defined by the President in the Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Plan.

Tritium production at Bellefonte would have a significant economic impact on the region. These impacts are
described in Volume 1, Section 5.2.3.8 of the CLWR EIS. Approximately 800 people would be needed at
Bellefonte for its efficient and safe operation. These 800 individuals would possess different skills and have
various levels of education and training commensurate with their duties and responsibilities at the nuclear
plant. Local workers would be hired to the greatest extent possible which, as discussed in Section 5.2.3.8,
would result in a lower unemployment rate, especially during construction. Any individuals hired from the
area or elsewhere to work at Bellefonte would be well trained in accordance with NRC requirements,
applicable laws, good business practices, and nuclear industry guidelines. Internal and external audits,
inspections, and assessments would ensure that these persons remained adequately trained to safely perform
their jobs at the plant. While the initial economic effect of bringing in workers to operate Bellefonte might
strain local infrastructure, the overall impact would be expected to result in economic growth for the region.

13.06 A commentor expresses concern that there is no economic benefit [from tritium production at
Bellefonte] to the residents of Scottsboro because local property values will be reduced, and local taxes will
rise as a result of the completion of Bellefonte.

Comment Summarized: 2324,806-6

Response: As discussed in Volume 1, Section 5.2.3.8 of the CLWR EIS, DOE expects a positive
socioeconomic impact associated with the completion of the Bellefonte plant. A significant number of new
jobs would be added during construction and operation, along with significant new revenues and taxes to the

K> local economy. Demand for housing would increase. It is speculative to expect property values to decrease
as a result of completing Bellefonte.
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13.07 A commentor asks whether the economic impact of using Watts Bar or Sequoyah for tritium production
would be positive and negative. The commentor also asks that the welfare of the citizens of Rhea County be
included in DOE's deliberations, and notes that Bellefonte would have greater and more positive economic
impact

Comment Summarized: 8 13-2

Response: As indicated in Volume 1, Sections 5.2.1.8 and 5.2.2.8 of the CLWR EIS, only the incremental
socioeconomic impacts of tritium production were considered at Watts Bar and Sequoyah, which are operating
nuclear power plants. It was determined that the small regional costs and benefits associated with tritium
production at these plants would have no measurable socioeconomic impacts. Less than 10 additional full-time
equivalent workers would be required per unit. The socioeconomic impacts, therefore, would not be noticeable.
The socioeconomic impacts of completing Bellefonte would be far greater than those for either Watts Bar or
Sequoyah. The socioeconomic impacts from tritium production at Watts Bar, described in Volume 1,
Section 5.2.1.8 of the CLWR EIS, were determined based on the socioeconomic baseline conditions described
for Rhea County in Section 4.2.1.8.

13.08 Several commentors express concern that DOE has not adequately determined whether minority and
low-income populations living closest to the plants are experiencing disproportionate impacts and has not
presented this information in the EIS. One commentor suggests that environmental impacts might be diluted
by the usage of a 50-mile radius in the environmental justice analysis, when water and air contamination
problems could be concentrated in areas of proximity to reactor sites.

Comments Summarized: 94-21, 137-10, 702-15

Response: DOE is committed to full compliance with all provisions of Executive Order 12898. The
environmental justice analysis was prepared in compliance with the Council on Environmental Quality's
guidelines for inclusion of environmental justice under NEPA. The CLWR EIS addresses the issue of whether
implementation of the proposed action or alternatives would result in disproportionately high and adverse
environmental effects on minority populations or low-income populations. The Council's guidance further
states that an environmental effect must be significant to qualify as disproportionately high and adverse, where
significant is defined by the Council's implementation regulations (see § 1508.27 and Volume 1, Appendix G,
Section G.2 of this EIS). As discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 5 of the CLWR EIS, implementation of the
alternatives for production of tritium in CLWRs would pose no significant radiological or nonradiological
health risks to the public. The estimated incremental dose to an average individual from the production of
tritium would be approximately one-ten-thousandth of the natural background radiation. The risks would not
be significant regardless of the racial, ethnic, and economic composition of potentially affected populations.

As discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 5 and Appendix G of the CLWR EIS, implementation of the proposed
action or alternatives would pose no significant risks to the entire population residing within 80 kilometers (50
miles) of candidate sites, or to maximally exposed individuals within 80 kilometers of the candidate sites. As
shown in Figures G-1 through G-15 of Appendix G of the CLWR EIS, low-income populations reside
throughout some of the potentially affected areas. However, implementation of the proposed action or
alternatives would pose no significant risks to the potentially affected population regardless of the economic
status of individuals that comprise the population.

Volume 1, Chapter 5 of the CLWR EIS describes radiological health impacts on the entire population residing
within 50 miles of the candidate sites. Radiological health impacts are not diluted by selection of a 50-mile
radius-of-effects zone, because the total population dose within the 50-mile distance is the sum of estimated
doses received by each member of the potentially exposed population. For example, the total population dose
described in Chapter 5 of the CLWR EIS is the sum of estimated doses to persons within 15 miles of the site
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added to the sum of estimated doses to persons at a distance larger than 15 miles, but no more than 50 miles
from the site. The 50-mile radius-of-effects zone is used because potential impacts due to air and water
contamination would not be limited to the area immediately surrounding the candidate sites, nor would
potentially affected minority and low-income populations necessarily be concentrated near the sites.
Consequently, the environmental justice analysis described in Volume 1, Appendix G of the CLWR EIS
considers minority populations and low-income populations residing throughout the potentially affected area.

Figures in Appendix G have been revised and new figures added showing the location of minority and low-
income populations residing within 10 miles of the candidate sites. In addition, for each of the 16 principal
directions, a representative average individual dose at 5 miles and 25 miles has been overlaid onto the 10-mile
and 50-mile radii, respectively, to show the potential dose to minority and low-income populations.

CATEGORY 14: OCCUPATIONAL & PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY - NORMAL
CONDITIONS

14.01 The commentor recommends that historical exposures to workers in similar processes, with
administrative controls in place, be reviewed and the risks then extrapolated and included in Table 5-30.

Comment Summarized: 146-13

Response: Volume 1, Table 5-39 (formerly Table 5-30) is mainly intended to address the impacts of airborne
trace releases of hazardous chemicals to the public and workers. These chemical compound releases are
derived exclusively from processes and operations considered to be point sources and, therefore, are emitted
through exhaust stacks above the level where they would affect workers in the immediate vicinity of the
emission source. The vast majority of the chemicals are released from the auxiliary boilers and emergency
diesel generators when operated to provide heat and backup power. These processes do not operate
continuously. The emergency diesel generators, for example, operate only when being tested during inactive
periods to ensure reliability or demanded upon loss of normal electrical power. Additional language has been
added to the text in Volume 1, Section 5.2.3.9.1 of the CLWR EIS to clarify the nature of the emissions and
the risk they pose to workers.

14.02 The commentor reports that, according to the International Geological Society and the National Geology
Group, it is improper to use a 50-mile radius around each of the TVA plants for impact analyses in' this
particular region. The commentor believes the maximum meteorological impact assumed in the CLWR EIS
is understated. The commentor suggests shaping these areas more like an oblong than a circle to account for
the narrow corridor in which the prevailing winds move.

Comment Summarized: 703-10

Response: Chapter 5 of the CLWR EIS describes the radiological health impacts on the entire population
residing within a 50-mile radius of the candidate sites. Radiological health impacts are not diluted by selection
of a 50-mile radius-of-effects because the total population dose within the 50-mile distance is the sum of
estimated doses received by each member of the potentially exposed population. For example, the total
population dose described in Volume 1, Chapter 5 of the EIS is the sum of the estimated doses to persons
within 15 miles of the site added to the sum of estimated doses to persons at a distance larger than 15 miles,
but no more than 50 miles, from the site. The 50-mile radius-of-effects is used because potential impacts due
to air and water contamination would not be limited to the area immediately surrounding the candidate sites.
The meteorological data used in the calculations are discussed in Volume 1, Appendix C, Section C.3.2 of the
CLWR EIS.
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The meteorological data used to analyze radiological impacts under normal operations at each of the sites are
in the form of joint frequency distribution files from each site. These data are representative of the historical
meteorological conditions at the specific plants. A joint frequency distribution is a table listing the fractions
of time the wind blows in a certain direction, at a certain speed, and within a certain atmospheric stability class.
Contributions to dose from other TVA plants along the Tennessee River Valley are considered in the doses
to the general public shown in Volume 1, Tables 4-9,4-21, and 4-37. These doses are used in the assessment
of cumulative impacts in Volume 1, Section 5.3.2 of the CLWR EIS. The dose contribution from other nuclear
plants along the Tennessee River to doses to the public in the vicinity of any one plant is a very small part of
the overall dose.

DOE believes the 50-mile radius provides a valid basis for assessing CLWR impacts and for comparing
alternatives considered in the CLWR EIS.

14.03 The commentor asks whether DOE's analyses of the impacts of tritium production on the affected
environment are based on current prevailing winds. The commentor points out that, according to the National
Weather Service, 90 percent of the prevailing winds in the local area come straight up from Alabama to the
[Tennessee] state line and do not expand widely. The commentor states that the graphics in the CLWR EIS
used to illustrate the area should be corrected because the lines run 50 miles in any one direction and do not
reflect the national average for these valleys.

Comment Summarized: 703-8

Response: The meteorological data used to analyze the radiological impacts of normal operations at each of
the sites are in the form of joint frequency distributions from each site. These data are representative of the
historical meteorological conditions at the specific plants. These data are considered to be more representative
of dispersion conditions at these sites than data taken from more remote meteorological stations operated by
the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration. A joint frequency distribution is a table listing
the fractions of time the wind blows in a certain direction, at a certain speed, and within a certain atmospheric
stability class. Contributions to dose from other TVA plants along the Tennessee River Valley are considered
in the background doses to the general public shown in Volume 1, Tables 4-9, 4-21, and 4-37. These
background doses are used in the assessment of cumulative impacts in Volume 1, Section 5.3 of the CLWR
EIS. The dose contribution from other nuclear plants along the Tennessee River to doses to the public in the
vicinity of any one plant is a very small part of the overall dose.

14.04 Several commentors express opposition to the proposed action because of concerns about safety, cancer
incidence, health problems and other hannful effects on people, and environmental pollution to air and water.
One of the commentors expresses opposition to both CLWR and accelerator production of tritium.

Comments Summarized: 11-2, 12-2, 13-1, 17-2, 30-1, 33-2, 39-1, 48-3, 51-2, 52-2, 534, 80-1, 84-2, 99-5,
100-1, 105-1, 106-1, 108-1, 109-3, 112-3, 113-2, 115-2, 116-26, 122-2, 132-1,
136-10, 138-2, 208-1, 212-6, 213-2, 241-2, 610-5, 712-2, 811-5, 8154, 818-2

Response: The radiological releases to the environment that could result from the proposed action under
normal operating conditions and various hypothetical accident scenarios are conservatively estimated in
Volume 1, Chapter 5 of the CLWR EIS for each candidate reactor site. The potential impacts to the
environment and the radiological doses and risks to the public from these releases are assessed and discussed
in Chapter 5. The assumptions and methodology used for the assessment are described in detail in Volume 1,
Appendix C and D of the CLWR EIS for normal operation and accident conditions, respectively. The
methodology used is based on scientific standards accepted in the nuclear industry and dictated by Federal and
state regulatory authorities. As discussed in Chapter 5 of the EIS, the environmental impacts and the potential
radiological doses to the public are well within the limits considered acceptable by the regulatory authorities.
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Before tritium is produced at any of the reactor sites considered in this EIS, the NRC will review all aspects
of the design and operation of the plant(s) related to tritium production. The NRC will then issue a license
amendment only upon finding that the operation is not expected to endanger the health and safety of the public.
The commentor's additional opposition to the accelerator production of tritium is noted.

14.05 One commentor refers to tables and sections in the CLWR Draft EIS where tritium releases and
resulting potential exposures with and without TPBARs are presented. The commentor suggests that the EIS
highlight the fact that releases of tritium to the air and water at Watts Bar and Sequoyah, as well as radiological
doses from normal operation and potential accidents, would be multiple times those of operation without
TPBARs. The commentor suggests that this is not immediately apparent in the tables in the CLWR Draft EIS
and is important in light of the fact that DOE, in previous meetings, assured the public that the TPBARs were
virtually leakproof.

Comments Summarized: 94-25,702-10,825-2

Response: DOE maintains that the performance of the "getter" is such that there is virtually no tritium in the
TPBARs available in a form that could permeate through the TPBAR cladding. In assessing the potential
release of tritium, the CLWR EIS assumes that annually about 1 Curie of tritium could permeate through a
TPBAR cladding and be released to the environment; and that two TPBARs fail in each core load of TPBARs
and release their entire tritium inventory to the reactor coolant and then to the environment. As discussed in
the CLWR Draft EIS, these assumptions are extremely conservative, but they were made to provide a bounding
estimate for environmental and human health effect analyses. Because of the relatively low actual radioactive
releases at both Watts Bar and Sequoyah reported in Chapter 4 of the CLWR Draft EIS, the ratio of the
conservatively estimated releases and doses with tritium production to the actual releases and doses without
tritium production tends to be exaggerated. Even with the conservative assumptions, the incremental tritium
production doses estimated in the CLWR EIS are a small fraction of those resulting from natural background
radiation.

It should be noted that the assumption of two TPBAR failures has been modified in the CLWR Final EIS. As
discussed in Volume 1, Section 1.9 of the CLWR Final EIS, in light of Westinghouse data concerning the
historic failure rate of standard burnable absorber rods, the CLWR Final EIS still evaluates the failure of the
two TPBARs, but this event is now categorized as "abnormal" and not part of normal operations.
Consequently many of the numbers referred by the commentor have been changed in the CLWR Final EIS.

14.06 One commentor who reviewed the CLWR Draft EIS on behalf of the U.S. Public Health Service,
Department of Health and Human Services, concludes the risks to the public health from the operation,
transportation, and accident scenarios expressed by the CLWR Draft EIS are low and reasonable expectations
from the operation of CLWRs. The U.S. Department of the Interior and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service also
reviewed the CLWR Draft EIS and concludes that tritium production would not adversely impact Federally
threatened and endangered species. The draft also was reviewed by the Tennessee Department of
Environmental Compliance, which concludes that the proposed action does not compromise the health and
safety of the citizens in Tennessee. The Tennessee State Historic Preservation Office comments that the
proposed action will have no impact on the National Register of Historic Places listed or eligible properties.

Comments Summarized: 101-1, 126-1, 142-1, 145-1

Response: The reviews of the CLWR Draft EIS by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, U.S.
Department of the Interior, the Tennessee Department of Environmental Compliance, and the Tennessee State
Historic Preservation Office are appreciated, and the conclusions presented by the commentors are noted.
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14.07 The commentor, referring to a statement made on page 25 of the Summary of the CLWR Draft EIS that
Watts Bar radiation exposure within 50 miles is 0.55 person-rem per year, asks how the value was derived.

Comment Summarized: 22-1

Response: Volume 1, Table 54 (formerly Table 5-3) of the CLWR EIS, Section 5.2.1.9.1, provides the data
presented in the CLWR EIS Summary. Note "a" in Table 54 has been revised to read that the 1997
measurements and the associated population dose estimates were adjusted for estimated changes in the
population for the year 2025.

14.08 Although agreeing with the radiation exposures to the workers and the public estimated in the CLWR
Draft EIS, the commentor notes that the CLWR Draft EIS does not adequately address the fact that the
commercial reactor industry does not possess the infrastructure and experience to deal with the magnitude of
tritium contamination and exposures. The commentor suggests that the cost for building this infrastructure
for radiation protection be folded into the cost assessment for producing tritium in a CLWR.

Comment Summarized: 31-1

Response: The commercial reactor industry has the infrastructure and experience to handle the postulated
incremental increase in radiation exposure to workers due to tritium production. Reactor coolant radioactivity
levels including tritium are routinely monitored, and corrective actions are taken to reduce the activity levels
when required. No additional monitoring or sampling points requirements in the reactor coolant system and
plant effluent streams have been identified as a result of tritium production. With the exception of TPBAR
handling, TPBAR storage, transportation cask handling, and transportation cask shipping procedures, no new
procedures have been identified as a result of tritium production. The projected additional costs were
considered by TVA and were incorporated into their proposal to DOE. In the unlikely event that high activity
levels are attributable to tritium production upset conditions, existing procedures would be used to reduce the
level of tritium contamination in the reactor coolant system.

14.09 The commentor opines that the potential impact on workers involved in fuel operations should be
evaluated, since it is likely that air-supplied plastic suits may be needed for their protection due to increased
tritium oxide levels in the air above the refueling water canal and fuel storage pool. Adequacy of air supply,
the need for communication systems, and the potential for increased chance of error all need to be included
in the evaluation. The commentor also states the CLWR Draft EIS does not mention the role of the refueling
water storage tank in the holdup of tritium as a liquid waste. This applies to all of the reactor options. If not
vented or disposed of, the tritium in this tank and (subsequently) in the refueling water can increase with each
refueling and would require personnel to wear air-supplied plastic suits for protection during this operation.
This would be an impediment in refueling operations.

Comment Summarized: 41-9

Response: As discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 5 of the CLWR EIS, the analyses estimating the dose to the
public postulated that all tritium added to the reactor coolant system as a result of tritium production would
be released to the environment during the operating cycle (10 percent via air pathways and 90 percent via water
pathways). The analyses did not credit the holdup and buildup of tritium in the reactor coolant to reduce plant
emissions. Worker dose was calculated based on the tritium concentration in the reactor coolant system
resulting from conservative assumptions regarding tritium permeation/leakages from the TPBARs. These
calculations concluded that the tritium concentration in neither the reactor coolant system nor the
refueling/spent fuel pool would reach a limit requiring the use of special protective gear to perform activities
in the refueling area. The tritium concentration in the reactor coolant system would be maintained at an
acceptable limit through the use of a reactor coolant water treatment system that maintains the coolant activity
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levels within operational limits and allows a portion of the treated volume to be released to the environment
via controlled water pathways. The refueling water storage tank was not considered for the holdup of tritium
as a liquid waste. When the reactor is shut down, the water in this tank is used to fill the reactor cavity during
the refueling operation. The tank is refilled with this water, which could contain some level of tritium
contamination. The tank is vented to the atmosphere, but no detectable concentration of tritium escapes
through this route. Therefore, there will be no impact on the workers.

14.10 The commentor, referring to Section 4.2.2.4 of the CLWR Draft EIS, states that a significant source
of tritium release to the river can occur if the reactor continues to operate with primary to secondary leakage
and the cooling tower is bypassed. Alternately, a significant increase of airborne tritium oxide would occur
if the cooling tower were in full use. This is an important distinction that needs to be made when evaluating
the radiation impact on persons both on and off site. The commentor suggests that a projected use pattern
should be incorporated into projected dose calculations based on past meteorological data and the projected
power level of the reactor. Projected estimates of tritium concentration should be made at each of the drinking
water supply intakes downstream of the site, based on cooling tower use and the projected buildup of tritium
in Chickamauga Lake during various net flows.

The commentor also points out that Table 4-21 lists the sources of background radiation exposure to
individuals in the vicinity of the Sequoyah site. In reality, the table lists the average exposure to the U.S.
population from these sources and not the actual "measured" levels at the site. The commentor suggests that
this point be clarified to avoid being misleading.

The commentor further points out that there are eight municipal water supplies downstream from the
Bellefonte site, and suggests that a similar analysis should be made of the projected tritium concentration at
each intake based on cooling tower usage, river flow, dam holdup, and meteorological conditions, as suggested
for the Sequoyah site.

Comment Summarized: 41-12

Response: Primary to secondary leakage will not result in a direct pathway to the river or the air via the
cooling tower. There is a potential for a direct pathway to the air if there is a sudden major drop of turbine load
and the secondary side safety valves or atmospheric dump valves are actuated. This off-normal mode of
operation could release some of the steam generator steam to the atmosphere. This effect was taken into
consideration when the EIS conservatively assumed that all tritium released to the reactor coolant by the
TPBARs would be released to the environment during normal operation. The EIS took no credit for the
holdup or retention of tritium in the reactor coolant during sequential reactor operating cycles to reduce the
effects of radioactive effluents on workers and on the general public. In accordance with NRC guidance for
effluent releases, 10 percent of the tritium was assumed to be released via air pathways and 90 percent via
water pathways. The dose estimates were based on past meteorological data and the reactor operating at 100
percent power.

The projected estimates of the tritium concentration at downstream drinking water supply intakes have been
included in the revised Volume 1, Sections 5.2.1.4, 5.2.2.4, and 5.2.3.4 of the CLWR Final EIS.

The data presented in Volume 1, Table 4-21 reflect the average exposure to the U.S. population from the
sources indicated. Notes have been added to Volume 1, Tables 4-9, 4-21, and 4-37 of the CLWR Final EIS
to provide clarification.

14.11 The commentor states that the definition of "measurable health effects" was not included in the CLWR
Draft EIS.
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Comment Summarized: 86-2

Response: The term was used at the public meetings by DOE to characterize the results included in Chapter 5.
The term "measurable health effects" does not appear in the CLWR Draft EIS. A measurable health effect is
assumed to be a statistically measured health impact (i.e., risk of cancer incidence) resulting from the proposed
operations. This impact is the estimated quantity above the normally occurring cancer mortality rate of
0.2 percent from all causes.

14.12 The commentor, referring to the terminology used in the CLWR Draft EIS for "affected environment,"
asks whether the term refers to "current prevailing winds."

Comment Summarized: 86-8

Response: The term "affected environment area" refers to the area within an 80-kilometer (50-mile) radius
centered at the Watts Bar, Sequoyah, and Bellefonte reactor sites. Current prevailing wind patterns were used
to estimate the potential environmental impacts on the affected environment area. The meteorological data used
in the calculations are discussed in Volume 1, Appendix C, Section C.3.2 of the CLWR EIS.

14.13 The commentor suggests that Tables 3-9 and 3-16 of the CLWR Draft EIS include a breakdown of the
isotopes that comprise the "other radionuclides" entry and the unidentified unit of measure in Table 3-9.

Comment Summarized: 94-19

Response: The breakdown of the isotopes identified as "other radionuclides" in Tables 3-5 and 3-9 of the
CLWR Draft EIS have been added in Volume 1, Appendix C of the CLWR Final EIS as new Tables C-9 and
C-10. Curies have been added as the unit of measure in the revised Table 3-9.

14.14 The commentor, referring to the limiting concentration of tritium in drinking water (20,000 picocuries
per liter) in Table 5-24 of the CLWR Draft EIS, requests information on the meaning of the limit.

Comment Summarized: 116-14

Response: The EPA drinking water regulation tritium limit of 20,000 picocuries per liter, issued on July 9,
1976, was derived on the basis that the annual dose equivalent to the total body or any internal organ shall not
be greater than 4 millirem per year. The 4 millirem dose was estimated based on a total water intake of 3 liters
per day-2 liters per day by fluid intake and the balance by food and food oxidation. The dose conversion
factors used as the basis for the 20,000 picocuries per liter limit have been refined since the limit was issued.
Using current methodology and dose conversion factors, the dose estimate is reduced by approximately a factor
of four. Using the conservative methodology presented in Volume 1, Section C.2.1.2 of the CLWR EIS to
estimate health effects on an individual receiving a 4-millirem dose per year, the individual was estimated to
have a 2.0 x 104 increased likelihood of cancer fatality per year.

14.15 The commentor expresses the opinion that the production of tritium at the Sequoyah and/or Watts Bar
and/or Bellefonte Nuclear Plants as described in the CLWR Draft EIS does not appear to create a significant
risk to the environment or human health, provided the tritium production is at a level that allows efficient
power production. Less efficient power production would result in additional spent nuclear fuel and associated
environmental and transportation risks.

Comments Summarized: 126-2,127-1
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Response: The primary mission of the Watts Bar and Sequoyah Plants is the generation of electricity.
Production of tritium at these facilities is a potential secondary mission and would be based on agreements
between TVA and DOE; it would not degrade the ability of these facilities to generate electricity. If no more
than 2,000 TPBARs are irradiated in a reactor, no additional spent fuel would be generated. The generated
spent fuel would be stored on site. Volume 1, Sections 5.2.1.12, 5.2.2.12, and 5.2.3.12, discuss the spent
nuclear fuel management at each site, and Section 5.2.6 discusses the environmental impacts from the
construction and operation of a generic ISFSI should one be needed. If Bellefonte is completed, the primary
mission for this facility will be tritium production and the secondary mission will be generation of electricity.
Based on agreements between TVA and DOE, the nominal 18-month operating cycle can be reduced to meet
tritium production requirements. The operating power level would not be altered for tritium production. As
stated under the Preferred Alternative in Volume 1, Section 3.2.7 of the CLWR Final EIS, DOE and TVA
would minimize, to the extent practicable, the generation of additional spent nuclear fuel.

14.16 The commentor, while agreeing that the doses from tritium releases would be within Federal guidelines,
suggests that the presentation in the CLWR Draft EIS implies that the increase in the quantity of tritium
released is not significant. The commentor refers to numbers and sections in the CLWR Draft EIS where
tritium releases with and without tritium-producing rods are compared.

Comment Summarized: 128-2

Response: The additional release of tritium as a result of tritium production at each potential reactor site is
presented in Volume 1, Chapter 5 of the CLWR Draft EIS under "Air Quality" and "Water Resources." The
estimated releases were based on the assumptions that I Curie of tritium per TPBAR per year could permeate
through the cladding during irradiation and that two TPBARs could fail and release the entire inventory of
tritium into the reactor coolant and eventually to the environment. These assumptions are very conservative
and were used to provide a bounding estimate for the environmental analyses. The CLWR Draft EIS provided
an assessment of the significance of these releases by estimating the resulting health and safety effects to the
public and workers. While the TPBARs are not expected to fail during reactor operation, a failure rate of two
TPBARs per cycle was chosen in the CLWR Draft EIS for conservatism. However, as discussed in Volume 1,
Section 1.9, the CLWR Final EIS has been changed to reflect recent Westinghouse data on the failure rate of
burnable absorber rods, which have characteristics similar to TPBARs. The CLWR Final EIS still evaluates
the failure of two TPBARs per cycle as an abnormal event and not normal operation. As a result, the numbers
quoted by the commentor have been changed in the CLWR Final EIS.

14.17 The commentor, referring to Section 5.2.7 of the CLWR Draft EIS notes that the text states that the
environmental impacts from increasing the enriched uranium use in the reactor "would be minimal." The
commentor asks how this compares with the tritium in liquid/air releases. The commentor also asks DOE to
quantify the statement.

Comment Summarized: 143-8

Response: The basis for estimating radioactive releases during normal operation and potential accident
conditions is the generation of fission products in the core during the operation of the reactor. As stated in
Volume 1, Appendix A, Section A.3.1, tritium production would require an increase in fuel enrichment to just
under 5 percent from the approximately 4.2 to 4.5 percent used currently (less than the licensing limit of 5
percent). The somewhat higher enrichments and reduced fuel assembly burnups associated with the tritium
production core, as compared to the conventional core designs, can influence the radiological source term used
in the calculation of radiological emissions other than tritium during normal operation and accident conditions.
The Tritium Production Core Topical Report (WEC 1998) quantified the effect and concluded that, overall,
the fission product inventories were the same or lower in the tritium-producing core. Therefore, the analysis
presented in the CLWR EIS, which does not account for the increased enrichment, is conservative.
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Tritium releases from TPBARs to the air or the water are independent of the fuel enrichment used.

14.18 The commentor refers to Section 4.2.1.9 of the CLWR Draft EIS where it states that conservative
assumptions are used for both individual and population exposure times. The commentor recommends these
conservative assumptions be expressly discussed in the CLWR Final EIS.

Comment Summarized: 146-3

Response: The exposure-time assumptions presented in Volume 1, Section 4.2.1.9 are cited directly from the
Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report, Watts Bar Nuclear Plant 1997, (TVA 1998b).
Exposure-time assumptions associated with the health impact analyses for the alternatives presented in the EIS,
however, are discussed in Volume 1, Appendix C, Section C.3.2 of the CLWR EIS.

14.19 The commentor, referring to Table 5-46 of the CLWR Draft EIS, notes that the assumption of
one-month refueling is optimistic and recommends that an average refueling outage duration be used.

Comment Summarized: 146-21

Response: The one-month refueling assumed in the CLWR EIS is based on TVA experience at Watts Bar and
Sequoyah.

14.20 The commentor notes that the health risks and impacts analyses in the CLWR Draft EIS deal with
tritium production only, and not the risks and impacts of the plant itself (without tritium production). The
commentor asks to know the health risks and impacts resulting from b6th tritium and nuclear power
production. The commentor is concerned that people already are affected by nuclear power production and
an additional 1.1 percent, or about 1,500 people, would die of cancer as a result of 'the proposed action.

Comment Summarized: 600-3

Response: As stated in Volume 1, Section 3.2.1 of the CLWR EIS, for the currently operating reactors (Watts
Bar 1 and Sequoyah 1 and 2), the EIS assesses the incremental environmental impacts of tritium production
'at the reactors. This information is presented in Volume 1, Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. The CLWR EIS
addresses the impacts from the existing operation of these reactors under the No Action alternative and reports
the total sum of the impacts in Volume 1, Section 5.3 of the CLWR EIS under Cumulative Impacts. The
environmental impacts from the proposed action at Bellefonte, discussed in Section 5.2.3, include the impacts
from the completion and the operation of the plant as a tritium-producing plant.

With respect to the commentor's assertion that an additional 1.1 percent, or about 1,500 people, would die of
cancer as a result of the proposed action, the commentor is referred to Volume 1, Appendix C, Section C.2.1.2,
where the CLWR EIS presents examples of how health effect risk factors are used and how latent cancer
fatalities are calculated. One of the examples explains the calculation of latent cancer fatalities among people
exposed to the natural background radiation of 300 millirem per year over a lifetime of 72 years. The proposed
action will not result in the death of 1,500 people, and the resulting 1.1 percent risk is clearly not a risk
resulting from the proposed action.

14.21. The commentor asks if his chances of winning the Georgia Lottery without buying a ticket are better
than his chances of dying from radiation released by a tritium-producing Bellefonte Nuclear Plant.

Comment Summarized: 601-1
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Response: The commentor's chances of receiving a fatal exposure to radiation produced by a completed,
Ctritum-producing Bellefonte Nuclear Plant are equal to 1.6 x 1i7 per year or less than one in 6 million years
(see Table 5-34 of the CLWR EIS). The commentor's chances of winning the Georgia lottery without buying
a ticket are zero. The likelihood would be much higher that the commentor would die from causes other than
radiation exposures resulting from tritium releases during Bellefonte operation. For example, an individual's
chances of dying from cancer caused by natural background radiation (which is independent of the Bellefonte
operation) over a 72-year lifetime are about 1.1 percent, or about 1,000 times more than that caused by
Bellefonte operation.

14.22 The commentor states that the radiation exposure for residents of Jackson County, including
background radiation and radiation from the Bellefonte reactor operations, would be 355.26 millirem per year,
a lower dose than the average for U.S. citizens overall, which is 363 millirem per year.

Comment Summarized: 627-4

Response: As stated in the revised Volume 1, Appendix C, Section C.2.1.1 of the CLWR EIS, the average
American receives a total of approximately 364 millirem per year from all sources of radiation, of which
approximately 300 millirem is from natural background radiation and the rest from manmade sources. The
commentor's statement is correct, but it should be noted that the background dose numbers are approximate
and that the uncertainty associated with the approximation could be much larger than the 0.28 millirem per
year contribution estimated in Volume 1, Section 5.2.3.9.1 of the CLWR EIS.

14.23 The commentor thinks the DOE presentation failed to sufficiently emphasize the high radioactivity of
tritium.

Comment Summarized: 704-3

Response: Throughout the CLWR EIS, the health effects of tritium production on workers and members of
the public have been analyzed. The analyses considered normal incident-free operation, plant upset events
(i.e., abnormal occurrences), and a spectrum of accident scenarios. Tritium exists in the environment in two
forms, elemental tritium and oxidized tritium. Of the two forms of tritium, oxidized tritium has a much more
significant potential impact on human health. All analyses of tritium releases assumed that the tritium released
would be in oxide form. In addition, Volume 1, Appendix C, Section C.2.2 of the CLWR EIS, summarizes
the characteristics and biological properties of tritium. The CLWR EIS clearly identifies the impact of
radiological releases due to tritium production on workers, the public, and the environment.

14.24 The commentor believes the cancer fatalities listed under environmental impacts in the EIS are
exceedingly low and inaccurate, if recent newspaper stories are true.

Comment Summarized: 707-17

Response: The cancer fatality estimates presented in the CLWR EIS were made using accepted methods and
data for estimating health impacts and industry-approved methodology, data bases, and computer analysis
codes. Analysis results presented in this EIS have been reviewed for technical adequacy and accuracy. DOE
cannot comment on the technical adequacy and accuracy of information published in newspapers.

14.25 A commentor expresses concern that low levels of tritium have been found in soil and water, and that
DOE has said there is no easy way to treat it. The commentor further feels that DOE's position that a single

V , 4ose or short-term exposure is not hazardous leads people to believe tritium is not dangerous. The commentor
N.~' provides several examples of health effects from exposure to unspecified materials, and concludes that TVA

And DOE are bringing nuclear thalidomide to the community.
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Comments Summarized: 241-3,811-6

Response: The environmental and biological behavior of tritium, as well as its health effects, are well
understood and were the basis of the impact analyses presented in this EIS. The CLWR EIS provides a
detailed analysis of the potential health effects from tritium production in Volume 1, Chapter 5 of the CLWR
EIS. Conservative assumptions were used in those analyses as indicated in Volume 1, Appendix C of the
CLWR EIS. In determining health effects, DOE treats all doses as having potentially adverse affects. The
research studies indicated by the commentor do not concur with the results described in this EIS. Appendix
C also includes studies on the health impacts of exposure to tritium.

CATEGORY 15: OCCUPATIONAL & PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY--ACCIDENT
CONDITIONS

15.01 The commentor states that insurance companies do not cover any losses resulting from any type of
nuclear power plant accident and asks if TVA and DOE would provide 100 percent of the cost of replacement
for any losses suffered by the residents of Jackson County that are related to tritium production. The
commentor suggests that, if the people of Jackson County are going to have tritium production at Bellefonte,
maybe 100 percent coverage should be part of the plan-because they would be taking a risk in addition to
receiving some advantages. The commentor asks for the name of an expert on Price-Anderson coverage.

Comments Summarized: 86-12, 623-3, 703-12

Response: The Price Anderson Act requires TVA, like all other owners of nuclear plants in the United States,
to carry nuclear liability insurance. This insurance provides coverage for personal injury or property damage
as a result of a nuclear accident. Under the current Price Anderson Act there would be over $9.5 billion
available to pay claims. In Resources Available for Nuclear Power Plant Emergencies Under the
Price-Anderson Act and the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (NUREG 1457)
(NRC 1992), some examples of the type of assistance that is available under the Price Anderson Act are
provided. NUREG 1457 states, for property that is deemed uninhabitable as a result of a nuclear accident, the
insurer will reimburse for present real estate value, based on a pre-accident assessment. Information on the
Price-Anderson Act may be obtained at: American Nuclear Insurers, Town Center, Suite 300S, 29 South Main
Street, West Hartford, Connecticut, 06107-2430.

15.02 The commentor expresses opposition to use of the unfinished Bellefonte plant or any other commercial
nuclear reactor for the production of tritium. The commentor regards this as a dangerous and highly
undesirable course of action for several reasons. These include the effects of tritium on the human body and
its DNA, DOE's history of tritium-releasing accidents at its other production facilities, the implication for
accidental tritium releases from Bellefonte, and the effects of the resulting radioactive contamination of the
Tennessee River water supply. The commentor suggests that such accidents are more likely to occur at a
facility that is not designed for tritium production.

Comment Summarized: 25-1

Response: The commentor's opposition to the use of Bellefonte for tritium production is noted. The CLWR
EIS analyzes the potential water quality impacts associated with the operation of Bellefonte 1 or Bellefonte I
and 2 for tritium production. In analyzing the impacts to the health and safety of the public, the EIS takes into
consideration the radiological and biological characteristics of tritium as discussed in Appendix C,
Section C.2.2 of the CLWR EIS. The results of these analyses are presented in Volume 1, Sections 5.2.3.4 and
5.2.3.9. TVA, which would be the licensed operator of the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant, possesses a permit from
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the NRC to construct two nuclear power generation units at the Bellefonte site. As part of the construction
\ / f permit approval process, the NRC reviewed the design of the two units and the projected chemical and

radiological releases to the environment during normal operation, postulated operational upset events, and
accidents. Operation of nuclear power generation units at the Bellefonte site and associated operational and
accidental releases would be within the limits established by the NRC as the licensing basis for the safe
operation of the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant. DOE has made environment, safety, and health considerations
paramount in all operations at DOE sites through the use of internal and external regulations, appropriate
controls in contracts, and day-to-day management and oversight of nuclear operations. DOE is confident that
TVA is capable of safely operating the Bellefonte reactors. Although the Bellefonte reactors were not designed
specifically to produce tritium, they can easily accommodate TPBARs. There is a very small increase in reactor
accident consequences due to the irradiation of TPBARs at Bellefonte, as discussed in Volume 1,
Section 5.2.3.9.2.

15.03 Several commentors oppose the implementation of the proposed action because of concerns about
potential accidents. One commentor asserts that, since all of the DOE's former tritium production plants have
had accidents resulting in leaks into the environment, there is no doubt that commercial reactors inherently
unsuited for weapons production will leak and destroy the Tennessee River, the Tennessee Valley, and
peoples' lives. The commentor also asserts that tritium can cause cancers, genetic mutations, and problems
in unborn babies, and that there is no safe dose. Other commentors state that accidents would undoubtedly
occur that could ruin the state, or that a chance of an accident occurring would be too risky considering the
magnitude of a nuclear disaster.

Comments Summarized: 13-2, 80-3, 138-1, 252-2

Response: As discussed in Volume l, Chapter 5 of the CLWR EIS, the environmental impacts and potential
doses to the public from the proposed action are well within the standards adopted by the regulatory

K.> authorities. Sections 5.2.1.9.2, 5.2.2.9.2, and 5.2.3.9.2 of the CLWR EIS provide the results of the analyses
of the incremental risk resulting from hypothetical accident scenarios during tritium production at CLWRs.
These analyses are performed using generally accepted methods for design-basis and beyond design-basis
accident analyses in support of the reactor operations promulgated by the NRC. The analyses used special
models for the evaluation of consequences of accidental releases of tritium (tritiated water vapor) to the
environment. Volume 1, Appendix C, Section C.2.2 of the CLWR EIS summarizes the characteristics and
biological health effects of tritium. This appendix also provides the health effect standards used to estimate
the potential lifetime cancer mortalities resulting from exposure to tritium and other radioactive materials.
These health effects were calculated using a linear extrapolation from the nominal risk estimated for lifetime
total cancer mortality at a dose of 10 rad to a very low dose level (i.e., zero dose). The impacts from the
application of this model are considered to be an upper bound estimate. There is scientific uncertainty about
the cancer risk in the low dose region below the range of epidemiological observation, and the possibility of
no risk, or even a health benefit, cannot be excluded. The low dose region is defined as a dose level (-0.01 rad)
where DNA repair can occur in a short period (a few hours) after irradiation-induced damage.

As explained in Volume 1, Section 3.1.1 of the CLWR EIS, CLWRs are well suited to produce tritium
because they require no elaborate and complex engineering and test programs. This conclusion is based on
numerous studies, analyses, and tests performed as part of new production reactor efforts in the early 1990s.
The results of the EIS accident analyses indicate that only very small impacts would occur for any of the
credible accident scenarios for tritium production in a CLWR.

15.04 The commentor expresses the opinion that a new safety analysis will have to be performed to consider
V the potential increased internal pressure in the reactor vessel during a melt-down that could result from partial

~-~' fusion of the large quantities of tritium in a degraded core with uncontrolled recriticality. Temperature data
from the Three Mile Island accident should be used in the analysis.
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The commentor further asserts that, although beyond design-basis accidents were analyzed, the analysis was
done using the MACCS2 accident analysis computer code (SNL 1997) for a standard pressurized water reactor
core. However, if a significant increase in energy can be released in the reactor vessel due to fusion of tritium
gas in the core during a meltdown accompanied with uncontrolled recriticality, the code would not be useful
for assessment of accident conditions. The commentor suggests that Table 549 in the CLWR Draft EIS also
should list under the beyond design-basis accident an evaluation of energy release from possible fusion of
tritium in the core, using the Three Mile Island temperature data in the event of a recriticality of the degraded
core.

Comment Summarized: 41-3

Response: Analyses of tritium production reactors have shown that only reactor cores with an enrichment
greater than 7.5 percent uranium-235 have the potential for uncontrolled recriticality during severe core melt
accidents. Since all CLWRs operate with a core enrichment of less than 5 percent, recriticality is not an issue
during core melt accident sequences. In addition, the temperature distribution following a severe'core melt
accident is insufficient to promote any fusion reaction involving tritium or lithium. A fusion reaction requires
a "confinement medium" corresponding to temperatures on the orders of tens of millions of degrees, which
is not possible in a reactor accident. The analyses presented in the CLWR EIS correctly reflect the conditions
expected in a severe core damage accident, and no change to Table 5-58 (formerly Table 5-49) is needed.
Revised Volume 1, Appendix D, Section D.1.1.10 of the CLWR Final EIS states that the core enrichments
in the CLWRs preclude any potential for uncontrolled recriticality after a severe core melt accident.

15.05 The commentor asserts that Section S.3.1.1 of the Summary of the CLWR Drafit EIS, under Accident
Conditions, should spell out that a reanalysis of the design-basis accident conditions would be needed because
of reactivity changes to the core and no mention is made of the use of boron as a chemical shim early in core
life and its relationship with the TPBARs, nor of the increased reactivity needed, if any, to accomplish the
project. The commentor further asserts that a potential impact not mentioned is the effect of different metals
such as zircaloy on corrosion interaction with parts of the core and on other primary systems.

Comment Summarized: 41-8

Response: DOE has produced a technical report documenting the design and analysis of a maximum tritium
production core using a reference Westinghouse reactor similar to the Watts Bar I reactor titled, Tritium
Production Core Topical Report, (WEC 1998). This report, which is currently being reviewed by the NRC,
contains the evaluations of various design-basis accident scenarios performed in the plant safety analysis
report. The report has concluded that the insertion of TPBARs would not change the progression of the design
basis accidents previously analyzed. Prior to operating the reactor, the NRC will approve the analyses of
specific tritium production reactor core configurations. NRC license holders must submit core reload analyses
and demonstrate that core performance for a new core configuration, including tritium production cores, are
within the licensing basis performance envelope for the plant.

As stated in Volume 1, Appendix A, Section A.3.2 of the CLVWR EIS, the normal burnable absorber rods are
clad with either type-304 stainless steel or zircaloy4. The TPBAR cladding and end plugs are manufactured
from 20 percent cold-worked type-316 stainless steel. The introduction of TPBAR type-316 stainless steel
cladding into the reactor core will not introduce any new and unanalyzed corrosion condition with parts of the
core and other primary systems. In September 1997, 32 TPBARs were inserted into the reactor core at Watts
Bar I as part of a confirmatory demonstration program. To date, the TPBARs and their type-316 stainless steel
cladding are performing as designed.

15.06 The commentor, referring to Appendix A, page A-18 of the CLWR Draft EIS, states that the last
paragraph indicates that more new fuel assemblies may have to be loaded into the core during each refueling
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and that the enrichment of these assemblies may need to be increased. The commentor suggests that analysis
be included on flux density, the interaction of chemical shim control on this density over time, and the total
impact of this added reactivity on control systems. The commentor further suggests that a safety analysis is
needed to determine the increased risk to personnel as a result of an out-of-core criticality incident and the
steps taken to prevent one from occurring.

Comment Summarized: 41-13

Response: As indicated in Volume 1, Appendix A, Section A.3.1 of the CLWR EIS, the maximum
enrichment for CLWR fuel is limited by the NRC to 5 percent. The Tritium Production Core Topical Report,
NPD-98-181 (WEC 1998), submitted to the NRC for review in July 1998, evaluated the flux density of a
'reference tritium production core over time and concluded that no changes to reactivity control systems are
required due to the introduction of TPBARs into the core with fuel assembly enrichment approaching
5 percent. In addition, each license holder must submit core reload analyses to the NRC prior to refueling and
demonstrate that core performance for a new core configuration, including tritium production cores, is within
the licensing basis performance envelope for the plant. Since all CLWRs are currently licensed to handle fuel
assemblies with enrichments up to 5 percent, there is no increased risk to personnel as a result of an out-of-core
criticality incident. Existing approved plant operating procedures are adequate to handle reactor fuel enriched
up to 5 percent and ensure the safety of operating personnel.

15.07 One commnentor asserts that the evaluation of human health effects from facility accidents (Appendix D
of the CLWR Draft EIS) is not adequate, with three deficiencies:

1. The basis for estimating that 10 percent of the tritium released from the melted targets will be in the oxide
form within the containment atmosphere is not documented (Table D-1). In some past safety analysis
reports, DOE has assumed that 100 percent of released tritium is in the oxide form and is available for
release to the environment. The commentor requests an explanation for the basis of and revision of the
analysis.

2. Elemental tritium may be available in the containment atmosphere and released to the environment. The
EIS analysis needs to quantify the estimated release of elemental tritium and the resultant safety and
environmental effects.

3. The analysis does not address the disposition of tritium remaining in the reactor facility after the first
30 days (Table D-2). Since tritium is very mobile and cannot be easily removed from contaminated
coolant water, how much additional tritium will be released to the environment, and with what effects?
Also, what are the long-term disposition mechanism and associated environmental impacts for tritium
that remain within the containment structure? The CLWR Draft EIS needs to be corrected to address the
environmental impacts associated with the disposition of all tritium released in a design-basis accident.

Comment Summarized: 45-6, 503-9

Response:

1. Volume 1, Appendix D, Section D. 1.1.2 of the CLWR EIS discusses the reasons for the reduction of
tritium water vapor in the containment after a large-break loss-of-coolant accident. It states that the
reduction in the amount of tritium available for release would result from post-accident processing and
cooling of the containment atmosphere, operation of the hydrogen recombiners, and the absorption of
elemental and oxidized tritium by water in the containment. This assumption is consistent with previous
DOE analysis performed in support of the Light Water Reactor (WNP-)) Plant Description-New
Production Reactor (New Production Reactor EIS), documented in a Westinghouse report (WHC 1991).
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As a result of these removal processes, the analysis assumes that only 10 percent of the tritium released
to the containment would be in the form of tritiated water vapor and would be available for release over
a 30-day period following an accident. Tritium and tritiated water vapor would be released to the
atmosphere through containment leak paths only. Potential leak pathways from containment are discussed
in Volume 1, Appendix D, Section D. 1.2.5.2 of the CLWR EIS.

2. The analysis assumed that all tritium released from the containment to the environment was in oxide
form. This assumption is very conservative because the dose conversion factors for tritium in oxide form
are much greater (by a factor of 10,000) than for elemental tritium gas. As stated in Volume 1,
Appendix C, Section C.2.2.2, the total effective dose from a tritium gas exposure is about 10,000 times
less than the total effective dose from an equal exposure to airborne tritium oxide.

3. As stated in Volume 1, Appendix D, Section D.1.1.2 of the CLWR EIS, the analysis assumed that, after
30 days, all of the tritiated water vapor in the containment atmosphere would be condensed and would
not be available for further release. As part of the post-accident cleanup and restoration activities, the
contaminated water remaining in the containment would be treated to remove radioactive fission products
and the treated water would be tanked and stored on site to allow the tritium to decay as appropriate
before it is recycled and released to the environment via controlled pathways.

15.08 The commentor asserts that it is irresponsible to state that an explosion of the Bellefonte facility is
outside of the scope of this EIS. The commentor adds that the Chernobyl Plant accident is a mere decade
behind us and that residents around such facilities need to be informed of the results of such an explosion.

Comment Summarized: 116-25

Response: The CLWR EIS was searched for all references to the word "explosion" to identify what postulated
explosion the commentor was referencing. Two references to "explosion" were identified:

I. Volume 1, Appendix F addressed issues raised during the Public Scoping Process. One of the issues
raised was the possible explosion of a nuclear warhead. DOE's position on this issue has not changed.
Appendix F of the CLWR EIS states, "The environmental impacts associated with a possible explosion
of a nuclear warhead are speculative and beyond the scope of the CLWR EIS."

2. Volume 1, Section 5.2.10, Safeguards and Security, addresses design-basis threats from a dedicated
adversary group with suitable weapons and explosives. The section describes the provisions of the DOE
Safeguards and Protection Program. Section 5.2.10 of the CLWR EIS states, "Accidents initiated as a
result of sabotage are considered speculative and, accordingly, have not been addressed in the CLWR
EIS." DOE has not changed their position on this issue. However, it should be noted that the EIS did
evaluate the consequences of severe reactor accidents (i.e., core-disruptive accidents with containment
bypass or breach of containment). The consequence of any act of sabotage, including an explosion, is
bounded by the analysis of severe reactor accidents. The commentor references the Chernobyl accident
and infers that it was an explosion. The accident at Chernobyl is classified as a severe reactor accident,
not an explosion. As stated above, this EIS did evaluate severe reactor accidents. The Chernobyl reactor
design differs markedly from the reactors proposed for tritium production. The Chernobyl initiating
events, accident sequences, and resulting consequences could not occur at U.S. NRC-licensed reactors.

15.09 The commentor refers to Section 5.2.1.9.2 of the CLWR Draft EIS under Radiological Impacts where
it states that the assessment of dose and associated cancer risk to the noninvolved worker is not applicable for
beyond design-basis accidents. The commentor believes that the rationale given following this statement is
of dubious validity and explains that the assumption of a slow-moving accident is not a general case; many
scenarios of fast-moving, beyond design-basis accidents exist. The commentor further refers to a statement
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made that the public within 10 miles would have been evacuated. The commentor remarks that this evacuation
would not occur immediately and most likely would take hours to accomplish. The commentor recommends
that the dose and associated cancer risk be evaluated for the noninvolved worker.

Comment Summarized: 146-10

Response: The severe accidents evaluated include containment failure and bypass scenarios, which lead to
releases. Each scenario has a warning time and a release time. The warning time is the time at which
notification is given to offsite emergency response officials to initiate protective measures for the surrounding
population. The release time is the time when the release to the environment begins. At Sequoyah and Watts
Bar, the minimum time between the warning time and the release time is two hours. At Bellefonte, the
minimum time is one hour. The minimum time of one hour is more than enough time to evacuate onsite
personnel. This also conservatively assumes that an onsite emergency has not been declared prior to initiating
an offsite notification. Releases from these scenarios take place on an even longer time frame. Therefore, the
assumption that consequences to the noninvolved worker need not be considered for beyond design-basis
accidents is justified. Volume 1, Sections 5.2.1.9.2, 5.2.2.9.2, and 5.2.3.9.2 of the CLWR EIS have been
revised for clarity. The offsite population within the 10-mile Emergency Planning Zone is not evacuated prior
to release. The offsite evacuation is initiated at the warning time, as mentioned above. There is a delay time
for notification and then a significant time for evacuation, usually on the order of a few hours.

15.10 The commentor remarks that, while Table 5-6 of the CLWR Draft EIS presents risk increments
associated with various accidents, the paragraph following this table describes these numbers as the actual risk.
The commentor suggests that the terminology between narratives and tables be made consistent.

Comment Summarized: 146-11

Levi Response: Volume 1, Sections 5.2.1.9.2 and 5.2.2.9.2 of the CLWR EIS have been revised to address the
commentor's concern.

15.11 The commentor refers to Table 5-32 of the CLWR Draft EIS where the assumption of mean (50
percent) meteorological conditions for the maximally exposed offsite individual is made. The commentor
recommends that the worst case credible meteorological conditions be used to bound the risks.

Comment Summarized: 146-14

Response: As stated in Volume 1, Appendix D, Section D. 1.2.4 of the CLWR EIS, the impact analyses were
performed in accordance with guidance provided in NRC Regulatory Guide 4.2. This guide recommends
using an atmospheric diffusion value (X/Q) corresponding to one tenth of the value determined in Safety Guide
No. 4. This safety guide has been revised and reissued as Revision 2, Regulatory Guide 1.4. In 1983, the NRC
issued Regulatory Guide 1.145, providing guidance in determining 95th percentile X/Q values using a site
meteorological direction-dependent approach. In this analysis, DOE assumes the 95th percentile direction-
dependent X/Q values to be consistent with the guidance provided in Safety Guide 4 and Regulatory
Guide 1.4. The GENII computer code, which is based on the NRC's current acceptable direction-dependent
approach, was used to determine the 50th and 95th percentile meteorological conditions at each site. The
results indicated that the estimated doses using 50th percentile meteorological conditions were more than one
tenth times the 95th percentile meteorological doses. Therefore, the 50th percentile meteorological condition
at each site was used to estimate the consequences.
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CATEGORY 16: WASTE MANAGEMENT

16.01 The commentor notes that there likely will be an increase in the generation of low-level radioactive
waste which must be stored somewhere and asks about plans to store this waste on site.

Comment Summarized: 116-27, 800-3

Response: As discussed in Volume 1, Sections 5.2.1.11, 5.2.2.11, and 5.2.3.11 of the CLWR EIS, tritium
production would increase low-level radioactive waste by 0.1 percent. Low-level radioactive waste would not
be stored on site, but would be transported and managed at the low-level radioactive waste facility at Barnwell,
South Carolina, or the Savannah River Site. The 40-year production of tritium at CLWRs would produce a
total amount of low-level radioactive waste that would fill 0.06 percent of the capacity of one of a series of
existing vaults at the Savannah River Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility, which has been
operational since 1994.

16.02 The commentor remarks that DOE's assertion that waste will be produced and that the waste may be
stored on site or in a Federal storage facility does not satisfy the requirements of NEPA.

CommentSummarized: 116-3

Response: The CLWR EIS has been prepared in accordance with the Council on Environmental Quality
regulations (40 CFR 1500-1508) and DOE's NEPA regulations (10 CFR 1021) and procedures. To the extent
that potential environmental impacts associated with waste management could be identified for the alternatives
analyzed, they are included in the CLWR EIS. DOE believes that it has complied with requirements of NEPA
for actions analyzed in this EIS including, as applicable, NEPA documentation at disposal sites. This analysis
includes the direct, indirect, and cumulative environmental consequences of the production of tritium in three
operating CLWRs and the completion and operation of two partially completed commercial reactors.

With respect to the waste produced, the EIS addresses low-level radioactive waste in Volume 1,
Sections 5.2.1.11, 5.2.2.11, and 5.2.3.11; it also addresses spent nuclear fuel management in Sections 5.2.1.12,
5.2.2.12, and 5.2.3.12. The CLWR EIS states that additional low-level waste associated with tritium
production would be transported and managed at either the Barnwell, South Carolina or the Savannah River
Site. Both options are possible and in accordance with the Council on Environmental Quality regulations; both
options are evaluated in the CLWR EIS. The CLWR also states that any additional spent nuclear fuel would
be stored on site in a dry cask ISFSI facility until a national repository is available. In accordance with the
Council on Environmental Quality regulations, the impacts from a generic dry cask ISFSI facility are evaluated
in Section 5.2.6 of the CLWR EIS. NEPA documentation would be prepared if and when it becomes necessary
to construct a dry cask ISFSI facility at each of the proposed sites.

16.03 The commentor is concerned with onsite leakage of radioactive and other toxic waste.

Comment Summarized: 136-2

Response: As discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 5 of the CLWR Draft EIS, there would be no onsite accidental
leakage of radioactive and other toxic waste during normal operations. However, the EIS assumes
conservatively that some liquid and gaseous radioactive material could be released. The CLWR EIS addresses
the impacts of normal operation releases in Sections 5.2.1.9.1, 5.2.2.9.1, and 5.2.3.9.1. The CLWR EIS
addresses the impacts of releases during accident conditions in Sections 5.2.1.9.2, 5.2.2.9.2, and 5.2.3.9.2.
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16.04 Commentors oppose tritium production in general and Bellefonte in particular because of concerns
about waste removal capabilities from TVA facilities.

Comments Summarized: 50-1, 84-3, 712-3

Response: Currently operating nuclear power plants effectively manage all radioactive waste without any
impact to public health and safety. Significant reductions in the quantity and volume of radioactive waste have
been achieved during the past 10 years. Low-level radioactive waste is currently subject to volume reduction
by compaction and incineration and then shipment to one of several available low-level waste disposal sites
in the United States. The Bellefonte plant represents one of the CLWR options for producing tritium (the
other options are use of the Watts Bar and/or Sequoyah Nuclear Plants), but the Bellefonte plant, if selected,
would also produce electric power for the TVA system.

16.05 The commentor expresses opposition to the proposed action because it would produce at least
50 percent more low-level waste, and disposal of nuclear waste is already a serious problem that this proposal
can only exacerbate.

Comment Summarized: 25-3

Response: Volume 1, Sections 5.2.1.11, 5.2.2.11, and 5.2.3.11 of the CLWR EIS state that the additional
low-level waste generated due to tritium production at the CLWRs would constitute approximately 0.1 percent
of the low-level waste currently being generated at the operating nuclear power plants, or 0.1 percent of the
electric power production-associated low-level waste that would be generated at the Bellefonte plant. This
small additional low-level waste would be transported to the low-level radioactive waste disposal facility at
the Savannah River Site or the low-level radioactive waste facility at Barnwell, South Carolina, where the low-
level radioactive waste of the reactor facilities is normally transported and disposed. The 40-year total
low-level radioactive waste generated from tritium production represents 0.06 percent of the capacity of one
vault at the facility at the Savannah River Site, which contains a series of vaults for low-level radioactive waste
storage. The amount of additional low-level radioactive waste produced at a CLWR due to tritium production
is a very small fraction (0.1 percent) of that already produced. United States CLWRs have been successfully
reducing the activity, amount, and volume of low-level waste they produce by using advances in technology
and improving operational and maintenance procedures. Further reductions in low-level radioactive waste
production are expected to be far greater than the small increase due to tritium production. CLWRs send
low-level radioactive waste to operating licensed low-level waste disposal facilities.

CATEGORY 17: SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL MANAGEMENT

17.01 The commentor states that the generation of additional spent fuel waste and removal and shipment of
TPBARs is not the "normal" operation of a CLWR. DOE must be forthright about the changes in normal
operations required to produce tritium.

Comment Summarized: 94-12

Response: The impacts of tritium production on reactor operations are discussed qualitatively in Section 3.1.3
of the CLWR EIS. As indicated in this section, tritium could be produced with only a few impacts on the
normal operation of the reactor. The terminology used ("normal operation") reflects that a CLWR can
continue to operate and produce electricity with no disruption. The environmental impacts resulting from these
operations and differences are evaluated and presented in detail in Volume 1, Chapter 5.
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17.02 The commentor expresses opposition to the proposed action because production of tritium at a
commercial nuclear plant will produce much more nuclear waste-three times more high-level waste than the
plant would produce under normal operating conditions by DOE's own estimate.

Comment Summarized: 25-2

Response: Volume 1, Sections 5.2.1.12, 5.2.2.12, and 5.2.3.12 of the CLWR EIS address spent nuclear fuel
management at each of the sites and present the fact that up to 2,000 TPBARs can be irradiated in the reactor
core of each CLWR without generating any additional spent nuclear fuel. In implementing the proposed
action, DOE and TVA would manage the tritium production process to minimize, to the extent practicable,
the generation of additional spent nuclear fuel. The CLWR EIS addresses the impacts of additional spent
nuclear fuel generation in Section 5.2.6.

17.03 The commentor expresses concern about the storage of spent fuel. If the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of
1982 mandates that spent fuel will be managed at a national repository, then DOE needs to expedite and assist
in resolving the siting issues and not create additional onsite spent fuel storage facilities. The commentor
further recommends that the last major planning assumption of paragraph S.3.2.1 on page 17 of the CLWR
Draft EIS Summary be revised to state that spent fuel rods resulting from the tritium project will be stored at
an existing spent fuel storage facility until the national repository becomes operational in accordance with the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.

Comments Summarized: 584,6104

Response: DOE is committed to the development of a licensed national spent nuclear fuel waste repository.
This commitment is being actively pursued by DOE. Siting and development of a repository is ongoing, and
the location and opening date for a suitable repository has not been determined. The last major assumption in
Section S.3.2.1 of the CLWR EIS Summary correctly states that additional spent nuclear fuel would be <_J

generated if more than 2,000 TPBARs were irradiated in a fuel cycle. In implementing the proposed action,
DOE and TVA would manage the tritium production process to minimize, to the extent practicable, the
generation of additional spent nuclear fuel. The assumption on Summary page 17 of the CLWR Draft EIS
correctly states that, for the purposes of calculating conservative and bounding environmental impacts, the
maximum possible additional spent nuclear fuel generated due to irradiating 3,400 TPBARs in each fuel cycle
is assumed. The environmental impacts of a dry cask ISFSI designed specifically for this conservatively
assumed amount of additional spent nuclear fuel are presented in the CLWR EIS as a bounding case. The
CLWR EIS conservatively assumes that dry spent fuel storage will be required without the availability of a
national repository during the tritium production time frame. This assumption bounds the environmental
impact of spent fuel storage since the availability of a national repository would result in a smaller
environmental impact than that presented in the CLWR EIS.

17.04 The commentor, referring to Section 3.2.1 of the CLWR Draft EIS regarding the explanation (according
to the commentor) that DOE essentially is deferring questions about the management/storage of spent fuel,
remarks that, since Watts Bar does not have fuel storage capacity for the time period under consideration in
this proposed action (40 years), issues of spent fuel storage and management cannot be finessed, but must be
discussed in detail, specific to each reactor under consideration.

Comment Summarized: 94-18

Response: The CLWR EIS specifically addresses the most conservative scenario with regard to spent nuclear
fuel storage at Watts Bar (and all the CLWRs being considered for tritium production). This scenario assumes
that no spent nuclear fuel national waste repository will be available for the entire 40-year tritium production '-
time frame, so additional dry cask spent nuclear fuel storage would be required. Volume 1, Sections 4.2.1.11,
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4.2.2.1 1, and 4.2.3.11 of the CLWR EIS, in conjunction with the projected spent nuclear fuel generation
Q numbers in Chapter 5, also show that the spent nuclear fuel pool storage capacity of each nuclear power plant

would not be adequate for the amount of spent nuclear fuel discharged during the entire licensed electric power
production time period without any consideration of tritium production. Therefore, each considered CLWR
would need to provide additional spent nuclear fuel storage capacity even if it is not used for tritium
production.

17.05 The commentor refers to Section 4.2.3.1 1, where the CLWR Draft EIS describes storage capacity at
Bellefonte and says that each unit has a storage pool which has the capacity to hold 1,058 spent fuel
assemblies. The commentor asks whether the pool can or cannot accommodate 3,400 TPBARs every
18 months for 40 years.

Comment Summarized: 94-22

Response: The 3,400 TPBARs would be inserted into all 141 fuel assemblies in the Bellefonte reactor core.
When the fuel is discharged to the storage pool, the TPBARs would only remain in the pool for a period of
one to two months before being consolidated and loaded into transportation casks for shipment to the Savannah
River Site. Therefore, the Bellefonte spent nuclear fuel storage pool can accommodate the 3,400 TPBARs that
would be discharged every 18 months for the one- to two-month time period after each fuel cycle prior to their
shipment to the Savannah River Site.

17.06 The commentor refers to Table 5-42 of the CLWR Draft EIS, where the environmental impacts for dry
cask storage are considered generically. The commentor asserts that the information about earthquake and
tornado damage is not sufficient to allow the reader to determine the adequacy of this method of estimating
environmental impacts.

Comment Summarized: 94-23

Response: The information in Volume 1, Table 5-51 (formerly Table 5-42) of the CLWR ELS, regarding
earthquake and tornado accidents, reflects the fact that all NRC-licensed dry spent nuclear fuel storage designs
are required by law to withstand earthquakes and tornadoes without posing any unacceptable risk to public
health and safety. The environmental impact of dry cask spent nuclear fuel storage presented in Volume I,
Section 5.2.6 of the CLWR EIS assumes that any storage system used for spent nuclear fuel would be licensed
by the NRC. The NRC evaluates the safety of each spent nuclear fuel storage system and confirms that, for
accidents such as tornadoes and earthquakes, they meet all regulatory requirements, including design safety
and acceptable consequences. All currently NRC-licensed dry cask spent nuclear fuel storage designs present
safety analyses that show that earthquakes and tornadoes would result in no radiological consequences to the
public.

17.07 The commentor refers to page A-23 of Appendix A of the CLWR Draft EIS. The commentor remarks
that the numbers on that page indicate that Bellefonte would produce an additional 1,863 spent fuel assemblies
if it were selected to produce tritium. The commentor adds that this number exceeds the total capacity of
Bellefonte's current spent fuel pools.

Comment Summarized: 94-26

Response: As indicated in Volume 1, Appendix A, Table A-1, the operation of each of the Bellefonte units
without tritium production would generate approximately 1,944 spent nuclear fuel assemblies over a 40-year
period (i.e., 72 fuel assemblies per operating cycle x 27 operating cycles of 18 months each.) This number also

t-/ exceeds the total capacity of Bellefonte's current spent nuclear fuel pools. Therefore, additional spent nuclear
fuel storage beyond the pool capacity would be required at Bellefonte whether or not it is used for tritium
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production. The environmental impacts of a dry cask ISFSI system are presented in Volume 1, Section 5.2.6
of the CLWR EIS. This section presents the environmental impacts from construction, operation, and
postulated accidents.

17.08 The commentor states that, if tritium is produced at levels that increase reactor fuel consumption, the
EIS should clarify who owns the additional spent nuclear fuel and who will pay for its eventual treatment,
storage, and disposal.

Comment Summarized: 1274

Response: As the licensee for the CLWRs under consideration for tritium production, TVA is responsible for
all spent nuclear fuel. A DOE interagency agreement with TVA would provide the financial terms for the
treatment, storage, and disposal of any additional spent nuclear fuel that may be generated from the production
of tritium.

17.09 The commentor states that the CLWR Draft EIS does not discuss the fact that there is no disposal site
for spent fuel, so the environmental effects of tritium production could include centuries of on site spent fuel
storage at commercial reactor site(s).

Comment Summarized: 137-9

Response: The operating and shut-down CLWRs in the United States are expected to have generated over
183,000 spent nuclear fuel assemblies (85,000 metric tons of uranium) by the end of their licensed lifetime.
The additional spent nuclear fuel generated for 40 years of tritium production represents approximately
1 percent of this spent fuel inventory. Currently licensed technology exists for interim storage of spent nuclear
fuel. DOE is committed to the development of a licensed national spent nuclear fuel waste repository. This
waste repository will be required for the spent nuclear fuel that has been produced while generating electric
power. The tritium production contribution to this spent nuclear fuel of about 1 percent will not affect the
design or schedule for completion of this repository. The impacts from an onsite dry cask ISFSI are discussed
in Volume 1, Section 5.2.6 of the CLWR EIS.

17.10 The commentor states that the CLWR Draft EIS mentions numerous times that production of tritium
in a CLWR may result in more spent fuel, and this fuel will have higher enrichments and lower burnup than
fuel currently discharged to the spent fuel pools; thus, it will have higher reactivity. The commentor remarks
that the CLWR EIS contains no discussion of the effects of this high reactivity fuel on spent fuel pool design
parameters or spent fuel pool fuel handling accidents. The commentor recommends that a detailed analysis
be done to determine the effects of this high reactivity fuel on the various plants' spent fuel pools, and on fuel
pool and fuel handling accident analyses, and a discussion of the results should be included in the CLWR Final
EIS.

Comment Summarized: 146-1

Response: Full production loading of TPBARs may require the use of slightly higher enriched fuel (up to
approximately 4.9 percent, compared to approximately 4.5 percent currently used). Such an increase would
be allowed by the current NRC licenses (current licensing provisions allow for up to 5 percent enrichment);
thus, the reactor systems and equipment are already designed to accommodate fuel enriched to the level
required for tritium production. The somewhat higher enrichments and reduced fuel assembly burnups
associated with the tritium production core, as compared to the conventional core designs, can influence the
radiological source term used in the calculation of radiological emissions other than tritium during normal
operation and accident conditions. The Tritium Production Core Topical Report (WEC 1998) quantified this
effect and concluded that, overall, the fission product inventories were the same or lower in the tritium-
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producing core. Therefore, the analysis presented in the CLWR EIS, which does not account for the increased
enrichment, is conservative. It is also not expected that the higher enrichments and reduced fuel assembly
burnups would affect the design parameters of the existing spent fuel pools. The NRC will review these
parameters when the reactor facility applies for a licensing amendment to operate in a tritium-producing mode.

17.11 The commentor states that there is no discussion of the effect of the high reactivity fuel on the
postulated geologic repository. The commentor poses the following questions: Since there will be much more
spent fuel generated by this process, will this affect the capability of the geologic repository to accept fuel from
other CLWRs? Will its high reactivity make it ineligible for geologic storage or cause it to require special
handling? The commentor recommends that these issues should be evaluated and discussed in the CLWR
Final EIS.

Comment Summarized: 146-2

Response: The maximum number of additional spent nuclear fuel assemblies (e.g., 1,863 at Bellefonte)
generated for the 40-year CLWR production of tritium represents less than 1 percent of the total mass of spent
nuclear fuel expected to be placed in a future geologic. repository. The maximum uranium-235 enrichment of
this spent fuel would be approximately 4.9 percent (less than 5 percent). The TVA reactors under
consideration use commercial nuclear fuel with uranium-235 enrichments as high as 4.5 percent. The trend
in reload fuel at nuclear power plants has been toward higher uranium-235 enrichments. Since current and
future projected nuclear fuel is expected to be similar in enrichment to the fuel used in tritium production, and
the spent nuclear fuel associated with tritium production represents less than I percent of all the spent nuclear
fuel to be discharged into the repository, the CLWR spent nuclear fuel associated with tritium production is
expected to be compatible with repository requirements and should have no significant effect on repository
reactivity and require no special handling.

17.12 The commentor, referring to the Uranium Fuel Cycle and Waste Management entry of Table 5-38 in
the CLWR Draft EIS, remarks that it discusses only transportation. The commentor recommends that issues
associated with additional onsite storage capacity for spent fuel also be discussed.

Comment Summarized: 146-16

Response: Environmental impacts of onsite spent nuclear fuel storage are analyzed in Volume 1, Section 5.2.6
of the CLWR EIS. As discussed in Section 5.2.4.2 of the CLWR EIS, Table 547 (CLWR Draft EIS Table
5-38) includes the issues that need to be addressed by the licensees as part of the life extension license renewal
application. Issues of lesser importance which appear in 10 CFR 51, Subpart A, Appendix B, were not
included in Table 5-47. The finding under Onsite Spent Fuel in the 10 CFR 51 table states: "SMALL. The
expected increase in the volume of spent nuclear fuel from an additional 20 years of operation can be safely
accommodated on site with small environmental effects through dry or pool storage at all plants if a permanent
repository or retrievable storage is not available." Section 5.2.6 of the CLWR EIS reaffirms this NRC finding
for storage of spent nuclear fuel in a dry cask ISFSI.

17.13 The commentor asks that the EIS include the assumptions behind the conservatively estimated dose to
a worker from the ISFSI, CLWR Draft EIS, page 5-94, top of the page.

Comment Summarized: 146-18

Response: These assumptions are presented in the two references, DUKE 1988 and BGE 1989b as indicated
on the referenced page. The nature of this conservatism is due principally to the time and dose rate estimates
for each operation in loading a dry spent nuclear fuel storage cask.
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17.14 The commentor states the following: Page 5-94 of the CLWR Draft EIS, second paragraph, states no
chemical, biocide, or sanitary wastes would be generated in the operation of the ISFSI. This disagrees with
Table 541, which implies that small amounts of these would be generated. The commentor suggests that the
two references should be consistent.

Comment Summarized: 146-19

Response: The information presented in Volume 1, page 5-94 and in Table 5-41 of the CLWR Draft EIS is
consistent. The waste generation presented in Table 541 (now Table 5-50 in the CLWR Final EIS) occurs only
during the process of loading the fuel from the spent nuclear fuel pool into the transfer cask and subsequently
into the storage cask. Once the storage casks are loaded, they do not generate any chemical, biocide, or
sanitary waste. This is explained in the second paragraph on page 5-94 of the CLWR Draft EIS. There was
no change to this text in the CLWR Final EIS.

17.15 The commentor remarks that the United States has yet to find a safe, permanent storage facility for
radioactive waste and adds that, until it does so, creating more radioactive waste, no matter how small, is
environmentally and socially irresponsible.

Comment Summarized: 1024

Response: DOE would be responsible for the low-level radioactive waste generated by tritium production.
The amount of low-level radioactive waste resulting from tritium production would represent approximately
0.1 percent of the total low-level radioactive waste currently generated at the site. The 40-year production of
tritium at CLWRs would produce a total amount of low-level radioactive waste which would fill 0.06 percent
of the capacity of one of a series of existing vaults at the Savannah River Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Disposal Facility, which has been operational since 1994. Additional spent nuclear fuel would be generated
for tritium production if more than 2,000 TPBARs were irradiated in a single reactor core. The impacts from
storing the additional spent nuclear fuel are discussed in Volume 1, Section 5.2.6 of the CLWR EIS. In
implementing the proposed action, DOE and TVA would manage the tritium production process to minimize,
to the extent practicable, the generation of additional spent nuclear fuel.

17.16 The commentor asks if the speaker at the public hearing meant to say that: (1) reactor units at either the
Watts Bar or Sequoyah plants would generate 75 percent more spent fuel if they were run at the higher rate
required for tritium production; and (2) spent fuel generation would double if tritium were produced in one
of the Bellefonte units.

Comment Summarized: 700-5

Response: The commentor's statements are accurate. Impacts associated with tritium production and the
generation of spent nuclear fuel are summarized in Volume 1, Section 3.2.6.2 of the CLWR Final EIS for
Watts Bar, Sequoyah, and Bellefonte.

17.17 The commentor states that tritium production in excess of 2,000 targets per year would generate
additional spent fuel. The commentor requests clarification concerning whether any of the three TVA nuclear
power plants is capable of managing their existing and projected spent fuel load and whether adding to it
would only complicate the situation.

Comment Summarized: 700-7

Response: Volume 1, Sections 5.2.1.12, 5.2.2.12, and 5.2.3.12 of the CLWR EIS address spent nuclear fuel
management at each of the sites and indicate that all three TVA nuclear power plants are capable of managing
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their existing and projected spent nuclear fuel load. The management of spent nuclear fuel is a well-understood
process at nuclear power plants. Many nuclear power plants are managing their spent nuclear fuel by
constructing supplementary dry cask storage facilities on site. The proposed action would add more spent
nuclear fuel if more than 2,000 TPBARs were irradiated in any one reactor core. With 2,000 or less TPBARs,
there would be no impact on spent nuclear fuel storage requirements. If more than 2,000 TPBARs were
irradiated in a reactor, the additional spent nuclear fuel would be accommodated in the same manner in which
TVA would manage its projected additional spent nuclear fuel without tritium production. In implementing
the proposed action, DOE and TVA would manage the tritium production process to minimize, to the extent
practicable, the generation of additional spent nuclear fuel.

CATEGORY 18: TRANSPORTATION

18.01 The commentor questions how much additional risk is involved in transporting the TPBARs to South
Carolina to remove tritium versus transporting the TPBARs somewhere else for disposal.

Comment Summarized: 23-2

Response: The TPBARs would be transported to the Tritium Extraction Facility at the Savannah River Site
in Aiken, South Carolina, as stated in Volume 1, Sections 1.5.2.2 and 3.2.1 of the CLWR EIS. The Tritium
Extraction Facility is an integral part of the program to produce tritium in a CLWR. Volume 1, Appendix E
provides a conservative analysis of the health and environmental impacts along the transportation routes.
Volume 1, Tables E-7 and E-8 show the per-shipment risk analysis, and Table E-9 summarizes the risk of
transporting hazardous materials.

18.02 The commentor cannot find the definition for "associated impacts of transporting."

Comment Summarized: 86-3

Response: The phrase quoted by the commentor appears in the CLWR EIS Summary, S.1.6.1.2, in the context
of topics addressed in the environmental assessment document for the Lead Test Assembly. Section 5.5 of
the Environmental Assessment, Lead Test Assembly Irradiation and Analysis, Watts Bar Nuclear Plant,
Tennessee and Hanford Site, Richland, Washington (DOE/EA-1210) (DOE 1997a) describes the impacts
associated with transporting both unirradiated and irradiated TPBAR lead test assemblies. The CLWR EIS
addresses the environmental impacts associated with the transportation of TPBARs in Volume 1, Section 5.2.8
and Appendix E. In both documents, the NEPA analysis addresses incident-free transportation impacts and
transportation accident impacts. Those impacts include external radiation exposures (in-transit doses to the
public or transport workers), nonradiological impacts due to pollutants emitted by the transport vehicles,
vehicular accident fatalities, and maximum individual doses (on site and off site) resulting from breaches in
the shipping cask or damage to the cask shielding.

18.03 The commentor states that the analysis for transportation impacts should consider the expected timing
of shipments (regular basis stretched throughout the year or in bursts over a brief period every 18 months).

Comment Summarized: 94-16

Response: TPBARs would be transported in batches as a core load of irradiated TPBARs becomes ready for
shipment. TPBARs do not come out of the reactor core on a regular basis spread throughout the year. They
are only removed from the core when the core is refueled. In any case, the timing does not affect the risk, since
the number of TPBARs per shipment is solely a function of the cask, and the number of shipments is a
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function of the production rate. The transportation analysis considered this in the per-shipment analysis shown
in Volume 1, Appendix E, Tables E-7 and E-8, and reported the risks for the entire program (40 years) in Table
E-9.

18.04 The commentor states that the risks associated with the leakage of radioactive material that could occur
during the transportation of irradiated TPBARs should not be taken.

Comment Summarized: 1364

Response: The Type B packages that would be used to transport irradiated TPBARs associated with the
CLWR program are designed to withstand test conditions (described in Volume 1, Appendix E, Section E.3.2
of the CLWR EIS) representing extremely severe accidents (estimated to be more severe than over 99 percent
of all accidents that could occur), while maintaining the packaged radioactive contents. Type B packages have
been used for years to ship radioactive materials in the United States and around the world. To date, no
Type B package has ever been punctured or has released any of its contents, even in actual highway accidents.
As described in Volume 1, Section E.3.2 of the CLWR EIS, the Type B package is extremely robust and
provides a high degree of confidence that, even in extremely severe accidents, the integrity of the package
would be maintained with essentially no loss of the radioactive contents or serious impairment of the shielding
capability. Section 5.2.8 of the CLWR EIS summarizes the impacts from transporting TPBARs from each
reactor site to the Savannah River Site under incident-free and accident scenarios. Appendix E provides
specific details on the transportation impact evaluations.

18.05 The commentor asks whether transporting TPBARs from three different reactors in two states would
increase the opportunities for a transportation accident.

Comment Summarized: 7034

Response: The likelihood of a transportation accident is proportional to the distance traveled. The per-
shipment accident risk factors are shown in Volume l, Appendix E, Table E-8 of the CLWR EIS. Since each
of the possible CLWR sites is about the same distance from the Savannah River Site, the per-shipment accident
risk is within 10 percent for each. The number of shipments required to transport the TPBARs is independent
of the site chosen, but is related to the number of TPBARs produced. Appendix E, Table E-9, shows the
traffic accident risks associated with different production rates at different sites.

1&06 The commentor asks whether DOE plans for a single truck to pick up irradiated TPBARs at each reactor
and transport them collectively to the Savannah River Site.

Comment Summarized: 703-5

Response: A truck is capable of carrying one and only one of the Type B transportation casks that would be
used for irradiated TPBARs. A cask would be loaded at a CLWR site, placed on a truck, and transported
directly to the Savannah River Site. It would not stop at other CLWRs to pick up additional material.

18.07 The commentor says he believes the additional shipping requirements for tritium production are likely
to cause accidents and traffic problems. The commentor states that the transportation accident risk found in
the CLWR Draft EIS is exceedingly low-less than one fatal accident per 100,000 years is unrealistic. The
commentor is concerned about the potential effect of transportation accidents on interstate traffic. The
commentor wonders whether other agencies like the Tennessee Emergency Management Agency or the Federal
Emergency Management Agency have plans to deal with any accidents, because accidents are inevitable in
any line of work.
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Comment Summarized: 707-2

Response: DOE has analyzed accident risks based on the best available transportation statistics and believes
that it is unlikely that a traffic fatality will occur as a result of the 40-year program. The results of the analysis
shown in Volume 1, Appendix E, Table E-9 of the CLWR EIS indicate that, depending on the alternative
selected, the transportation accident risk is significantly lower than one fatal accident per 100,000 years. DOE
would develop emergency plans with the carrier and state, local, and Tribal officials and would provide
training courses for first responders along the transportation routes to enhance their capabilities to respond
appropriately in the unlikely event of an accident. Technical assistance would also be provided to supplement
existing resources if any deficiencies are identified. State, local, and some Tribal governments have the basic
capabilities and training that would be required in order to take initial measures to respond to a transportation
accident by virtue of their preparation for responding to accidents involving hazardous materials (e.g., assess
the scene, administer emergency care, control the area, and call for a hazardous materials special team). In the
unlikely event that a serious accident does occur, state and local responders would be the first to arrive at the
scene, as they would to any overland shipment involving hazardous materials. If requested by state, Tribal,
or local government, DOE would send a radiological monitoring assistance team from the closest of eight DOE
regional offices located across the country.

18.08 The commentor opposes the radioactive waste associated with TPBARs being transported for disposal
to the Savannah River Site or the Barnwell disposal facility.

Comment Summarized: 18-3

Response: Volume 1, Appendix E, Section E.5.3 of the CLWR EIS describes the amount of low-level
radioactive waste generated during tritium production at a CLWR. Tables E-7 and E-8 show the per-shipment
risk analysis, and Table E-9 summarizes the risk of transporting hazardous materials. The two to eight

t; shipments of low-level waste over the entire program do not significantly increase the traffic or the risk in the
'~' State of South Carolina. The commentor's objection to the shipments is noted. Radioactive waste, similar to

that associated with tritium production, is currently being shipped safely to the Savannah River Site and the
Barnwell facility as part of their ongoing operations.

18.09 The commentor suggests that the CLWR EIS be revised to include an explanation of the response to
a transportation accident and the impacts if a spill occurred.

Comment Summarized: 27-1

Response: DOE would develop emergency plans with the carrier and state, local, and Tribal officials and
would provide training courses for first responders along the transportation routes to enhance their capabilities
to respond appropriately in the unlikely event of an accident. Technical assistance also would be provided to
supplement existing resources if any deficiencies are identified. State, local, and some Tribal governments
have the basic capabilities and training that would be required to take initial measures to respond to a
transportation accident by virtue of their preparation for responding to accidents involving hazardous materials
(e.g., assess the scene, administer emergency care, control the area, and call for a hazardous materials special
team). In the unlikely event that a serious accident does occur, state and local responders would be the first
to arrive at the scene, as they would to any overland shipment involving hazardous materials. If requested by
state, Tribal, or local governments, DOE would send a radiological monitoring assistance team from the closest
of eight DOE regional offices located across the country. Volume 1, Section 5.2.8 of the CLWR EIS
summarizes the impacts from transporting TPBARs from each reactor site to the Savannah River Site under
incident-free and accident scenarios. Appendix E provides specific details on the transportation impact

J i evaluations.
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18.10 The commentor states that the risks associated with the leakage of radioactive material that could occur
during the transportation of spent fuel rods and other wastes should not be taken.

Comment Summarized: 136-5

Response: Transportation of spent fuel rods (or spent fuel assemblies) is not in the scope of the CLWR EIS,
as described in Volume 1, Chapter 1. The irradiated TPBARs and TPBAR-related low-level radioactive
wastes are transported in Type B packages, as described in the response to Comment Summary 18.04.

18.11 The commentor is concerned with environmental factors and the health and safety of the population
along the transport routes, particularly at and near the vicinity of the Savannah River Site.

Comment Summarized: 18-4

Response: Volume 1, Section 5.2.8 and Appendix E of the CLWR EIS provide a conservative analysis of the
health and environmental impacts along the transportation routes. Some impacts are in the area of the
Savannah River Site. The analysis shows that impacts on the environment and human health and safety are
minor, the EIS finds that it is unlikely that transportation of hazardous materials will cause an additional latent
or immediate fatality.

18.12 The commentor states that the transportation of raw materials to the TPBAR fabrication facility should
be discussed in Section 5.2.8.

Comment Summarized: 146-20

Response: Volume 1, Section 5.2.7 of the CLWR EIS describes the materials needed for the fabrication of
TPBARs. Raw materials required include stainless steel, zircaloy, aluminum, zirconium, lithium carbonate,
and aluminum oxide. None of these raw materials is considered to be hazardous, and none is radioactive.
These materials are commercially available. As stated in Section 5.2.7, no environmental consequences of any
significance are expected from activities other than fabrication and assembly of the TPBARs.

CATEGORY 19: DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF TPBARs

19.01 The commentor, referring to Section 5.1.2 of the CLWR Draft EIS, suggests that the statement,
"Experience with boron burnable absorber rods bounds what would be expected from tritium production
burnable absorber rods," needs more amplification. The commentor further notes that there are several types
of boron burnable absorber rods with different materials of construction, and that the number of boron
burnable poison rods installed in a core is much less than the possible number of TPBARs that would be
installed for tritium production.

Comment Summarized: 146-9

Response: The subject assumption has been removed in the CLWR EIS. The CLWR Draft EIS assumes that
two TPBARs fail in each core load of TPBARs and that the entire tritium inventory is released to the reactor
coolant and then to the environment. This is extremely conservative, since there has not been a single burnable
absorber rod failure in the last 18 years, during which time over 500,000 such rods made by Westinghouse
have been irradiated. As discussed in Volume 1, Section 1.9, the CLWR EIS has been revised to reflect the
recent Westinghouse data on burnable absorber rods (WEC 1999). While the CLWR EIS still evaluates the
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failure of two TPBARs, this event is now categorized as an "abnormal" event that could happen in a given
operational cycle, not normal operation.

19.02 The commentor requests information on the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory tests performed to
show that tritium targets are satisfactory; they do not leak tritium during irradiation; and that tritium can be
quantitatively recovered. The commentor requests a copy of the test results.

Comment Summarized: 4-2

Response: The question refers to the Lead Test Assembly program in Watts Bar 1. Prior to September 1997,
the specific TPBAR design described in the CLWR EIS had not been used in a commercial reactor. DOE
developed a series of experimental test designs between 1974 and 1992. The series of designs concluded with
an irradiation test of 10 5-foot long rods in the Advanced Test Reactor at Idaho National Engineering and
Environmental Laboratory in 1990-1991. The test conditions were similar to conditions that are found in a
typical pressurized water reactor. Test data indicated that the rod performance was consistent with the
performance expectations that existed prior to the tests. Post-irradiation examination of those test rods
indicated that there were no failures and confirmed that the performance met the design requirements as
defined in 1990.

The TPBAR design that would be employed in commercial reactors was developed using those early DOE
designs as a basis; however, additional improvements have been made to those designs. DOE has relied upon
the irradiation test information from those previous programs to provide insight into the operational
characteristics of the TPBARs. Based on knowledge gained from those programs, DOE designed and
fabricated the lead test assemblies. During the design process, specific performance requirements for the
TPBAR components were mandated to assure satisfactory target performance during operation.

During those early test programs, research and development were also initiated on techniques to extract tritium
from the targets. In the last several years, DOE has performed extraction experiments both on previously
irradiated test specimens and on "simulated" TPBARs (using deuterium instead of tritium). The results of
these tests have indicated that DOE will be able to efficiently recover tritium from the TPBARs.

The analytical conclusions of the test program can be found in the Lead Test Assembly Technical Report,
Report on the Evaluation of the Tritium Producing Burnable Absorber Rod Lead Test Assembly, Rev. I
(PNNL 1997). The NRC assessment of the technical report can be found in NUREG-1607 (NRC 1997).

19.03 The commentor requests information on the structural design to keep the TPBARs stable in the reactor
and suggests that, since the target design appears to be a cantilevered-top-attached target, it would be subject
to damage during irradiation from water flow vibration.

Comment Summarized: 4-3

Response: The TPBAR design is a cantilevered-top-attached target, as the conmmentor suggests. The external
dimensions and design features of the TPBAR are virtually identical to the design used for discrete burnable
absorber rods used for reactivity control in many commercial pressurized water reactors. The TPBAR was
intentionally designed to be mechanically similar to these commercial burnable absorbers. Many thousands
of the commercial burnable absorbers have been irradiated to date with no damage from flow-induced
vibration. Elimination of flow-induced vibration was one of the many functional criteria placed upon the
TPBAR design.
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19.04 The commentor, referring to information contained in a PNNL report (PNNL-1 1419) questions the
validity of the quantity of tritium release (1,890 Curies) which appeared in Table 3-13 of the CLWR Draft EIS
under "Radioactive Emissions." The commentor suggests that the quantity should be 22,780 Curies.

Comments Summarized: 44-8, 501-10

Response: Pacific Northwest National Laboratory Report No. 11419 (PNNL 1997) is the technical report for
the lead test assembly rods that were inserted into the Watts Bar 1 reactor in 1997. The functional design
criterion on leakage was established as 6.7 Curies per rod per year. [This is a limit; not a leakage rate.] For
full core production, a leakage of 6.7 Curies per rod per year was deemed unacceptable. DOE has considered
the "lessons learned" from the Lead Test Assembly program and has designed and analyzed an improved
production TPBAR model. The production TPBAR is designed to an average permeation rate of 1 Curie per
rod per year. The commentor used the 6.7-Curie per rod per year leakage to arrive at 22,780 Curies. The
design and analysis is found in NDP-98-181, Tritium Production Core Topical Report (WEC 1998).

19.05 The commentor refers to a statement in the CLWR Draft EIS that the system is so effective that the rods
will have to be heated to 1,000° C (1,800° F) to recover the tritium captured. The commentor also refers to
another area in the CLWR Draft EIS where the design temperature maximum of the extraction furnace at the
Tritium Extraction Facility is said to be 1,1000 C. The commentor suggests that operating the equipment
within 10 percent of the maximum temperature is not a good practice and that the recovery process may be
flawed.

Comments Summarized: 44-9,501-11

Response: DOE has performed extensive research and development on techniques to extract tritium from the
targets. The results of these tests have indicated that DOE will be able to efficiently recover tritium from the
TPBARs within the temperature limitations noted in the Tritium Extraction Facility EIS and Volume 1, Section
3.1.2 of the CLWR EIS. These research and development efforts have been used to establish the furnace
design values. Specific warranties and limitations with respect to furnace lifetime will be addressed during
the furnace procurement process.

19.06 The commentor suggests that the CLWR Draft EIS should have used a TVA experience statistic for the
"fuel rod burns" rather than a national statistic.

Comments Summarized: 86-6, 703-7

Response: It is assumed that the commentor is questioning the validity of the assumption that two TPBARs
could fail per cycle. This assumption is, in fact, extremely conservative. Because of similarities between the
TPBAR design and commercial burnable absorber rods used in nuclear reactors, the TPBAR failure rate is
expected to be as low as the failure rate for these commercial burnable absorbers. Electric Power Research
Institute Report NP-1984, Control Rod Materials and Burnable Absorbers (November 1981) (EPRI 1981)
indicates statistics for burnable absorber rod failures through 1980 as 2 in 29,700 rods. The two failures were
attributed to early manufacturing defects that were corrected in later fabrication campaigns. In the 17 years
since that report was written, Westinghouse has fabricated over 500,000 burnable absorber rods with no
observable failures. This includes the burnable absorber rods irradiated in the TVA reactors.

While TPBARs are not expected to fail during reactor operation, a failure rate of two TPBARs per cycle was
chosen in the CLWR Draft EIS to provide a conservative and bounding estimate for environmental analysis.
The impact of two failed TPBARs was assessed to show that the plant is capable of safely operating and that
plant releases can be maintained within regulatory limits even in the unlikely event of two TPBAR failures. -

As indicated in Volume 1, Section 1.9, the CLWR Final EIS has been revised to reflect the recent
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Westinghouse data (WEC 1999). While the CLWR Final EIS still evaluates the failure of two TPBARs, this
event is now categorized as an abnormal event and is not part of normal operations.

19.07 Referring to the material composition of the TPBARs, the commentor questions whether all the
lithium-6 necessary for the fabrication of the TPBARs is already available or needs to be produced. The
commentor suggests that, if lithium-6 needs to be produced, the environmental impacts of its production need
to be documented in the EIS.

Comment Summarized: 94-13

Response: As discussed in Volume 1, Section 5.2.7 of the CLWR EIS, the quantities of lithium required for
the fabrication of the TPBARs have been mined and processed and are part of DOE's inventory of material
resources. Therefore, no environmental consequences are expected from activities other than the fabrication
and assembly of the TPBARs.

19.08 The commentor requests an explanation of the fact that, while during the public hearings for the
Environmental Assessment of the Lead Test Assembly DOE assured the public that leakage from TPBARs
was virtually impossible, the CLWR Draft EIS states in Volume 1, Section 3.1.3 that, "some tritium is
expected to permeate through the TPBARs during normal operation."

Comment Summarized: 94-14

Response: The performance of the TPBAR getter is such that there is virtually no tritium in the TPBARs
available in a form that could permeate through the TPBAR cladding. For conservatism, the CLWR EIS
makes the assumption that 1 Curie of tritium per year could permeate through the cladding and be released to
the environment. In comparison to the total quantity of tritium produced (nominally 10,000 Curies per
TPBAR), this permeation rate is very small, and yet a conservative quantity.

19.09 The commentor opines that the discussion of environmental impacts in the CLWR Draft EIS is flawed
because it does not fully explain that TPBARs are a new technology, so there are great uncertainties in their
use, including the actual leakage rate, which could be much larger than the I Curie per year estimate, or
explain the environmental effects of handling, storing, and transporting them.

Comment Summarized: 137-8

Response: The TPBAR concept is not entirely new. Prior to September 1997, the specific TPBAR design
described in the EIS had not been used in a commercial reactor. Between 1974 and 1992, DOE developed a
series of experimental test designs. The series of designs concluded with an irradiation test of 10 5-foot-long
rods in the Advanced Test Reactor in 1991. The test conditions in the loop were similar to conditions that are
found in a typical pressurized water reactor. Test data indicated that the rod performance was consistent with
the performance expectations that existed prior to the tests. Post-irradiation examination of those test rods
indicated that there were no failures during operation.

The TPBAR design was developed using those early DOE designs as a basis; however, additional
improvements have been made to those designs. DOE has relied upon the irradiation test information from
those previous programs to provide insight into the operational characteristics of the TPBAR design. Based
on knowledge gained from those programs, DOE designed and fabricated 32 TPBARs that were inserted into
the Watts Bar I Nuclear Reactor in lead test assemblies in September 1997. To date, these lead test assemblies
are performing as expected and there are no indications of failure. When the TPBAR lead test assemblies are
removed from the Watts Bar I in the spring of 1999, they will be examined extensively, both in a
nondestructive and destructive manner.
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Therefore, prior to the initiation of a production mission, DOE will have experience and irradiation data from
a broad range of tests, including the lead test assemblies that are prototypic of the production TPBAR design.
The cumulative DOE experience with the target technology has provided high confidence that the design and
operation of the TPBARs will be within the defined safety and environmental limits.

Issues involving the environmental effects of handling, storing, and transporting radioactive materials in the
United States, including tritium, have been well analyzed and documented and are generally well understood.
There are no new issues raised by the transportation of TPBARs, as compared to other radioactive materials,
other than design-specific accident responses. Conservative analysis of accident responses has been made in
the CLWR EIS using the design and experience base noted above.

19.10 The commentor, referring to a statement made in Section 3.1.2 of the CLWR Draft EIS that, "The
tritium produced would be bound to the getter and extracted only after heating to a high temperature...,"
questions whether there is no release potential of any form of tritium that contributes to the doses calculated
in the EIS. Even with the very conservative assumptions used to assess impacts from the potential leakage of
tritium from the TPBARs, the estimated impacts on human health are very small.

Comment Summarized: 143-5

Response: The performance of the getter is such that there is virtually no tritium in the TPBARs available in
the form that could permeate through the TPBAR cladding. For conservatism, the CLWR EIS makes the
assumption that I Curie of tritium per TPBAR per year could permeate through the cladding and be released
to the environment. It is also assumed, as an abnormal event, that two TPBARs could fail in a core load of
TPBARs and that the entire tritium inventory is released to the reactor coolant and then to the environment.
This is extremely conservative, since there has not been a single burnable absorber rod failure in the last 18
years, during which time over 500,000 such rods made by Westinghouse have been irradiated.
Notwithstanding these conservative assumptions, the assumed tritium releases give rise to the doses calculated
for workers and the public and are included in Volume 1, Section 3.1.3, Chapter 5, and Appendix C,
Section C.3.4 of the CLWR EIS. Even with the very conservative assumptions used to assess impacts from
the potential leakage of tritium from the TPBARs, the estimated impacts on human health are very small.

19.11 Referring to Appendix A, page A-12 of the CLWR Draft EIS, the commentor states that the text does
not go into any detail about the differences between using TPBARs and standard burnable poison rods. The
commentor suggests that more details be provided.

Comment Summarized: 143-9

Response: For the purposes of this EIS, a qualitative description of the rods is considered to be sufficient to
demonstrate the significance of the design to the environmental impacts. These descriptions are provided in
Volume 1, Section 3.1.2 (including Table 3-1), and Appendix A, Sections A.2 and A.3. Further details on the
differences between the two types of poison rods (burnable absorber rods versus tritium-producing burnable
absorber rods) are discussed in the Tritium Production Core Topical Report (WEC 1998), which has been
provided to the NRC and which will become the basis of the safety review, should tritium be produced in any
of the TVA reactors. It should be noted that neither rod contains fissile material or is radioactive prior to
reactor operation.

19.12 In response to a statement made by Steven Sohinki of DOE at the public hearing, the commentor asks
why DOE says that TPBARs would be under less stress in the reactor core than standard burnable absorber
rods.

Comment Summarized: 704-5
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Response: As discussed in Volume 1, Section 1.9 of the CLWR EIS, the only two early observed failures
among standard burnable absorber rods were attributed to slumping of the absorber material, a failure
mechanism that cannot occur in the TPBARs. Therefore, assuming that the TPBARs are designed and
fabricated under the same standards and with the same margins to failure as the standard burnable absorber
rods, it could also be assumed that the TPBAR failure rate would be similar to the standard commercial
burnable absorber rods.

19.13 The commentor, referring to a request previously made to DOE, reiterates the request for DOE to
provide the State of Tennessee and interested stakeholders the TVA sampling data from the primary coolant
at the Watts Bar Pilot Project, both before and during actual production of tritium. The commentor asks DOE
to send the data as it becomes available. Measurements of tritium in particular should be provided. The
commentor remarks that, since the TPBARs contain different materials than standard burnable absorber rods,
other relevant neutron activation products should be included in the data. The commentor requests the
detection limits and bounding statistics.

Comment Summarized: 127-5

Response: The requested information was provided by TVA to Mr. Monroe of the State of Tennessee on
October 8, 1998. Additional information was provided on December 14, 1998.

19.14 A commentor asks who is going to fabricate the tritium rods that DOE plans to use in the Watts Bar
reactor. The commentor asks whether DOE will examine the fabricator's past performance specifically with
regards to cladding. The commentor notes that there is a massive decay going on with the cladding in the rods
that will cut down on the production of electricity at Watts Bar and suggests that DOE is going to derate the
plant even more.

Comment Summarized: 811-2

Response: DOE will issue a request for proposals to commercial fuel fabricators to determine who will
fabricate the TPBARs. As part of the selection process, the fabricator's past performance with regard to
cladding will be evaluated. The production of tritium does not impact the rated power of a CLWR.

CATEGORY 20: DECONTAMINATION AND DECOMMISSIONING

20.01 Two commentors ask who is responsible for the cleanup of the tritium production site. The commentor
asks who will pay the additional cost.

Comments Summarized: 86-1, 707-14

Response: Any costs associated with the normal nuclear site decontamination and decommissioning are the
responsibility of TVA. Any cleanup of tritium-related contamination is the subject of the contract negotiations
between DOE and TVA.

20.02 The commentor states that the CLWR Draft EIS fails to include a comparison of the eventual costs of
decontaminating and decommissioning Bellefonte as a nuclear site and as a fossil fuel electricity-generating
plant-which it should do, since those are the two possible futures for the plant.

Comment Summarized: 702-16
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Response: It is a well-established principle under NEPA that the purpose and need of a proposed action
should delineate the limits of the reasonable alternatives to that action. That is; an alternative which does not
accomplish the agency's goals is not a reasonable alternative. As explained in Volume 1, Chapter 3 of the
CLWR EIS, the purpose of the EIS is to assess reasonable alternatives for producing tritium in one or more
CLWRs to satisfy national security requirements as directed by the President. DOE believes that the CLWR
EIS discusses all of the reasonable alternatives for producing tritium in one or more CLWRs to satisfy national
security requirements as directed by the President. The alternative of converting the Bellefonte reactors to
fossil fuel electricity-generating plants is discussed in the CLWR EIS (see Volume 1, Section 1.5.2.4). As
discussed in that section, TVA has completed a Final EIS for the Bellefonte Conversion Project (TVA 1997)
which analyzes the reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts associated with converting the Bellefonte
plants to fossil fuel plants. However, with respect to the CLWR EIS, conversion of the Bellefonte plants to
fossil fuel electricity-generating plants would not accomplish DOE's purpose and need as stated in the CLWR
EIS. As such, conversion of the Bellefonte plants to fossil fuel plants is not a reasonable alternative for the
CLWR EIS and, thus, is not analyzed in the CLWR EIS.

20.03 The commentor thinks DOE and TVA should consider the long-term effects and the cleanup and the
decontamination aspects of CLWR tritium production, which are all parts of the process, before starting such
a project.

Comment Summarized: 707-18

Response: Volume 1, Section 5.2.5 of the CLWR EIS addresses the subject of decommissioning and
decontamination. Section 3.2.1 delineates the underlying assumptions used in calculating decontamination
and decommissioning of the tritium production CLWRs. The most important assumption is that the production
of tritium at a CLWR is not expected to affect the radiological condition of the reactor at the end of its lifetime.

20.04 Two commentors question who would be responsible for the costs associated with decontamination and
decommissioning of the Bellefonte reactor plant if it were completed and used for tritium production. One
commentor is concerned with the cost of decontamination and decommissioning, stating that it will be high
and that the issue is not addressed in the CLWR Draft EIS.

Comments Summarized: 41-11, 707-12

Response: Impacts associated with decontamination and decommissioning are assessed in Volume 1,
Section 5.2.5 of the CLWR EIS. The eventual costs of decontamination and decommissioning would be the
responsibility of TVA. See also the response to Comment Summary 20.01.

CATEGORY 21: REACTOR LICENSING ISSUES

21.01 The commentor asks whether TVA would expect the operational technical specification limits to remain
the same under tritium production.

Comment Summarized: 705-1

Response: At this time, it is unclear whether the operational technical specification limits would remain as
they are currently. As part of the license amendment to produce tritium, these limits will be reviewed by the
NRC.
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21.02 One commentor, referring to the 25-year-old design of the Bellefonte plant, suggests that an evaluation
of the aged equipment (reactor vessel, instrumentation, wiring) be made to ensure that today's safety
requirements are met. Another commentor opposes the use of Bellefonte as a tritium plant because the reactor
design is old and outdated. The commentor thinks that using an outdated reactor design would place all of the
people in the area in jeopardy from a potential accident.

Comment Summarized: 41-10,49-1

Response: As discussed in Section 3.2.5.3 of the CLWR Draft EIS, the equipment at Bellefonte has been
maintained in a lay-up mode. No fuel has been added to the reactor, and there has been no degradation of the
reactor vessel. The NRC makes periodic inspections to verify that the lay-up procedures are being followed
and that the conditions for the equipment defined by the plant procedures are maintained. The lay-up
approaches and procedures used to maintain the equipment at Bellefonte are similar to those that were used
at Watts Bar 1. Watts Bar is currently in its second operating cycle and has maintained an outstanding
performance record since the start of operation. The NRC would review the "as built" condition of the
Bellefonte plant, as well as updated design and safety information, prior to the start of operation. Some of the
plant instrumentation, including the plant computer, would be upgraded prior to operation. Additional plant
modifications would be implemented to bring the plant configuration up to today's safety and licensing
requirements. The NRC also would hold public hearings and address concerns raised by the public prior to
granting an operating license for either of the units.

21.03 The commentor raises the question of whether Watts Bar and Sequoyah will be available after the
existing operating licenses expire. The commentor also states that it doesn't make sense to produce tritium
until it is needed.

Comments Summarized: 94-3, 702-12

Response: The CLWR EIS addresses license renewal in Volume 1, Section 5.2.4.1. DOE assumes that the
reactors will be capable of meeting the NRC licensing extension requirements. In the event that a reactor is
unable to meet these requirements, it is assumed that other reactors will be available. DOE also has the option
of increasing the production of tritium during the life of the existing reactors in the event that life extension
is not a viable option. The commentor references another scenario concerning when the tritium is required.
DOE is required to accept the mandates of the President in the Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Plan. If these
requirements are reduced, DOE has the flexibility of reducing the level of irradiation services purchased from
TVA.

21.04 The commentor asks when the NRC's review of the Production Core Topical Report and its plant-
specific reviews will be available to the public.

Comment Summarized: 704-13

Response: The safety evaluation report on the Production Core Topical Report is expected to be issued by
the NRC in March 1999. The plant-specific application for a licensing amendment will be submitted for
review after the Record of Decision for the CLWR EIS is published.

21.05 The commentor opposes tritium production at a CLWR because the NRC may delay any DOE programs
assigned to a CLWR.

i Comments Summarized: 14-2,504-2
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Response: There is no credible evidence that the NRC will intentionally delay a licensing associated with the
production of tritium in a civilian nuclear plant. DOE has been working with the NRC for the last three years.
DOE and the NRC have entered into a Memorandum of Understanding that governs the roles and
responsibilities of each agency. The NRC acted in a timely manner in approving the use of the lead test
assemblies currently in place at the Watts Bar facility. NRC has very specific and important safety
requirements that must be met before any licensing actions can occur. If questions arise, it is anticipated that
there will be more than one reactor alternative DOE can rely on in order to produce tritium in a timely manner.
DOE's schedule allows sufficient time for licensing issues to be resolved satisfactorily.

21.06 The commentor believes there are uncertainties in the ability to obtain a license for CLWR tritium
production based on public concerns over safety and environmental hazards resulting from releases of tritium
and public discomfort with the commingling of military purposes in a civilian reactor.

Comments Summarized: 45-2, 503-2

Response: The commentor is correct that, as with any project, there are uncertainties. The purpose of the
CLWR EIS is to address environmental impacts of the production of tritium in a CLWR. The issues raised
by the commentors will be taken into consideration during the final decisionmaking process and will be
reflected in the Record of Decision. DOE believes that the issues raised by the commentors, while accurate,
will not preclude the CLWR as a viable option to produce tritium. The NRC does not issue licenses based on
public opinion. The NRC considers public concerns in the licensing process; however, they make decisions
based on safety.

21.07 A commentor asks what the NRC time line for licensing would be once a decision has been made to
use Watts Bar for tritium production.

Comment Summarized: 812-2

Response: A license amendment would be necessary, and one is expected to be submitted to the NRC by the
Spring of 2000.

21.08 A commentor asks whether the license to finish the Bellefonte unit is still in effect.

Comment Summarized: 810-1

Response: Yes. TVA has construction permits from the NRC for the completion of the Bellefonte Nuclear
Plant Units I and 2 that are valid until October 1, 2001, and October 1, 2004, respectively.

CATEGORY 22: SAFEGUARDS AND SECURITY

22.01 Commentors have suggested that the use of civilian reactors will make them attractive targets for attack
by terrorists and foreign powers. The commentor states that, since the Sequoyah Plant is located only 7.5 miles
from Chattanooga, it is a comparatively attractive target for terrorists. Furthermore, the commentor points out
that such a CLWR would be the "weak link" in the nuclear weapons complex security system and, accordingly,
such an attack should be analyzed by the CLWR EIS. Another commentor indicates the EIS, at a minimum,
should assume the CLWR would be bombed by a foreign power nuclear weapon and the impacts of such an
action should be included in the EIS. Another commentor indicates that it is unreasonable for DOE to dismiss
accidents resulting from sabotage as speculative. The World Trade Center bombing proves that the United
States is no longer impervious to terrorist activities. Another commentor states that DOE does not consider
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the possible attack on the transport of TPBARs from the production site to either the Savannah River Site or
the Richland, Washington, site. Another commentor suggests that the conclusion reached in the CLWR Draft
EIS that no environmental impacts are expected as a result of compliance with the NRC and DOE safeguard
and security provisions illustrates the cursory analysis in the EIS.

Comments Summarized: 64, 134,41-2, 80-2,94-20, 116-7, 136-1, 702-13

Response: Facilities and activities associated with the production of tritium are required to comply with the
stringent security provisions of DOE Orders 5632.lC and 5633.3A. These Orders require a graded protection
for all safeguard and security interests, classified matter, property, and sensitive information from theft,
diversion, industrial sabotage, radiological sabotage, espionage, unauthorized access or modification, loss or
compromise, or other hostile acts which could cause unacceptable adverse impacts on national security, our
business partners, or on the health and safety of employees and the public. The DOE Orders further require
a facility associated with the production of tritium to provide protection against a design-basis threat. DOE
has further security provisions specifically designed to ensure that the transport of materials, equipment, and
articles utilized in the defense mission are not subject to sabotage, terrorism, or mishandling. Transportation
of national defense-sensitive materials must comply with the extensive provisions of DOE Order 5610.14.
Similar to facility security requirements, these transportation security requirements necessitate that DOE guards
against a design-basis threat.

In order for a CLWR to produce tritium, it would be required to comply with the NRC and DOE security
requirements. Requirements for developing a safeguards and security system sufficient to protect against a
design-basis threat may be found in 10 CFR Parts 73 and 74. Prior to the operation of any TVA reactor to
produce tritium, compliance with these regulatory requirements must be demonstrated to NRC's satisfaction.

The safeguard and security procedures of the TVA facilities have already been reviewed for the Lead Test
Assembly program (an ongoing program which is currently testing 32 TPBARs in TVA's Watts Bar reactor)
and have been found to be sufficiently protective of Federal property, employees, and the general public. As
indicated in Volume 1, Section 5.2.10 of the CLWR EIS, no environmental impacts are expected as a result
of compliance with both NRC and DOE safeguard and security provisions. Prior to the placement of
additional, production-quantity TPBARs in any of the TVA reactors, an additional, similar, site-specific review
of security procedures would be conducted. This analysis would include transportation of all materials
associated with the program. If it were determined that the requirements of either the NRC or DOE security
provisions could not be met, additional procedures would be implemented to achieve compliance with these
requirements.

DOE has presented what it believes to be a site-specific probabilistic assessment of severe accidents, including
the effects of external events such as fires, floods, and earthquakes. The severe accident analysis in the CLWR
EIS includes a loss-of-coolant accident which results in core overheating, fuel melting, loss of containment,
and release of radionuclides to the environment.

It is not possible to assign a probability to an attack by either a terrorist or a foreign nuclear power. Such
analysis is considered to be beyond the state-of-the-art of probabilistic risk assessment. However, if one were
to assume such an event occurred, the environmental impacts resulting from such an event are expected to be
similar to the severe accident scenario which is analyzed in the CLWR EIS and which is presented in
Volume 1, Section 5.2.1.9.2 for the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Section 5.2.2.9.2 for the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant,
and Section 5.2.3.9.2 for the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant.
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CATEGORY 23: COST ISSUES

23.01 The commentor asserts that the ratepayers in Tennessee are ultimately responsible for the costs currently
being incurred by TVA for the construction of Bellefonte (TVA issues bonds, but the bonds are the
responsibility of the ratepayers). The commentor states that, as a result, the Federal Government's argument
that it already owns the TVA plants is thin.

Comment Summarized: 704-12

Response: As explained in Volume 1, Section 1.3.6 of the CLWR EIS, TVA was established by an Act of
Congress in 1933, as a Federal corporation. All of the TVA reactors are the property of the United States.

23.02 A commentor expresses the opinion that DOE has significantly underestimated the cost associated with
the CLWR option and that these estimates should be subjected to an independent third-party review. Another
commentor is concerned about cost overruns in view of TVA's history.

Comments Summarized: 503-3,600-1,800-2

Response: The TVA estimate to complete Bellefonte Unit I has undergone several reviews by independent
organizations, including Bechtel, Ebasco, and Fluor Daniel. These reviews have confirmed the estimate. The
total life cycle cost of the CLWR option includes not only the cost to complete Bellefonte, but also all other
DOE program costs, such as the completion of the Tritium Extraction Facility and the cost of shipping
irradiated TPBARs from the reactor facility to the Tritium Extraction Facility. The capital costs to complete
Bellefonte are fixed under TVA's proposal. Should any additional monies be needed to complete the reactor,
TVA would be responsible for the additional cost. The TVA Bellefonte offer includes the use of the Watts
Bar Unit 1 reactor at no additional cost to DOE. Use of both of these reactors would meet START I
requirements, including any tritium requirements associated with replenishing the tritium reserve. [See also
the response to Comment Summary 03.03.] DOE management issued an official summary of the cost for the
two options, including life cycle costs (DOE 1998c). This official DOE summary showed the Bellefonte offer
to be significantly less expensive than the APT.

23.03 The commentor asks, since DOE and the TVA plants are government-owned, when will everybody in
the nation be responsible for TVA's $29 billion in debt, and how soon can ratepayers expect a rate reduction
from the current TVA debt (i.e., why should the ratepayers be responsible for the proposed action, which they
will be, since TVA has so magnanimously offered some of the money they will be making on the production
of electricity to DOE, and why isn't the rest of the nation paying for the proposed action?).

Comment Summarized: 623-2

Response: TVA's $29 billion debt financed total construction needs, not just for the nuclear program
construction. This debt is not the responsibility of the U.S. Government and is not part of the national debt.
TVA's power program is financially self-sufficient and relies on bond proceeds and revenues from the sale
of power. Since TVA bonds are not the obligation of the U.S. Government, they are not part of the national
debt. TVA's Board has already established a cap on the outstanding debt and is implementing a 10-Year
Business Plan that will reduce the $29 billion amount by one-half by the end of Fiscal Year 2007. This will
allow TVA to attain a competitive, reduced delivered price of power by the end of the plan period. The TVA-
proposed arrangement with DOE to complete Bellefonte for tritium production would allow for the effective
use of a TVA asset and would result in a significant benefit to all TVA ratepayers, both in debt reduction and
in reduced operating costs. The Board of Directors will continue to review TVA's power rates annually and
make adjustments based on sound business decisions.
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23.04 The commentor asks who would benefit from electricity sales revenues from a completed Bellefonte
Nuclear Plant-the taxpayers, TVA, or DOE?

Comment Summarized: 700-4

Response: The benefit from electricity sales revenues at Bellefonte could be split between TVA and DOE,
depending on the outcome of contract negotiations. Since DOE funding to complete Bellefonte would come
from Congress, any revenue returned to DOE to offset initial expenditures would benefit U. S. taxpayers. Any
revenue returned to TVA would benefit TVA and the TVA ratepayers.

23.05 The commentor expresses his belief that cost overruns are likely if TVA plants are used for tritium
production. The commentor requests DOE to guarantee that the CLWR Final EIS will contain more discussion
and analysis of the potential risks and consequences of cost overruns. The commentor states that not doing
so would be a mischaracterization of the NEPA process.

Comment Summarized: 700-10, 803-8

Response: TVA believes the estimate to complete Bellefonte is accurate and conservative. This estimate has
been reviewed by several independent outside organizations, including Fluor Daniel, Ebasco, and Bechtel.
TVA's 10-Year Business Plan does not assume any benefit from the completion of Bellefonte and sale of
electricity from the plant. To the extent the plant generates positive cash flow, TVA's 10-Year Business Plan
objective would be realized earlier than projected. Should cost overruns occur, the ratepayer would see no
negative impact until the cost to complete is greater than the cumulative net cash flow generated from power
sales. The probability of negative socioeconomic impacts is therefore minimized and considered negligible.

23.06 The commentor is disconcerted as a TVA ratepayer to learn that, first, Chairman Crowell stated in
TVA's 1996 Integrated Resource Plan that TVA will not engage in further nuclear power plant construction
without a full partner, and now, under one of DOE's tritium production scenarios, TVA would invest
$4.5 billion (essentially its current expenditures for construction of Bellefonte) into the partnership with DOE,
resulting in someone else (DOE) completing the reactor at no additional cost to the ratepayers. The commentor
believes DOE's CLWR tritium production proposal is nothing more than a thinly veiled attempt to subsidize
TVA's attempts to complete the Bellefonte reactor with taxpayer money.

Comment Summarized: 700-17

Response: DOE's purpose and need, as described in the CLWR EIS, is to provide a source of tritium and not
to complete Bellefonte. DOE would only select the Bellefonte option if producing tritium at Bellefonte is in
the best interest of the United States. TVA's proposal for the completion of Bellefonte is fully consistent with
TVA Chairman Crowell's statements regarding future nuclear power plant construction.

23.07 The commentor expresses his belief that DOE needs to understand how delicate and fragile the
contractual situation is with TVA's distributors, as well as the liabilities related to TVA's ability to meet the
obligations of its 10-Year debt [reduction] plan and the restructuring of the electric utility environment. The
commentor further states that these issues are significant and should be addressed socioeconomically to
evaluate their long-term implications for the Valley and for U.S. taxpayers. Another commentor asks whether
residents of Scottsboro would see their rates go up or down as a result of tritium production at Bellefonte.

Comment Summarized: 700-18, 806-2

Response: TVA believes the estimate to complete Bellefonte is accurate. This estimate has been reviewed
by several independent outside organizations including Fluor Daniel, Ebasco, and Bechtel. In the unlikely
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event of a cost overrun, TVA would delay debt reduction from its currently planned level. The revenues from
the sales of electricity generated by Bellefonte likely would offset the amount of delay. These revenues are
not realized in TVA's current debt reduction program. TVA would use these revenues to offset any cost
overrun. TVA does not envision any impact to the ratepayer.

23.08 The commentor asks if TVA's offer for tritium production includes a fixed price.

Comment Summarized: 706-2

Response: TVA's offer to produce tritium at Bellefonte is a fixed price to DOE.

23.09 The commentor expresses the opinion that the EIS would benefit from including more information
about the actual costs of the various alternatives and the implications of the costs for the specific economic
proposals being considered (e.g., if the project costs $1.9 billion, who will be responsible for supplying the
rest of the money if the costs exceed the fixed price?).

Comment Summarized: 706-3

Response: Actual costs of the various tritium production alternatives are not part of the EIS process.
However, DOE has issued an official cost summary that compares tritium production alternatives, including
life cycle costs (DOE 1998c).

23.10 Commentors ask whether TVA plans to pass on the cost of an overrun on its fixed price contract with
DOE to ratepayers and, if not, whether TVA is subsidized by some other means.

CommentsSummarized: 703-11,704-16,7064

Response: TVA believes the estimate to complete Bellefonte is accurate and conservative. This estimate has
been reviewed by several independent outside organizations including Fluor Daniel, Ebasco, and Bechtel.
TVA's 10-Year Business Plan does not assume any benefit from the completion of Bellefonte and sales of
electricity from the plant. To the extent the plant generates positive cash flow, TVA's 10-Year Business Plan
objective would be realized earlier than projected. Should cost overruns occur, the ratepayer would see no
negative impact until the cost to complete is greater than the cumulative net cash flow generated from power
sales. The probability of negative socioeconomic impacts is, therefore, minimized and considered negligible.

23.11 The commentor is concerned about TVA's debt, suggesting that maybe TVA should take a little
breather before starting another project and incurring more debt.

Comment Summarized: 707-11

Response: The funds needed to complete Bellefonte would be received from DOE. There would be no
additional TVA funding needed to complete Bellefonte.

23.12 A commentor asks how the $2.9 billion will be dispersed if tritium production takes place at the Watts
Bar plant.

Comment Summarized: 816-2

Response: The commentor misspoke; the estimated dispersement presented at the December 14, 1998,
meeting was $1.9 billion. The procurement process is ongoing. It is impossible to determine how much
money TVA might receive until the negotiations are complete.
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23.13 Several commentors express disagreement with spending money for tritium production. Commentors
opine that money would be spent better on social needs, education, environmental restoration, and other
matters. Some commentors opine that the CLWR program was an effective use of taxpayers' money.

Comments Summarized: 2-3, 3-2, 7-3, 40-1, 53-3, 84-4, 99-3, 103-4, 108-2, 112-2, 115-1, 119-3, 125-2,
137-7, 141-2, 208-5,212-8,223-1, 239-4,248-4,250-5 621-2,707-8,712-6,828-2

Response: Congress determines how funds are allocated. DOE spends monies consistent with Congressional
direction. DOE is not in a position to make the difficult tradeoffs that may be required between alternative
Federal programs and spending priorities. The issue of spending money for tritium production is beyond the
scope of the CLWR EIS.

23.14 The commentor questions whether the $1.9 billion to complete Bellefonte Unit 1 included the costs of
TPBAR transportation and the cost of the extraction facility. The commentor also questions whether TVA is
a Government agency.

Comments Summarized: 86-10,501-3

Response: Official DOE cost estimates for both the APT and the CLWR were made available at the CLWR
public hearings. Additional copies of those cost estimates are available by contacting the CLWR program
office. The $1.9 billion figure cited by the commentor is a fixed-price quote of the investment cost to complete
the Bellefonte Unit 1. The costs associated with TPBAR transportation and the extraction facility are included
in the official DOE cost estimate. As explained in Volume 1, Section 1.3.6 of the CLWR EIS, TVA was
established by an Act of Congress in 1933 as a Federal corporation. All of the TVA reactors are the property
of the United States.

23.15 Several commentors express support for the CLWR over the APT due to lower costs. Some
commentors question whether the cost comparisons between the APT and the CLWR were equitable. One
commentor asks what percentage of the accelerator program would pay for the design.

Comments Summarized: 4-10,44-10,45-8,90-1,114-1,501-12,605-1,702-5,713-2,719-2

Response: Official DOE cost estimates for both the APT and the CLWR were made available at the CLWR
public hearings. Those official cost estimates are DOE's best estimates of the costs for both the CLWR and
the APT. Any assumptions and basis for analysis in developing those cost estimates are contained within the
cost estimates. Cost issues associated with the CLWR and the APT are beyond the scope of the CLWR EIS.

23.16 Several commentors request that DOE be explicit concerning the costs associated with tritium
production. Another comnmentor requests that the costs associated with spent fuel management be included
in the EIS. Another commentor asserts that cost should not be the major factor in determining where tritium
is produced. Another commentor asks whether DOE economic analysis includes the costs of pursuing the
CLWR and APT options as both primary and backup alternatives to each other.

Comments Summarized: 127-3,143-1,245-2,501-13,504-5,700-3,702-4

Response: The CLWR EIS was prepared in accordance with NEPA, the Council on Environmental Quality's
regulations on implementing NEPA (40 CFR Parts 1500 through 1508), and DOE's NEPA implementation
procedures (10 CFR Part 1021). None of these require inclusion of a cost analysis in an EIS. As discussed

tJ in Volume 1, Section 3.2.1 of the CLWR EIS, the basic objective of this EIS is to provide the public and DOE
decision-makers with a description of the reasonable alternatives and their potential environmental impacts.
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While costs could be an important factor in DOE's decision regarding the production of tritium in a CLWR,
the focus of an EIS is on the environmental consequences. DOE has performed several cost analyses on the
various proposals associated with the production of tritium and made these cost analyses available to the public
at the three public hearings DOE held in October, 1998. DOE is pleased to provide the public with these
analyses upon request.

23.17 One commentor expresses concern regarding a number of issues related to costs: that costs to complete
Bellefonte were underestimated and not subjected to independent third-party review, while the APT costs have
been reviewed; that costs would overrun the TVA estimated cost of $2.44 billion to complete the cost of the
Bellefonte I reactor, that the Government Accounting Office states that TVA estimates are very unreliable;
that another utility estimates over $4 billion would be required to complete Bellefonte; that Bellefonte would
not meet START I tritium requirements; that there is serious question concerning the ability of Bellefonte to
generate sufficient revenues to offset costs; and that Watts Bar and Sequoyah, although discussed at length,
are being withdrawn.

Comments Summarized: 45-3, 5034

Response: The TVA estimate to complete Bellefonte Unit I has undergone several reviews by independent
organizations, including Bechtel, Ebasco, and Fluor Daniel. These reviews have confirmed the estimate. The
$2.44 billion cited in the comment is the total life cycle cost of the CLWR option, which includes not only the
cost to complete Bellefonte, but also all other DOE program costs, such as the completion of the Tritium
Extraction Facility, and the cost of shipping irradiated TPBARs from the reactor facility to the Tritium
Extraction Facility. The capital costs to complete Bellefonte are fixed under TVA's proposal. Should any
additional monies be needed to complete the reactor, TVA would be responsible for the additional cost. The
TVA Bellefonte offer includes the use of the Watts Bar Unit 1 reactor at no additional cost to DOE. Use of
both of these reactors would meet START I requirements, including any tritium requirements associated with
replenishing the tritium reserve. [See also the response to Comment Summary 03.03.] DOE management
issued an official summary of the cost for the two options, including life cycle costs. When considering the
life cycle costs of the completion and utilization of the Bellefonte facility for producing tritium, the revenues
to be generated from the sales of electricity, which TVA would share with DOE, would offset the initial, up-
front costs. These up-front costs, however, are quite sizable. The Watts Bar/Sequoyah offer gives DOE an
attractive alternative based upon an annual fee for irradiation services, without any large up-front costs. In
addition, this flexible offer becomes even more attractive, considering the possibility of smaller, future tritium
requirements as a result of additional cuts in the size of the nation's nuclear weapons stockpile.

23.18 The commentor states that the Congressional Research Service review raises a serious question on the
ability of Bellefonte to generate sufficient revenue to offset operating costs, much less amortize construction.

Comment Summarized: 503-12

Response: TVA's Watts Bar 1, Sequoyah I and 2, and Browns Ferry 2 and 3 nuclear units generate power
at an operating cost significantly lower than current market price for firm baseload power. TVA expects the
same level of low-cost efficient generation at Bellefonte 1. With the margin between the cost of generation
at a nuclear unit and the market price of power, TVA would be able to cover both fixed and variable operating
costs of generating power at Bellefonte 1, while also reducing TVA debt and sharing revenue with DOE.

23.19 The commentor wants to know what guarantees exist that TVA can finish completion of Bellefonte
within the stipulated costs. The commentor asks if all funding for the completion of Bellefonte will be up front
prior to completion and before an NRC license is obtained.

Comment Summarized: 506-3
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Response: In response to the Secretary of Energy's request that TVA provide its best and final offers, DOE
received several proposals for the completion of the Bellefonte facility (see Volume 1, Section 1.1.4 of the
CLWR EIS). All of these proposals were for a fixed price, with varying programs for completion funding by
DOE. These programs range from two annual up-front payments to six such payments. In all instances,
funding would be prior to the operation of this facility and, in all probability, most funding would be prior to
obtaining an NRC operating license.

There are no guarantees for the completion of the facility within the stipulated costs. It should be noted,
however, that these cost projections are for the completion of a facility which is already 90 percent complete.
Furthermore, the cost proposals have been reviewed by three separate, independent, outside groups.

23.20 The commentor expresses belief that the capital costs for the Bellefonte reactors will be significantly
more than for the APIT and that life cycle costs will be comparable.

Comment Summarized: 503-6

Response: Cost issues associated with the CLWR and the APT are beyond the scope of the CLWR EIS.
Nevertheless, official DOE cost estimates for both the APT and the CLWR were made available at the CLWR
public hearings (DOE 1998c). Those official cost estimates are DOE's best estimates of the costs for both the
CLWR and the APT. Any assumptions and basis for analysis in developing these cost estimates are contained
within the cost estimates.

23.21 The commentor asks whether the fixed price for completing the Bellefonte plant would also include
defense of the project against any nuclear activist suits or intervenors.

Comment Summarized: 506-4

Response: The costs for potential litigation are not within the scope of the CLWR EIS.

23.22 The commentor states that using the Watts Bar plant only for tritium production clearly is the least
expensive reactor option and asks why TVA let this option expire. The commentor suggests TVA's reason
was to preclude the lower-priced option (Watts Bar only) so that Federal monies could be obtained to finish
the Bellefonte plant. Another commentor asks why TVA did not include negative EIS comments in their latest
offer letter to DOE.

Comments Summarized: 232-3, 700-2, 806-5

Response: DOE is not in a position to explain TVA's decisions during the procurement process. As discussed
in Volume 1, Section 1.1.4 of the CLWR EIS and in the response to Comment Summary 06.03, TVA
resubmitted a proposal for irradiation services at the Watts Bar plant and the Sequoyah plant after the issuance
of the CLWR Draft EIS.

23.23 A commentor feels that, as part of the decision process, TVA and DOE should compensate local
government, thereby helping local ratepayers and taxpayers. Another commentor asks what effect irradiation
services at the Watts Bar and Sequoyah plants would have on ratepayers, and whether electric rates would
change. Another commentor asks whether residents of Rhea County would receive a tax break.

Comments Summarized: 230-2, 802-2, 809-1

Response: If Watts Bar and Sequoyah were selected, DOE expects to enter into an interagency agreement
with TVA under the Economy Act, discussed in Volume 1, Section 1.1.4 of the CLWR EIS. Under that
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agreement, DOE would pay TVA for the cost of tritium production. This would have no effect on ratepayers
or taxpayers. If Bellefonte were selected, the benefit from electricity sales revenue could be split between TVA
and DOE, depending on the outcome of contract negotiations. Because DOE funding to complete Bellefonte
would come from Congress, any revenue returned to DOE to offset initial expenditure would benefit U.S.
taxpayers. Any revenue returned to TVA would benefit the agency and its ratepayers.

23.24 A commentor asks for clarification regarding the numbers given for the Watts Bar and Sequoyah plants
in the presentation. The commentor also asks about the breakdown that led to TVA's estimate of $85 million
for irradiation services. The commentor suggests that TVA is inflating the taxpayer costs to make the
Bellefonte alternative more attractive.

Comment Summarized: 803-1

Response: Negotiations are currently ongoing between TVA and DOE to determine the cost of irradiation
services. Details of the negotiation process are procurement-sensitive.

23.25 A commentor asks how TVA can reduce its estimated costs for completing the Bellefonte plant for
tritium production. The commentor asks whether ratepayers would have to pay more to make up the $.5 billion
difference.

Comment Summarized: 806-1

Response: In the latest proposal, TVA assumes a share of the costs to complete Bellefonte. TVA would
borrow money to do this; the rates would not be increased, but the debt pay-down plan would be delayed.

23.26 A commentor asks whether TVA is paying back the principal on its debt yet.

Comment Summarized: 810-2

Response: The principal on the Bellefonte debt is included as part of the 10-year debt package that is currently
being paid.

23.27 A commentor asks whether DOE has determined over the 25- or 30-year production period which
reactor method is the most economical way to produce tritium.

Comment Summarized: 810-3

Response: Because the procurement process in ongoing, definitive costs have not been finalized yet and,
therefore, it is not possible to say with absolute certainty which of the reactor alternatives is the most
economical. Based on current estimates on a life cycle cost basis, TVA's proposal to complete Bellefonte and
produce tritium is the least costly alternative, but in the near term, the irradiation services proposal to use Watts
Bar and Sequoyah is less costly than completing and operating Bellefonte.

CATEGORY 24: MISCELLANEOUS

24.01 The commentor questions whether DOE and TVA can effectively communicate.

Comment Summarized: 501-8
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Response: The effectiveness of communication between TVA and DOE is beyond the scope of the EIS.

24.02 The commentor expresses concern that nuclear energy is a complicated process and wonders if using
highly complicated processes makes mistakes and failures more likely.

Comment Summarized: 707-13

Response: The CLWR EIS assesses the environmental impacts associated with tritium production in one or
more CLWRs. Included in the EIS is an assessment of the probabilities, consequences, and risks associated
with potential accidents. Currently, tritium is being produced in Watts Bar I as part of the Lead Test Assembly
demonstration. Results from that demonstration are confirming that tritium production in a CLWR is
straightforward and safe.

24.03 The commentor asks if the amount of tritium now possessed by the United States is losing its efficiency
or leaking somewhat and, if so, is there no way to prevent this loss.

Comment Summarized: 707-4

Response: Tritium is a radioactive form (or isotope) of the hydrogen atom and, like all radioactive isotopes,
will spontaneously change into a different isotope (Helium-3) through a process called "radioactive decay."
There is no known way to stop tritium from decaying.

24.04 The commentor questions, "What is the current uranium-235 enrichment, 4.0 percent? Why would
DOE supply the higher-enriched uranium, and not the U.S. enrichment plants? Is it because of the uranium
surplus at DOET' The commentor wonders if releases from higher enrichment fuel would be greater.

Comment Summarized: 143-7

Response: As discussed in Volume 1, Appendix A, normal enrichment of fuel used in CLWRs is from 4.2
to 4.5 percent. Full production loading of TPBARS may require the use of slightly higher enriched fuel (4.6
to 4.9 percent). Such an increase would be allowed by the current NRC licenses (current NRC licensing
provisions allow for up to 5 percent enrichment).

DOE has offered to provide TVA with any required uranium of higher enrichment levels to avoid causing
TVA any cost increases for normal operations. DOE already has specific quantities of highly enriched uranium
which could be blended down to the appropriate concentration levels (within the NRC licensing limitations),
should such fuel be required. DOE has clarified this in Volume 1, Section 5.2.7 of the CLWR EIS. The
somewhat higher enrichments and reduced fuel assembly bumups associated with the tritium production core,
as compared to the conventional core designs, can influence the radiological source term used in the calculation
of radiological emissions other than tritium during normal operation and accident conditions. The Tritium
Production Core Topical Report (WEC 1998) quantified this effect and concluded that, overall, the fission
product inventories were the same or lower in the tritium-producing core. Therefore, the analysis presented
in the CLWR EIS, which does not account for the increased enrichment, is conservative.

24.05 The commentor asks how a one-year delay in completing construction at Bellefonte I would impact the
schedule to complete the Tritium Extraction Facility by 2005. Another commentor questions why DOE would
want to run the Tritium Extraction Facility furnaces within the top 90th percentile of their maximum
temperature, and why there is no data in the CLWR Draft EIS that addresses recovery efficiency in the Tritium
Extraction Facility.

Comment Summarized: 500-3
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Response: The Tritium Extraction Facility construction is not related to the completion of Bellefonte.
Therefore, any delay associated with completing Bellefonte would have no impact on the construction of the
Tritium Extraction Facility. While specific comments regarding the Tritium Extraction Facility are beyond
the scope of the CLWR EIS, these comments have been forwarded to the preparers of the Tritium Extraction
Facility EIS for response and inclusion in the Tritium Extraction Facility EIS.

24.06 The commentor asks where the tritium produced by a CLWR would go and what would be done with
it. Another commentor asks whether the tritium would be extracted immediately at the Tritium Extraction
Facility or stored at the site.

Comments Summarized: 603-1, 629-2, 704-7

Response: As explained in Volume 1, Chapter 1 of the CLWR EIS, tritium produced at a TVA reactor would
be shipped to the Savannah River Site for extraction from the TPBARs. This tritium would then undergo
purification and would be loaded into the tritium reservoir for use in the nuclear weapons stockpile. Tritium
would be extracted at the Tritium Extraction Facility as necessary to meet stockpile demands. The Tritium
Extraction Facility would have the capability to store irradiated TPBARs until extraction is necessary.

24.07 The commentor remarks that the actual tritium extraction occurs in areas already overexposed to
mismanagement. TVA would only expose special control rods and ship them to the extraction plant. It appears
that this in no way adds significantly to any existing situation.

Comment Summarized: 103-2

Response: The potential environmental impacts associated with the irradiation of TPBARs at any of five TVA
reactors are presented in the CLWR EIS. Following irradiation, TPBARs would be shipped to the proposed
Tritium Extraction Facility that would be constructed at the Savannah River Site. As discussed in Volume 1,
Section 1.5.2.2 of the CLWR EIS, a separate EIS has been prepared for this facility to evaluate the potential
environmental impacts of the tritium extraction. A summary of the environmental consequences related to the
construction and operation of the Tritium Extraction Facility appears in Section 5.3.4 of the CLWR EIS.

24.08 The commentor expresses the opinion that to establish a new use for civilian nuclear power reactors is
counter to the growing worldwide consensus that nuclear power should be eliminated as a source of energy
since it is inherently unsafe, uneconomic, and most importantly, unnecessary.

Comment Summarized: 110-6

Response: Whether there is any worldwide consensus regarding' nuclear power is beyond the scope of the
CLWR EIS. Nonetheless, the position for many of the world's governments in developed countries is that
nuclear power will continue to play an important role in the next century in meeting substantially increasing
energy demands and may be essential to cope with global warming. The construction of new nuclear plants
outside of the United States continues to increase, especially in the Far East, to satisfy the rising demand for
energy in the fast-expanding economies of Japan, the Republic of Korea, and China. The strengthening of
nuclear safety is now an international collaborative effort. TVA takes its responsibility seriously to maintain
competitive rates and growth in the Tennessee Valley while protecting the health and safety of the environment
and the public; the performance records of its nuclear program support this priority. For example, last year
TVA's nuclear plants generated 27 percent of the total TVA generation, allowing TVA to meet record peak
demands during the summer and winter. TVA's operating nuclear plants have been named among the most
efficient nuclear utilities in the country and as leaders in cost reduction.
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24.09 The commentor states that, when his group of retired engineers, scientists, and physicists met in April
of last year, someone told them there was absolutely no increase in any kind of disease, including cancer, in
areas where TVA facilities are operating.

Comment Summarized: 620-2

Response: A National Cancer Institute survey in the Journal of the American Medical Association, March 20,
1991 (NCI 1991), showed no general increased risk of death from cancer for people living in the 107 counties
containing or closely adjacent to 62 nuclear facilities. Included in the study were 52 commercial nuclear power
plants, 9 DOE research and weapons plants, and 1 commercial fuel processing plant. TVA's Brown's Ferry
and Sequoyah Nuclear Plants were included in this survey.

24.10 The commentor asks for clarification of a statement found in the CLWR Draft EIS Summary that
indicates no design changes would be necessary to complete Bellefonte for tritium production. The commentor
suggests clarification be added to the summary document.

Comment Summarized: 706-5

Response: Minor modifications would be required for radiological, security, and operational impacts.
Additional radiological monitoring equipment such as portable monitors, discrete air samplers, and liquid
scintillation counters would be procured, and air and water sampling station equipment would be installed for
environmental monitoring. Some minor tooling modifications may be made to facilitate handling of TPBARs
in the spent fuel storage pool. Also, some security enhancements would be made to accommodate storage of
classified documents and TPBARs. However, no major modifications would be required for tritium
production, as discussed in Section 3.2.5.3 of the CLWR EIS.

24.11 The commentor wants clarification that TVA will own the facility and at no time will it be sold or given
to DOE.

Comment Summarized: 714-2

Response: TVA has no plans or intent to transfer ownership to DOE. Since TVA facilities such as Watts Bar
and Bellefonte are government-owned, there is no reason to sell these facilities to DOE. As discussed in
Volume 1, Section 1. 1.1 of the CLWR EIS, DOE is only interested in the purchase of irradiation services, not
the purchase of a reactor.

24.12 Commentors note editorial changes to be made to the CLWR Draft EIS, including the addition of words
and sentences to clarify the text, the correction of the sequence of footnotes to some tables, the elimination of
inconsistent terminology, and the correction of typographical or grammatical errors.

Comments Summarized: 89-1, 94-1, 146-4

Response: The text cited by the commentors has been revised. Additional edits have been made throughout
the document as necessary. A list of sections affected by this type of revision is included in Volume 1,
Section 1.9 of the CLWR EIS.

24.13 Commentors request clarification concerning the cumulative effects of using multiple reactors.

Comments Summarized: 146-23, 703-6
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Response: Volume 1, Section 3.2.6 explains that the impacts of using more than one CLWR for tritium
production can be determined by adding the impacts of each individual CLWR together. Tables 5-59, 5-60,
and 5-62 in the CLWR Final EIS present the cumulative impacts at each site. For the sites with two potential
units operating (Sequoyah, Bellefonte) the CLWR Draft EIS assumed that one of the units is operating in a
tritium-producing mode while the other is operating in a normal electricity-producing mode. Tables 5-51 and
5-53 have been revised in the CLWR Final EIS to reflect tritium production in both units at the same time; the
tables appear as Tables 5-60 and 5-62 in the CLWR Final EIS.

24.14 The commentor notes that the CLWR Draft EIS fails to list and examine mitigation measures for the
increased risks due to the proposed action.

Comment Summarized: 116-5

Response: The CLWR Draft EIS discusses the need for mitigation measures right after the presentation of
the impacts for each environmental resource, if such need is warranted. The CLWR Final EIS includes a
summary of these discussions in a new Volume 1, Section 5.5.

24.13 The commentor requests information on the effect on the reactor physics and asks about the differences
between regular burnable absorber rods and TPBARs.

Comment Summarized: 143-6

Response: Regular burnable absorber rods are depleted during a normal reactor cycle. That is, at the end of
a normal operating cycle, regular burnable absorber rods no longer have the ability to absorb neutrons, In
general, the TPBARs will continue to absorb neutrons throughout the entire fuel cycle. Since the TPBARs
will absorb more neutrons than regular burnable absorber rods during a reactor operating cycle, they could
require higher enriched fuel to have equivalent core performance characteristics at the end of the operating
cycle. Prior to operating the reactor, the NRC will approve the analyses of specific tritium production reactor
core configurations. NRC license holders must submit core reload analyses and demonstrate that core
performance for a new core configuration, including tritium production cores, is within the licensing basis
performance envelope for the plant. The NRC currently licenses CLWRs to operate with fuel enrichments up
to 5 percent.

24.16 The commentor notes that Table 4-11 in the CLWR Draft EIS did not contain a reference to the source
of the data presented in the table. The commentor recommends the inclusion of the reference.

Comment Summarized: 146-5

Response: The reference (TVA 1998e, now TVA 1998d) is shown at the bottom of Table 4-11 of both the
Draft and Final versions of the CLWR EIS.

24.17 The commentor notes that the first assumption listed in Section 5.1.2 of the CLWR Draft EIS is not an
assumption, but a statement concerning the conservatism of the model used. The commentor suggests that the
statement be moved from the list of assumptions up into the paragraph which precedes the list of assumptions.

Comment Summarized: 146-8

Response: The list of assumptions provides numerous examples of how the analysis was conservatively
performed. Part of this conservative approach was the use of computer models, which conventionally
overestimate health risks associated with low dose rates. Thus, the inclusion of this passage within the
assumptions list is deemed appropriate.
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24.18 The comnentor, referring to Sections 5.2.1, 5.2.3, 5.2.7, and Tables 546 and 547 of the CLWR Draft
EIS, questions the consistency of the use of the terms "baseline" and "baseline configuration." The commentor

'-' recommends that the baseline assumed in Section 5.2.9 be stated explicitly and the tables be checked for
consistency.

Comment Summarized: 146-22

Response: Volume 1, Section 5.2.9 and associated tables have been revised to reflect consistency in the use
of the term "baseline" between text and tables.

24.19 A commentor asks if DOE and TVA are in Y2K [Year 2000] compliance.

Comment Summarized: 800-8

Response: All Federal agencies have a coordinated and aggressive program underway to ensure compliance
with Y2K requirements so that they can enter the millennium without any disruptions to required activities.
Y2K compliance is outside the scope of the CLWR EIS.

24.20 The commentor, referring to Table 5-32 of the CLWR Draft EIS, remarks that the table does not give
units for the data presented. The commentor recommends that units be provided in the table.

Comment Summarized: 146-15

Response: Note "a" of Table 542 (Volume 1) of the CLWR EIS (Draft EIS Table 5-32), which is cited in
the heading for each column of data, identifies the units as "Increased likelihood of cancer fatality per year."

2421 A commentor asks what DOE would do if TVA were dismantled as a result of deregulation.

Comment Summarized: 800-7

Response: Speculation as to the continuance or dismantlement of TVA is beyond the scope of the CLWR EIS.

24.22 The commentor asks how many TPBARs were inserted into the Advanced Test Reactor.

Comment Summarized: 704-10

Response: Eleven.

2423 The commentor, referring to the discussion of a "real" individual in Section 5.2.6 of the CLWR Draft
EIS, recommends that information should be included concerning what is meant by placing the word "rear'
in quotes.

Comment Summarized: 146-17

Response: The term is often used by the NRC in their safety evaluations. The term "real" in quotations
indicates that the dose is calculated for actual individuals living near the ISFSI, as opposed to a hypothetical
individual. A hypothetical individual is used often in analyses when the results are purposely overestimated
for conservatism. Such a hypothetical individual, for example, may be assumed to stand, completely exposed,
at the worst possible location for radiological exposure. Volume 1, Section 5.2.6 is revised to include an
explanation of a "real" individual.
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24.24 A commentor asks what "point of departure" means as used in the slide presentation.

Comment Summarized: 800-1

Response: This phrase was used in the DOE slide presentation on December 14, 1998, to refer to the starting
point of discussions between DOE and TVA on all the elements of the Watts Bar/Sequoyah proposal. In other
words, DOE considers that TVA proposal negotiable.

24.25 A commentor notes that both the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) say they have Memorandums of Understanding with TVA that allow an
exchange of paperwork instead of onsite inspections. The commentor asks where copies of these
Memorandums of Understanding can be obtained.

Comment Summarized: 811-3

Response: According to TVA's Office of General Council, there are no specific memoranda of understanding
between TVA and these agencies.

24.26 A commentor asks whether tritium production would shorten the life span of the Watts Bar or Sequoyah
units.

Comment Summarized: 814-1

Response: As discussed in Volume 1, Section 3.2.1 of the CLWR EIS, tritium production is not expected to
shorten the life span of the Watts Bar or Sequoyah plants.

24.27 A commentor asks how many organizations are qualified to do this job that did not want it. The
commentor asks why TVA bid on DOE tritium production. The commentor asks why TVA had no
competition.

Comments Summarized: 813-1, 815-1

Response: There are approximately 72 pressurized water reactors in the United States that potentially could
be used for tritium production, as discussed in Volume 1, Section 3.2.2. It is unknown how many utilities are
represented by that number. TVA bid on the DOE tritium production proposal because it felt that responding
to DOE's request for proposals is in the best interest of TVA. With regard to why TVA had no competition,
DOE will not speculate on why other utilities did not bid.

24.28 A commentor asks when the last environmental impact study was done that used Bellefonte as a nuclear
reactor without tritium production.

Comment Summarized: 816-1

Response: The Final Environmental Impact Statement Related to Construction of Bellefonte Nuclear Plant
Units ) and 2 at the Tennessee Valley Authority was published in June 1974 (TVA 1974). TVA reviewed the
continuing validity of this document in 1994. This document addressed construction and operation of
Bellefonte Units 1 and 2 as nuclear-powered electrical generation facilities only, and did not address tritium
production.

24.29 A commentor states that tritium is a weapons component, and DOE should be honest about that fact.
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Comment Summarized: 835-3

Response: DOE recognizes that tritium is a component of nuclear weapons and addresses this point in
Volume 1, Section 1.3.2 of the CLWR EIS. Within that section the following statement is made: "Tritium is
not a fissile material and cannot be used by itself to construct a nuclear weapon. However, tritium is a key
component of all nuclear weapons presently in the nation's nuclear weapons arsenal. Tritium enables weapons
to produce a larger yield while reducing the overall size and weight of the warhead."

24.30 A conmnentor expresses concern about the impacts from tritium production on uranium mine workers
and people living in the vicinity of uranium mines.

Comment Summarized: 8354

Response: As indicated in Volume 1, Section 5.2.7 of the CLWR EIS, the enriched uranium that would be
used for fuel assemblies in tritium production has already been mined and processed. Additionally, DOE may
provide blended-down highly enriched uranium from its inventory that has been set aside for national security
purposes. Section 5.2.7 discusses the environmental impacts associated with blending down this highly
enriched uranium. No additional environmental consequences of any significance are expected from TPBAR
fabrication activities other than the fabrication and assembly of TPBARs and the conversion of highly enriched
uranium to commercial reactor fuel.

24.31 Several commentors ask why TVA's irradiation services proposal is for 25 years, when the original
programmatic proposal was for 40 years. The commentor also asks whether the requirements changed.

Comment Summarized: 8034,8084

Response: In the original request for proposals, DOE asks for a minimum 10-year contract for irradiation
services. The commentor is correct that the progranunatic plan calls for 40 years of tritium production. TVA
has offered 25 years, anticipating that DOE may issue another request for irradiation services proposals at some
time.
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